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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This report summarises the required outputs, in relation to the updated scheme design, to the 

Phase 2 appraisal module titled ‘Place’ as set out in Appendix A, Item 10 of the Airports 

Commission Appraisal Framework, published in April 2014. 

1.2 The objective of the Place module is “To minimise impacts on existing landscape character 

and heritage assets”. In this regard paragraph 10.2 states that “Schemes should therefore 

demonstrate that, where possible, they have taken all possible steps to minimise and mitigate 

their impacts upon landscape, townscape, waterscape and heritage assets, including listed 

buildings. Schemes should be mindful of the landscape and townscape impacts of any 

urbanisation that might be a consequence of the delivery of new capacity”. The required 

outputs from the Place module are set out in paragraph 10.25 of Appendix A (10) and in 

relation to landscape character and heritage assets this requires “an assessment of the 

landscape, townscape, waterscape and heritage assets affected, considering the scale and 

importance of the places and features”. These assessments are summarised in Section 2 of 

this Executive Summary report, with the full assessments provided in the Place:  Landscape, 

Townscape and Waterscape Report and the Place: Cultural Heritage Report. 

1.3 In addition to the assessment of impacts on landscape, townscape, waterscape and heritage 

assets, the Airports Commission requires the following matters to be assessed within the 

Place module: 

 The appraisal will assess the scale, location and type of land that would be developed 

as part of an airport scheme and its related surface access strategy, and the 

consequential impacts (paragraph 10.4). The output of this would include “a range of 

maps overlaid to build up a picture of impacts on the local and wider area”, together 

with “an assessment of the type and quantity of land developed (classified by its use 

and cover), and the direction and magnitude of the impacts of changing land use”. 

These assessments, the detail of which is set out under the heading ‘Development’, are 

summarised in Section 2, with the full assessment provided in the Place: Land Use and 

Land Cover Report; 

 Assessment of the loss of agricultural land and the identification, where possible, of 

mitigation strategies for the loss of such land. This assessment is summarised in 

Section 2, with the full assessment provided in the Place: Agricultural Resources 

Report; and  

 Assessment of a scheme’s waste management plans (including the disposal of both 

construction and operational waste), and their potential impacts on environmental or 

other factors. This assessment is provided in the Waste Report.  

1.4 This report should be read in conjunction with the Community: Community and Private Assets 

Report that provides information on the following types of land uses : 

 Recreation and leisure; 

 Residential; and 
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 Community services. 

1.5 During the development of the updated scheme design, consideration has been taken of 

existing land uses, landscape and heritage resources and, where possible, mitigation 

measures have been embedded into the scheme where resources or receptors are likely to 

be affected. These, together with additional mitigation measures, are set out in the Mitigation 

Strategy.  

1.6 The impacts that are identified in this module are based on Gatwick’s Masterplan option for a 

new wide spaced runway to the south of the existing runway and with a new terminal between 

the runways. For aircraft to access the existing terminals from the proposed new runway 

aircraft would have to taxi across the existing runway. Gatwick’s Masterplan submission also 

identifies a possible alternative solution which includes taxiways around the ends of the 

existing runway which would reduce or eliminate the need for aircraft to cross the existing 

runway.  The assessment of the impacts of the Masterplan including the taxiways on the 

heritage, landscape, land use and agriculture are addressed in the Place: Heritage; Place: 

Landscape, Townscape and Waterscape; Place: Lane Use and Land Cover; and Place: 

Agricultural Resources reports and the conclusions with regard to these assessments are 

included in the summaries provided in Section 2 below.  
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2 SUMMARY OF ‘PLACE’ ASSESSMENTS 

Landscape, Townscape and Waterscape 

2.1 The purpose of this report is to assess the potential effects of the updated scheme design 

(hereinafter referred to as the ‘scheme’) upon the existing ‘Landscape, Townscape and 

Waterscape’ resource.  In addition to the scheme, Gatwick's Masterplan submission also 

identifies a possible alternative solution which includes taxiways around the ends of the 

existing runway. Additionally, the potential landscape and townscape effects of this option (the 

‘Updated Scheme Design with EATs’) are described in Appendix 5 of the Place: Landscape, 

Townscape and Waterscape Report.  

2.2 For the purposes of the assessment, two study areas have been defined; one equivalent to a 

15km radius from the existing airport and, for the assessment of effects due to airspace 

change, a wider study area extending up to 43km (23.3 nautical miles) to the east and to the 

west of the existing airport.  This wider study area includes flight routes for aircraft using the 

scheme below about 7,000 feet.  The assessment has been undertaken in accordance with 

Appendix A, Chapter 10 of the Airports Commission Appraisal Framework (Appraisal 

Framework).  The assessment forms part of the ‘Place’ module. 

2.3 The term ‘Waterscape’ is not a term that is commonly used in landscape assessment.  Whilst 

the term ‘seascape’ is widely recognised, the scheme will not affect seascape.  As such, 

assessment of ‘Waterscape’ is not considered necessary; rather any potential effects upon 

existing rivers or watercourses within the study areas has been considered as part of the 

overall assessment of effects upon the existing landscape/ townscape resource. 

2.4 The Appraisal Framework does not mention ‘views’ in the context of the ‘Landscape, 

Townscape and Waterscape’ assessment.  However, an understanding of the nature of 

existing views to Gatwick Airport and those to the scheme, as well as the potential visibility of 

new buildings (and other elements, i.e. taxiing aircraft), is considered to be essential in any 

assessment of potential landscape and townscape effects.  Primarily, people experience 

landscape and townscape through their visual senses.  Sound is also of importance.  In order 

therefore to fully cover landscape and visual effects, both a Zone of Theoretical Visibility 

(ZTV) and a number of viewpoints from the local surrounds to the airport, have been included 

in the study. 

2.5 The assessment is based upon that of the scheme described in the Operational Efficiency – 

Master Plan Report; inclusive of new buildings adjoining the existing north and south 

terminals, maintenance hangers adjoining the northern boundary to the existing airport, the 

realignment of the A23 from Junction 9a of the M23 to the existing County Oak roundabout on 

the A23, car parking to the east of the main railway line to Brighton, realignment of a number 

of existing watercourses, provision of noise attenuation bunding and management of off-site 

woodland for operational reasons.  This is inclusive of the ‘embedded mitigation’ provided by 

the noise attenuation bunding and realigned watercourses (with natural profiles and riparian 

habitats). 

2.6 The assessment has concluded that there would be no potential effects upon any of the 

landscape or townscape character areas which may be considered to be of a Highly adverse 
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2.8 With regard to landscapes of national importance for their landscape quality, i.e. National Park 

or Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), the scheme would not directly impact upon 

these landscapes within the study area. During the construction phase, effects upon all these 

designated landscapes would be Neutral. In contrast, during the operation phase, a new 

approach route for westerly arrivals would overfly a small part of the High Weald AONB at 

between 3-5,000 feet approximately.  Whilst the existing approach route for westerly arrivals 

is already a characteristic of this part of the AONB, there would be a locally noticeable change 

in character due to the additional westerly approach or easterly departure route equating to a 

locally adverse magnitude of change which would be reduced with increasing distance from 

the flight paths.  This would equate to an overall Adverse (locally) to Neutral performance 

against objective. In contrast, the inherent landscape character of the Surrey Hills and Kent 

Downs AONB would only be slightly affected; accordingly, there would be an overall Neutral 

performance against objective.  

2.9 In addition to the requirements for ‘embedded mitigation’, the study also outlines a number of 

other possible mitigation strategies that could be incorporated within an emerging landscape 

mitigation strategy for the scheme.  However, these require further consideration, particularly 

with regards to ensuring that the operational requirements of the airport are not compromised, 

before they can be included in the scheme. For this reason, the assessment of potential 

effects of the scheme with mitigation is unchanged from that of the scheme with embedded 

mitigation.  However, if these possible landscape mitigation proposals were to form part of a 

wider future mitigation strategy, this may result in a reduction in the overall performance 

against objective of the scheme upon a number of landscape/ townscape character areas.  

This may include those directly impacted or those indirectly impacted and from which views to 

parts of the scheme would be available or from which activities within it may be audible.  In 

contrast, the potential indirect (albeit transitory) effects upon landscape character due to 

airspace change will remain for the period the flight path is operational and cannot be 

mitigated. 

2.10 Despite the scale of the scheme, no potential landscape or townscape effects that would 

result in a ‘Highly’ adverse performance against objective have been identified with the 

scheme inclusive of its ‘embedded mitigation’.  Whilst this is a necessarily high level of 

assessment, it does broadly indicate that the landscape/ townscape within the study area has 

the capacity to accommodate change of the type proposed by the scheme without substantial 

adverse and unacceptable effects upon landscape or townscape character. 

2.11 The assessment of effects of the scheme with EATs upon each of the landscape and 

townscape character areas described in the study (both day and night)  would be unchanged 

from that of the scheme without EATs described above, except for the settlement of 

Charlwood. For this settlement, if the 10m high noise bund was constructed during winter, 

then this construction would be partially visible from some daytime viewpoints, and could be 

audible.  There would be a Medium (locally) to Low Adverse magnitude of change which 

would equate to an Adverse (locally) to Neutral performance against objective during the 

construction phase.   

2.12 Aircraft using the End Around Taxiway could be audible as described in the Ground Noise 

appendix. Overall, no potential landscape or townscape effects that would result in a Highly 

adverse performance against objective have been identified with the unmitigated scheme 

(inclusive of its ‘embedded mitigation’) for the updated scheme design with EATs.  As such, it 
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does broadly indicate that the landscape/ townscape within the study area has the capacity to 

accommodate change of the type proposed by the scheme with EATs without substantial 

adverse and unacceptable effects upon landscape or townscape character 

Cultural Heritage  

2.13 This report sets out the assessment of potential effects on cultural heritage arising from the 

updated scheme design for a second runway at Gatwick Airport.  

2.14 It forms part of the ‘Place’ topic module as defined in the Airports Commission Appraisal 

Framework and provides information on archaeology, built heritage and historic landscape. 

These sub-topics have been included to provide clarity of approach in accordance with the 

criteria for assessment set out in the Commission’s Appraisal Framework as applied to the 

Gatwick updated scheme design. 

2.15 This report is based on the results of a detailed historic environment desk-based assessment. 

The desk-based assessment remains a working document to be updated as the project 

progresses. 

2.16 Gatwick has inherently minimised impacts by developing a coherent and spatially efficient 

masterplan. This sets the backdrop for the assessment. 

 Scheduled Monuments and Archaeology 

2.17 There are no Scheduled Monuments within the updated scheme design land take. Two 

Scheduled Monuments are located adjacent to the southern boundary of the updated scheme 

design. These comprise: Ifield Court medieval moated site close to the south-west corner 

boundary treatment (including a proposed noise bund); and Tinsley Green medieval site to 

the south side of Radford Road, east of the London-Brighton Railway. 

2.18 The setting of the Ifield Court moated site would be changed due to the close proximity of the 

scheme, although English Heritage (EH) have noted that archaeological recording of any 

associated archaeological remains would be a useful addition to understanding the context of 

the Scheduled Monument. The Tinsley Green medieval site is buffered to a degree by the 

indented updated scheme design boundary around Oldlands Farmhouse, but its setting would 

be changed by the introduction of the realigned A23 just north of the present Radford Road. 

2.19 The overall performance in relation to effects on Scheduled Monuments following avoidance 

by scheme design and mitigation (including the noise bund) is considered to be no greater 

than Adverse.       

2.20 The team has collated the EH Archive records along with the Historic Environment Records 

(HERs) for West Sussex and Surrey. The archaeological entries have been mapped and 

incorporated into a scheme-specific gazetteer of the known archaeological remains within the 

updated scheme design boundary and the immediate vicinity. A detailed review of all 

available aerial photographic material has been undertaken by a specialist in such work, with 

the aim of identifying any potential archaeological sites and features that may be visible as 

cropmarks or soilmarks on such photographs. 

2.21 The results demonstrate a generally low level of archaeological activity in this area of the Low 

Weald in comparison with other topographical and geological areas of the south-east of 
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England. This reduced level of evidence for human inhabitation (with the exception of a higher 

density of iron working sites) has traditionally been correlated with the heavy nature of the 

Weald Clay geology restricting agricultural productivity. No known archaeological sites of high 

significance would be directly impacted; the majority of known and potential archaeological 

sites that would be directly impacted are likely to be of low to medium (local to regional) 

significance. 

2.22 The known archaeological sites within the updated scheme design land take are typical of the 

region. They include a Mesolithic flint scatter suggestive of a hunting camp along with Iron 

Age settlement, burials and landscape features, all of which were identified recently at 

Gatwick’s Pollution Lagoon and Flood Control Reservoir sites close to Gatwick Stream. A 

small Late Bronze Age settlement and boundary was identified and examined within 

Gatwick’s North West Zone in the late 1990s. 

2.23 The review concludes that there is a higher potential for further prehistoric sites of this nature 

within the floodplains and terraces associated with the River Mole and its tributaries. The 

floodplains contain alluvium, in places over 2 m deep, along with ancient silted watercourses 

that have the potential to contain both archaeological structures and artefacts. One example 

of the latter is a Bronze Age sword that was recovered from the alluvium associated with the 

Polesfleet Stream during the 1950s. Geoarchaeological (ancient environmental) information is 

also likely to be present in these locations. 

2.24 The updated scheme design area has a lower potential to contain significant Romano-British 

and Anglo-Saxon archaeological sites and finds, with no Anglo-Saxon material and just one 

possible Romano-British farmstead currently known of within the land take. There are several 

historic routeways within this area which are likely to date from the late Saxon or medieval 

periods and these are associated with residential activity (such as the area currently occupied 

by the Gatwick Manor Inn) and provide a basis for the prediction of currently unknown 

medieval archaeological material. However the updated scheme design area does not include 

core areas of medieval villages and therefore the archaeological evidence is likely to be 

confined to dispersed settlement based around former heaths and commons and individual 

farmsteads. 

2.25 A map showing zones of archeological potential has been produced to illustrate the main 

areas within which archaeological remains might be anticipated, although the remains within 

these are expected to be localized in terms of their density, complexity and significance. An 

initial meeting has been held with EH and the Archaeological Officers of West Sussex County 

Council and Surrey County Council during which the need for further investigation of the 

scheme area was discussed. Such investigation would aim to provide specific information on 

the presence, form, date, extent and preservation of currently unknown archaeological 

remains. It was noted that this level of investigation would inform further, more detailed, 

mitigation in due course.  

2.26 The overall performance in relation to the effect of the updated scheme design on 

archaeological remains following implementation of suitable mitigation is considered to be 

Adverse. 
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 Historic Buildings 

2.27 Current mapping and designation data shows there to be 18 listed buildings within the land 

take for the updated scheme design.  Of these, six are Grade II* listed whilst the remaining 12 

are listed at Grade II. There are no Grade I Listed buildings within the required land take for 

the updated scheme design. 

2.28 The National Heritage List shows a further three Grade II listed buildings within the updated 

scheme design land take, but neither of these is extant as recorded on the list. The Lowfield 

Heath Windmill was moved to another location in 1987; whilst Sycamore House (235 London 

Road, Crawley) has been replaced by a modern office block and Charlwood Park has been 

demolished. One further Grade II listed building (Oldlands Farmhouse) lies immediately 

outside the updated scheme design land take. 

2.29 There are also six ‘locally-listed’ buildings and a number of other undesignated historic 

buildings within the updated scheme design land take. This latter group includes at least one 

timber-framed dwelling, at least one timber-framed barn, the base of a windmill relocated in 

1959, and a number of Victorian and 20th century residential dwellings. 

2.30 All bar two of the nationally listed buildings are timber-framed Wealden houses and barns, 

dating from the late 15th century to the 17th century. Whilst these are reasonable examples of 

their type, all have been altered, some substantially. None are particularly rare or exceptional 

in a region noted for its timber-framed vernacular buildings of this period. The two other 

buildings are a 19th century church and a 1930s airport terminal. 

2.31 The Church of St Michael and All Angels was built in 1867 in an early 13th century French 

Gothic style by the architect William Burgess. The church is Grade II* listed and served the 

former hamlet of Lowfield Heath, which has subsequently been wholly subsumed into the 

Gatwick Gate Industrial Estate - the church remains as the only surviving element of the 

former settlement. The church cannot be retained in its present position, as it is on the site of 

the proposed second runway, however its current setting is poor and does not make a 

positive contribution to its level of significance as a heritage asset.  

2.32 The airport building is known as ’The Beehive’ because of its shape and is a unique former 

combined airport terminal building and control tower, built 1934-36 and now a Grade II* listed 

building. It is a circular building and is important not only in the history of British aviation but 

also in terms of world airport design. The Beehive currently lies outside of the airport 

perimeter, surrounded on all sides by modern built development and roads. It is therefore 

visually and physically divorced from the airport it once served. 

2.33 With the updated scheme design, The Beehive would be retained at its current location. Its 

setting would be altered as it would sit towards the eastern end of the new runway. Because 

of this, the modern commercial buildings currently surrounding it would need to be 

demolished completely or replaced with lower structures. The Beehive would be brought back 

within the airport boundary and would thus have a closer relationship with the operational 

airport than it has had for several decades. With sensitive design and landscaping that 

strengthens the building’s relationship with the airport, the effect on the building’s significance 

would be strongly beneficial. 

2.34 It may be possible to retain some listed buildings within the peripheral sectors of the updated 
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scheme design. However, unlike most types of development where it is possible to carry out 

works around historic buildings or to develop an alternative site which has fewer constraints, 

there are very limited options available for an additional runway adjacent to an existing 

international airport. Once a preferred option is chosen, any extant buildings in or immediately 

adjacent to the runway footprint would have to be removed. There is slightly more flexibility in 

the location of terminal and ancillary buildings, but even where it is theoretically possible to 

retain historic buildings their context and setting would be substantially altered. Complete 

removal of historic buildings is likely to be the only viable and sustainable option. 

2.35 The basis of any mitigation strategy to address the loss of historic buildings is detailed 

recording prior to demolition. This would be undertaken to appropriate levels depending on 

the significance and complexity of each of the structures. All historic buildings within the 

updated scheme design land take would be subject to a combined descriptive and external 

photographic survey. This would result in a complete and permanent inventory of every 

historic building, irrespective of heritage interest or significance. The results of this survey and 

subsequent discussions with statutory and non-statutory consultees would inform the further 

recording and mitigation strategies for each of the historic buildings.  

2.36 It is acknowledged that ‘preservation by record’ alone cannot significantly mitigate the public 

disbenefit that results from the permanent loss of heritage assets. The opportunity to record 

and forensically analyse up to twenty Wealden houses and barns to a high level of detail 

would nevertheless add significantly to current knowledge of late medieval and early post-

medieval vernacular architecture in the North Sussex / South Surrey area of the Weald, 

particularly in combination with in-depth archival research and area-wide historic landscape 

analysis and archaeological investigation. 

2.37 Building translocation, either by dismantling and reconstruction, or through structural 

relocation, can overcome the disbenefit of permanent loss. It is an expensive process, but 

does have the advantage over demolition in that the building is not destroyed and retains 

capital value. Gatwick nevertheless recognises the philosophical argument that the 

translocation of a historic building to a new and non-authentic location can in itself result in a 

negative impact, particularly where a building’s existing setting contributes markedly to its 

significance. Conversely, where an existing setting is completely degraded and contributes 

nothing to a building’s significance, a historic building can benefit from relocation, particularly 

if its significance is enhanced through the knowledge gained from careful dismantling.   

2.38 Thus the level to which building translocation can mitigate the adverse effect of removal 

depends very much on the building’s current setting, the appropriateness of the proposed new 

location, enhanced public access and educational value, the methods used and the particular 

sensitivities of each individual building. With regard to whether or not any buildings are 

relocated, by what method, and to where, Gatwick would be guided by the statutory and non-

statutory consultees as to the appropriateness of such actions. 

2.39 Following implementation of suitable mitigation as described above, the overall performance 

of the updated scheme design in relation to effects on historic buildings would be Adverse. 

 Conservation Areas  

2.40 There are no Conservation Areas within the updated scheme design land take, however 
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seven Conservation Areas are present within the wider (2 km) study area. The updated 

scheme design boundary is only marginally closer to the Charlwood Conservation Area than 

the current airport boundary, and no closer at all with regard to two small Conservation Areas 

at Horley. 

2.41 However the updated scheme design boundary is much closer to the Ifield Village 

Conservation Area (c.250 m) than the current airport boundary (c.1.4 km). This is also the 

case for the Burstow Conservation Area, where the updated scheme design boundary would 

be closer (c.680 m) than the current airport boundary (c.2.5 km).  The updated scheme 

boundary is approximately 1 km closer to two small Conservation Areas in Crawley than the 

current airport boundary, but these are well within the urban area of the town. 

2.42 Mitigation of effects on Conservation Areas would principally be through the routing of 

construction traffic away from such areas during construction and subsequently through 

agreement on flight paths and frequency of flights. 

2.43 The overall performance of the updated scheme design in relation to the effect on the Ifield 

Village Conservation Area is likely to be Adverse during construction and no greater than 

adverse during operation. The performance in relation to effects on other Conservation Areas 

is likely to be neutral during construction and no greater than adverse during operation.   

 Historic Landscape 

2.44 Gatwick is located within the Low Weald and was formerly part of the Surrey Weald before 

changes to local government boundaries brought it into West Sussex in 1974. Much of the 

land take for the updated scheme design was formerly within Surrey and its historic character 

should be viewed against that background. 

2.45 The name ‘Weald’ derives from the Old English for forest and indicates that this was formerly 

a very well-wooded landscape, which in the Low Weald extended across a series of wide clay 

vales. The historic settlement pattern is one of dispersed hamlets and farmsteads, with 

villages and towns predominantly located on outcrops of harder rocks. 

2.46 The historic landscape in the vicinity of Gatwick is typical of that for much of the Surrey and 

Sussex Weald and is not particularly distinctive. The updated scheme design would change 

the character of the historic landscape both within the land take boundary and, to a lesser 

extent, the land directly adjacent to the new boundary. This change would be irrevocable.  

2.47 The proposed mitigation is in the form of detailed analysis of this historic landscape prior to 

the change. This would include assessment of available cartographic and documentary 

sources, also correlation with the results of the programmes of archaeological investigation 

and historic building recording. The overall aim is to establish a detailed understating of how 

the landscape has developed and changed over the last few millennia. 

2.48 There would be a small increase in the number of significant heritage assets that would be 

beneath the flight paths of aircraft flying at less than 7,000 feet.    

2.49 The overall performance of the effect of the updated scheme design in relation to the effect on 

the historic landscape after mitigation is likely to be Adverse. 

2.50 The assessment has also considered the potential implications of an alternative Masterplan 
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Scheme that includes the provision of end around taxiways to reduce or eliminate the need for 

aircraft to cross the existing runway. The additional land take required to provide the end 

around taxiways would not affect the results of the assessment of the overall performance of 

the scheme in relation to its effects on cultural heritage resources. 

Land Use and Land Cover 

2.51 Information on the type of land that will be developed as a result of the updated scheme 

design for a second runway at Gatwick Airport, together with details of the land cover within 

the boundary of the scheme and information about the quality of that land has been collated.  

2.52 The types of land uses and land cover that will be affected by the updated scheme design 

have classified in accordance with the categories set out in Appendix A of the National Land 

Use Database.  

2.53 In terms of permanent land take, there would be a loss of agricultural land, woodland; a 

caravan park; some private car parking facilities; 9 hotels, boarding or guest houses; and an 

area of retail/industrial/business uses as a result of the updated scheme design. These would 

be taken during the construction or pre-construction period.   

2.54 Main and local roads affected would be re-aligned as part of the surface access proposals 

and the re-alignment of the main waterways crossing the updated scheme design would also 

be re-aligned as part of the scheme. 

2.55 The magnitude of the impact on these existing land uses, which are assessed to be of low to 

medium sensitivity, is considered to be high. The effects on land use are therefore assessed 

to be Adverse. 

2.56 There would be a change in the current pattern of land cover as a result of the scheme. Areas 

of cropped land, grass, woodland, water and wetland would be taken within the scheme 

boundary and become part of the airport airfield. Some would become permanent made 

features i.e. runways, aprons or accommodate new airport buildings and some would be part 

of the soft landscape of the airfield i.e. airport grassland and planting. 

2.57 The magnitude of the impact on the existing land cover, which is assessed to be of low to 

medium sensitivity, is considered to be high. The effects on land cover are therefore assessed 

to be Adverse. 

2.58 The assessment has also considered the potential implications of an alternative Masterplan 

Scheme that includes the provision of end around taxiways to reduce or eliminate the need for 

aircraft to cross the existing runway. The additional landtake required to provide the end 

around taxiways would not affect the results of the assessment of the overall performance of 

the scheme in relation to its effects on land use and land cover.  

Agricultural Resources  

2.59 An assessment of potential effects on agricultural resources arising from the updated scheme 

design for a second runway at Gatwick Airport has been undertaken, which includes those 

facilities or receptors within the boundary of the updated scheme design.  

2.60 This assessment provides the following information with regard to agricultural resources:  
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 The nature of the agricultural soil resources  and the quality of agricultural land, in 

particular the loss of grade 1, 2 and 3a “best and most versatile” land,  based on the 

Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) 

System (October 1988); and 

 The structure of farming, based on the location of individual farm holdings. 

2.61 A desk based study to identify baseline conditions was undertaken to establish the existing 

provision.  Further assessment of the baseline conditions was carried out by undertaking site 

visits to publicly accessible locations.  

2.62 The updated scheme design would affect areas of agricultural land where soils are developed 

more or less entirely in Weald Clay described as a collection of ‘slowly permeable seasonally 

waterlogged clayey soils, with similar fine loamy over clayey soils’.  These soils are limited, in 

terms of Agricultural Land Classification, mainly by a susceptibility to soil wetness. The desk 

top study, together with the results of detailed survey work undertaken in the vicinity of the 

airport by DEFRA identifies that soils of this type are graded predominantly lower quality 

grade 3b agricultural land, which does not constitute the “best and most versatile” land as 

identified in the National Planning Policy Framework.  

2.63 Based on the predominance of lower quality grade 3b land it is assessed that the permanent 

loss of land quality arising from the scheme would be of low sensitivity with a negligible - low 

magnitude of loss of the “best and most versatile” land.  

2.64 The overall performance of the updated scheme design in terms of its permanent land take 

effect on the “best and most versatile” agricultural land, based on the predominance of lower 

quality grade 3b land is therefore assessed to be Neutral. 

2.65 The 371 ha of agricultural land within the land take boundary of the scheme is being used 

predominantly as permanent pasture in connection with livestock enterprises or for horse 

grazing. The desk based study indicates that there are at least 11 groups of buildings that 

appear to be used for agricultural purposes that would be likely to be affected by the scheme. 

However, the total number of farm holdings affected by the scheme could be greater than this, 

but the confirmation of the number of holdings and the extent to which they are affected can 

only be confirmed through detailed discussions to be undertaken at a later stage with the 

landowners affected.  

2.66 The permanent loss of the agricultural land arising from the scheme is assessed to have a low 

to medium magnitude of effect on a number of individual farming enterprises at a local level 

and these enterprises are considered to be of low to medium sensitivity. The overall 

performance of the updated scheme design in terms of its permanent effect on the framework 

of local farm holdings is assessed to be Neutral/ (Locally) Adverse.  

2.67 The assessment has also considered the potential implications of an alternative Masterplan 

Scheme that includes the provision of end around taxiways to reduce or eliminate the need for 

aircraft to cross the existing runway. The additional landtake required to provide the end 

around taxiways would not affect the results of the assessment of the overall performance of 

the scheme in relation to its effects on agricultural resources. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

S.1 The purpose of this report is to assess the potential effects of the updated scheme design 
(hereinafter referred to as the ‘scheme’) upon the existing ‘Landscape, Townscape and 
Waterscape’ resource.  In addition to the scheme, Gatwick's Masterplan submission also 
identifies a possible alternative solution which includes taxiways around the ends of the existing 
runway. Additionally, the potential landscape and townscape effects of this option (the ‘Updated 
Scheme Design with EATs’) are described in Appendix 5 of this report.  

S.2 For the purposes of the assessment, two study areas have been defined; one equivalent to a 
15km radius from the existing airport and, for the assessment of effects due to airspace change, 
a wider study area extending up to 43km (23.3 nautical miles) to the east and to the west of the 
existing airport.  This wider study area includes flight routes for aircraft using the scheme below 
about 7,000 feet.  The assessment has been undertaken in accordance with Appendix A, 
Chapter 10 of the Airports Commission Appraisal Framework (Appraisal Framework).  The 
assessment forms part of the ‘Place’ module. 

S.3 The term ‘Waterscape’ is not a term that is commonly used in landscape assessment.  Whilst 
the term ‘seascape’ is widely recognised, the scheme will not affect seascape.  As such, 
assessment of ‘Waterscape’ is not considered necessary; rather any potential effects upon 
existing rivers or watercourses within the study areas has been considered as part of the overall 
assessment of effects upon the existing landscape/ townscape resource. 

S.4 The Appraisal Framework does not mention ‘views’ in the context of the ‘Landscape, 
Townscape and Waterscape’ assessment.  However, an understanding of the nature of existing 
views to Gatwick Airport and those to the scheme, as well as the potential visibility of new 
buildings (and other elements, i.e. taxiing aircraft), is considered to be essential in any 
assessment of potential landscape and townscape effects.  Primarily, people experience 
landscape and townscape through their visual senses.  Sound is also of importance.  In order 
therefore to fully cover landscape and visual effects, both a Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) 
and a number of viewpoints from the local surrounds to the airport, have been included in the 
study. 

S.5 The assessment is based upon that of the scheme described in the Operational Efficiency – 
Master Plan Report; inclusive of new buildings adjoining the existing north and south terminals, 
maintenance hangers adjoining the northern boundary to the existing airport, the realignment of 
the A23 from Junction 9a of the M23 to the existing County Oak roundabout on the A23, car 
parking to the east of the main railway line to Brighton, realignment of a number of existing 
watercourses, provision of noise attenuation bunding and management of off-site woodland for 
operational reasons.  This is inclusive of the ‘embedded mitigation’ provided by the noise 
attenuation bunding and realigned watercourses (with natural profiles and riparian habitats). 

S.6 The assessment has concluded that there would be no potential effects upon any of the 
landscape or townscape character areas which may be considered to be of a Highly adverse 
performance against objective during either the temporary construction phase or the permanent 
operational phase.  Those landscape and townscape character areas where a potentially 
Adverse performance against objective has been identified are as follows:  
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or Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), the scheme would not directly impact upon 
these landscapes within the study area. During the construction phase, effects upon all these 
designated landscapes would be Neutral. In contrast, during the operation phase, a new 
approach route for westerly arrivals would overfly a small part of the High Weald AONB at 
between 3-5,000 feet approximately.  Whilst the existing approach route for westerly arrivals is 
already a characteristic of this part of the AONB, there would be a locally noticeable change in 
character due to the additional westerly approach or easterly departure route equating to a 
locally adverse magnitude of change which would be reduced with increasing distance from the 
flight paths.  This would equate to an overall Adverse (locally) to Neutral performance against 
objective. In contrast, the inherent landscape character of the Surrey Hills and Kent Downs 
AONB would only be slightly affected; accordingly, there would be an overall Neutral 
performance against objective.  

S.9 In addition to the requirements for ‘embedded mitigation’, the study also outlines a number of 
other possible mitigation strategies that could be incorporated within an emerging landscape 
mitigation strategy for the scheme.  However, these require further consideration, particularly 
with regards to ensuring that the operational requirements of the airport are not compromised, 
before they can be included in the scheme. For this reason, the assessment of potential effects 
of the scheme with mitigation is unchanged from that of the scheme with embedded mitigation.  
However, if these possible landscape mitigation proposals were to form part of a wider future 
mitigation strategy, this may result in a reduction in the overall performance against objective of 
the scheme upon a number of landscape/ townscape character areas.  This may include those 
directly impacted or those indirectly impacted and from which views to parts of the scheme 
would be available or from which activities within it may be audible.  In contrast, the potential 
indirect (albeit transitory) effects upon landscape character due to airspace change will remain 
for the period the flight path is operational and cannot be mitigated. 

S.10 Despite the scale of the scheme, no potential landscape or townscape effects that would result 
in a ‘Highly’ adverse performance against objective have been identified with the scheme 
inclusive of its ‘embedded mitigation’.  Whilst this is a necessarily high level of assessment, it 
does broadly indicate that the landscape/ townscape within the study area has the capacity to 
accommodate change of the type proposed by the scheme without substantial adverse and 
unacceptable effects upon landscape or townscape character. 

S.11 The assessment of effects of the scheme with EATs upon each of the landscape and 
townscape character areas described in the study (both day and night)  would be unchanged 
from that of the scheme without EATs described above, except for the settlement of Charlwood. 
For this settlement, if the 10m high noise bund was constructed during winter, then this 
construction would be partially visible from some daytime viewpoints, and could be audible.  
There would be a Medium (locally) to Low Adverse magnitude of change which would equate to 
an Adverse (locally) to Neutral performance against objective during the construction phase.   

S.12 Aircraft using the End Around Taxiway could be audible as described in the Ground Noise 
appendix. Overall, no potential landscape or townscape effects that would result in a Highly 
adverse performance against objective have been identified with the unmitigated scheme 
(inclusive of its ‘embedded mitigation’) for the updated scheme design with EATs.  As such, it 
does broadly indicate that the landscape/ townscape within the study area has the capacity to 
accommodate change of the type proposed by the scheme with EATs without substantial 
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adverse and unacceptable effects upon landscape or townscape character 

.     
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This assessment of ‘Landscape, Townscape and Waterscape’ has been undertaken in 
accordance with Appendix A, Chapter 10 of the Airports Commission Appraisal Framework, 
hereinafter referred to as the Appraisal Framework. 

1.2 This assessment is based on the proposed land take boundary for the Updated Scheme 
Design (hereinafter referred to as the ‘scheme’) as described in the Operational Efficiency – 
Master Plan Report.  
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2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 The methodology for undertaking the assessment of potential ‘Landscape, townscape and 
waterscape’ effects is set out in full in Appendix 1.  Key elements are summarised in this 
section. 

2.2 The landscape, townscape and waterscape impacts that are assessed in this report are 
based on Gatwick's Masterplan option for a new wide spaced runway to the south of the 
existing runway and with a new terminal between the runways.  For aircraft to access the 
existing terminals from the proposed new runway aircraft would have to taxi across the 
existing runway. Gatwick's Masterplan submission also identifies a possible alternative 
solution which includes taxiways around the ends of the existing runway, which would reduce 
or eliminate the need for aircraft to cross the existing runway. Appendix 5 of this report 
summarises how the alternative option with end around taxiways would affect the results of 
the appraisal. 

Relevant Guidance 

The Appraisal Framework 

Waterscape 

2.3 The Appraisal Framework requires the assessment to consider potential effects upon 
‘waterscape’.  This is a term which is not commonly used in landscape assessment.  
However, the term ‘seascape’ assessment is in common use and refers to “Landscapes with 
views of the coast or seas, and coasts and adjacent marine environments with cultural, 
historical and archaeological links with each other”, (GLVIA 3, Glossary).  The scheme would 
not affect seascape.  As such, assessment of ‘waterscape’ is not considered necessary for 
the scheme.  Nevertheless, existing watercourses in the study area have been included as 
part of the landscape assessment, together with other landscape features.  Existing 
watercourses that would be directly impacted by the scheme have been photographed in 
order to convey an appreciation of their character local to Gatwick Airport. 

Landscape and Townscape 

2.4 The Appraisal Framework provides an approach to the assessment of landscape and 
townscape effects that may result from the scheme, including a list of topics that should be 
covered in the assessment (Appendix A, paragraph 10.13).  This has been used primarily to 
describe the baseline against which the potential effects of the scheme have been assessed.  
With respect to the assessment of potential landscape and townscape effects, including 
consideration of sensitivity and magnitude of change, the ‘Guidelines for Landscape and 
Visual Impact Assessment’ (Third Edition) (Landscape Institute and the Institute of 
Environmental Management & Assessment 2013), referred to as the GLVIA, have been used 
where appropriate.  The Appraisal Framework includes reference to this document in 
Appendix A, paragraph 10.15. 

2.5 Appendix A, paragraph 10.8 of the Appraisal Framework states that the “base case will be 
based on Natural England’s ‘National Character Area’ publications”. Further, in paragraph 
10.15, it states that “local character assessments…will be used to articulate landscape 
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character, identifying features which give a locality its ‘sense of place’ and pinpoint that which 
differentiates it from neighbouring areas”.  Accordingly, the baseline for this assessment 
includes a number of both county and district level landscape and townscape character 
assessments.  These are further described in Section 2 of this report.   

2.6 The landscape character studies are complete for the study area at a national and a county 
level.  However, at a district level, they are incomplete for the full 15km study area.  As 
confirmed in an e-mail dated 3 March 2014 (Helen Smith, Planning Officer, Tandridge District 
Council), Tandridge District Council has not prepared a district level landscape character 
assessment.  Therefore, whilst district level landscape character areas are included in the 
baseline conditions, the assessment of effects of the scheme has used the county level 
landscape character areas as the baseline for the assessment.  These provide a more 
detailed level of landscape characterisation for the 15km study area over and above that 
provided by the national level study and are considered to be appropriate for the level of 
potential landscape change brought about by the scheme. 

2.7 In contrast, for the assessment of airspace change, a much wider study area has been 
defined in order to include all flight path routes below 7,000 feet as required by the Appraisal 
Framework.  For this much wider study area, which extends up to 43km (23.3 nautical miles) 
to the east and west of the scheme, the National Landscape Character Areas have been used 
as the baseline.     

2.8 Townscape character assessments are available for a number of settlements within the study 
area.  However, coverage is not complete.  Accordingly, only those settlements which are 
local to Gatwick Airport and which are more likely to be affected by the scheme have been 
considered in this assessment.  For the assessment of effects upon townscape character, 
local settlements are described at a district level.        

2.9 The Appraisal Framework sets out in Appendix A, paragraph 10.13, a list topics that should 
be included in the assessment.  Each of these has been included in the ‘Baseline Conditions’.  
However, the term ‘beauty’ has been substituted with the term ‘scenic beauty’.  This term is in 
more common use in the discipline of landscape assessment. 

Tranquillity and Dark Skies Data 

2.10 As required by Appendix A, paragraph 10.14, both the potential direct and indirect effects of 
the assessment have been considered in this assessment.  In accordance with paragraph 
10.16 of the Appraisal Framework, the assessment process has involved overlaying maps 
showing flight path routes for both the existing airport and the scheme below an altitude of 
7,000 feet onto the Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) national tranquillity and dark 
skies mapping.  Having completed this exercise, any potential effects upon tranquillity 
identified during the assessment have been considered as part of the potential changes to 
‘existing character’ (see criteria in Appendix 1, Table A6) within a specific landscape or 
townscape character area.  In a similar manner, overlaying the flight routes onto the CPRE 
dark skies mapping has been used to inform the assessment of potential change to night-time 
character within a specific landscape or townscape character area.  In this way the 
assessment of landscape and townscape effects complies with the requirements of the  
Appraisal Framework. However, for the remainder of the assessment, the procedures in 
GLVIA (3rd edition) have been followed.    
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Views   

2.11 The Appraisal Framework does not mention ‘views’ in the context of the ‘Landscape, 
townscape and waterscape’ assessment.  An understanding of the nature of existing views to 
Gatwick Airport, as well as the potential visibility of all elements of the scheme, including new 
buildings, is considered to be essential in any assessment of potential landscape and 
townscape effects.  Primarily people experience landscape and townscape through their 
visual senses.  Sound is also of importance.  In order therefore to fully cover landscape and 
visual effects, both a Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) and a number of key viewpoints from 
the local surrounds to the airport, have been included in the study.  The ZTV provides an 
indication of the likely extent of the surrounding area from which views to a number of new 
buildings within the scheme and those of the existing airport may potentially be available.  
These have been used to inform the assessment of potential effects upon the landscape and 
townscape resource, both during the construction and operation phase of the scheme.  Whilst 
a separate ZTV has not been prepared for the construction phase to indicate the potential 
extents of the surrounding area from which a tower crane (for example) may be visible, at 
some point in the construction process building of the new buildings would be visible.  The 
ZTV has thus been used to inform the assessment throughout all phases of the scheme.  

Other Relevant Guidance 

2.12 As stated above, the GLVIA has also been used in the assessment where relevant, 
particularly with regards to consideration of sensitivity and magnitude of change.  This 
document provides a recognised methodology for the assessment of landscape and visual 
effects.  In this instance, the assessment is confined to an assessment of potential effects 
upon the baseline landscape and townscape resource.  The GLVIA describes landscape 
effects as, “effects on the landscape as a resource in its own right”.  

2.13 The term ‘Landscape’ is also defined by the European Landscape Convention (Council of 
Europe, March 2004) as, “an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of 
the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors”.  Landscapes are thus 
considerably more than just a visual phenomenon based upon combinations of landform, 
vegetation and buildings.  It also encompasses history, land use, human culture, wildlife and 
seasonal change which (in combination) give rise to patterns that are distinctive to particular 
localities and help to define a ‘sense of place’.   This definition is helpful as it acknowledges 
that landscape character areas are areas as “perceived by people”.  Any potential effects 
upon landscape are thus likely to be experienced by people within or using these landscape 
character areas. 

2.14 Landscape is not only a rural phenomenon as it encompasses the whole external 
environment, including cities, towns and small settlements. The character of the urban 
environment can be defined as ‘townscape’ and is relevant to this particular assessment in 
light of the urban nature of some areas within the study area.  Townscape is the interaction of 
both the physical and social characteristics of the urban environment and the way in which 
they are perceived.  These physical characteristics include urban structure and grain, spaces 
between buildings, height and mass or scale of buildings and their appearance in terms of 
construction materials and detailing/ decoration. The social characteristics of a townscape are 
determined by how these physical characteristics are used.  Similar to landscape, it is the 
inter-relationship of these characteristics that give a place its distinctive townscape character 
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and ’sense of place’.  Further, townscape character areas are also areas as ‘perceived by 
people’; any potential effects upon townscape (as with landscape) are thus likely to be 
experienced by people within or using a particular townscape character area. 

2.15 There are a number of methods for assessing landscape and townscape effects.  However, 
there is no accepted method for assessing the landscape and townscape effects of aircraft 
flying overhead, particularly with respect to effects upon tranquillity. This is acknowledged, for 
example, in other recent airport environmental impact assessments such as that for the 
Stansted Generation 2 (G2) project (2008), which made reference to the Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA) document, CAP725, Airspace Change Process Guidance Document (2007).  
The CAA document states the following with respect to tranquillity: 

“The measurement of tranquillity is not well developed. There is no universally accepted 
metric by which tranquillity can be measured, although several interesting ideas have been 
suggested. For example, CPRE has presented a set of tranquillity maps for England in 
October 2006. However, it is not obvious how such a methodology could be reliably adapted 
for aircraft noise. Indeed, discussions with the researchers who produced the maps indicated 
the difficulties in applying such maps for the purposes of assessing the environmental impact 
of an airspace change. There is very little published material on the subject of visual intrusion 
with respect to aircraft. There is some literature on the subject of visual intrusion related to 
wind farms but there is not an obvious way of applying this method to aircraft.” 

2.16 Ultimately, Stansted G2 undertook a “qualitative interpretation of the airspace change on 
tranquility”.    For the purposes of this assessment, potential effects upon the landscape and 
townscape resource due to airspace change has followed a similar method.  This has 
involved traversing the existing route for aircraft on approach to Gatwick from a height of 
approximately 7,000 feet to landing and making qualitative judgments upon the potential 
effects upon landscape and townscape as a result of being able to see and/or hear aircraft 
between 7,000 feet and landing from the landscape and townscape character areas within the 
study area for airspace change.   

Study Area 

2.17 A 15 km study area has been established to include the existing airport and the likely extent of 
the surrounding landscape and townscape that has the potential to be affected or influenced 
by the scheme.  This has taken into account the extent of landscape and townscape character 
areas likely to be directly or indirectly affected, together with the extent of the area from which 
new buildings within the scheme are potentially visible. 

2.18 For the assessment of potential effects upon landscape due to airspace change all National 
level landscape character areas which are likely to be overflown by aircraft arriving or 
departing Gatwick below 7,000 feet have been included in the study area.  This extends to 
approximately 43km (23.3 nautical miles) to the east and to the west of the existing airport. 
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 Highly supportive (or highly beneficial): Positive impacts that are substantial, 
substantially accelerate an improving trend or substantially decelerate a declining trend; 

 Supportive (or beneficial): Positive impacts that are notable, accelerate an improving 
trend or decelerate a declining trend; 

 Neutral: No impacts or on balance negligible or neutral outcomes; 

 Adverse: Negative impacts that are notable, decelerate an improving trend or 
accelerate a declining trend; 

 Highly adverse: Negative impacts that are substantial, substantially decelerate an 
improving trend or substantially accelerate a declining trend. 

2.24 Using the above scale, an effect that is assessed as being ‘Adverse’ or ‘Supportive’ in 
performance terms may not necessarily be considered to be ‘significant’ in landscape or 
townscape terms. Generally, significant effects may be attached to large scale or ‘substantial’ 
effects and effects on highly sensitive landscape or townscape receptors. However, a 
judgement could be made, depending on circumstances, that small scale but significant 
landscape or townscape effects on highly sensitive receptors may be more important than 
large scale effects on less sensitive landscape receptors.  Overall, it is important to note when 
reviewing the assessment that a potential impact that is identified in this study as being 
‘Adverse’ or ‘Supportive’ in performance terms may not necessarily be considered to be 
‘significant’ in landscape or townscape terms.  In contrast, if effects are identified as being of a 
‘High’ adverse or beneficial’ magnitude of change and a ‘Highly‘ adverse or ‘Highly’ supportive 
performance against objective; these effects would generally be considered significant in 
landscape or townscape terms.   
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3 BASELINE CONDITIONS  

Planning Context  

National Planning Context  

3.1 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (Department for Communities and Local 
Government 2012) was published in March 2012 and replaces Planning Policy Statement 
(PPS) 7: Sustainable Development in Rural Areas (ODPM 2004).  Paragraph 115 within the 
NPPF re-affirms the importance of the AONB designation stating the following: 

“Great weight should be given to conserving landscape and scenic beauty in National Parks, 
the Broads and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which have the highest status of 
protection in relation to landscape and scenic beauty”. 

3.2 In addition, paragraph 116 of the NPPF advises that planning permission for major 
developments in these designated areas should be refused except in exceptional 
circumstances and where it can be demonstrated they are in the public interest.  When 
considering such applications an assessment of “any detrimental effect on the environment, 
the landscape and recreational opportunities, and the extent to which that could be 
moderated” would need to be undertaken. 

AONB Management Plans  

The High Weald AONB Management Plan 2014-2019 (Pre-publication Nov 2013) 

3.3 Local policy relative to AONBs generally refers to the respective AONB management plans as 
a source document for guiding development proposals potentially affecting AONBs. The 
primary purpose of AONB designation is to conserve and enhance natural beauty.  

3.4 The High Weald AONB Management Plan (High Weald AONB Joint Advisory Committee 
2014) includes the following summary describing its character: 

“Time depth and objective analysis has defined the High Weald AONB as characterised by 
dispersed settlement particularly historic farmsteads; ancient tracks and routeways; an 
abundance of ancient woodland, wooded heaths and shaws with a heritage of woodland 
industries and iron working and small, irregularly shaped and productive fields which combine 
in a distinctive pattern and form. These are all draped over a deeply incised and ridged 
landform of clays and sandstones with numerous gill streams, and are closely related to 
socio-economic characteristics that have roots extending deep into history. The essential 
character of the High Weald was established by the 14th century and has survived major 
historical events, and social and technological changes. It is considered to be one of the best 
surviving coherent medieval landscapes in Northern Europe” 

3.5 With respect to the setting of the AONB the management plan states the following (paragraph 
2.5): 
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“AONBs are not isolated units. They are connected to surrounding landscapes ecologically, 
economically, socially and through the action of natural processes such as hydrology and 
pollination. Development and other activities within the setting of an AONB may have an 
impact on all these processes as well as affecting views into and out of the AONB.” 

Surrey Hills AONB Management Plan 2009-2014 

3.6 In addition to the AONB (designated in 1958), there is also an Area of Great Landscape Value 
(AGLV) which adjoins the AONB.  This is an area designated by Surrey County Council 
(SCC) as being of high visual quality worthy of conservation.  The Surrey Hills Management 
Plan (Surrey Hills Board 2009) states the following with respect to the AGLV (paragraph 
1.6.2): 

“Significant parts of the Surrey countryside adjacent to the AONB are designated at a county 
level as Areas of Great Landscape Value (AGLV). These areas act as a buffer to the AONB 
but they also have their own inherent landscape quality and are significant in conserving the 
landscape setting of some towns. Although AGLV land is not a national designation with equal 
status to the AONB, this Management Plan recognises the importance of AGLV land in 
protecting the integrity of the Surrey Hills AONB landscape, particularly views to and from the 
AONB. The application of the Management Plan policies and actions to AGLV land will be 
instrumental in helping to conserve and enhance the Surrey Hills.” 

3.7 With respect to views, the Management Plan states the following: 

“Visitors to the Surrey Hills seek to enjoy the remarkable range of changing scenery and 
diversity of landscape through the panoramic views obtained from the many vantage points 
spread throughout the AONB. This is why the Surrey Hills has views that may be considered 
amongst the best and most diverse in England…. On a clear day it is claimed that 13 counties 
can be seen from Leith Hill, which at 290m is the highest point in South East England. 

The quality of views are often diminished by major highway corridors, masts and 
developments outside the AONB. Views are often obstructed by tree growth and forestry 
plantations, which in many cases have replaced open downland and heathland. There are few 
opportunities to enjoy the views from the Greensand Ridge and views from the North Downs 
Way are often limited to a few specific locations. Vegetation or other features also restrict 
potentially good views from many road corridors.” 

3.8 With respect to effects upon tranquillity, the management plan makes specific reference to 
transport, including air traffic as follows:  

“Being within a densely populated county and region, the peace and tranquillity of the Surrey 
Hills is constantly being eroded by air traffic and motor vehicles passing through the area 
leading to congestion, light pollution and damage to country lanes. Against the backdrop of 
major economic and social forces for change, the inspirational qualities of the Surrey Hills 
landscape are often increasingly difficult to appreciate.” 

3.9 Land Use Planning Management Policy LU3 (Section 3.8.3) states the following: 

“Development will respect the special landscape character, giving particular attention to 
potential impacts on ridgelines, significant views, tranquillity and light pollution.” 
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Key Project Parameters 

Construction Phase 

3.10 The  scheme would be constructed in 4 phases over a 19 year period from 2012 until 2040 as 
follows: 

 Runway Opening Phase (2021-2025): including the construction of the full length 
second runway, the river diversions, noise attenuation bunds and partial diversion of 
the A23. New buildings would be built to the east of the main railway line to Brighton 
during this period. The main construction access, welfare facilities, concrete batchers, 
topsoil stockpiles etc. would be located in the south of the working area; 

 Phase 1 (opening in 2030): including constructing the new terminal ‘box’ and 
associated stands and completion of the A23 diversion.  The construction compound 
would be within the east of the working area; 

 Phase 2 (opening in 2035): including the final fit out of the new terminal and new pier, 
plus the first phase of the remote pier served by busses.  During this phase, the 
construction compound would be moved to the west, with a haul road running around 
the south and west of the airport; and 

 Phase 3 (opening 2040): would include the removal of the temporary pier and 
completion of the final remote pier and stands.  The construction access and workers 
parking would remain in the south and the construction compound, welfare facilities, 
concrete batcher etc. would be in the west of the working area. 

3.11 Each of these phases is likely to include site establishment works, followed by vegetation 
removal and demolition of a number of properties (both residential and commercial) and 
existing hardstandings including roads. Construction plant (including tower cranes), large-
scale earth moving equipment, including box-scrapers, bulldozers and dump-trucks are likely 
to be a feature of the construction phase.  Seeding and planting of new areas forming part of 
the scheme may also take place throughout the construction phase.   

3.12 It is assumed that traffic bringing materials and labour would generally utilise the M23 and 
A23; both of which are already heavily trafficked routes.  In addition, bulk materials would be 
transported by rail wherever possible.  It is also assumed that all construction activities would 
take place within the land take boundary for the scheme and that areas to the east of the main 
railway line to Brighton would remain substantially unaffected. 

3.13 At this stage, a lighting design for the construction phase of the scheme has not been 
developed.  It is therefore assumed that all new areas of hardstanding within the scheme 
would have some form of night-time illumination, either to enable working after dark or would 
have some form of security lighting.  Whilst periods of night-time working would be minimal 
there would be occasions during the winter months when works would continue into the early 
evening and thus during the hours of darkness.   
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Operation Phase 

3.14 The key features of the scheme considered as part of the assessment of operational phase 
effects are as follows: 

 The provision of a new runway 1045m to the south of the existing main runway, 
together with associated terminal buildings, stationary and moving aircraft and 
associated infrastructure including hotels, satellite piers, aircraft parking areas, control 
tower and energy centre; 

 New buildings adjoining the existing North and South terminals; 

 Maintenance hangars adjoining the northern boundary to the existing airport; 

 The realignment of the A23 from Junction 9a of the M23 to the existing County Oak 
roundabout on the A23; 

 The realignment of a number of existing watercourses that would be directly impacted; 

 Management of existing off-site woodlands and trees as part of the ‘take off and climb 
surfaces’ (CAA OLS) associated with the new runway. 

3.15 In order to inform the assessment, a preliminary zone of theoretical visibility (ZTV) has been 
prepared to show the indicative extent of the surrounding area from which views to existing 
buildings within Gatwick Airport and new buildings within the scheme would be potentially 
available.  The ZTV includes the following new buildings within the scheme : 

 Maintenance Hangars @ 35m above existing ground level (egl); 

 Terminal Extension @ 31m above egl; 

 Terminal @ 32m above egl; 

 Satellite @ 22.5m above egl; and 

 Hotel @ 32m above egl. 

3.16 The ZTV is based on proposed buildings which are likely to be more noticeable features in the 
landscape and at this stage excludes two specific elements, namely a new Control Tower, 
and the chimney of the proposed energy centre.  

3.17 The most likely location for the energy centre would be to the east of the main railway line to 
Brighton and adjoining the existing Thames Water Plant. It is anticipated that the height of its 
chimney stack would be between 30-50m height. The chimney stack was not included 
because both of uncertainties regarding its height and also that it would not be a principal 
feature in the landscape. The location of the control tower and its height are not yet specified, 
however, it is considered that it would be in keeping with the existing landscape character of 
the airport,.  

3.18 For the assessment of airspace change, it has been assumed that commercial passenger 
aircraft within the wider study area that are below 7,000ft will generally be Gatwick aircraft.  .   
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3.19 Operation of the scheme would follow the same principles as that of the existing airport in that 
aircraft will usually operate into wind (currently the model is split approximately 70% westerly 
and 30% easterly). Arriving aircraft are at lower altitude for a greater period of time than 
departures and are therefore more likely to be seen in areas bordering and under the 
extended runway centreline.  Arriving aircraft may start their final descent to the airport from 
20-25 nautical miles out; being vectored towards and then aligning with the extended runway 
centreline. When safe to do so, they will be cleared by Air Traffic Control to descend using the 
Instrument Landing System (ILS) at a constant angle of 3 degrees until landing. In contrast, 
aircraft departing the airport would rise at a greater speed and at a much steeper angle than 
arrivals, the objective being to climb the aircraft quickly and to integrate it safely with other air 
traffic on its outbound route. 

3.20 At the time of writing, standard arrival routes for both easterly and westerly arrivals for the 
scheme between the higher airspace levels and the extended runway centreline are 
unavailable, although aircraft would still be expected to become aligned with the extended 
runway centreline between 10 to 20 nautical miles from landing. The descent rate in the final 
approach phase equates to approximately 300ft per nautical mile, and present best practice is 
to use Continuous Descent Approach (CDA) techniques to avoid level flight segments where 
safe to do so and hence reduce arrivals noise.   

3.21 The assessment of effects upon landscape character due to airspace change thus compares 
the existing baseline with best estimate flight routes for the scheme. However, for the 
assessment of effects during the operation phase it has been assumed that the numbers and 
frequency of aircraft using the existing airport would broadly be doubled (in comparison to the 
2040 ‘do minimum’ scenario) with the scheme.    

3.22 For the assessment of night-time effects, it is assumed that new buildings within the scheme 
would be illuminated at night and would be visible within views from the wider surrounds (not 
dis-similar to that of the existing airport). Similarly, aircraft approaching and leaving the 
scheme would also be visible within night-time skies.  It also assumes that aircraft stands 
within the scheme, runway lights, the realigned A23 and car parking areas would also be lit. 

Landscape Designations 

3.23 The existing Gatwick Airport and the scheme are located outside of any designated Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).   

3.24 There are 2 AONBs within the 15km radius study area (see Figure 1a), i.e., the High Weald 
and the Surrey Hills AONB.  The northern boundary to the High Weald is approximately 3 km 
to the south east of the existing airport, beyond the town of Crawley.  Natural England 
describe the High Weald as ‘a historical countryside of rolling hills draped by small, irregular 
fields, abundant woods and hedges, scattered farmsteads and sunken lanes’ and provide 
details of the analysis undertaken by the High Weald AONB unit which defined the High 
Weald AONB as characterised by dispersed settlement; ancient routeways; small ancient 
woods, gills and shaws; and small, irregularly shaped and productive fields, all of which are 
draped over a deeply incised and ridged landform and are closely related to socio-economic 
characteristics that have roots extending deep into history.  The north-western fringe of the 
High Weald is heavily forested and this largely screens the landscape from the effects of 
development in the low lying Mole Catchment in which the existing airport is situated.    
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3.25 The closest part of the Surrey Hills AONB is approximately 8 km to the west of the existing 
airport.  This AONB is also well wooded and most views towards the existing airport are 
generally screened by the low ridge of hills to the north-west of Charlwood Village, except 
from high points such as Box Hill and Leith Hill.  The AONB is a popular visitor destination 
and key attractions include Box Hill Country Park to the north-west of the existing airport 
beyond Dorking; as well as Leith Hill, located on an undulating wooded greensand ridge 
which rises to 294 metres (south-east England’s highest point) to the west of the existing 
airport.  The AONB also contains a dense, heavily used network of public and recreational 
footpaths including the Greensand Way and the North Downs Way National Trail which runs 
to the north of the existing airport beyond Dorking and Reigate. 

3.26 Further to the north east is the Kent Downs AONB which is a little over 15 km from the 
existing airport.  In addition, the South Downs National Park lies beyond the High Weald 
AONB some 24 km to the south of the existing airport (see Figure 1b). 

Landscape Character 

3.27 In this section, landscape character within the study area is described at a National, County 
and District level using available studies.  In addition, and in order to identify and to describe 
local variations in landscape character over those areas most likely to be directly impacted by 
the scheme, a number of local landscape character areas have also been defined as part of 
this study.  Landscape character throughout the study area is described in the following 
section sequentially from National to Local.    

National Character Area Profiles 

3.28 National Character Areas (as defined by Natural England) throughout the wider study area 
are shown on Figure 1a/ 1b and the key characteristics of each are included in Appendix 2.  
The physical airport development of the scheme would be wholly located within the ‘NCA 121: 
Low Weald’; the key characteristics of which are described as follows: 

“Broad, low-lying, gently undulating clay vales with outcrops of limestone or sandstone 
providing local variation; 

The underlying geology has provided materials for industries including iron working, brick and 
glass making, leaving pits, lime kilns and quarries. Many of the resulting exposures are critical 
to our understanding of the Wealden environment;  

A generally pastoral landscape with arable farming associated with lighter soils on higher 
ground….. Land use is predominantly agricultural but with urban influences, particularly 
around Gatwick, Horley and Crawley; 

Field boundaries of hedgerows and shaws (remnant strips of cleared woodland) enclosing 
small, irregular fields and linking into small and scattered linear settlements along roadsides 
or centred on greens or commons. Rural lanes and tracks with wide grass verges and ditches; 

Small towns and villages are scattered among areas of woodland, permanent grassland and 
hedgerows on the heavy clay soils where larger 20th-century villages have grown around 
major transport routes;  

Frequent north–south routeways and lanes, many originating as drove roads, along which 
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livestock were moved to downland grazing or to forests to feed on acorns;  

Small areas of heathland particularly associated with commons…. . Also significant historic 
houses often in parkland or other designed landscapes; 

The Low Weald boasts an intricate mix of woodlands, much of it ancient, including extensive 
broadleaved oak over hazel and hornbeam coppice, shaws, small field copses and tree 
groups, and lines of riparian trees along watercourses. Veteran trees are a feature of 
hedgerows and in fields;  

Many small rivers, streams and watercourses with associated watermeadows and wet 
woodland;  

Abundance of ponds….; and  

Traditional rural vernacular of local brick, weatherboard and tile-hung buildings plus local use 
of distinctive Horsham slabs as a roofing material. Weatherboard barns are a feature….” 

County Landscape Character Areas 

3.29 At a county level, landscape within the study area is described in studies by both West 
Sussex County Council and Surrey County Council (see Figure 2).  Those most likely to be 
affected by the scheme (and local to the existing airport) are described in the following 
section. 

West Sussex 

3.30 The Landscape Character Assessment of West Sussex (West Sussex County Council 2007) 
identifies the area to the north of Crawley within which the existing airport is located as 
character area LW8 Northern Vales.  The key characteristics of this area are identified as 
follows: 

 “Flat to gently undulating narrow clay vale, with floodplain and upper tributaries of the 
River Mole in the north east; 

 Pattern of small, medium and large fields with a variable density of hedgerows; 

 Predominantly pasture farmland in the north east….; 

 Scattered tree cover, isolated woodlands and copses; 

 Distinctive field trees and farm ponds; 

 Major road and rail corridors and pylon lines; 

 Strong suburban and urban fringe influences of Crawley, Horsham and Gatwick Airport; 

 Some localities retain an enclosed rural character, for instance, west of Ifield; 

 Large golf course near Ifield; and 

 Visual intrusion in parts from retail and industrial areas, housing….” 
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3.31 To the west of the airport the flat topography of the landscape gives way to rising land that is 
identified as the ‘Low Weald’ (LW4) character area.  This area is described as having the 
following overall character: 

 “A pastoral and densely wooded character, with low wooded ridges dissected by steep 
wooded gills and narrow lanes; 

 Interspersed between the woodland is a patchwork of mostly small to medium sized 
pastures enclosed by thick hedgerows and shaws; 

 Homes and farms are scattered throughout this area; and 

 Despite the relative proximity of Gatwick Airport and Crawley to the east, the area 
retains a strong rural character.” 

3.32 To the east of Crawley, the land predominantly falls within the ‘High Weald’ (HW1) character 
area. This area is described as having the following overall character: 

 “Densely wooded landscape, a substantial portion of which is ancient; 

 Dense network of shaws, hedgerows and hedgerow trees; 

 Plateau, ridges and deep, secluded valleys carved out by gill streams;  

 Pattern of small, irregular-shaped assart fields, some larger fields and small pockets of 
remnant heathland; and 

 Includes the township of East Grinstead.” 

Surrey 

3.33 To the north of the existing airport the land, including the villages of Charlwood and 
Hookwood, lies within the ‘Low Weald’ regional countryside character area (as described 
within the SCC study) and the ‘Open Weald’ character area, as identified in ‘The Future of 
Surrey’s landscape and woodlands’, published by Surrey County Council in 1997.  This area 
is described as “‘A gently rolling landform with few trees or woodlands creating an open mixed 
farmed landscape”’, the key characteristics of which are: 

 “Small, irregularly shaped fields, divided by a strong pattern of low square-cut hedges 
with regularly spaced hedgerow oaks; 

 Narrow, winding lanes enclosed by low hedges or sunken within hedge banks; 

 Rivers sunken below the level of the surrounding land and only apparent as a result of 
occasional riparian alder and willow; 

 Small scattered development on higher ground; 

 Large scale modern development on the flat plain around Gatwick; and 

 Church spires and old farm buildings, which provide important focal points in the short 
distance.” 
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3.34 To the north of the Low Weald, the ‘Wealden Greensand’ regional countryside character area 
cuts across Surrey from Kent and extends south of Haslemere into West Sussex.  Within the 
study area this includes the ‘Holmesdale Greensand Valley’ and the ‘Leith Hill Greensand’ 
identified in ‘The future of Surrey’s landscape and woodlands’.  The overall character of the 
‘Holmesdale Greensand Valley’ is described as ‘A flat to gently undulating landscape with 
open views towards the North Downs and south to the low Greensand Hills’.  The ‘Leith Hill 
Greensand’ is described as “‘A Greensand outcrop which rises as a series of prominent 
woodland hills creating an open, rolling landscape with deep, interlocking valleys”’. 

3.35 To the east of the existing airport beyond the M23 in Surrey, the ‘Wooded Weald’ character 
area lies to the north of Copthorne (also within the ‘Low Weald’ regional countryside character 
area).  The overall character of the ‘Wooded Weald’ is described as “A low lying, undulating, 
small scale, intimate farmed landscape enclosed by woodland, hedges and shaws”. 

District Landscape Character Areas 

3.36 In order to further inform the assessment, district landscape character areas have also been 
defined and described using available local planning authority studies (Figure 3).  These 
provide a more detailed level of landscape characterisation over and above that provided by 
the county level descriptions. 

3.37 The landscape between Crawley and Gatwick Airport is identified in the Crawley Borough 
Council Draft Landscape Character Assessment as being within ‘Area 1 - Upper Mole 
Farmlands’.  Its key characteristics are described as follows: 

 “Rural landscape strongly influenced by proximity of Crawley to south and Gatwick 
Airport to north. 

 Variable field pattern and land use divided by hedgerows with small farm ponds. 

 Mixed land use ranging from industrial units and hotels/motels along the A2219, 
pastoral and arable across the wider area with a concentration of playing fields to the 
south and a caravan park to the north. 

 Flat to very gently undulating landscape, crossed by the upper tributaries of the River 
Mole: 

 Generally confined views with the exception of localised high point at Rowley Farm: 

 Small blocks of woodlands and copses. 

 Noise and visual intrusion due to proximity to Gatwick Airport.” 

3.38 This landscape character area is also shown as extending into the adjoining area 
administered by Horsham District Council (see Horsham District Landscape Character 
Assessment 2003).  Further, the area to the east of the London to Brighton railway line is 
shown within ‘Area 6 - High Woodland Fringes’ (see Figure 3).  Its key characteristics are 
described as follows: 
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 “Flat to gently undulating narrow clay vale, with floodplain and upper tributaries of the 
River Mole in the north east. 

 Pattern of small, medium and large fields with a variable density of hedgerows. 

 Predominantly pasture farmland. 

 Scattered tree cover, isolated woodlands and copses. 

 Distinctive field trees and farm ponds. 

 Major road and rail corridors and pylon lines. 

 Strong suburban and urban fringe influences of Crawley and Gatwick Airport.” 

3.39 The area to the north of Gatwick Airport is shown within ‘4a Open Weald’ landscape character 
area as defined within the Mole Valley District Council Landscape Character Assessment, 
2013.  Its key characteristics are described as follows: 

 “Moderately open, small scale, undulating landscape; 

 Small, irregularly shaped fields are divided by strong pattern of square-cut hedges with 
regularly spaced hedgerow oaks; 

 Narrow winding lanes are enclosed by low hedges or are sunken within hedge banks; 

 Rivers / streams are sunken below the surrounding land and only apparent as result of 
occasional riparian alder and willow; 

 Small scattered development occurs on higher ground, larger scale modern 
development lies on the flat plain around Gatwick; 

 Church towers and farm buildings provide important focal points in short distance 
views; 

 Ongoing threat of airport-related development encroaching into the rural landscape.” 

Local Landscape Character 

3.40 There are further local variations in landscape character between the existing airport and 
Crawley.  Given that parts of these local landscape character areas would be directly 
impacted by the scheme, it was considered important to record their characteristic landscape 
features and elements in order to inform future landscape mitigation strategies, particularly 
with respect to appropriate boundary treatments that relate to the existing landscape/ 
townscape setting.  These local areas of character are described in greater detail in Appendix 
3 and are shown on Figure 4.   

3.41 Local variations in landscape character within the Crawley Borough Council ‘Area 1- Upper 
Mole Farmlands’ District landscape character area is largely due to field patterns.  The area 
between the Langley Green residential area of Crawley and Gatwick Airport exhibits a small 
to medium size field pattern which is characterised by irregular, curved alignments of 
enclosing hedgerows that are typical of earlier enclosures.  In contrast, the area between 
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Manor Royal and Gatwick Airport, whilst also having a small to medium size field pattern, is 
characterised by generally straight alignments of enclosing hedgerows indicative of a later 
period of enclosure. 

3.42 Further, the area to the immediate west of Gatwick Airport, which also lies partly within ‘Area 
1- Upper Mole Farmlands’, exhibits a large-scale field pattern which is generally open, without 
hedgerows and trees. 

3.43 Each of these areas also share common characteristics in that they are generally level or low-
lying areas within the catchment of the River Mole.  All are also strongly influenced by 
Gatwick Airport and the adjoining urban area of Crawley, both in terms of inter-visibility from 
these rural areas, including aircraft taking off and landing, and noise.  

Topography/Hydrology 

3.44 Landform elevation (height) throughout the study area is shown on Figure 5.  The highest 
areas within the study area (between 200-250m AOD) are over parts of the Surrey Hills and 
North Downs AONB, in particular at Leith Hill which rises to about 250m AOD.  The lower 
lying Weald landscape is clearly discernible at up to about 50-60m with occasional higher 
hills, such as the Low Weald hills to the west of Gatwick airport, which rise to about 120m 
AOD.  Gatwick Airport itself sits at about 60m AOD with Crawley to the immediate south rising 
to about 70 m AOD.  Further south landform rises again to the High Weald AONB to between 
140-160m AOD.  Both AONBs are visible from the Weald as escarpments, most notably the 
North Downs escarpment which is higher.  Landform is smooth and within the Weald gently 
undulating with occasional rounded low hills interrupting an otherwise gently rolling low-lying 
landscape.   

3.45 The most notable watercourse within the study area is the River Mole which rises in the High 
Weald AONB before flowing north to the River Thames.  The photographs on Figure 6 
illustrate the character of short sections of those watercourses that would be directly impacted 
by the scheme.  All are relatively contained watercourses which follow a natural course, albeit 
farmland extends up to about the top of the riverbanks in most instances, with a narrow belt of 
woody vegetation otherwise defining the watercourses. The watercourses illustrated on Figure 
6 are the River Mole, Man’s Brook, Crawter’s Brook and the Gatwick Stream.   

Land Cover 

3.46 A land use plan for the scheme has been prepared and is included in the Place: Land Use 
and Land Cover Report. 

3.47 The treatment to the future operational boundary to the airport is a key element of the 
landscape mitigation strategy for the scheme.  Its treatment will determine how effectively the 
scheme would integrate (or blend) into the surrounding landscape and how it would be 
perceived within views from adjoining areas.  As part of this baseline review, sections of the 
existing airport boundaries have been photographed in order to inform future treatments for 
the boundaries to the airport (see Figure 7). 

3.48 Sections of the southern boundary to the existing airport with Charlwood Road are hedged 
with native species comprising Ash and Oak (amongst others) and are maintained at a height 
of some 6-8m.  These landscape features provide an effective visual screen to summer views 
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to adjoining airport facilities, including car parking and buildings.  They also provide a filtering 
effect upon winter views.  Hedgerows also form the boundary between parts of the Langley 
Green residential area and adjoining countryside. 

3.49 There are also biodiversity action plans in place for two areas owned and managed by 
Gatwick Airport.  One area is to the immediate north-west of the existing airport and includes 
a section of the River Mole and the other is to the east of the main railway line to Brighton.  
The areas include meadows, scrub, ponds, hedgerows and woodlands. The biodiversity 
action plans detail the surveys that need to be undertaken to determine the species and 
habitats that are present and also the habitat management and improvement works to 
improve the biodiversity value of these areas.  These works also enhance and improve the 
landscape value of these areas by maintaining traditional landscape elements, i.e. 
hedgerows, ponds and woodlands, in favourable condition.  The biodiversity action plans form 
part of Gatwick’s ‘decade of change’ proposals.   

Sense of Tranquillity 

3.50 As required by Appendix A, paragraph 10.16 of the Appraisal Framework, flight paths below 
7,000 feet for aircraft departures and arrivals with the expanded airport have been overlaid 
onto tranquillity data obtained from the Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) for the 
study area for airspace change (see Figure 8a/b and 9a/b respectively).  The flight paths 
cross over areas that have been identified by CPRE as ranging from ‘most tranquil’ to ‘least 
tranquil’.  Flight path routes are deliberately designed to minimise overflying densely 
populated areas and, as a consequence, less populated areas within zones of a ‘medium 
tranquillity’ (as shown on the CPRE data) may be overflown.    

3.51 Each of the main settlements within the 15km study area, including Horsham, Crawley, East 
Grinstead, Dorking, Reigate and Redhill, together with Gatwick Airport are areas of least 
tranquillity.  Further, much of the intervening, generally lower lying Weald landscape falls 
within the ‘least’ to ‘median’ zone of tranquillity.  The ‘most tranquil’ areas are concentrated 
within the south of the 15km study area within the High Weald AONB and over parts of the 
Surrey Hills AONB to the west and north-west.  For the wider study area for airspace change, 
major settlements and their immediate surrounds are generally areas of least tranquillity whist 
the more tranquil areas are concentrated towards the periphery of the study area mainly 
within the AONBs and the South Downs National Park. 

Light Pollution 

3.52 As suggested in Appendix A, paragraph 10.16 of the  Appraisal Framework, flight paths below 
7,000 feet for aircraft departing the scheme (together with those arrivals and departures for 
the existing airport) have been overlaid onto dark skies data obtained from the Campaign to 
Protect Rural England (CPRE) (see Figure 10a/ 10b and 11a/11b).  Areas shown on these 
figures in ‘red’ indicate the areas with the highest light pollution and ‘yellow’ a little less.  
Within these areas the CPRE data advises that, “there is no chance of seeing the stars in the 
milky way…on even the darkest, clearest night”.  In contrast, the blue areas indicate areas 
with less light pollution and, the darker the blue, lower the levels. 

3.53 The towns are areas where the highest levels of light pollution are recorded on the CPRE 
data.  Much of Crawley and Gatwick Airport are within such an area.  Similarly, levels of light 
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pollution are also shown to be at their highest over the other major settlements within the 
study area including Reigate/ Redhill, Dorking, East Grinstead and Horsham.  Much of the 
intervening areas between these settlements are shown with ‘medium’ levels of light pollution, 
whilst the darkest blue areas are outwith the 15km radius study area.  There are a number of 
dark blue areas within the wider study area for airspace change, including over parts of the 
South Downs National Park and Ashdown Forest. 

3.54 The existing airport is brightly illuminated at night with both orange sodium and white LED 
lighting.  The adjoining urban areas are less intense sources of night-time illumination with 
orange sodium street lighting.  Most of the wider landscape (outwith the urban areas) is 
occasionally lit with smaller settlements, hamlets and individual farmsteads.  Aircraft lights are 
also a characteristic of the night-time landscape within those landscapes that are overflown by 
aircraft.  However, the dark skies plans produced by CPRE do not take into consideration 
overflying aircraft.  They are based upon light emitted from urban areas.  

Scenic Beauty 

3.55 The area that would be directly impacted by the scheme does not contain landscapes that are 
designated for their natural beauty.  However, it does contain areas that are attractive 
landscapes, such as the field pattern with mature hedgelines reflecting the earlier enclosure 
period north of Langley Green.  Generally, the area is locally valued as a recreational 
resource and greenspace serving the local community (see also Table 1 for assessments of 
quality/ value for each of the county level landscape character areas included in the study). In 
contrast, the wider setting to the scheme and that of the existing airport and the urban area of 
Crawley is of considerable scenic beauty. Most notably, the High Weald AONB to the south 
and the Surrey Hills and North Downs AONB to the north are landscapes of national 
importance in relation to landscape and scenic beauty.  In addition, much of the lower lying 
Weald landscapes between the two AONBs are relatively intact agricultural landscapes with a 
strong field pattern defined by hedgerows and woodland, and with distinctive settlements.  An 
evaluation of the landscape condition (quality) and value of each of the county level 
landscape character areas defined in this study has been undertaken (see Table 1).      

Cultural Influences 

3.56 The historical development of the landscape between Crawley and Gatwick is described in 
the Crawley Borough Council landscape character assessment as follows: 

“The Low Weald landscape surrounding Crawley has changed significantly throughout time 
due to the influences and impacts of farming, industry, deforestation and the growth of the 
town from a village to regional centre of almost 100,000 people. Changes in land use, lack of 
management and/or farm diversification and intensification has resulted in fragmentation of 
the landscape structure. Hedgerows have been removed and groups of smaller pastoral fields 
have been combined into large arable fields….. Historical deforestation for shipbuilding, 
farming and charcoal smelting has changed the North and West of Crawley’s landscape from 
predominantly tree cover to a varied landscape of fields, settlements and tall hedgerows and 
mature trees. Wooded Shaw’s remain where forest once stood (mature tree belts forming field 
boundaries). The evolution of the new town has pushed the forests southward to where they 
stand on the high ground today - indicating the edge of the High Weald.” 
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3.57 Human interaction with the landscape between Crawley and Gatwick includes use of the 
public right of way network for walking and riding (along bridleways).  It is of local value for 
recreation and as a greenspace for residents within Langley Green.  The ‘Sussex Border 
Path’ (long distance trail) also runs to the north of Gatwick Airport and the ‘Tandridge Border 
Path’ runs to the east.  There are also playing fields (rugby and football), Langley Green 
recreation ground and a community farm on the northern edge of the Langley Green 
residential area.  Other forms of human interaction are via the local road network.  Informal 
lay-bys on Ifield Road are also used by people watching aircraft taking off and landing at the 
existing airport. 

3.58 Agriculture is the most extensive form of human interaction with the landscape between 
Gatwick Airport and Crawley and elsewhere within the study area.  The local landscape is 
also used for a range of airport related services, including car parking.  

3.59 This section also includes a description of Conservation Areas local to the existing airport 
(see Figure 4), as these are an important designation with respect to townscape.  For all other 
heritage assets designations, including listed buildings, scheduled monuments, registered 
parks and gardens refer to the Place: Cultural Heritage Report.  

Tree Preservation Orders 

3.60 Information regarding tree preservation orders (TPOs) around the existing airport has been 
collected from the following local authority areas: 

 Crawley Borough Council; 

 Horsham District Council; 

 Mole Valley District Council; and  

 Tandridge District Council. 

3.61 The locations of TPOs are shown on Figure 4, with supporting information included in 
Appendix 4.   

Landscape Condition/ Value 

3.62 Each of the landscape character areas as identified within the county level studies described 
in this study has been evaluated in relation to its quality (condition) and value as follows:   
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Townscape Character (including Layout, Density, Mix of Buildings and Architectural 
Style) 

3.63 The following local settlements have been identified as townscape character areas in this 
assessment:  

Crawley 

3.64 A baseline character assessment of Crawley was completed in May 2009 on behalf of 
Crawley Borough Council by EDAW/ AECOM (2009). The study identified, “eight strategic 
character areas based on urban and landscape character, predominant landuse and 
development age”.  Each of these character types also contain a number of character areas 
and sub-character areas. 

3.65 Crawley was designated as the site for a New Town in 1947 in order to take the overspill 
population from London after the Second World War.  Originally the town was laid out with 
nine neighbourhoods ringing an expanded town centre (see Figure 3).   

3.66 The neighbourhood of Langley Green lies to the north-west of Crawley town centre and is 
bounded by the A23 on its eastside.  It formed part of ‘New Town Phase 1a’ and dates from 
the first 5-10 years of the masterplan.  Its character is described as follows: 

“The retail parades are generally two-three storeys in height often with ground floor retail and 
flats above. Local shops usually including a grocers, newsagent, bookmakers and takeaway 
with a mix of chain and local independent stores. Buildings are early 1950s brick/render in 
style with some pitched and some flat roofs. Pubs and churches are stand alone buildings 
often on corner plots and are usually of brick. Langley Green is a good example of a typical 
arrangement of buildings and is one of the larger neighbourhood centres.”  

3.67 The large industrial area of Manor Royal lies to the west of the A23, and is within the 
‘Employment Areas’ strategic character area.  It is not covered in detail within the study albeit 
the following description is provided: 

“The main roads (Fleming Way and Manor Royal) through the area are wide with large 
grassed verges and street trees and serve large development plots which have been 
developed on a plot-by-plot basis. Building typologies are either single or double height, brick, 
steel or glass with large floor plates, shallow pitched or flat roofs and a variety of sizes and 
styles. There are a number of office blocks / reception areas of three –six storey constructed 
of red or buff brick or clad. 

3.68 With respect to views from the northern edge of Crawley to the county landscape area known 
as Northern Vales (LW8), the study states the following: 

“Within the northern urban area views are generally restricted to local and short distance, due 
to the contained nature of the built form, screening provided by belts of trees, hedgerow 
vegetation and the generally low lying flat topography. 

Along the urban fringes to the north and northwest (Ifield, Langley Green and Lowland Heath) 
views are limited to short distances over the rural fringe landscape. The contained nature of 
the urban area breaks up, allowing views over the intimate rural landscape with fields of 
pasture delineated by mature hedgerows and trees. In some places these views are filtered 
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due to the break up in density of the hedgerows and tree cover; in others slightly more 
extensive views are possible due to larger field layouts, created by the intensification of 
modern farming. 

The presence of Gatwick Airport is also clearly evident in these fringe areas. Although the 
airport is not directly visible from the edge of the built up area, aircraft continually puncture the 
skyline as they take-off. This land use also impacts on the rural character of the northern 
pastoral plain as the large units and warehouses (many associated with airport services) in 
Manor Royal and Lowfield Heath provide an industrial character to the landscape.” 

3.69 The wider Crawley urban area is described in the EDAW/ AECOM (2009) study as follows (a 
number of the Pre New Town settlements are designated as Conservation Areas): 

“Present day Crawley has a range of urban… character areas reflecting the town’s growth 
prior to and following its designation as a New Town in 1947. Pre New Town settlements 
including the villages of Ifield and Worth and the Victorian expansion areas around Three 
Bridges, West Green and Southgate stand out as areas of particular interest.”  

“The rapid growth of the town following the New Town designation and the dominant two 
storey housing typology presents a relatively monotonous character in many of the New Town 
neighbourhoods. Later neighbourhoods including Maidenbower are based on a maze of cul-
de-sacs and small detached properties with poor pedestrian connectivity to the centre of 
Crawley. Priorities for regeneration in the New Town neighbourhoods include Bewbush and 
Broadfield, which suffer from poorly thought through residential and commercial layouts.”  

Horley 

3.70 The townscape of Horley is described in the ‘Borough Wide Landscape and Townscape 
Character Assessment’, undertaken by Atkins on behalf of Reigate and Banstead Borough 
Council (June 2008) as follows: 

“Mostly 1930’s-1950’s suburbia, arranged on straight, uniform road layout; 

A Victorian-Edwardian core to the town centre, including a conservation area, and localised 
surviving pre-Victorian development; and more recent suburban development around the 
edge of town, ranging from 1960’s to recent development.”   

3.71 That part of the settlement nearest to the airport is suburban in character and includes the 
Riverside Garden Park.  This area once formed part of Horley Common; an area of semi 
natural woodland and open grassland. 

Charlwood 

3.72 The character of Charlwood is described in the Mole Valley Local Development Framework- 
Larger Rural Villages Character Appraisal SPD, Mole Valley District Council (July 2013).  This 
identifies 3 separate areas of character within the settlement; the ‘village core’, ‘Rectory Lane’ 
and ‘East Charlwood’.  That part of the ‘Village Core’ which extends east along Horley Road is 
the nearest to Gatwick Airport.  The main characteristics of the settlement of relevance to this 
study include the following: 
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“The village as a whole has a loose knit, sinuous form, spreading out from its core near the 
Parish Church and the junction of Ifield Road and The Street. Pockets of built development 
are interspersed with expanses of open space, notably the Recreation Ground and The 
Millennium Field, which bring fingers of countryside right into the heart of the settlement. 
These open spaces are an integral part of the character of the village.” 

3.73 The study also notes that whilst Charlwood is near to the Crawley urban area and closer to 
Gatwick Airport, it still retains the “feel of a small rural settlement”.  It also notes the 
importance of the fields between the settlement and the airport as “preventing the village 
coalescing with the airport” and the value of the existing noise attenuation bunds along this 
boundary of the airport which it states, “protect the village both visually and acoustically”. It 
continues, “although there are some clear views of the airport from high points outside the 
village (e.g. Norwood Hill), the landscaping ensures that it is hardly seen from closer 
quarters.”  

Hookwood 

3.74 Hookwood is described in the same SPD as Charlwood above.  Two character areas are 
defined, ‘East Hookwood’ (essentially commercial) and ‘West and South Hookwood’ 
(essentially residential).  The key characteristics of the latter area include the following:  

“Buildings chiefly strung out along two main roads, with a small amount of backland 
development, mainly within the centre of the village; 

Concentration of original Edwardian cottages on east side of Reigate Road indicating the 
original heart of the village, now rather dominated by the larger scale urban areas to the south 
and east. Lack of clear identity to the village centre; 

Sporadic green landscaping, including some generous hedge and tree cover in individual 
properties”. 

Conservation Areas 

3.75 There are four Conservation Areas in close proximity to the existing airport (see Figure 4): 
one immediately to the north at Massetts Road in Horley, one to the east at Burstow, one to 
the southwest at Ifield and the one encompassing much of the village of Charlwood to the 
west.  None of these Conservation Areas lie within the area required for the scheme. 

3.76 Charlwood Conservation Area was designated by Surrey County Council in 1974 and further 
extended in 1995, 1996 and 1997.  A description of the Conservation Area is provided in 
Appendix 6 of the Mole Valley Local Plan.  It includes the following characteristics: 

“The Conservation Area covers the historic core of the village, which lies in a relatively flat 
farming landscape south of Norwood Hill; 

The village setting of hedged fields, winding country lanes, field oaks and woodland is 
important because of the views out from the Conservation Area and the backdrop formed by 
important buildings such as the parish church; 

The village has a characteristic form and medieval timber buildings, many of them listed, are 
generally located on its periphery; 
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3.85 In addition, it assumes that the approved Crawley North East Sector development comprising 
up to 1900 homes, primary school, community centre, office and industrial space, retail space 
and parkland would be complete.  This would occupy land to the south-east of the existing 
airport within an area of land enclosed by the main railway line to Brighton, Tinsley Green, the 
M23 and A2011. 
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4 SCHEME ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION 

Assessment of Construction Effects (With Embedded Mitigation) 

4.1 The potential effects of the scheme upon landscape/ townscape character during the 
construction period have been assessed using the methodology described in Appendix 1.  

4.2 The construction is planned to take place in phases over a period of 19 years from 2021 until 
2040, the assessment of potential performance against objective in this section is based upon 
that of periods when disturbed ground and construction activity is likely to be a feature over 
much of the area enclosed by the land take boundary.  This may not necessarily be the case 
at certain times during the construction period.  As such, its potential performance against 
objective upon a particular landscape or townscape character area may be less than that 
stated in this assessment at certain periods during the overall construction phase.  This also 
applies to the assessment of night-time effects.  Night-time working would be minimal; 
however, there would be times during the winter months when working after dark during the 
early evening would take place.  The assessment of night-time construction effects is that 
pertaining to this early evening period of working.  During the latter evening and overnight 
period, the night-time construction effects of the scheme are likely to be reduced.  

4.3 This assessment has considered the potential effects of the scheme inclusive of its 
‘embedded mitigation’, which would essentially involve standard good construction practice as 
detailed within a ‘Construction Environmental Management Plan’ for the works. 

Landscape Effects 

4.4 The potential effects of the construction phase of the scheme upon each of the county level 
landscape character areas within the 15km radius study area have been assessed in this 
section.  The scheme would directly impact upon the Northern Vales (LW8) landscape 
character area.  Construction effects upon this landscape character area (including features, 
elements and characteristics) are described below in Table 4; this is followed by a brief 
summary of these potential effects.  The potential effects upon the remaining county level 
landscape character areas are described after consideration of effects upon the Northern 
Vales (LW8).  
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the night-time landscape character of this area is already strongly influenced by the existing 
airport and the Crawley urban area.  Nevertheless, there would be further change to night-
time landscape character and an overall Adverse performance against objective. 

4.10 For the remaining landscape character areas for which the ZTV indicates that construction 
activity may be visible, effects upon the night-time landscape as experienced by people within 
these landscape character areas may result from being able to see construction activity within 
night-time views.  Night-time works may also be audible.  However, as with daytime, all 
potential effects upon these more outlying landscape character areas at night are considered 
to result in a Neutral performance against objective. 

Effects upon AONBs 

4.11 Potential effects upon the High Weald AONB would be broadly the same as those described 
above for the High Weald Forests (HW2) and High Weald (HW1) landscape character areas.  
Views of construction activity from the High Weald AONB north facing slopes would be limited 
by existing woodland and where available would be seen within the context of the urban area 
of Crawley set against the backdrop of Gatwick Airport.  There would be a Negligible 
magnitude of change and an overall Neutral performance against objective. 

4.12 For the Surrey Hills AONB, potential effects would be broadly the same as those described for 
the ‘Wealden Greensand’ and ‘North Downs’ landscape character areas. Whilst some 
construction activity may be discernable within views from these elevated areas, at distances 
of over 10km and, set within the context of the existing Gatwick Airport and Crawley urban 
area, there would be no perceptible effects upon the inherent landscape character of the 
AONB.   

Townscape Effects 

4.13 The potential effects of the construction phase of the scheme upon local townscape character 
areas (including features, elements and characteristics) are assessed in this section.  These 
are as described below in Table 6.  This is followed by a brief summary of these potential 
effects.   

4.14 Direct impacts would be confined to the Manor Royal Industrial Estate within the Crawley 
Urban Area.  For the remaining townscape character areas, effects would be confined to 
perceptual effects upon the experience of the townscape by people within these townscape 
character areas, which may result from being able to see construction activity within views.  In 
addition, whilst urban areas generally have low tranquillity, there may also be additional 
effects due to noise, as well as visual intrusion.  These effects are explored further in Table 6 
as follows: 
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Other Townscape Character Areas 

4.18 For the remaining townscape character areas, any effects due to the scheme are considered 
to result in a Neutral performance against objective.  These are townscape character areas 
already influenced by traffic, the existing airport and other activities generally associated with 
an urban environment, i.e. frequent people movements and building activities.  Overall, effects 
upon each of these townscape character areas during the construction phase are considered 
to be Neutral.    

Potential Night-time Effects 

4.19 Night-time illumination, primarily in the form of orange sodium street lighting, is an existing 
characteristic of each of the townscape character areas.  Potential effects upon the Horley 
and Hookwood townscape character areas would be the same as those described for day-
time, i.e. Neutral performance against objective.  However, for the Manor Royal Industrial 
Estate (both directly and indirectly impacted), night-time construction activity would illuminate 
a part of the character area already lit, but would change its land use from industrial to that of 
a night-time construction site.  However, at night-time this would have little overall effect upon 
the character of the area, equating to a Negligible magnitude of change and an overall Neutral 
performance against objective. 

4.20 For the Langley Green Residential Area, the lit urban area would adjoin an illuminated 
construction site, in close proximity to the settlement.  There would be slight change to night-
time character resulting in a Low magnitude of change and, on balance, a Neutral 
performance against objective.  For the wider, illuminated, and more distant Crawley Urban 
Area, there would be no noticeable change in character and a Neutral performance against 
objective. 

4.21 In the event that night-time building of the maintenance hangars (or building works continue 
after dark), this would be visible in filtered night-time views and as potential skyglow within 
views from parts of Charlwood.  This is a generally dimly lit, rural settlement.  However, there 
would be barely noticeable change to its night-time character equating to a Negligible 
magnitude of change and an overall Neutral performance against objective.   

Assessment of Operational Effects (With Embedded Mitigation)  

4.22 The potential effects of the scheme upon landscape/ townscape character during the 
operational period have been assessed using the methodology described in Appendix 1. 

4.23 As part of the assessment, consideration has been given to the potential effects of airspace 
change upon each of the County landscape character areas within the 15km radius study 
area and upon each of the National landscape character areas within the wider study area.  
To assist with the assessment, flight path routes for existing westerly arrivals/ departures and 
easterly arrivals/ departures are shown overlaid onto CPRE tranquility data (see Figures 
8a/8b).  For comparison purposes, best estimate westerly and easterly operations for the 
scheme are also shown overlaid onto the tranquility mapping (see Figures 9a/9b) for the wider 
study area for airspace change. 

4.24 Existing easterly and westerly arrivals follow a number of routes into the existing airport, 
predominantly from the south and converge on the extended runway centerline for several 
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miles.  In contrast, departing aircraft follow departure routes which tend to diverge from each 
other within a few miles of the airport. The objective for departing aircraft being to get them to 
higher altitudes quickly (and thus reduce noise), and to safely integrate them with other air 
traffic efficiently.  The choice of departure route taken by an aircraft is determined by Air 
Traffic Services and relates to that which most efficiently allow them to route to their onward 
destination. 

4.25 For the scheme, estimated departure routes (as used for the Noise Assessment) are available 
and have been used. Estimated arrival routings from the upper airspace to the extended 
runway centrelines in the two-runway airport operation (scheme) are not yet available. It is 
very likely, however, that aircraft will join one or other of the extended runway centrelines 
between 10 to 20 miles away from the runway as at present. Figures 9a/9b show the best 
estimate at present of routings for westerly and easterly operations to and from the future two 
runway airport.  

4.26 Some vectoring of arriving aircraft to the south of the airport is expected to continue as occurs 
now, as the airspace to the north is likely to continue to be relatively busier. For this reason, 
Figures 9a/b show existing vectoring for westerly and easterly arrivals to the existing runway 
for information only as the areas concerned are still likely to be overflown by aircraft joining 
either runway centreline. 

4.27 Atmospheric conditions in the United Kingdom are variable.  The distribution of low cloud 
cover may lead to reduced visibility of both the scheme and aircraft using it.  This may be 
within the 15km radius study area in relation to the airport and within the wider study area in 
relation to airspace change.  Further, the reduced visibility of the scheme is likely to be 
greater in winter months than in high summer.  Landform, vegetation and structures would 
also prevent or reduce visibility in many locations and at certain times.  The frequency and 
extent of visibility of flying aircraft would also vary.  People within those locations on or 
nearest to the approach and take off aircraft routes are most likely to experience the most 
pronounced effects upon landscape or townscape character.  Beyond these relatively narrow 
corridors of approach and ascent, the effects of overflying aircraft and airspace change is 
unlikely to detract from the experience of landscape and townscape. 

4.28 In addition to potential effects upon the visibility of the scheme (including airspace change), 
wind direction may affect the audibility of both its operation phase (see the Ground Noise 
Appendix and Air Noise Appendix). This may mean that (at any given time) parts of the 
scheme may be visible (but not audible) by people within an adjoining landscape or 
townscape character area.  All in all, these variables indicate that the potential effects of the 
scheme upon the experience of landscape or townscape by people is (at one time or another) 
likely to be strongly influenced by the prevailing weather conditions and the position of people 
relative to it (inclusive of overflying aircraft).  Nonetheless, the assessment is based upon that 
which would be experienced by people in periods of good weather with clear visibility and 
relatively gentle wind patterns.  However, in the case of airspace change, these potential 
effects are likely to be confined to a relatively narrow corridor of landscape overflown by 
aircraft using the scheme.  
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objective upon the Low Weald Hills (LW4), High Weald (HW1) and Wooded Weald County 
level landscape character areas and the Low Weald and High Weald National level landscape 
character area. Potential effects upon all other landscape character areas at night (both 
County and National level) are considered to result in a Neutral performance against 
objective.  

Effects upon AONBs 

4.38 The scheme would not directly impact upon the designated AONBs within the study area.  
However, it (including incoming and departing aircraft) would be visible within views from the 
AONBs, albeit, generally within the context of the existing Gatwick Airport and aircraft arriving 
and departing the airport.      

4.39 Potential effects upon the High Weald AONB for that part of the AONB within the 15km radius 
study area would be similar to those described above for the High Weald Forests (HW2) and 
High Weald (HW1) county landscape character areas.  Any effects upon the inherent 
landscape character of the AONB due to the availability of views to the scheme would be 
barely perceptible.  The urban area of Crawley and Gatwick airport are an existing 
characteristic of available views from the north facing slopes of the AONB.   

4.40 However, for the wider study area, a small part of the High Weald AONB would be overflown 
by westerly arrivals or easterly departures from the new runway within the scheme.  Within 
these parts of the AONB, there would be an intermittent, but noticeable additional 
characteristic (in addition to aircraft using the existing runway) within and locally adjoining 
those relatively narrow corridors that would be overflown.  Those parts of the High Weald 
AONB that would be overflown are broadly over a line between East Grinstead and Royal 
Tunbridge Wells (see Figure 9b).  Whilst the existing approach route for westerly arrivals is a 
characteristic of this part of the AONB, it is considered that there would be a locally noticeable 
change in character as a result of the additional effects of a second westerly approach route 
to the scheme.  This would equate to a locally adverse decreasing to Negligible magnitude of 
change and an overall locally Adverse to Neutral performance against objective.  The Adverse 
performance against objective would be confined to a very limited part of the High Weald 
AONB.   

4.41 For the Surrey Hills AONB, potential effects would be broadly the same as those described for 
the ‘Wealden Greensand’ and ‘North Downs’ National landscape character areas. Whilst the 
scheme (including aircraft) using the new runway would be an additional element within 
distant views from some parts of the AONB, its inherent landscape character would not be 
affected.  However, for the scheme, there would be an increase in the frequency of aircraft 
overflying the character area but at heights where their effects upon landscape character are 
reduced. Accordingly, there would be a Negligible to ‘No change’ magnitude of change, and 
an overall Neutral performance against objective. 

4.42 The Kent Downs AONB would also continue to be overflown by aircraft using the scheme, but 
at a higher frequency, albeit at a height where their effects upon landscape character are 
reduced.  Accordingly, there would be a barely perceptible to no noticeable change in 
character, equating to a Negligible magnitude of change and an overall Neutral performance 
against objective.  
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Crawley Urban Area 

Manor Royal Industrial Estate: 

4.44 A relatively small part of this townscape character area (enclosed by Gatwick Road and the 
main railway line to Brighton) would be changed to an operational airport with a realigned 
A23.  This is an area of Ordinary townscape condition and Low townscape value.  The 
presence of the existing airport, including traffic, is a noticeable existing characteristic of the 
Manor Royal Industrial area.  Accordingly, over this townscape character area, there would be 
slight loss or change to existing character and a Low adverse magnitude of change.  Overall, 
these effects would equate to a Neutral performance against objective for a townscape 
receptor of Low sensitivity to the change brought about by the scheme. 

Langley Green Residential Area: 

4.45 In contrast, whilst not directly impacted, an operational airport would almost adjoin the 
boundary to the Langley Green residential area.  Views from this part of the urban edge to the 
existing airport are generally well screened by existing hedgerows. Whilst the existing airport 
(including aircraft taking off and landing) has some influence on the townscape character of 
the Langley Green Residential Area, the scheme would increase this influence.  There would 
be reduced separation (in comparison to the baseline) between the residential area and an 
operational airport, which would result in a locally noticeable change to existing townscape 
character and a Medium reducing to Low adverse magnitude of change.  Overall, this would 
equate to an Adverse (locally) to Neutral performance against objective.   

Charlwood 

4.46 The rural village character of the settlement would be slightly affected as the proposed 
maintenance hangers would be visible within filtered winter views and additional aircraft taking 
off/ landing from the airport would also be visible.  At present, views from the settlement are 
confined to aircraft taking/off and landing and the ‘Premier Inn’ adjoining the existing North 
Terminal, which is visible from the northernmost outskirts of the settlement.  Summer views to 
the maintenance hangars are unlikely due to the screening afforded by existing vegetation 
within hedgerows.  There would be a locally Medium reducing to Low adverse magnitude of 
change to the townscape character of the settlement, which is considered to be of Medium 
sensitivity to the scheme.  Overall, the performance against objective would be Adverse 
(locally) to Neutral.    

Other Townscape Character Areas 

4.47 For the remaining townscape character areas, any effects due to the operation of the scheme 
are considered to result in a Neutral performance against objective.  These are townscape 
character areas already influenced by traffic, the existing airport and other activities generally 
associated with an urban environment, i.e. frequent people movements and building activities.  
They are also more urban that rural in character.   

Potential Night-time Effects 

4.48 Night-time illumination, primarily in the form of orange sodium street lighting, is an existing 
characteristic of each of the townscape character areas.  Potential effects upon the Horley 
and Hookwood townscape character areas would be the same as those described for day-
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time, i.e. Neutral performance against objective.  However, for the Manor Royal Industrial 
Estate (both directly and indirectly impacted), the night-time operation of the scheme would 
illuminate a part of the character area already lit, but would change its land use from industrial 
to that of a night-time operational airport.  Overall, as a whole, there would be a barely 
noticeable change to the character area equating to a Negligible magnitude of change and a 
Neutral performance against objective. 

4.49 For the Langley Green Residential Area, the lit urban area would adjoin an illuminated 
operational airport, in place of open countryside.  This would result in a Low magnitude of 
change on night-time character.  On balance, the night-time effects upon this townscape 
character area and for the wider, illuminated, and more distant Crawley Urban Area are 
considered to be Neutral.   

4.50 The night-time operation of the scheme, in particular, the operation of the maintenance 
hangars would be visible in filtered night-time views and as potential skyglow within views 
from parts of Charlwood.  This is a generally dimly lit, rural settlement.  There would be barely 
noticeable change to its night-time character equating to a Negligible magnitude of change 
and an overall Neutral performance against objective.   

Mitigation Measures 

4.51 The landscape mitigation strategy has evolved in parallel with other environmental disciplines, 
especially noise and biodiversity, as well as consideration of effects upon people and 
communities.  It has also developed from an understanding of the baseline landscape and 
townscape resource and through consideration of the potential effects of the scheme upon the 
same.  The overall objective of the landscape mitigation strategy, as stated in Appendix B of 
the Appraisal Framework is, “To minimise impacts on existing landscape character and 
heritage assets”.  However, given that this study has also assessed potential effects upon 
townscape, the above objective has been re-written as follows: 

“To minimise impacts on existing landscape and townscape character and heritage assets”. 

4.52 The following section outlines the main elements of the evolving landscape mitigation 
strategy.  This will continue to develop as the detailed design of the scheme continues to 
evolve (see also paragraph 3.14 to 3.21 for the key features of the scheme).  A further 
requirement of the landscape mitigation strategy will be to integrate the requirements of the 
separate ‘Community’, ‘Heritage’ and ‘Nature Conservation’ studies which, in addition to this 
‘Landscape and Townscape’ study, form part of the response to the Appraisal Framework.  

4.53 An underlying principle of the strategy is to use the baseline landscape and townscape 
resource as the information source for developing appropriate landscape strategies where 
practical to do so.  For example, native species hedgerows, including trees, which are allowed 
to grow on to form an understorey shrub height of about 6 m with specimen trees allowed to 
grow on to maturity, would provide an appropriate boundary treatment to the scheme.  This 
would be typical of the Upper Mole Farmlands district landscape character area.  Native 
species broadleaved woodlands (including thickets and shaws) are also an appropriate 
landscape element which is typical of the Weald landscape.  They should also be considered 
where operational requirements allow. 
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4.54 The current land take boundary provides for both the minimal operational area required for the 
scheme and that required to provide for embedded mitigation for noise attenuation and the 
watercourse diversions.  It includes for the following landscape mitigation in the form of 
boundary treatments.  These are described below, clockwise from Junction 9a of the M23 
(described in the report entitled Operational Efficiency – Master Plan Report).  (Note: The 
following section on boundary treatments provides a description of the ‘embedded’ mitigation 
together with opportunities for further mitigation which may be developed as detail design of 
the scheme is progressed).   

Boundary Treatments 

A23 realignment Junction 9a (M23) to County Oak roundabout (A23): 

4.55 The A23 realignment would run through green space managed by ‘Biodiversity Gatwick’ and 
alongside car parking and water bodies servicing the existing airport (see also paragraph 
3.48).  It would also run to the rear of residential properties adjoining the B2036 within Tinsley 
Green.  False cuttings (earth bunds), planted with native species woodlands (outside the CAA 
OLS) between the rear of these properties and the realigned A23, would partly screen traffic 
within views from these properties (including gardens).  Elsewhere, low false cuttings (earth 
bunds) with shallow falls would provide some visual screening to views where possible.  The 
B2036 would also be diverted adjoining this section of the airport boundary. 

4.56 Between the railway line and County Oak roundabout, the land take boundary would run to 
the north of the Manor Royal Industrial Estate.  People at their place of work are generally 
regarded as visual receptors of low sensitivity given that they are concentrating on their work 
rather than views from their place of work.  This section of the boundary would include noise 
attenuation walling and roadside planting to assist with the integration of the road within the 
Manor Royal Industrial Estate townscape. 

County Oak Roundabout to Ifield Court Hotel: 

4.57 Between County Oak roundabout and the Cherry Lane playing fields, the land take boundary 
would continue to run to the north of industrial development (see above).  It would then run to 
the north of recreational fields used by the general public and Crawley Rugby Club.  Users of 
outdoor space for sporting activities are generally regarded as visual receptors of medium 
sensitivity.  Other than provision for the necessary watercourse diversions, no further 
landscape mitigation is currently proposed.   

4.58 River diversions to realign those watercourses directly impacted by the scheme would be 
undertaken within an excavated channel that would be designed to appear as a natural 
winding watercourse within a variable working width of up to about 100m in places.  The 
margins to the watercourses would be planted with a variety of native woody, marginal and 
aquatic species to establish a diverse riparian habitat where operational requirements allow.  
Footpaths providing public access along the riverbanks would also be provided.  These would 
improve public access and experience of the watercourses compared to the existing situation 
where the watercourses are only partly accessible via the public right of way network.  This 
new feature would provide a ‘linear park’ providing community and leisure benefits.  
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4.59 Between Cherry Lane playing fields and Ifield Court Hotel, noise attenuation mounding and 
woodland planting is proposed as a screen to the adjoining residential receptors.  Within this 
section, which also has a field pattern dating from the earlier enclosures, a similar strategy to 
acquire severed land, together with opportunities for more extensive woodland planting to 
assist with the landscape and visual integration of the  scheme would be considered as its 
design evolves. 

4.60 The noise attenuation bunds would be up to about 10m in height above ground level.  These 
would be planted with native woodland (subject to the woodland not infringing the OLS, 
especially the lateral transition surface from the runway centreline and/or parallel taxiways) 
using species appropriate to the locale.  The gradients of slopes to the noise bunds would 
vary to assist with the landscape and visual integration of these new landforms within the 
generally level and low-lying Weald landscape.  This section of the boundary would also 
include the realigned Ifield Road which would carry local traffic. 

Ifield Court Hotel to Charlwood: 

4.61 For operational reasons, this boundary would be largely open, not dissimilar to the boundary 
located to the west of the existing runway.  One of the existing characteristics of this area are 
views to the existing airport and aircraft taking off/landing and taxiing; a characteristic that 
would be maintained by the scheme.  The watercourses would be realigned to run along this 
boundary.  Opportunities to implement significant areas of offsite planting within this local 
landscape, generally in the form of new native broadleaved woodland planting would be 
considered further.  This is a well-wooded landscape which would be directly impacted by the 
scheme as a result of requirements for the CAA OLS within which a small number of 
woodlands would need to be managed as coppiced woodlands.  Establishing new woodlands 
would partly mitigate these effects. 

Charlwood to Hookwood: 

4.62 This section of the airport boundary adjoins an essentially rural landscape setting with few 
noticeable characteristics associated with the existing airport, other than aircraft frequently 
taking off/landing.  The airport boundary and adjoining landscape is well wooded, both in the 
form of woodland and hedgerows.  There is also noise attenuation bunding.  Essentially, the 
existing airport boundary treatments would be retained in their current form.  Part of this 
section also includes a realigned watercourse, noise attention bunding, woodland and 
footpaths.  It is not dissimilar in appearance and form to that currently proposed as part of the 
landscape mitigation strategy and is managed by Gatwick in accordance with a biodiversity 
action plan (see also paragraph 3.45).  Further opportunities to mitigate potential effects upon 
views from this area due to the proposed maintenance hangars would be given further 
consideration as design of the scheme continues to evolve. 

Hookwood to M23 Junction 9a: 

4.63 This section is an essentially urban edge.  No specific landscape mitigation is currently 
proposed for this boundary; the existing airport and its infrastructure already influence the 
character of the adjoining urban areas.  However, even within views from the existing 
suburban edge to Horley, views are restricted by existing woodland.  Noise from the airport 
and traffic on the A23 is however audible.  Further consideration of potential landscape 
mitigation within this area would also be given further consideration as design of the scheme 
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continues to evolve. 

New Buildings 

4.64 The scheme includes a number of new buildings which are over 20m above existing ground 
level in height.  Whilst there are a number of buildings within the North and South terminals of 
the existing airport, and on the urban edge to Crawley, that are of a similar scale, these new 
buildings are generally of a larger scale than those found in the wider area surrounding the 
existing airport. The new buildings within the scheme associated with the existing North and 
South terminals have been concentrated near to existing tall buildings, (i.e., the Premier Inn 
and Sofitel adjoining the North terminal and ‘Destination Places’/’Bloc’ hotel complex within 
the south terminal), in order that they function from an operational perspective but also so that 
within views from the wider landscape, these new buildings would generally read as part of 
the existing complex of tall buildings within the airport. 

4.65 Similarly, the new runway to the south would introduce taller buildings, including hotels and a 
satellite pier, within areas currently occupied by the Gatwick Business Park and Lowfield 
Heath.  The energy centre adjoining the existing Thames Water plant would also include a 
stack of between 30-50m height.  Existing building heights are generally lower in these areas; 
approximately up to 15m in the Gatwick Business Park and lower elsewhere. 

4.66 Further south, within the urban edge to Crawley (Manor Royal) there are also existing tall 
buildings, including ‘Astral Towers’ at approximately 25m.  Generally, within views from the 
wider surrounds these new buildings, whilst not as closely concentrated with other existing 
taller buildings, would also be visible within the context of existing tall buildings.  When 
considering potential effects upon landscape/townscape character due to inter-visibility with 
the new buildings, any potential effects upon their inherent characteristics would be reduced 
as a result of the ability to see them within the context of other existing tall and large scale 
buildings. 

Off-site planting/ management of existing landscape features 

4.67 At this stage in the design process, further work is required to understand fully to what extent 
off-site planting in particular areas might be deemed “essential” to directly mitigate the effects 
of the scheme, and where it would be judged “desirable”.  

4.68 The objective of the further work would be to identify areas where off-site planting and 
management of existing landscape features would be most effective, for example, in 
reinstating a degraded field pattern, improving the landscape and biodiversity value of existing 
woodlands and/or providing screening to views from visual receptors of high sensitivity, i.e. 
public footpaths and residential properties.  The following section lists a number of 
opportunities: 

 New woodlands/hedgerows:  Opportunities to establish woodlands and new hedgerows 
to replace those removed for the scheme and thus reinstate the field pattern within 
parts of the local landscape character areas, which have become degraded or are in 
decline, would be explored. 

 Screen planting:  Opportunities to establish plantings to provide visual screening to 
views from particularly sensitive landscape receptors, both within the local surrounds 
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(and from areas within the High Weald AONB), i.e., public rights of way, residential 
properties and cultural landscape features, would be further explored as detail design 
of the scheme progresses. 

 Management of existing landscape elements and features to mitigate the direct impacts 
of the scheme such as the following: 

o New planting of understorey shrubs within hedgerows to the north of Ifieldwood 
to restore the field pattern.  These would be managed below 3m height to comply 
with CAA OLS; 

o Fencing off part of the woodland to the north of Ifieldwood (a section which is 
currently grazed and in decline) and manage as coppice woodland at below 3m 
height.  This would enable the woodland ground flora to re-establish in the long-
term; 

o Reintroduction of a ‘coppice with standards’ or other traditional form of woodland 
management regime within suitable local woodlands that are currently neglected 
with declining landscape and biodiversity value. 

 Extending the land take boundary: Generally, the land take boundary for the scheme 
would follow existing field boundaries rather than run through the centre of existing 
fields.  It is anticipated that the severed parts of fields currently under agricultural use 
would be acquired by agreement and used to further mitigate the potential effects of the 
scheme.  The use of this land would not only further integrate the scheme within the 
existing field pattern but would also safeguard and enable the positive management of 
these existing field boundaries as landscape elements.  The retention and acquisition of 
these features would also provide a physical buffer and partial visual screen to views of 
the scheme from locally adjoining areas to the south.    

Native Species Plantings  

4.69 Generally, plantings forming part of new woodlands, hedgerows and riparian habitats would 
comprise native species locally occurring within the study area. 

Management of Airspace Change 

4.70 For the reasons stated in paragraph 3.19, it is not possible to predict flight routes for aircraft 
arriving at the scheme (best estimate departure routes are however, indicated).  As part of the 
future design of airspace change forming part of the scheme and as suggested in paragraph 
40 to Appendix B of the AC Appraisal Framework, further consideration would be given the 
design of flight path routes so as to avoid flight paths over the AONBs, if practicable to do so.  
This however, would be strongly influenced by the requirements of flight safety, other 
environmental considerations relating to noise and emissions, and the operational 
requirements of the scheme. 

Minimisation of Light Pollution 

4.71 Lighting within the scheme would be designed to minimise skyglow visible from outside the 
airport, (i.e. light visible above the horizontal level of the light).    It would also be designed to 
limit the backspill of light, i.e. through the fitting of louvres and the use of LED light sources. 
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Design criterion for the scheme should be set so that lighting is limited to that required for its 
effective operation only.  Use of orange sodium vapour flood-lighting should be avoided, with 
preference given to use of neutral LED lighting.  In addition, consideration would also be given 
to a review/ rationalization of existing sources of night-time illumination within the existing 
airport.  However, lighting would still need to meet the minimum standards for safe operation.   

Assessment of Construction Effects with Mitigation 

4.72 Whilst carefully located haul routes, construction compounds, materials storage and 
hoardings may reduce the absolute visibility of these features of the construction period and 
the works would be undertaken in accordance with standard good construction practice; it is 
considered unlikely that they would reduce awareness of construction activity within adjoining 
landscape and townscape character areas both local to the scheme and within the wider 
study area.  Nevertheless, consideration should be given to the early establishment of bunds 
and site planting.  In addition, temporary screening (especially near residential areas), and 
limiting of night-time working in locations close to sensitive receptors could reduce local 
effects and should be considered in the future.   

4.73 The assessment of construction phase effects for each of the landscape and townscape 
character areas defined in this study would therefore be unchanged from those identified for 
the unmitigated scheme with embedded mitigation.   

Assessment of Operational Effects with Mitigation 

4.74 The previous section outlines a number of potential additional landscape mitigation strategies 
(as well as the embedded mitigation forming part of the scheme).  Before these additional 
mitigation proposals can be included in the scheme they need to be considered further to 
ensure that operational requirements are not compromised. For this reason, the assessment 
of potential effects of the scheme with mitigation is unchanged from that of the scheme with 
embedded mitigation.   However, if these possible landscape mitigation proposals were to 
form part of a wider future mitigation strategy this may result in a reduction in the overall 
performance against objective of the scheme upon a number of landscape/ townscape 
character areas.  This may include those directly impacted or those indirectly impacted and 
from which views to parts of the scheme would be available or from which activities within it 
may be audible.  

4.75 In contrast, the potential indirect (albeit transitory) effects upon landscape character due to 
airspace change would remain for the period the flight path is operational and cannot be 
mitigated. 

Cumulative and Inter-related Effects 

4.76 At this stage in the assessment process, there are no known cumulative effects of the scheme 
in association with any other developments.  The Crawley NE sector project has been 
considered as part of the baseline for the assessment.  However, there are a number of inter-
related effects with other topic areas, especially biodiversity, for which mitigation design would 
require the establishment of new habitats, most likely offsite.  It is likely that these new 
habitats would include woodlands, hedgerows and trees to mitigate the effects upon existing 
woodlands/ hedgerows that would result from the CAA OLS.  The establishment of these new 
habitats within local landscape areas where similar landscape elements have become 
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degraded through lack of appropriate management would also serve to mitigate the potential 
effects of the scheme upon the existing landscape resource.    
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a Neutral performance against objective. For the Langley Green Residential Area, the lit 
urban area would adjoin an illuminated construction site, in close proximity to the settlement.  
There would be slight change to existing night-time character and a Low magnitude of 
change.  Overall, the night-time effects upon this townscape character area are considered to 
be Neutral. Night-time construction activity associated with the building of the maintenance 
hangers would be visible in filtered night-time views and as potential skyglow within views 
from parts of Charlwood.  There would be barely noticeable change to its night-time character 
equating to a Negligible magnitude of change and an overall Neutral performance against 
objective.   

5.7 Potential night-time effects upon the townscape character areas during the operation phase of 
the scheme are considered to be broadly the same as those associated with the construction 
phase as described above.   

5.8 The conclusions to the assessment of potential effects during the construction and operational 
phases of the scheme above are those inclusive of the proposals for ‘embedded’ mitigation.  
This includes noise attenuation bunding and woodland planting, watercourse diversions and 
associated riparian habitats together with new footpaths/ cycleways.  In addition to the 
embedded mitigation proposals, this report includes proposals for additional landscape 
mitigation which would be given further consideration as the detail design of the scheme 
continues to evolve, particularly with regards to ensuring that the operational requirements of 
the airport are not compromised.  Before they can be included in the scheme this additional 
work would need to be undertaken.  For this reason, the assessment of potential effects of the 
scheme with mitigation is unchanged from that of the scheme with embedded mitigation.  

Cumulative and Inter-related Effects 

5.9 At this stage in the assessment process, there are no known cumulative effects of the scheme 
in association with any other developments.  However, there are a number of inter-related 
effects with other topic areas, especially biodiversity, for which mitigation design would require 
the establishment of new habitats.  It is likely that the establishment of these new habitats 
within local areas which have become degraded through lack of appropriate management 
would also serve to mitigate the potential effects of the scheme upon the existing landscape 
resource.    

Overview 

5.10 Despite the scale of the scheme, no potential landscape or townscape effects that would 
result in a Highly adverse performance against objective have been identified with the 
unmitigated scheme (inclusive of its ‘embedded mitigation’).  Whilst this is a necessarily high 
level of assessment, it does broadly indicate that the landscape/ townscape within the study 
area has the capacity to accommodate change of the type proposed by the scheme without 
substantially adverse and unacceptable effects upon landscape or townscape character.   

Assessment of Updated Scheme Design with EATs 

5.11 The assessment of effects of the updated scheme design with EATs upon each of the 
landscape and townscape character areas described in the study (both day and night)  would 
be unchanged from that of the scheme without EATs, except for the settlement of Charlwood. 
For this settlement, construction activities associated with the construction of the 10m high 
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noise bund would be partially visible within daytime winter views, and potentially would be 
audible.  There would be a Medium (locally) to Low Adverse magnitude of change which 
would equate to an Adverse (locally) to Neutral performance against objective during the 
construction phase. 

5.12 No potential landscape or townscape effects that would result in a Highly adverse 
performance against objective have been identified with the unmitigated scheme (inclusive of 
its ‘embedded mitigation’) for the updated scheme design with EATs.  As such, it does broadly 
indicate that the landscape/ townscape within the study area has the capacity to 
accommodate change of the type proposed by the scheme with EATs without substantial 
adverse and unacceptable effects upon landscape or townscape character.     
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Appendix 1 - Methodology 

1.1 Overall Approach 

1.1.1 The landscape and townscape effects assessment methodology in the  Airports Commission 
Appraisal Framework (Appraisal Framework) has been supplemented and enhanced by 
further assessment guidance contained within the following document: 

‘Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA) (Landscape Institute/ 
Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment (LI/IEMA, 2013). 

1.1.2 In addition, reference to the previous edition of the GLVIA (Second edition, 2002) has also 
been made with respect to the criteria used in the study for evaluating landscape/ townscape 
quality (condition) and value. 

1.1.3 The Appraisal Framework requires the assessment to consider potential effects upon 
‘waterscape’.  This is a term which is not commonly used in landscape assessment.  
However, the term ‘seascape’ assessment is in common use and refers to “Landscapes with 
views of the coast or seas, and coasts and adjacent marine environments with cultural, 
historical and archaeological links with each other”, (GLVIA 3, Glossary).  The scheme would 
not affect seascape.  As such, and to cover ‘waterscape’, existing watercourses that would be 
directly impacted by the scheme have been photographed in order to convey an appreciation 
of their character local to Gatwick Airport. 

1.2 Study Area 

1.2.1 A 15 km study area has been established to include the existing airport and the likely extent of 
the surrounding landscape and townscape that has the potential to be affected or influenced 
by the scheme.  This has taken into account the extent of landscape and townscape character 
areas likely to be directly or indirectly affected, together with the extent of the area from which 
new buildings within the scheme would be potentially visible.  The ZTV has been prepared 
using ‘Key TERRA FIRMA 7’ software and Ordnance Survey (OS) landform Panorama and 
Profile data. 

1.2.2 For the assessment of potential effects upon landscape and townscape due to airspace 
change all landscape character areas which are likely to be overflown by aircraft arriving or 
departing Gatwick below 7,000 feet have been included in the study area.  This extends to 
approximately 43km (23.3 nautical miles) to the east and to the west of the existing airport. 

1.3 Consultations 

1.3.1 At this stage in the assessment process, no consultations have been undertaken with Natural 
England or any of the other statutory consultees with regard to landscape and townscape. 

1.4 Methodology for Landscape and Townscape Assessment’ 

Context 

1.4.1 The term ‘Landscape’ is defined by the European Landscape Convention as, “an area, as 
perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of natural 
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and/or human factors”.  Landscapes are thus considerably more than just a visual 
phenomenon based upon combinations of landform, vegetation and buildings.  It also 
encompasses history, land use, human culture, wildlife and seasonal change which, (in 
combination) give rise to patterns that are distinctive to particular localities and help to define 
a ‘sense of place’.  The Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (Third 
Edition) (2013) describe landscape effects as, “effects on the landscape as a resource in its 
own right”.  

1.4.2 Landscape is not only a rural phenomenon as it encompasses the whole external 
environment, including cities, towns and small settlements. The character of the urban 
environment can be defined as ‘townscape’ and is relevant to this particular assessment in 
light of the urban nature of some areas within the study area. Townscape is the interaction of 
both the physical and social characteristics of the urban environment and the way in which 
they are perceived.  These physical characteristics include urban structure and grain, spaces 
between buildings, height and mass or scale of buildings and their appearance in terms of 
construction materials and detailing/ decoration. The social characteristics of a townscape are 
determined by how these physical characteristics are used.  Similar to landscape, it is the 
inter-relationship of these characteristics that give a place its distinctive townscape character 
and ’sense of place’. 

Methodology 

1.4.3 In accordance with paragraph 10.8 of the core document, the baseline for this assessment is 
Natural England’s National Character Area (NCA) mapping.  For the 15km study area, there 
are 4 national character areas of which the scheme would be within NCA ‘121: Low Weald’ 
(see Figure 1).  In addition, paragraph 10.15 of the core document advises that, ”local 
character assessments, including Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and National Parks, 
will be used to articulate landscape character, identifying features which give a locality its 
‘sense of place’ and pinpoint that which differentiates it from neighbouring areas”.  
Accordingly, and in order to support the assessment, further information regarding the 
baseline landscape and townscape has been derived from the following county and district 
level studies: 

 Landscape Character Assessment of West Sussex 2007;  

 The Future of Surrey’s Landscape and Woodlands, 1997; 

 Crawley Borough Council Draft Landscape Character Assessment, October 2012; 

 Crawley Baseline Character Assessment, May 2009; 

 Mole Valley LDF, Landscape Supplementary Planning Document, April 2013; 

 Mole Valley LDF, Larger Rural Villages Character Appraisal for Charlwood and 
Hookwood; and 

 Horsham District Landscape Character Assessment, 2003. 

1.4.4 Further detailed landscape and townscape character survey information is also provided by 
the customised field survey sheets contained within Appendix 3. The survey sheets provide 
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 Supportive (or beneficial): Positive impacts that are notable, accelerate an improving 
trend or decelerate a declining trend; 

 Neutral: No impacts or on balance negligible or neutral outcomes; 

 Adverse: Negative impacts that are notable, decelerate an improving trend or 
accelerate a declining trend; 

 Highly adverse: Negative impacts that are substantial, substantially decelerate an 
improving trend or substantially accelerate a declining trend. 
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Appendix 2: National Landscape Character Areas 

Low Weald 

Key Characteristics: 

 Broad, low-lying, gently undulating clay vales with outcrops of limestone or sandstone 
providing local variation. 

 The underlying geology has provided materials for industries including iron working, 
brick and glass making, leaving pits, lime kilns and quarries.  Many of the resulting 
exposures are critical to our understanding of the Wealden environment. 

 A generally pastoral landscape with arable farming associated with lighter soils on 
higher ground and areas of fruit cultivation in Kent.  Land use is predominantly 
agricultural but with urban influences, particularly around Gatwick, Horley and Crawley. 

 Field boundaries of hedgerows and shaws (remnant strips of cleared woodland) 
enclosing small, irregular fields and linking into small and scattered linear settlements 
along roadsides or centred on greens or commons.  Rural lanes and tracks with wide 
grass verges and ditches. 

 Small towns and villages are scattered among areas of woodland, permanent 
grassland and hedgerows on the heavy clay soils where larger 20th-century villages 
have grown around major transport routes. 

 Frequent north-south routeways and lanes, many originating as drove roads, along 
which livestock were moved to downland grazing or to forests to feed on acorns. 

 Small areas of heathland particularly associated with commons such as Ditchling and 
Chailey.  Also significant historic houses often in parkland or other designated 
landscapes. 

 The Low Weald boasts an intricate mix of woodlands, much of it ancient, including 
extensive broadleaved oak over hazel and hornbeam coppice, shaws, small field 
copses and tree groups, and lines of riparian trees along watercourses.  Veteran trees 
are a feature of hedgerows and in fields. 

 Many small rivers, streams and watercourses with associated watermeadows and wet 
woodland. 

 Abundance of ponds, some from brick making and quarrying, and hammer and furnace 
ponds, legacies of the Wealden iron industry. 

 Traditional rural vernacular of local brick, weatherboard and tile-hung buildings plus 
local use of distinctive Horsham slabs as a roofing material.  Weatherboard barns are a 
feature.  Oast houses occur in the east and use of flint is notable in the south towards 
the South Downs. 
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High Weald 

Key Characteristics: 

 A faulted landform of clays, sand and soft sandstones with outcrops of fissured 
sandrock and ridges running east-west, deeply incised and intersected with numerous 
gill streams forming the headwaters of a number of the major rivers – the Rother, 
Brede, Ouse and Medway – which flow in broad valleys. 

 High density of extraction pits, quarries and ponds, in part a consequence of diverse 
geology and highly variable soils over short distances. 

 A dispersed settlement pattern of hamlets and scattered farmsteads and medieval 
ridgetop villages founded on trade and non-agricultural rural industries, with a 
dominance of timber-framed buildings with steep roofs often hipped of half-hipped, and 
an extremely high survival rate of farm buildings dating from the 17th century or earlier. 

 Ancient routeways in the form of ridgetop roads and a dense system of radiating 
droveways, often narrow, deeply sunken and edged with trees and wild flower-rich 
verges and boundary banks.  Church towers and spires on the ridges are an important 
local landmark.  There is a dense network of small, narrow and winding lanes, often 
sunken and enclosed by high hedgerows or woodland strips.  The area includes 
several large towns such as Tunbridge wells, Crowborough, Battle and Heathfield and 
is closely bordered by others such as Crawley, East Grinstead, Hastings and Horsham. 

 An intimate, hidden and small-scale landscape with glimpses of far-reaching views, 
giving a sense of remoteness and tranquillity yet concealing the highest density of 
timber-framed buildings anywhere in Europe amidst lanes and paths. 

 Strong feeling of remoteness due to very rural, wooded character.  A great extent of 
interconnected ancient woods, steep-sided gill woodlands, wooded heaths and shaws 
in generally small holdings with extensive archaeology and evidence of long-term 
management. 

 Extensive broadleaved woodland cover with a very high proportion of ancient woodland 
with high forest, small woods and shaws, plus steep valleys with gill woodland. 

 Small and medium-sized irregularly shaped fields enclosed by a network of hedgerows 
and wooded shaws, predominantly of medieval origin and managed historically as a 
mosaic of small agricultural holdings typically used for livestock grazing. 

 A predominantly grassland agricultural landscape grazed mainly with sheep and some 
cattle. 

 There is a strong influence of the Wealden iron industry which started in Roman times, 
until coke fuel replaced wood and charcoal.  There are features such as a notably high 
number of small hammer ponds surviving today. 
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 Ashdown Forest, in contrast to the more intimate green woods and pastures elsewhere, 
is a high, rolling and open heathland lying on the sandstone ridges to the west of the 
area. 

 An essentially medieval landscape reflected in the patterns of settlement, fields and 
woodland. 

 High-quality vernacular architecture with distinct local variation using local materials. 
Horsham Slate is used on mainly timber structures and timber-framed barns are a 
particularly notable Wealden characteristic feature of the High Weald.  

Wealden Greensand 

Key Characteristics: 

 A long, narrow belt of Greensand, typified by scarp-and-dip slope topography, including 
outcrops of Upper Greensand, Gault Clay and Lower Greensand.  The Greensand 
forms escarpments separated by a clay vale: the overall undulating and organic 
landform – particularly in the west – gives a sense of intimacy to the landscape, Leith 
Hill in Surrey is the highest point in south-east England. 

 There are extensive areas of ancient mixed woodland of hazel, oak and birch, with 
some areas having been converted to sweet chestnut coppice in past centuries.  These 
areas reflect the diverse geology, including the distinctive chalk grassland elements 
within the East Hampshire Hangers Special Area of Conservation (SAC), the wooded 
commons (‘charts’) of East Surrey and West Kent, and conifer plantations. 

 Semi-natural habitats include: remnant lowland heathland, mostly concentrated in West 
Sussex, Hampshire and West Surrey; the wetlands associated with the River Arun in 
West Sussex; and unimproved acid grasslands found in commons, parklands, 
heathland and other areas of unimproved pasture. 

 Fields are predominantly small or medium, in irregular patterns derived from medieval 
enclosure.  Boundaries are formed by hedgerows and shaws, with character and 
species reflecting the underlying soils.  On the clay, hedgerows are dense and species-
rich, with occasional standard oaks.  On more acidic soils they generally consist of 
hawthorn, and blackthorn, also with occasional oak trees, and often trimmed low. 

 Agricultural land comprises a mosaic of mixed farming, with pasture and arable land set 
within a wooded framework.  There is a fruit-growing orchard belt in Kent and also 
around Selborne in Hampshire. 

 The rural settlement pattern is a mixture of dispersed farmsteads, hamlets and some 
nucleated villages.  Large houses set within extensive parks and gardens are found 
throughout the area. 

 In the east of Kent, the Wealden Greensand has a gentler and more open aspect than 
in the wooded west.  This part of the area is also more marked by development, with 
the presence of major towns and communication corridors such as the M26, M25 and 
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M20 motorways and railway lines including the Channel Tunnel Rail Link (High Speed 
1), 

 The local built vernacular includes the use of Greensand, ragstone and, in the wet 
malmstone, bargate stone, plus dark carrstone patterned in the mortar between stones 
(‘galleting’) in surrey, as well as timber-framing and weatherboarding. 

 There are a range of historic landscape features, including field monuments, old military 
defences, prehistoric tumuli, iron-age hill forts, Roman forts, the Royal Military Canal, 
small quarries and relics of the iron industry (including hammer ponds).  Sunken lanes 
cut into the sandstone are a historic and characteristic feature, as are older deer parks 
and more recent 18th-century parklands. 

 Surface water is an important feature across the Greensand, with many streams and 
rivers passing through the NCA: the Western Rother, Wey, Arun, Medway and the 
Great and East Stour. 

 The Greensand ridge meets the coast of Kent between Folkestone Warren and Hythe.  
Whilst most of the coastal strip is now built up and protected by sea defences, the 
undeveloped sea cliffs at Copt Point provide important geological exposures, are 
designated for their nature conservation interest and fall within the Dover-Folkestone 
Heritage Coast 

North Downs 

Key Characteristics: 

 Cretaceous chalk forms the backbone of the North Downs.  A distinctive chalk 
downland ridge rises up from the surrounding land, with a steep scarp slope to the 
south providing extensive views across Kent, Surrey and Sussex and across the 
Channel seascape to France. 

 The broad dip slope gradually drops towards the Thames and the English Channel, 
affording extensive views across London and the Thames Estuary, The carved 
topography provides a series of dry valleys, ridges and plateaux. 

 Chalk soils are predominant across the NCA but the upper part of the dip slope is 
capped by extensive clay-with-flit-deposits.  Patches of clay and sandy soils also occur 
with coombe deposits common in dry valleys. 

 The North Downs end at the dramatic White Cliffs of Dover, one of the country’s most 
distinctive and famous landmarks.  Most of the coast between Kingsdown and 
Folkestone is unprotected, allowing for natural processes.  The cliffs are home to 
internationally important maritime cliff-top and cliff-ledge vegetation. 

 The area is cut by the deep valleys of the Stour, Medway, Darent, Wey and Mole.  The 
river valleys cut through the chalk ridge, providing distinctive local landscapes which 
contrast with the steep scarp slope. 
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 The south-facing scarp is incised by a number of short, bowl-shaped dry valleys, cut by 
periglacial streams and often referred to as combes.  The undulating topography of the 
dip slope has also been etched by streams and rivers, today forming dry valleys, some 
of which carry winterbournes that occasionally flow in the dip slope, depending on the 
level of the chalk aquifer. 

 The footslope of the escarpment supports arable cropping, the dominant land use 
within the NCA.  In the east, the richer, loamy soils of the lower dip slope support large 
tracts of mixed arable and horticultural production. 

 Woodland is found primarily on the steeper slopes of the scarp, valley sides and areas 
of the dip slope capped with clay-with-flints.  Well-wooded hedgerows and shaws are 
an important component of the field boundaries, contributing to a strongly wooded 
character.  Much of the woodland is ancient. 

 Tracts of species-rich chalk grassland and patches of chalk heath are important 
downland habitats and of international importance. 

 Ancient paths, drove roads and trackways, often sunken, cross the landscape and are 
a distinctive feature of the dip slope.  Defensive structures such as castles, hill forts and 
Second World War installations, and historic parks, buildings and monuments are found 
throughout. 

 Small, nucleated villages and scattered farmsteads including oasts and barns form the 
settlement pattern with local flint, chalk and Wealden brick the vernacular materials. 

 In the western part of the area, around and to the west of Sevenoaks and into Surrey, 
there is increased urban development. 

South Downs 

Key Characteristics: 

 A broad elevated east-west chalk ridge with a predominantly steep north-facing scarp 
slope and a gentle southerly dip slope, breaking into a series of hills in the west and 
terminating in distinctive chalk cliffs in the east. 

 Cliffs between Beachy Head and Seaford Head are part of a Geological Conservation 
Review (GCR) site of international importance for its landscape and for research into 
coastal geomorphology. 

 The principal rivers – the Arun, Adur, Cuckmere and Ouse – slice through the eastern 
half of the downs as wide U-shaped valleys with steep sides and flat alluvial flood 
plains with intensive dairying and crops, and characterised by criss-crossing ditches 
and meandering river channels,  the meanders of the River Cuckmere by Seven Sisters 
chalk cliffs are particularly significant.  Remnant wetland habitats including flood plain 
grazing marsh, fens and reed beds. 
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 Chalk streams running off both the north and south-facing scarp slopes providing a key 
habitat for the scarp and the flood plain landscape, supporting species such as the 
brown trout. 

 Woodland a feature of the central downs and, to a lesser extent, the western downs, 
also concentrated on the steep scarp slopes, consisting of both broadleaved, mostly 
ancient, woodland with beech, veteran trees, ash and sycamore, and conifers, with 
some large plantations.  Kingley Vale National Nature Reserve (NNR) contains a 
wealth of yew woodland. 

 Several different types of heathland habitat, including wet heath, wooded heath and 
chalk heath dependent on loess soils.  Lullington Heath NNR near Eastbourne is one of 
the largest areas of chalk heath in the UK. 

 The eastern downs characterised by large open arable and grassland fields, mostly 
enclosed by the 16th century, with a general absence of woodland and hedgerow 
boundaries, creating an open, exposed landscape.  To the west of the River Arun, 
where holdings were smaller and ‘sheep-and-corn’ farming less important, hedgerows 
enclose medium to large irregular fields between the woodlands and designed parkland 
landscapes, the latter a particular feature of the central areas. 

 Poor soils on the north-west area of the downs with patches of birch woodland, conifer 
plantation, bracken and rough grassland.  The Gault Clay forms shallow, gently rolling 
lowland crossed by many streams flowing northwards.  On the chalk hills, the infertile 
soils are generally thin, well drained and rich in calcium. 

 Distinctive fragments of semi-natural chalk grassland dotted with chalk springs on scarp 
and combe slopes, with important associated habitats including rate chalk heath and 
species-rich chalk scrub. 

 A vast array of wildlife such as otters and barn owls; lesser known species such as the 
barbastelle bat, the chalk carpet moth, sundews (carnivorous plants) and the round-
headed rampion, the county flower of Sussex; threatened species include the bee 
orchid, small blue butterfly and nightjar. 

 Roads and villages concentrated in the river valleys, the more elevated areas sparsely 
settled with scattered farmsteads.  The eastern end of the Downs is squeezed against 
the coastal plan conurbations of Brighton and Hove, and Worthing, which contain a 
wealth of architecture and give the area strong sense of identity.  There is also an 
almost continuous string of seaside towns: Rottingdean, Saltdean, Peacehaven, 
Newhaven and Seaford. 

 Flint, brick and timber frame conspicuous in the built environment in walls, buildings, 
churches and barns, while roofs are of tile, slate or traditional thatch.  The south Downs 
was once lined with windmills, some of which survive. 

 Bronze-age round barrows and prominently sited iron-age hill forts, such as Cissbury 
Ring and Old Winchester Hill, are notable prehistoric features of the scarp and hill tops, 
especially in the west, as well as Mount Caburn in the east, and further bronze-age 
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barrows and a causewayed camp at Willingdon (most of which are designated as 
Scheduled Ancient Monuments). 

 The Long Man of Wilmington – a large hill figure located on the steep slopes near 
Eastbourne, One of only two extant human hill figures in England, it is 69 meters tall 
and is designated as a scheduled Ancient Monument.  Current archaeological research 
suggests that it dates from the 16th or 17th century.  Others believe it to be more 
ancient, perhaps contemporary with the nearby Neolithic flint mines and barrows, or the 
work of medieval monks from Wilmington Priory. 

 Public rights of way following drove roads and ancient routes along the accessible 
downland tops, benefiting from panoramic views across the downs and the Low Weald 
NCA.  Roads and lanes striking across the downs perpendicularly and following historic 
tracks that originally brought livestock to their summer grazing.  
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Appendix 3 – Local Landscape/Townscape Character Survey 
Sheets 

  



 
 

 
 

 
Gatwick Environmental Support – Northern Vales: Earlier Enclosures  
    

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SURVEY SHEETS 

 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT VIEWPOINT REF: PAGE 1 OF 4 

PROJECT: Gatwick Environmental Support DATE: 20 Sept 2013 SURVEYOR: PAH 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER AREA:    Northern Vales: Earlier 
Enclosures 

TIME: 1400hrs  

WEATHER:  Sunny 

DIRECTION OF VIEW:  North-east 

GUIDELINES: Field Survey Sheet and methodology based on Guidelines for Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment (Landscape Institute and 
Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment 2002), LANDMAP and IAN135/10 (Highways Agency 2010) 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: 

- Small to Medium sized field pattern characterised by irregular, curved alignments of enclosing hedgerows characteristic of earlier 
enclosures; 

- Low-lying, generally at or about level landform within valley of the River Mole; 
- Some urban fringe characteristics and influences, including horse grazing paddocks, recreation grounds and some visual connectivity 

with Langley Green residential area and Gatwick airport (planes visible taking off); 
- Noisy, aircraft using Gatwick airport (most notably take-off and landing), less so traffic on local roads. 
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VIEWPOINT PHOTOGRAPH / SKETCH:   PAGE 2 OF 4 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Gatwick Environmental Support – Northern Vales: Earlier Enclosures  

 

OBJECTIVE CHECKLIST:   PAGE 3  OF 4 

 
Record what is present by marking relevant words: subtle evident conspicuous 

Landform 
flat  plain  narrow valley  escarpment  

rolling  rolling lowland  dry valley   cliffs  

undulating  plateau  man-made bunding   ridge  

gentle slopes  hills  embankments  knoll  

steep slopes  broad valley  cuttings  basin  

 

Land Cover 

scattered buildings   commercial/offices  road/road verge  coniferous wood  

small settlement/hamlet  retail  mineral 
working/quarry 

 mixed wood  

built-up area  public open space  land fill  coppice  

urban edge  private open space  arable  plantation  

urban fringe  informal open space  pasture  designed parkland  

town/village centre  recreational space  rough grazing  orchard  

vernacular buildings  golf course  heathland  marsh  

Victorian/Edwardian housing  allotments  peat bog/mire  river  

1930's-1950's housing  institution  moor  stream  

1960's-1990's housing  school  scrub  lake  

heavy industrial  churchyard  common  reservoir  

light industrial  derelict sites  deciduous wood  wetland  

 
Landscape Elements 

farm buildings  fences   isolated trees  footpath  

churches  hedges  hedgerow trees  bridlepath  

ruins  banks   street trees  track  

monuments  field systems  river  road  

masts, poles  woodland   stream  railway  

pylons  plantation  pond  hillfort  

car park  shelterbelt/avenue  canal  earthwork   

walls   tree clumps  ditch  tumuli  

 

Field Patterns (where relevant) 

irregular  regular  sinuous    

small  medium  large    



 
 

 
 

 
Gatwick Environmental Support – Northern Vales: Earlier Enclosures  

 

SUBJECTIVE CHECKLIST:   PAGE 4 OF 4 

 
Aesthetic Factors (*Record impressions by highlighting the relevant words) 

BALANCE: harmonious balanced discordant chaotic 

SCALE: intimate small large vast 

ENCLOSURE: tight enclosed open exposed 

TEXTURE: smooth textured rough very rough 

COLOUR: monochrome muted colourful garish 

DIVERSITY: uniform simple diverse complex 

UNITY: unified interrupted fragmented chaotic 

LINE: straight angular curved sinuous 

FORM: vertical  sloping rolling horizontal 

PATTERN: random organised regular formal 

MOVEMENT: dead calm active busy/bustling 

Perception 

TRANQUILTIY silent peaceful noisy distracting 

SAFETY intimate comfortable unsettling threatening 

PLEASURE unpleasant ordinary attractive beautiful 

STIMULUS bland/monotonous uninspiring interesting dramatic 

FORCES FOR CHANGE: 

Highlight condition/survival, threats/pressures, fragility/vulnerability and trends in land use, management or farming practice. 
Development pressures although largely within ‘Gatwick Safeguarded area’ 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESTORATION OR ENHANCEMENT 

Highlight opportunities to restore or enhance individual landscape elements and features that have suffered decline and opportunities to reinforce 
or conserve areas or elements which have a distinctive character or contribute to a sense of place. 

 

 
      

 



 
 

 
 

 
Gatwick Environmental Support – Northern Vales: Large Open Fields   
    

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SURVEY SHEETS 

 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT VIEWPOINT REF: PAGE 1 OF 4 

PROJECT: Gatwick Environmental Support DATE: 20 Sept 2013 SURVEYOR: PAH 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER AREA:  Northern Vales: Large Open Fields   TIME: 1530hrs  

WEATHER:  Sunny 

DIRECTION OF VIEW:   East 

GUIDELINES: Field Survey Sheet and methodology based on Guidelines for Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment (Landscape Institute and 
Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment 2002), LANDMAP and IAN135/10 (Highways Agency 2010) 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: 

- Large scale field pattern generally without hedgerows and at western end of Gatwick Airport (presumably vegetation removed to 
maintain flightlines); 

- Low-lying, generally at or about level landform within valley of the River Mole; 
- Very strong visual connectivity to Gatwick airport; 
- Noisy, aircraft using Gatwick airport (most notably take-off and landing) and traffic on local roads. 
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VIEWPOINT PHOTOGRAPH / SKETCH:   PAGE 2 OF 4 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Gatwick Environmental Support – Northern Vales: Large Open Fields  

 

OBJECTIVE CHECKLIST:   PAGE 3  OF 4 

 
Record what is present by marking relevant words: subtle evident conspicuous 

Landform 
flat  plain  narrow valley  escarpment  

rolling  rolling lowland  dry valley   cliffs  

undulating  plateau  man-made bunding   ridge  

gentle slopes  hills  embankments  knoll  

steep slopes  broad valley  cuttings  basin  

 

Land Cover 

scattered buildings   commercial/offices  road/road verge  coniferous wood  

small settlement/hamlet  retail  mineral working/quarry  mixed wood  

built-up area  public open space  land fill  coppice  

urban edge  private open space  arable  plantation  

urban fringe  informal open space  pasture  designed parkland  

town/village centre  recreational space  rough grazing  orchard  

vernacular buildings  golf course  heathland  marsh  

Victorian/Edwardian housing  allotments  peat bog/mire  river  

1930's-1950's housing  institution  moor  stream  

1960's-1990's housing  school  scrub  lake  

heavy industrial  churchyard  common  reservoir  

light industrial  derelict sites  deciduous wood  wetland  

 

Landscape Elements 

farm buildings  fences   isolated trees  footpath  

churches  hedges  hedgerow trees  bridlepath  

ruins  banks   street trees  track  

monuments  field systems  river  road  

masts, poles  woodland   stream  railway  

pylons  plantation  pond  hillfort  

car park  shelterbelt/avenue  canal  earthwork   

walls   tree clumps  ditch  tumuli  

 

Field Patterns (where relevant) 

irregular  regular  sinuous    

small  medium  large    



 
 

 
 

 
Gatwick Environmental Support – Northern Vales: Large Open Fields  

 

SUBJECTIVE CHECKLIST:   PAGE 4 OF 4 

 
Aesthetic Factors (*Record impressions by highlighting the relevant words) 

BALANCE: harmonious balanced discordant chaotic 

SCALE: intimate small large vast 

ENCLOSURE: tight enclosed open exposed 

TEXTURE: smooth textured rough very rough 

COLOUR: monochrome muted colourful garish 

DIVERSITY: uniform simple diverse complex 

UNITY: unified interrupted fragmented chaotic 

LINE: straight angular curved sinuous 

FORM: vertical  sloping rolling horizontal 

PATTERN: random organised regular formal 

MOVEMENT: dead calm active busy/bustling 

Perception 

TRANQUILTIY silent peaceful noisy distracting 

SAFETY intimate comfortable unsettling threatening 

PLEASURE unpleasant ordinary attractive beautiful 

STIMULUS bland/monotonous uninspiring interesting dramatic 

FORCES FOR CHANGE: 

Highlight condition/survival, threats/pressures, fragility/vulnerability and trends in land use, management or farming practice. 
Development pressures although largely within ‘Gatwick Safeguarded area’ 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESTORATION OR ENHANCEMENT 

Highlight opportunities to restore or enhance individual landscape elements and features that have suffered decline and opportunities to reinforce 
or conserve areas or elements which have a distinctive character or contribute to a sense of place. 

 

 
      

 



 
 

 
 

 
Gatwick Environmental Support – Northern Vales: Later Enclosures  
    

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SURVEY SHEETS 

 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT VIEWPOINT REF: PAGE 1 OF 4 

PROJECT: Gatwick Environmental Support DATE: 20 Sept 2013 SURVEYOR: PAH 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER AREA:    Northern Vales: Later Enclosures TIME: 1300hrs  

WEATHER:  Sunny 

DIRECTION OF VIEW:  

GUIDELINES: Field Survey Sheet and methodology based on Guidelines for Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment (Landscape Institute and 
Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment 2002), LANDMAP and IAN135/10 (Highways Agency 2010) 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: 

- Small to Medium sized field pattern characterised by generally straight alignments of enclosing hedgerows; 
- Low-lying, generally at or about level landform within valley of the River Mole; 
- Includes the sub-areas; Rowley Farm (located on a small knoll) to east of A23, Wooded enclosed pasture/ dwellings either side of A23 

and low-lying enclosed pasture/ arable to west of A23; 
- Strong urban fringe character and influences, visual connectivity to light industrial edge to Crawley and Gatwick airport; 
- Noisy, aircraft using Gatwick airport (most notably take-off and landing) and traffic on local roads. 
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VIEWPOINT PHOTOGRAPH / SKETCH:   PAGE 2 OF 4 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 
Gatwick Environmental Support – Northern Vales: Later Enclosures  

 

OBJECTIVE CHECKLIST:   PAGE 3  OF 4 

 
Record what is present by marking relevant words: subtle evident conspicuous 

Landform 
flat  plain  narrow valley  escarpment  

rolling  rolling lowland  dry valley   cliffs  

undulating  plateau  man-made bunding   ridge  

gentle slopes  hills  embankments  knoll  

steep slopes  broad valley  cuttings  basin  

 

Land Cover 

scattered buildings   commercial/offices  road/road verge  coniferous wood  

small settlement/hamlet  retail  mineral working/quarry  mixed wood  

built-up area  public open space  land fill  coppice  

urban edge  private open space  arable  plantation  

urban fringe  informal open space  pasture  designed parkland  

town/village centre  recreational space  rough grazing  orchard  

vernacular buildings  golf course  heathland  marsh  

Victorian/Edwardian housing  allotments  peat bog/mire  river  

1930's-1950's housing  institution  moor  stream  

1960's-1990's housing  school  scrub  lake  

heavy industrial  churchyard  common  reservoir  

light industrial  derelict sites  deciduous wood  wetland  

 

Landscape Elements 

farm buildings  fences   isolated trees  footpath  

churches  hedges  hedgerow trees  bridlepath  

ruins  banks   street trees  track  

monuments  field systems  river  road  

masts, poles  woodland   stream  railway  

pylons  plantation  pond  hillfort  

car park  shelterbelt/avenue  canal  earthwork   

walls   tree clumps  ditch  tumuli  

 

Field Patterns (where relevant) 

irregular  regular  sinuous    

small  medium  large    



 
 

 
 

 
Gatwick Environmental Support – Northern Vales: Later Enclosures  

 

SUBJECTIVE CHECKLIST:   PAGE 4 OF 4 

 
Aesthetic Factors (*Record impressions by highlighting the relevant words) 

BALANCE: harmonious balanced discordant chaotic 

SCALE: intimate small large vast 

ENCLOSURE: tight enclosed open exposed 

TEXTURE: smooth textured rough very rough 

COLOUR: monochrome muted colourful garish 

DIVERSITY: uniform simple diverse complex 

UNITY: unified interrupted fragmented chaotic 

LINE: straight angular curved sinuous 

FORM: vertical  sloping rolling horizontal 

PATTERN: random organised regular formal 

MOVEMENT: dead calm active busy/bustling 

Perception 

TRANQUILTIY silent peaceful noisy distracting 

SAFETY intimate comfortable unsettling threatening 

PLEASURE unpleasant ordinary attractive beautiful 

STIMULUS bland/monotonous uninspiring interesting dramatic 

FORCES FOR CHANGE: 

Highlight condition/survival, threats/pressures, fragility/vulnerability and trends in land use, management or farming practice. 
Development pressures although largely within ‘Gatwick Safeguarded area’ 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESTORATION OR ENHANCEMENT 

Highlight opportunities to restore or enhance individual landscape elements and features that have suffered decline and opportunities to reinforce 
or conserve areas or elements which have a distinctive character or contribute to a sense of place. 

 

 
      

 



 
 

 
 

 
Gatwick Environmental Support – Northern Vales: Woodland and Pasture  
    

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SURVEY SHEETS 

 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT VIEWPOINT REF: PAGE 1 OF 4 

PROJECT: Gatwick Environmental Support DATE: 20 Sept 2013 SURVEYOR: PAH 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER AREA:    Northern Vales: Woodland and 
Pasture 

TIME: 1600hrs  

WEATHER:  Sunny 

DIRECTION OF VIEW:  

GUIDELINES: Field Survey Sheet and methodology based on Guidelines for Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment (Landscape Institute and 
Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment 2002), LANDMAP and IAN135/10 (Highways Agency 2010) 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: 

- Small to Medium sized field pattern characterised by generally irregular, curved alignments of enclosing hedgerows characteristic of 
earlier enclosures; 

- Well wooded and enclosed, includes the linear settlement of Ifieldwood; 
- Low-lying, generally at or about level landform within valley of the River Mole; 
- Some visual connectivity to Gatwick airport (aircraft visible in take-off); 
- Noisy, aircraft using Gatwick airport (most notably take-off and landing) and traffic on local roads. 
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VIEWPOINT PHOTOGRAPH / SKETCH:   PAGE 2 OF 4 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 
Gatwick Environmental Support – Northern Vales: Woodland & Pasture  

 

OBJECTIVE CHECKLIST:   PAGE 3  OF 4 

 
Record what is present by marking relevant words: subtle evident conspicuous 

Landform 
flat  plain  narrow valley  escarpment  

rolling  rolling lowland  dry valley   cliffs  

undulating  plateau  man-made bunding   ridge  

gentle slopes  hills  embankments  knoll  

steep slopes  broad valley  cuttings  basin  

 

Land Cover 

scattered buildings   commercial/offices  road/road verge  coniferous wood  

small settlement/hamlet  retail  mineral working/quarry  mixed wood  

built-up area  public open space  land fill  coppice  

urban edge  private open space  arable  plantation  

urban fringe  informal open space  pasture  designed parkland  

town/village centre  recreational space  rough grazing  orchard  

vernacular buildings  golf course  heathland  marsh  

Victorian/Edwardian housing  allotments  peat bog/mire  river  

1930's-1950's housing  institution  moor  stream  

1960's-1990's housing  school  scrub  lake  

heavy industrial  churchyard  common  reservoir  

light industrial  derelict sites  deciduous wood  wetland  

 

Landscape Elements 

farm buildings  fences   isolated trees  footpath  

churches  hedges  hedgerow trees  bridlepath  

ruins  banks   street trees  track  

monuments  field systems  river  road  

masts, poles  woodland   stream  railway  

pylons  plantation  pond  hillfort  

car park  shelterbelt/avenue  canal  earthwork   

walls   tree clumps  ditch  tumuli  

 

Field Patterns (where relevant) 

irregular  regular  sinuous    

small  medium  large    



 
 

 
 

 
Gatwick Environmental Support – Northern Vales: Woodland & Pasture  

 

SUBJECTIVE CHECKLIST:   PAGE 4 OF 4 

 
Aesthetic Factors (*Record impressions by highlighting the relevant words) 

BALANCE: harmonious balanced discordant chaotic 

SCALE: intimate small large vast 

ENCLOSURE: tight enclosed open exposed 

TEXTURE: smooth textured rough very rough 

COLOUR: monochrome muted colourful garish 

DIVERSITY: uniform simple diverse complex 

UNITY: unified interrupted fragmented chaotic 

LINE: straight angular curved sinuous 

FORM: vertical  sloping rolling horizontal 

PATTERN: random organised regular formal 

MOVEMENT: dead calm active busy/bustling 

Perception 

TRANQUILTIY silent peaceful noisy distracting 

SAFETY intimate comfortable unsettling threatening 

PLEASURE unpleasant ordinary attractive beautiful 

STIMULUS bland/monotonous uninspiring interesting dramatic 

FORCES FOR CHANGE: 

Highlight condition/survival, threats/pressures, fragility/vulnerability and trends in land use, management or farming practice. 
 

Development Pressure. 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESTORATION OR ENHANCEMENT 

Highlight opportunities to restore or enhance individual landscape elements and features that have suffered decline and opportunities to reinforce 
or conserve areas or elements which have a distinctive character or contribute to a sense of place. 

 

 
      

 



 

 
 

 
Gatwick Environmental Support – Langley Green Residential Area   
  

TOWNSCAPE CHARACTER SURVEY SHEETS 

 

TOWNSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT VIEWPOINT REF: LCA5 PAGE 1 OF 5 

PROJECT: Gatwick Environmental Support DATE: 20 Sept 2013 SURVEYOR: PAH 

TOWNSCAPE CHARACTER AREA:    Langley Green Residential Area  TIME:   

TOWNSCAPE TYPE:  Residential WEATHER:  Sunny but hazy 

TOWNSCAPE UNIT: DIRECTION OF VIEW:  

GUIDELINES: Field Survey Sheet and methodology based on Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland (Countryside 
Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage 2002), Guidelines for Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment (Landscape Institute and Institute of 
Environmental Management and Assessment 2002) and  DRMB Vol 11, Section 3, Part 5 (Highways Agency 1994) 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: 

The retail parades are generally two-three storeys in height often with ground floor retail and flats above. Local shops usually including a grocers, 
newsagent, bookmakers and takeaway with a mix of chain and local independent stores. Buildings are early 1950s brick/render in style with 
some pitched and some flat roofs. Pubs and churches are standalone buildings often on corner plots and are usually of brick. Langley Green is a 
good example of a typical arrangement of buildings and is one of the larger neighbourhood centres. 
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VIEWPOINT PHOTOGRAPH / SKETCH:   PAGE 2 OF 5 

    
 
 

 



 

 
 

 
Gatwick Environmental Support – Langley Green Residential Area 
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OBJECTIVE CHECKLIST:   PAGE 4 OF 5 

 
Record what is present by marking relevant words:  subtle  evident  conspicuous 
Landform Landuse 
flat  broad valley  industrial  allotments  
undulating  plateau  commercial / offices  open space  
gentle slopes  embankments  institutional / schools   woodland  
steep slopes  cuttings  retail  main roads  
ridge  stream  residential  railway  
narrow valley  river  gardens  derelict land  
Townscape Form & Layout 
fine urban grain  strong block structure  high building density   large scale built form  
coarse urban grain  irregular/organic 

structure 
 low building density  small scale built form  

Townscape Features & Elements 
historic buildings  pitched roofs  ponds  bus stops  
vernacular buildings  slate roofs  reservoirs  pedestrian guard 

railing 
 

town/village centre  clay tile roofing  stream  road signage  
local centre  concrete tile roofing  river  benches  
landmark buildings  sash windows  transitional space  bollards  
Georgian buildings  casements windows  formal parks  monuments  
Victorian/Edwardian bldgs  crittle windows  informal public open sp.  graffiti  
pre-war development  bay windows  recreational open space  litter / fly tipping  
post war development  high solid to void ratio  private open space  street lighting  
recent development  low solid to void ratio  narrow streets  ornamental lighting  
1960's-1990's housing  balconies  wide streets  masts / poles  
industrial buildings  chimneys  main roads  pylons  
commercial/offices  brick finish  secondary roads  Satellite dishes  
warehousing  stone finish  high vehicular activity  narrow alleys  
derelict sites  rendered finish  low vehicular activity  footpaths  
retail development  painted  on street parking  cycleways  
school  walled boundaries  off street parking  high pedestrian 

activity 
 

church/churchyard  timber fence 
boundaries 

 parking in front of 
buildings 

 low pedestrian 
activity 

 

institutional buildings  railings  parking courtyards  pedestrian priority  
housing – single storey  hedgerow boundaries  car park  grass verges  
housing – two storey  security fencing  lay-by  street trees  
housing – three storey  mesh fencing  bridges  avenue   
detached housing   hoarding  pavements  deciduous woodland  
semi-detached housing   development frontage  brick surface treatment  coniferous woodland  
terraced housing  gaps in frontage  stone surface treatment  mixed woodland  
apartment blocks / flats  banks  tarmac surface   structure planting  
flat roofs  ditches  concrete block surface   ornamental planting   
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SUBJECTIVE CHECKLIST:  PAGE  5  OF 5 

 
Aesthetic Factors (*Record impressions by highlighting the relevant words) 

BALANCE: harmonious balanced discordant chaotic 

SCALE: intimate small medium vast 

ENCLOSURE: tight enclosed open exposed 

TEXTURE: smooth textured rough very rough 

COLOUR: monochrome muted colourful garish 

DIVERSITY: uniform simple diverse complex 

UNITY: unified interrupted fragmented chaotic 

LINE: straight angular curved sinuous 

FORM: vertical  sloping rolling horizontal 

PATTERN: random organised regular formal 

MOVEMENT: dead calm active busy 

Perception 

TRANQUILTIY silent peaceful noisy distracting 

SAFETY intimate comfortable unsettling threatening 

PLEASURE unpleasant unattractive attractive beautiful 

STIMULUS bland/monotonous uninspiring interesting dramatic 

FORCES FOR CHANGE: 

Highlight condition/survival, threats/pressures, fragility/vulnerability and trends in land use and management. 

 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESTORATION OR ENHANCEMENT 

Highlight opportunities to restore or enhance individual townscape elements and features that have suffered decline and opportunities to reinforce 
or conserve areas or elements which have a distinctive character or contribute to a sense of place. 
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TOWNSCAPE CHARACTER SURVEY SHEETS 

 

TOWNSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT VIEWPOINT REF: LCA5 PAGE 1 OF 4 

PROJECT: Gatwick Environmental Support DATE: 20 Sept 2013 SURVEYOR: PAH 

TOWNSCAPE CHARACTER AREA:    Manor Royal Industrial Estate TIME:   

TOWNSCAPE TYPE:   Industrial WEATHER:  Sunny but hazy 

TOWNSCAPE UNIT: DIRECTION OF VIEW:  

GUIDELINES: Field Survey Sheet and methodology based on Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland (Countryside 
Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage 2002), Guidelines for Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment (Landscape Institute and Institute of 
Environmental Management and Assessment 2002) and  DRMB Vol 11, Section 3, Part 5 (Highways Agency 1994) 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: 

The main roads (Fleming Way and Manor Royal) through the area are wide with large grassed verges and street trees and serve large 
development plots which have been developed on a plot-by-plot basis. Building typologies are either single or double height, brick, steel or glass 
with large floor plates, shallow pitched or flat roofs and a variety of sizes and styles. There are a number of office blocks / reception areas of three –
six storey constructed of red or buff brick or clad. 
 
On-plot car parking and servicing is dominant when it is located to the front, although often it is placed to the side or rear of the main building. 
Enclosure and continuity is weak. Stephenson Way has a similar character although the overall quality not as good, with no trees, dominant car 
parking and a more ad-hoc arrangement of buildings within the plot. The boundary walls and car parking of light industrial units provide a 
particularly poor frontage to Haslett Avenue East. 
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OBJECTIVE CHECKLIST:   PAGE 3 OF 4 

 
Record what is present by marking relevant words:  subtle  evident  conspicuous 
Landform Landuse 
flat  broad valley  industrial  allotments  
undulating  plateau  commercial / offices  open space  
gentle slopes  embankments  institutional / schools   woodland  
steep slopes  cuttings  retail  main roads  
ridge  stream  residential  railway  
narrow valley  river  gardens  derelict land  
Townscape Form & Layout 
fine urban grain  strong block structure  high building density   large scale built form  
coarse urban grain  irregular/organic 

structure 
 low building density  small scale built form  

Townscape Features & Elements 
historic buildings  pitched roofs  ponds  bus stops  
vernacular buildings  slate roofs  reservoirs  pedestrian guard 

railing 
 

town/village centre  clay tile roofing  stream  road signage  
local centre  concrete tile roofing  river  benches  
landmark buildings  sash windows  transitional space  bollards  
Georgian buildings  casements windows  formal parks  monuments  
Victorian/Edwardian bldgs  crittle windows  informal public open sp.  graffiti  
pre-war development  bay windows  recreational open space  litter / fly tipping  
post war development  high solid to void ratio  private open space  street lighting  
recent development  low solid to void ratio  narrow streets  ornamental lighting  
1960's-1990's housing  balconies  wide streets  masts / poles  
industrial buildings  chimneys  main roads  pylons  
commercial/offices   brick finish  secondary roads  Satellite dishes  
warehousing   stone finish  high vehicular activity  narrow alleys  
derelict sites  rendered finish  low vehicular activity  footpaths  
retail development  painted  on street parking  cycleways  
school  walled boundaries  off street parking  high pedestrian 

activity 
 

church/churchyard  timber fence 
boundaries 

 parking in front of 
buildings 

 low pedestrian 
activity 

 

institutional buildings  railings  parking courtyards  pedestrian priority  
housing – single storey  hedgerow boundaries  car park  grass verges  
housing – two storey  security fencing  lay-by  street trees  
housing – three storey  mesh fencing  bridges  avenue   
detached housing  hoarding  pavements  deciduous woodland  
semi-detached housing  development frontage  brick surface treatment  coniferous woodland  
terraced housing  gaps in frontage  stone surface treatment  mixed woodland  
apartment blocks / flats  banks  tarmac surface   structure planting  
flat roofs  ditches  concrete block surface   ornamental planting   
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SUBJECTIVE CHECKLIST:   PAGE  4  OF 4 

 
Aesthetic Factors (*Record impressions by highlighting the relevant words) 

BALANCE: harmonious balanced discordant chaotic 

SCALE: intimate small medium vast 

ENCLOSURE: tight enclosed open exposed 

TEXTURE: smooth textured rough very rough 

COLOUR: monochrome muted colourful garish 

DIVERSITY: uniform simple diverse complex 

UNITY: unified interrupted fragmented chaotic 

LINE: straight angular curved sinuous 

FORM: vertical  sloping rolling horizontal 

PATTERN: random organised regular formal 

MOVEMENT: dead calm active busy 

Perception 

TRANQUILTIY silent peaceful noisy distracting 

SAFETY intimate comfortable unsettling threatening 

PLEASURE unpleasant unattractive attractive beautiful 

STIMULUS bland/monotonous uninspiring interesting dramatic 

FORCES FOR CHANGE: 

Highlight condition/survival, threats/pressures, fragility/vulnerability and trends in land use and management. 

 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESTORATION OR ENHANCEMENT 

Highlight opportunities to restore or enhance individual townscape elements and features that have suffered decline and opportunities to reinforce 
or conserve areas or elements which have a distinctive character or contribute to a sense of place. 
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Appendix 4 –Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs) 

 Information regarding tree preservation orders (TPOs) around the existing airport has been 
collected within the following local authority areas: 
 Crawley Borough Council; 

 Horsham District Council; 

 Mole Valley District Council; and  

 Tandridge District Council. 

 The location of the TPOs is shown on Figure 4. 

Crawley 
 TPO information provided by Crawley Borough Council shows that some large areas of land are 

covered by blanket TPOs to the east of the railway line.  Those which may be affected by the 
scheme include the following: 

 Land north of Radford Road at Tinsley Green, which comprises grassland bordered by 
hedgerows, trees and areas of woodland;  

 Woodland to the west of the crematorium; 

 Woodland areas and belts bordering Balcombe Road and Steers Lane at Tinsley 
Green; and 

 Woodland to the west of Rowley Wood. 

 In addition, TPOs covering belts of trees and individual trees are shown within the area between 
the A23 and Manor Royal, including woodland and hedgerows around Hawthorne Farm, which 
also have the potential to be affected by the scheme. 

Horsham 

 Horsham District Council have confirmed that currently there are the following TPOs in the area 
to the south-west of the existing airport: 

 TPO/0046: Group order of 9 Oaks, 2 Chestnuts, 1 Yew, 10 Firs on land at Whitehall 
Drive, Ifield adjacent to Ifield Golf and Country Club to the south of the existing airport 
(Served 9 November 1973); 

 TPO/0466: Individual x 3 on land at Parkholme, Rusper Road, Ifield to the south-west 
of the existing airport (Served 9 November 1983); 

 TPO/0477:  Individual x 23 on land at Merlin Close, Ifield to the south-west of the 
existing airport (Served 13 August 1984);  
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 TPO/0731: Mixed woodland, mainly oak, hornbeam, hazel and ash on land at Oritons, 
Scrag and Tilgate Copses, Rusper to the south-west of the existing airport (Served 18 
March 1998); and  

 TPO/1314: Individual x 1 on land south east of Brooklyn Bungalow, Bonnetts Lane, 
Ifield to the south of the existing airport (Served 13 June 2006).  

 Of these TPOs, the individual tree on Bonnetts Lane has the potential to be affected by the 
scheme. 

Mole Valley 

 TPO information provided by Mole Valley District Council shows that the areas of woodland 
known as Glover’s Wood to the west and Edolph’s Copse to the north-west of the existing 
airport are covered by blanket TPOs.  Woodland and hedgerows around Farmfield and 
Hookwood to the north of the existing airport are also covered by current TPOs. 

 An area of the land between Charlwood and the existing airport boundary, bordered by Lowfield 
Heath Road and Horley Road is also covered by a blanket TPO.  Within this area, crossed by 
Man’s Brook, the Gatwick Aviation Museum and Charlwood Place Farm are located within 
agricultural fields enclosed by hedgerows, hedgerow trees and an area of woodland to the north 
of the airport boundary.  Part of this area has the potential to be affected by the scheme. 

Tandridge 

 TPO information provided by Tandridge District Council identifies some small areas of woodland 
to the east of the M25 at Shipley Bridge, Burstow, Smallfield and Copthorne. 
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Appendix 5 – Scheme Assessment with EATs 

A5.1 Gatwick's Masterplan submission also identifies a possible alternative solution which includes 

taxiways around the ends of the existing runway, which would reduce or eliminate the need for 

aircraft to cross the existing runway. This Appendix summarises how the alternative option with 

end around taxiways would affect the results of the appraisal.  

A5.2 The scheme with EATs would increase the land take area on the north-western side of the 

airport to accommodate the EAT and a noise bund.  This would move the land take boundary 

slightly closer to Charlwood (See Figure A1).  An additional length of noise bund would be 

provided. The height of this would be approximately 10m. It would also be planted with native 

woodland (subject to operational requirements) and would form part of the embedded mitigation 

for the scheme with EATs.   

A5.3 The potential effects of the scheme with EATs upon landscape/ townscape character during the 

construction and operational period have been assessed using the methodology described in 

Appendix 1. 

Assessment of Construction Effects (With Embedded Mitigation) 

Landscape Effects 
 
A5.4 The potential effects of the scheme with EATS upon each of the county level landscape 

character areas described in this study (both day and night) would be unchanged from that 

described for the scheme without EATs.  Whilst a greater area of the Northern Vales (LW8) 

landscape character area would be directly impacted, resulting in a slight increase in the area of 

agricultural land, woodland and scrub that would require removal, both the magnitude of change 

and the performance against objective would remain as Medium Adverse and Adverse 

respectively. 

A5.5 The potential effects upon the AONBs would similarly be unchanged from those described for 

the updated scheme design without EATs. 

Townscape Effects 

A5.6 The potential effects of the scheme with EATs upon each of the townscape character areas 

described in the study during the daytime would be unchanged from that described for the 

scheme without EATs, except for the settlement of Charlwood.  In addition to construction of the 

maintenance hangers, construction of the 10m high noise bund would be partially visible within 

winter views, filtered by existing intervening vegetation and, potentially, audible.  There would 

be a Medium (locally) to Low Adverse magnitude of change which would equate to an Adverse 

(locally) to Neutral performance against objective.  

A5.7 The potential effects of the scheme with EATs upon each of the townscape character areas 

described in the study would be unchanged from that described for the scheme without EATs.  

Groundworks to construct the noise bund along the western boundary are unlikely to be 

undertaken after the hours of darkness.  As such, any effects upon views from the settlement 

would be confined to the building of the maintenance hangers, which would result in a Negligible 

magnitude of change and a Neutral performance against objective. 
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Assessment of Operational Effects (With Embedded Mitigation)  

Landscape Effects 

A5.8 The potential effects of the scheme with EATS upon each of the county and the national level 

landscape character areas described in this study (both day and night) would be unchanged 

from that described for the scheme without EATs.  Whilst a greater area of the Northern Vales 

(LW8) landscape character area would be directly impacted, resulting in a slight increase in the 

area that would be changed to an operational airport, both the magnitude of change and the 

overall performance against objective would remain as Medium Adverse and Adverse 

respectively.   

A5.9 The Airspace assessment does not change with provision of EATs as they do not affect flight 

paths or operational modes. Therefore, potential effects upon the AONBs would similarly be 

unchanged from those described for the scheme without EATs. 

Townscape Effects 

A5.10 The potential effects of the scheme with EATs upon each of the townscape character areas 

described in the study (both day and night) would be unchanged from that described for the 

scheme without EATs.  Whilst the noise bund would provide some additional visual screening to 

views (over and above that provided by existing vegetation), filtered winter views would remain 

available to the maintenance hangers and aircraft on the taxiway behind the bund would be 

audible in some conditions, and depending on location, glimpses might be afforded of the tailfins 

of larger aircraft. The bund would not prevent all views of aircraft in flight arriving and departing 

to and from the runway. 

Assessment of Construction and Operational Effects with Mitigation 

A5.11 For the reasons stated in the paragraphs 4.72 to 4.75 of the main report, the assessment of the 

scheme with EATs with mitigation would be unchanged from that for the scheme with EATs 

(with embedded mitigation). 

Conclusions and Overview 

A5.12 The assessment of effects of the scheme with EATs upon each of the landscape and 

townscape character areas described in the study (both day and night)  would be unchanged 

from that of the scheme without EATs, except for the settlement of Charlwood . For this 

settlement, if the 10m high noise bund was constructed during winter, then this construction 

would be visible and could be audible.  There would be a Medium (locally) to Low Adverse 

magnitude of change which would equate to an Adverse (locally) to Neutral performance 

against objective during the construction phase.  

A5.13 No potential landscape or townscape effects that would result in a Highly adverse performance 

against objective have been identified with the unmitigated scheme (inclusive of its ‘embedded 

mitigation’) for the updated scheme design with EATs.  Whilst this is a necessarily high level of 

assessment, it does broadly indicate that the landscape/ townscape within the study area has 

the capacity to accommodate change of the type proposed by the scheme with EATs without 

substantial adverse and unacceptable effects upon landscape or townscape character.     
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 

S.1 This report sets out the assessment of potential effects on cultural heritage arising from the 

updated scheme design for a second runway at Gatwick Airport.  

S.2 It forms part of the ‘Place’ topic module as defined in the Airports Commission Appraisal 

Framework and provides information on archaeology, built heritage and historic landscape. 

These sub-topics have been included to provide clarity of approach in accordance with the 

criteria for assessment set out in the Commission’s Appraisal Framework as applied to the 

Gatwick updated scheme design. 

S.3 This report is based on the results of a detailed historic environment desk-based assessment. 

The desk-based assessment remains a working document to be updated as the project 

progresses. 

S.4 Gatwick has inherently minimised impacts by developing a coherent and spatially efficient 

masterplan. This sets the backdrop for the assessment. 

Scheduled Monuments and Archaeology 

S.5 There are no Scheduled Monuments within the updated scheme design land take. Two 

Scheduled Monuments are located adjacent to the southern boundary of the updated scheme 

design. These comprise: Ifield Court medieval moated site close to the south-west corner 

boundary treatment (including a proposed noise bund); and Tinsley Green medieval site to the 

south side of Radford Road, east of the London-Brighton Railway. 

S.6 The setting of the Ifield Court moated site would be changed due to the close proximity of the 

scheme, although English Heritage (EH) have noted that archaeological recording of any 

associated archaeological remains would be a useful addition to understanding the context of 

the Scheduled Monument. The Tinsley Green medieval site is buffered to a degree by the 

indented updated scheme design boundary around Oldlands Farmhouse, but its setting would 

be changed by the introduction of the realigned A23 just north of the present Radford Road. 

S.7 The overall performance in relation to effects on Scheduled Monuments following avoidance 

by scheme design and mitigation (including the noise bund) is considered to be no greater 

than Adverse.       

S.8 The team has collated the EH Archive records along with the Historic Environment Records 

(HERs) for West Sussex and Surrey. The archaeological entries have been mapped and 

incorporated into a scheme-specific gazetteer of the known archaeological remains within the 

updated scheme design boundary and the immediate vicinity. A detailed review of all available 

aerial photographic material has been undertaken by a specialist in such work, with the aim of 

identifying any potential archaeological sites and features that may be visible as cropmarks or 

soilmarks on such photographs. 
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S.9 The results demonstrate a generally low level of archaeological activity in this area of the Low 

Weald in comparison with other topographical and geological areas of the south-east of 

England. This reduced level of evidence for human inhabitation (with the exception of a higher 

density of iron working sites) has traditionally been correlated with the heavy nature of the 

Weald Clay geology restricting agricultural productivity. No known archaeological sites of high 

significance would be directly impacted; the majority of known and potential archaeological 

sites that would be directly impacted are likely to be of low to medium (local to regional) 

significance. 

S.10 The known archaeological sites within the updated scheme design land take are typical of the 

region. They include a Mesolithic flint scatter suggestive of a hunting camp along with Iron Age 

settlement, burials and landscape features, all of which were identified recently at Gatwick’s 

Pollution Lagoon and Flood Control Reservoir sites close to Gatwick Stream. A small Late 

Bronze Age settlement and boundary was identified and examined within Gatwick’s North 

West Zone in the late 1990s. 

S.11 The review concludes that there is a higher potential for further prehistoric sites of this nature 

within the floodplains and terraces associated with the River Mole and its tributaries. The 

floodplains contain alluvium, in places over 2 m deep, along with ancient silted watercourses 

that have the potential to contain both archaeological structures and artefacts. One example of 

the latter is a Bronze Age sword that was recovered from the alluvium associated with the 

Polesfleet Stream during the 1950s. Geoarchaeological (ancient environmental) information is 

also likely to be present in these locations. 

S.12 The updated scheme design area has a lower potential to contain significant Romano-British 

and Anglo-Saxon archaeological sites and finds, with no Anglo-Saxon material and just one 

possible Romano-British farmstead currently known of within the land take. There are several 

historic routeways within this area which are likely to date from the late Saxon or medieval 

periods and these are associated with residential activity (such as the area currently occupied 

by the Gatwick Manor Inn) and provide a basis for the prediction of currently unknown 

medieval archaeological material. However the updated scheme design area does not include 

core areas of medieval villages and therefore the archaeological evidence is likely to be 

confined to dispersed settlement based around former heaths and commons and individual 

farmsteads. 

S.13 A map showing zones of archeological potential has been produced to illustrate the main 

areas within which archaeological remains might be anticipated, although the remains within 

these are expected to be localized in terms of their density, complexity and significance. An 

initial meeting has been held with EH and the Archaeological Officers of West Sussex County 

Council and Surrey County Council during which the need for further investigation of the 

scheme area was discussed. Such investigation would aim to provide specific information on 

the presence, form, date, extent and preservation of currently unknown archaeological 
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remains. It was noted that this level of investigation would inform further, more detailed, 

mitigation in due course.  

S.14 The overall performance in relation to the effect of the updated scheme design on 

archaeological remains following implementation of suitable mitigation is considered to be 

Adverse. 

Historic Buildings 

S.15 Current mapping and designation data shows there to be 18 listed buildings within the land 

take for the updated scheme design.  Of these, six are Grade II* listed whilst the remaining 12 

are listed at Grade II. There are no Grade I Listed buildings within the required land take for 

the updated scheme design. 

S.16 The National Heritage List shows a further three Grade II listed buildings within the updated 

scheme design land take, but neither of these is extant as recorded on the list. The Lowfield 

Heath Windmill was moved to another location in 1987; whilst Sycamore House (235 London 

Road, Crawley) has been replaced by a modern office block and Charlwood Park has been 

demolished. One further Grade II listed building (Oldlands Farmhouse) lies immediately 

outside the updated scheme design land take. 

S.17 There are also six ‘locally-listed’ buildings and a number of other undesignated historic 

buildings within the updated scheme design land take. This latter group includes at least one 

timber-framed dwelling, at least one timber-framed barn, the base of a windmill relocated in 

1959, and a number of Victorian and 20th century residential dwellings. 

S.18 All bar two of the nationally listed buildings are timber-framed Wealden houses and barns, 

dating from the late 15th century to the 17th century. Whilst these are reasonable examples of 

their type, all have been altered, some substantially. None are particularly rare or exceptional 

in a region noted for its timber-framed vernacular buildings of this period. The two other 

buildings are a 19th century church and a 1930s airport terminal. 

S.19 The Church of St Michael and All Angels was built in 1867 in an early 13th century French 

Gothic style by the architect William Burgess. The church is Grade II* listed and served the 

former hamlet of Lowfield Heath, which has subsequently been wholly subsumed into the 

Gatwick Gate Industrial Estate - the church remains as the only surviving element of the 

former settlement. The church cannot be retained in its present position, as it is on the site of 

the proposed second runway, however its current setting is poor and does not make a positive 

contribution to its level of significance as a heritage asset.  

S.20 The airport building is known as ’The Beehive’ because of its shape and is a unique former 

combined airport terminal building and control tower, built 1934-36 and now a Grade II* listed 

building. It is a circular building and is important not only in the history of British aviation but 

also in terms of world airport design. The Beehive currently lies outside of the airport 
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perimeter, surrounded on all sides by modern built development and roads. It is therefore 

visually and physically divorced from the airport it once served. 

S.21 With the updated scheme design, The Beehive would be retained at its current location. Its 

setting would be altered as it would sit towards the eastern end of the new runway. Because of 

this, the modern commercial buildings currently surrounding it would need to be demolished 

completely or replaced with lower structures. The Beehive would be brought back within the 

airport boundary and would thus have a closer relationship with the operational airport than it 

has had for several decades. With sensitive design and landscaping that strengthens the 

building’s relationship with the airport, the effect on the building’s significance would be 

strongly beneficial. 

S.22 It may be possible to retain some listed buildings within the peripheral sectors of the updated 

scheme design. However, unlike most types of development where it is possible to carry out 

works around historic buildings or to develop an alternative site which has fewer constraints, 

there are very limited options available for an additional runway adjacent to an existing 

international airport. Once a preferred option is chosen, any extant buildings in or immediately 

adjacent to the runway footprint would have to be removed. There is slightly more flexibility in 

the location of terminal and ancillary buildings, but even where it is theoretically possible to 

retain historic buildings their context and setting would be substantially altered. Complete 

removal of historic buildings is likely to be the only viable and sustainable option. 

S.23 The basis of any mitigation strategy to address the loss of historic buildings is detailed 

recording prior to demolition. This would be undertaken to appropriate levels depending on the 

significance and complexity of each of the structures. All historic buildings within the updated 

scheme design land take would be subject to a combined descriptive and external 

photographic survey. This would result in a complete and permanent inventory of every 

historic building, irrespective of heritage interest or significance. The results of this survey and 

subsequent discussions with statutory and non-statutory consultees would inform the further 

recording and mitigation strategies for each of the historic buildings.  

S.24 It is acknowledged that ‘preservation by record’ alone cannot significantly mitigate the public 

disbenefit that results from the permanent loss of heritage assets. The opportunity to record 

and forensically analyse up to twenty Wealden houses and barns to a high level of detail 

would nevertheless add significantly to current knowledge of late medieval and early post-

medieval vernacular architecture in the North Sussex / South Surrey area of the Weald, 

particularly in combination with in-depth archival research and area-wide historic landscape 

analysis and archaeological investigation. 

S.25 Building translocation, either by dismantling and reconstruction, or through structural 

relocation, can overcome the disbenefit of permanent loss. It is an expensive process, but 

does have the advantage over demolition in that the building is not destroyed and retains 

capital value. Gatwick nevertheless recognises the philosophical argument that the 
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translocation of a historic building to a new and non-authentic location can in itself result in a 

negative impact, particularly where a building’s existing setting contributes markedly to its 

significance. Conversely, where an existing setting is completely degraded and contributes 

nothing to a building’s significance, a historic building can benefit from relocation, particularly if 

its significance is enhanced through the knowledge gained from careful dismantling.   

S.26 Thus the level to which building translocation can mitigate the adverse effect of removal 

depends very much on the building’s current setting, the appropriateness of the proposed new 

location, enhanced public access and educational value, the methods used and the particular 

sensitivities of each individual building. With regard to whether or not any buildings are 

relocated, by what method, and to where, Gatwick would be guided by the statutory and non-

statutory consultees as to the appropriateness of such actions. 

S.27 Following implementation of suitable mitigation as described above, the overall performance of 

the updated scheme design in relation to effects on historic buildings would be Adverse. 

Conservation Areas  

S.28 There are no Conservation Areas within the updated scheme design land take, however seven 

Conservation Areas are present within the wider (2 km) study area. The updated scheme 

design boundary is only marginally closer to the Charlwood Conservation Area than the 

current airport boundary, and no closer at all with regard to two small Conservation Areas at 

Horley. 

S.29 However the updated scheme design boundary is much closer to the Ifield Village 

Conservation Area (c.250 m) than the current airport boundary (c.1.4 km). This is also the 

case for the Burstow Conservation Area, where the updated scheme design boundary would 

be closer (c.680 m) than the current airport boundary (c.2.5 km).  The updated scheme 

boundary is approximately 1 km closer to two small Conservation Areas in Crawley than the 

current airport boundary, but these are well within the urban area of the town. 

S.30 Mitigation of effects on Conservation Areas would principally be through the routing of 

construction traffic away from such areas during construction and subsequently through 

agreement on flight paths and frequency of flights. 

S.31 The overall performance of the updated scheme design in relation to the effect on the Ifield 

Village Conservation Area is likely to be Adverse during construction and no greater than 

adverse during operation. The performance in relation to effects on other Conservation Areas 

is likely to be neutral during construction and no greater than adverse during operation.   

Historic Landscape 

S.32 Gatwick is located within the Low Weald and was formerly part of the Surrey Weald before 

changes to local government boundaries brought it into West Sussex in 1974. Much of the 

land take for the updated scheme design was formerly within Surrey and its historic character 
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should be viewed against that background. 

S.33 The name ‘Weald’ derives from the Old English for forest and indicates that this was formerly 

a very well-wooded landscape, which in the Low Weald extended across a series of wide clay 

vales. The historic settlement pattern is one of dispersed hamlets and farmsteads, with 

villages and towns predominantly located on outcrops of harder rocks. 

S.34 The historic landscape in the vicinity of Gatwick is typical of that for much of the Surrey and 

Sussex Weald and is not particularly distinctive. The updated scheme design would change 

the character of the historic landscape both within the land take boundary and, to a lesser 

extent, the land directly adjacent to the new boundary. This change would be irrevocable.  

S.35 The proposed mitigation is in the form of detailed analysis of this historic landscape prior to the 

change. This would include assessment of available cartographic and documentary sources, 

also correlation with the results of the programmes of archaeological investigation and historic 

building recording. The overall aim is to establish a detailed understating of how the landscape 

has developed and changed over the last few millennia. 

S.36 There would be a small increase in the number of significant heritage assets that would be 

beneath the flight paths of aircraft flying at less than 7,000 feet.    

S.37 The overall performance of the effect of the updated scheme design in relation to the effect on 

the historic landscape after mitigation is likely to be Adverse. 

S.38 The assessment has also considered the potential implications of an alternative Masterplan 

Scheme that includes the provision of end around taxiways to reduce or eliminate the need for 

aircraft to cross the existing runway. The additional land take required to provide the end 

around taxiways would not affect the results of the assessment of the overall performance of 

the scheme in relation to its effects on cultural heritage resources.  
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1  INTRODUCTION 
 
 

1.1 This report sets out the assessment of potential effects on cultural heritage arising from the 

updated scheme design for a second runway at Gatwick Airport.  

1.2 The impacts on cultural heritage resources that are identified in this report are based on 

Gatwick’s Masterplan option for a new wide spaced runway to the south of the existing runway 

and with a new terminal between the runways. For aircraft to access the existing terminals 

from the proposed new runway, they would have to taxi across the existing runway. Gatwick’s 

Masterplan submission also identifies a possible alternative solution which includes taxiways 

around the ends of the existing runway which would reduce or eliminate the need for aircraft to 

cross the existing runway. Appendix 2 of this report summarises how this possible alternative 

option with the end around taxiways would affect the results of this assessment.  

1.3 This report forms part of the ‘Place’ topic module as defined in the Airports Commission 

Appraisal Framework and provides information on archaeology, built heritage and historic 

landscape. These sub-topics have been included to provide clarity of approach in accordance 

with the criteria for assessment set out in the Appraisal Framework as applied to the Gatwick 

updated scheme design. 

1.4 This report is based on the results of a detailed historic environment desk-based assessment. 

This remains a working document that will be updated as the project progresses. 
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2  METHODOLOGY 
 

 

Relevant Guidance 

The Appraisal Framework 

2.1 This report provides a review of the results of historic environment assessment work 

undertaken by RPS on behalf of Gatwick Airport Limited (Gatwick). The information was 

gathered and collated for the purpose of informing the key issues relative to the second 

runway updated scheme design. 

2.2 The Commission’s Appraisal Framework (April 2014) has identified ‘Place’ within 

‘Environment’ as a specific Phase 2 appraisal module. The module includes the objective ‘to 

minimise impacts on existing landscape character and heritage assets’ (Appraisal Framework 

page 88). This objective is specifically applied within Table 4.1 of the Commission’s Appraisal 

Framework in terms of ‘Updated Scheme Design’. Module 10 ‘Place’ includes in Section 10.2 

a requirement that schemes should ‘demonstrate that, where possible, they have taken all 

possible steps to minimise and mitigate their impacts upon…heritage assets, including listed 

buildings.’ Possible design solutions for the retention of listed buildings are included in Section 

7 of this report. 

2.3 As the ‘Place’ module includes both landscape and heritage, the Commission’s Appraisal 

Framework requires consideration of a base case based on Natural England’s ‘National 

Character Area’ publications, which provide profiles of the UK’s 159 areas, including their 

landscape and townscape settings and heritage assets. The baseline information presented in 

this report for the updated scheme design therefore includes consideration of the relevant 

document for the Low Weald National Character Area (NCA) 121 from a heritage perspective 

within the Historic Landscape baseline section (Section 6) of this report. 

2.4 In Section 10.18 to 10.21 ‘Heritage’, the Commission’s Appraisal Framework indicates the 

following categories of interest for their assessment: 

’10.18 In terms of historical assets, English Heritage has a range of useful information on 

historic buildings, landscapes and places, and archaeological remains. The National Heritage 

List for England is the official, up-to-date database of all nationally designated historic places 

including: 

 listed buildings 

 scheduled monuments; 

 protected wreck sites; 

 registered parks and gardens; 

 World Heritage Sites; 
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 applications for Certificates of Immunity; and 

 current Building Preservation Notices. 

10.19 Relevant Historical Landscape Character information should also be used. In terms of 

archaeological remains (both visible and invisible), information from English Heritage Archives 

can be used. Designated Conservation areas can be identified from English Heritage and local 

Councils. 

10.20 CPRE’s tranquillity maps also identify designated heritage assets located within tranquil 

areas, highlighting those that may be particularly susceptible to noise intrusion. 

10.20 The assessment will identify the heritage assets affected including historic landscape 

and archaeological remains and how this may impact on culture, considering the scale of the 

impact.’   

2.5 The above information is included within this report although there are no World Heritage 

Sites, Registered Parks and Gardens or Protected Wrecks that would be affected by the 

updated scheme design. Also, there are no buildings with a current Certificate of Immunity 

(from listing) or a Building Preservation Notice within the updated scheme design boundary. 

2.6 The Commission’s Appraisal Framework also sets out ‘Outputs of the assessment’ (10.25) 

including: 

‘a range of maps overlaid to build up a picture of impacts on the local and wider area’; and 
 
‘an assessment of the …heritage assets affected, considering the scale and importance of the 
places and features...’ 

 
2.7 This report also reflects Appendix B of the Commission’s Appraisal Framework where it is 

stated (section 39) that promoters should provide details on ‘Any proposals to mitigate …. 

heritage impacts, including,…efforts to preserve, relocate or rebuild affected heritage pieces; 

efforts to manage the airport and its traffic so as to mitigate as far as possible potential 

impacts on landscape, townscape, waterscapes, heritage or tranquillity.’  

2.8 Appendix B (section 50) of the Commission’s Appraisal Framework states: ‘The risks of delay 

arising from other assessments, such as the environmental assessments, should be 

considered as part of this work.’ 

2.9 The risk of delay due to archaeological excavations and recording, also the dismantling and 

removal of buildings, would require careful management and considerations of evaluation and 

mitigation processes are provided within Sections 6 and 7 of this report. 

2.10 In relation to ‘Engagement’ in Section 55 of the Commission’s Appraisal Framework it is stated 

that ‘Scheme promoters should set out the details of any engagement undertaken with local 

stakeholders and communities and comment on the extent to which their views have been 

accounted for in the evolution of scheme designs. Details of any future plans for engagement 

should also be set out.’ Details of initial engagement with EH, Surrey County Council, West 
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Sussex County Council and Crawley Borough Council are set out below (see ‘Consultation’ 

section).  

2.11 In compliance with Gatwick’s best practice and in order to respond to the specific criteria 

above, Gatwick has commissioned RPS to produce a desk-based assessment (DBA) of the 

historic environment. The current draft version of the DBA has been used as the basis for the 

description of baseline data within this report. 

2.12 The following text has been divided into the three key strands of data that comply with the 

Commission’s Appraisal Framework document: 

i. Archaeology (with reference to the EH Archive including site and monuments records, 

aerial photographic records and published and unpublished archaeological sources) and 

Scheduled Monuments;    

ii. Historic buildings (including listed buildings and ‘locally listed’ buildings) and 

Conservation Areas; and  

iii. Historic Landscape - with reference to historic cartographic material, Historic Landscape 

Characterisation (HLC) and the NE Low Weald Landscape Character Area.  

Study Area 

2.13 A 15 km radius centred on the existing airport has been adopted as the study area for the 

mapping of designated cultural heritage sites. A more detailed study area comprising a 2 km 

buffer zone from the boundary of the existing airport and its ‘Safeguarded Area’ has been 

used for the mapping and interrogation of EH Archives and county level HERs.     

2.14 CPRE tranquillity mapping (2006) has been examined with regard to significant heritage 

assets over a wider study area as indicated on the relevant figures that form part of this report. 

Data Sources 

2.15 Datasets for ‘Place’ included in section 10.18 of the Commission’s Appraisal Framework and 

used in this report include: 

 National Heritage List, EH; 

 Historic Landscape Characterisation, West Sussex and Surrey Councils; 

 Archaeological landscapes, EH Archives; 

 National tranquillity maps, CPRE; 

 Geographic Information System (GIS) data and mapping; and 

 Ordnance Survey maps. 

2.16 Cultural heritage receptors, including archaeological find spots, are located on Figure 2. The 

mapping shows the location of all EH Archive records combined with the HERs of West 

Sussex and Surrey, with respect to the updated scheme design and a surrounding study area.  
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2.26 These levels of interest broadly tie in with previous guidance from EH expressed in the 

document Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance for the Sustainable Management of 

the Historic Environment (EH 2008). This provides guidance on understanding heritage values 

and also includes a section (Section 6) advising on how to assess heritage significance. 

2.27 According to the guidance published by EH (2008), heritage values fall into four inter-related 

groups: 

 Evidential value – the potential of a place to yield evidence about past human activity; 

 Historical value - this derives from the ways in which past people, events and aspects of 

life can be connected through a place to the present.  This value tends to be illustrative 

(providing insights into past communities and their activities) or associative (association 

with a notable family, person, event or movement); 

 Aesthetic value – this derives from the ways in which people draw sensory and 

intellectual stimulation from a place; and 

 Communal value – this derives from the meanings of a place for the people who relate 

to it, or for whom it figures in their collective experience or memory. 

Assessment of Asset Significance – Archaeological Remains 

2.28 There are no national government guidelines for evaluating the importance or significance 

(and hence the 'value') of heritage assets. For archaeological remains, the Department for 

Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) has adopted a series of recommended (i.e. non-statutory) 

criteria for use in the determination of national importance when scheduling ancient 

monuments. These are expressed in their document Scheduled Monuments - Identifying, 

protecting, conserving and investigating nationally important archaeological sites under the 

Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 (DCMS 2010).  The criteria include 

period, rarity, documentation, group value, survival/condition, fragility/vulnerability, diversity 

and potential and can be used as a basis for the assessment of the importance of historic 

remains and archaeological sites. However the document also states that these criteria 

‘should not be regarded as definitive; but as indicators which contribute to a wider judgement 

based on the individual circumstances of a case.' 

2.29 The criteria described above could be used as a basis for the assessment of the importance of 

archaeological remains of less than national importance. However, the categories of regional 

and district/local importance are less clearly established than that of national importance, and 

implicitly relate to local, district and regional priorities which themselves will be varied within 

and between regions. Local, district and regional research agenda may be available and local 

or structure plans may also assist in this process. 

2.30 Clearly a high degree of professional judgement is necessary, guided by acknowledged 

standards, designations and priorities. It is also important to recognise that buried 
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2.45 Changes within the settings of historic buildings may result from vibration, noise and lighting 

issues as well as visual impacts, and may be reversible. Additional methodology regarding the 

assessment of effects resulting from changes within settings is provided below. 

2.46 Impact scales used within this assessment are defined below: 

 High: Change to key historic building elements, such that the asset is totally altered and 

much of its significance is lost. Change within the setting of an historic building leading 

to considerable loss of significance of the asset; 

 Medium: Change to many key historic building elements, such that the asset is clearly 

modified and there is some loss of significance. Change within the setting of an historic 

building leading to some loss of significance of the asset; 

 Low: Changes to key historic building elements, such that the asset is slightly altered 

and there is some loss of significance. Change within the setting of an historic building 

leading to a slight loss of significance of the asset; 

 Negligible: Slight changes to historic building elements or within its setting that hardly 

affect the significance of the asset; and 

 None: No substantive change to fabric or within the setting. 

Assessment of Impact Magnitude – Historic Landscapes 

2.47 Historic landscapes cannot be destroyed but impacts on them can change their character; 

often this change can be drastic and irrevocable.  Impacts should be assessed using 

evaluated historic landscape character units, not the elements/parcels/components that 

contribute towards the character (see above). There may be impacts resulting from changes 

within the settings of identified units, especially with regard to designated historic landscapes. 

Additional methodology regarding the assessment of effects resulting from changes within 

settings is provided below. 

2.48 Impact scales used within this assessment are defined below: 

 High: Change to most or all key historic landscape elements, parcels or components; 

extreme visual effects; gross change of noise or change to sound quality; fundamental 

changes to use or access; resulting in total change to historic landscape character unit 

and complete loss of significance; 

 Medium: Changes to many key historic landscape elements, parcels or components; 

visual change to many key aspects of the historic landscape; noticeable differences in 

noise or sound quality; considerable changes to use or access; resulting in moderate 

changes to historic landscape character and some loss of significance; 

 Low: Changes to few key historic landscape elements, parcels or components; slight 

visual changes to few key aspects of historic landscape; limited changes to noise levels 

or sound quality; slight changes to use or access; resulting in limited changes to historic 

landscape character and slight loss of significance; 
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 Negligible: Very minor changes to key historic landscape elements, parcels or 

components; virtually unchanged visual effects; very slight changes in noise levels or 

sound quality; very slight changes to use or access; resulting in a very small change to 

historic landscape character and very little loss of significance; and 

 None: No substantive change to elements, parcels or components; no substantive 

visual or audible changes; no substantive changes arising from amenity or community 

factors. 

Assessment of Overall Performance 

2.49 The assessment of the overall performance is a combination of the importance or value of the 

heritage asset and the magnitude of impact on that asset. Effects can be adverse or 

beneficial. Beneficial effects are those that mitigate existing impacts and help to restore or 

enhance heritage assets, therefore allowing for greater understanding and appreciation.   

2.50 The assessment of performance is based on professional judgement and assessed in 

accordance with the approach set out in the Commission’s Appraisal Framework (paragraph 

5.24) and the following scale of effects based on that proposed within the Commission’s 

Appraisal Framework: 

 Highly supportive: Positive impacts are substantial, or substantially accelerate an 

improving trend or substantially decelerate a declining trend; 

 Supportive: Positive impacts are notable, accelerate an improving trend, or decelerate a 

declining trend; 

 Neutral: No impacts or on balance (taking account of positive and negative impacts) a 

neutral outcome occurs; 

 Adverse: Negative impacts are notable, or decelerate an improving trend, or accelerate 

a declining trend; 

 Highly adverse: Negative impacts are substantial, or substantially decelerate an 

improving trend, or substantially accelerate a declining trend.  

Key Project Parameters 

2.51 This assessment is based on the proposed land take boundary for the updated scheme 

design. 
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3  PLANNING AND REGULATORY CONTEXT 
 
 

National Legislation and Policy 

Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 

3.1 Chapter 46 of the Act describes the purposes of the Act as to make provision for the 

investigation, preservation and recording of matters of archaeological or historical interest 

and (in connection therewith) for the regulation of operations or activities affecting such 

matters. 

3.2 Monuments deemed to be of such significance that they require this level of statutory 

protection are placed on the Schedule; i.e. they become designated as Scheduled 

Monuments. All Scheduled Monuments are considered to be of national significance.  

3.3 The Act identifies a number of activities that are not permitted, predominantly those that 

would have the effect of demolishing, destroying, damaging, removing, repairing, altering, 

adding to, flooding or covering up the monument. If work is proposed that would have any 

such effect on a Scheduled Monument, written consent is required from the Secretary of 

State. Class consents enable owners to proceed with certain specified works without an 

application for consent. 

3.4 For the purposes of the Act the site of a Scheduled Monument includes not only the land 

on which it is situated but also any land comprising or adjoining it which appears to the 

Secretary of State or a local authority ‘… to be essential for the monument’s support and 

preservation’ (61.9). 

Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 

3.5 Listed buildings and their settings are protected under the provisions of the Town and 

Country Planning Act 1971, as amended by the Planning (Listed Buildings and 

Conservation Areas) Act 1990. These empower the Secretary of State to maintain a list of 

built structures of national historic or of architectural significance. Listed buildings and their 

settings need not be preserved unchanged, but development should in all but exceptional 

cases, aim to preserve the building’s historic or architectural interest.  

3.6 Conservation Areas (and their settings) are also protected under the provisions of the 

Town and Country Planning Act 1971 and the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation 

Areas) Act 1990. These impose on local authorities the duty to identify and protect areas 

worthy of preservation or enhancement. Again, development is not precluded, but it is the 

presumption that all development within the Conservation Area or its setting should aim to 

preserve or enhance the area’s historic character or appearance. Local authorities are 

required to carry out appraisals of all of their Conservation Areas in order to define the 

areas’ special characteristics/interest. 
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The National Planning Policy Framework 

3.7 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in 2012 and replaced the 

planning framework which consisted of Planning Policy Guidance and Statements (PPGs 

and PPS).  

3.8 The NPPF (DCLG 2012) reflects previous planning guidance, and promotes sustainable 

economic development. As such the NPPF states that planning should operate to 

encourage and not act as an impediment to sustainable growth.  

3.9 Section 12 of the NPPF - Conserving and enhancing the historic environment - indicates 

that in determining applications local planning authorities should require an applicant to 

describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution made 

by their setting. 

3.10 The level of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ importance and no more than is 

sufficient to understand the potential impact of the proposal on their significance. As a 

minimum the relevant historic environment record should have been consulted and the 

heritage assets assessed using appropriate expertise where necessary. Where a site on 

which development is proposed includes or has the potential to include heritage assets 

with archaeological interest, local planning authorities should require developers to submit 

an appropriate desk-based assessment and, where necessary, a field evaluation. 

(Paragraph 128). 

3.11 In addition to the information that is required to be submitted with a planning application, 

the NPPF indicates that Local Planning Authorities should identify and assess the 

particular significance of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal (including 

by development affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking account of the available 

evidence and any necessary expertise (Paragraph 129). 

3.12 In determining planning applications, local planning authorities should take account of: 

 “the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets; 

 the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to 

sustainable communities; and 

 the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local character 

and distinctiveness.” (Paragraph 131) 

3.13 The NPPF also sets out that when considering the impact of a proposed development on 

the significance of a designated heritage asset, weight should be given to the asset’s 

conservation. The more important the asset, the greater the weighting should be. The 

NPPF states that the significance of a heritage asset can be harmed or lost through 
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alteration or destruction of the heritage asset or development within its setting and sets out 

that: 

“When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a 

designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation. 

The more important the asset, the greater the weight should be. Significance can be 

harmed or lost through alteration or destruction of the heritage asset or development 

within its setting. As heritage assets are irreplaceable, any harm or loss should require 

clear and convincing justification. Substantial harm to or loss of a grade II listed 

building, park or garden should be exceptional. Substantial harm to or loss of 

designated heritage assets of the highest significance, notably scheduled monuments, 

protected wreck sites, battlefields, grade I and II* listed buildings, grade I and II* 

registered parks and gardens, and World Heritage Sites, should be wholly exceptional.” 

(Paragraph 132). 

3.14 Paragraph 133 of the NPPF states: 

“Where a proposed development will lead to substantial harm to or total loss of 

significance of a designated heritage asset, local planning authorities should refuse 

consent, unless it can be demonstrated that the substantial harm or loss is necessary to 

achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh that harm or loss, or all of the following 

apply: 

 the nature of the heritage asset prevents all reasonable uses of the site; and 

 no viable use of the heritage asset itself can be found in the medium term through 

appropriate marketing that will enable its conservation; and 

 conservation by grant-funding or some form of charitable or public ownership is 

demonstrably not possible; and 

 the harm or loss is outweighed by the benefit of bringing the site back into use” 

3.15 Paragraph 134 goes on to state;  

‘’Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the 

significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the 

public benefits of the proposal, including securing its optimum viable use.’’ 

3.16 The NPPF (Paragraph 135) also sets out that the effect of an application on the 

significance of a non-designated heritage asset should be taken into account in 

determining the application. In weighing applications that affect directly or indirectly non 

designated heritage assets, a balanced judgment will be required having regard to the 

scale of any harm or loss and the significance of the heritage asset. 

3.17 Paragraph 139 sets out that non-designated heritage assets of archaeological interest that 

are of equivalent significance to scheduled monuments should be considered subject to the 

policies for designated heritage assets.  
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3.18 With regard to setting, the NPPF states (Paragraph 128) that local planning authorities 

should require an applicant to describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, 

including any contribution made by their setting. The level of detail should be proportionate 

to the assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact 

of the proposal on their significance. 

3.19 Setting is described as: 

“… the surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and 

may change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make 

a positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may affect the ability 

to appreciate that significance or may be neutral.” (DCLG, 2012 Annex 2: Glossary) 

Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 

3.20 The Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 (ERRA) has made a number of changes 

to heritage legislation which came into force in April 2014. These include: 

a. Listed Buildings - The ERRA has included an amendment to the Planning 

(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 that provides two potential 

ways to be more precise about what is listed. The changes allow a definitive 

statement about whether attached or curtilage structures are protected by the 

listing definition and/or to exclude from listed building consent objects that are 

fixed to a listed building. It also allows a definitive statement that a part or 

feature of a listed building is not of special interest, for the purposes of listed 

building consent. 

b. Conservation Areas - the need to obtain Conservation Area Consent for the 

demolition of an unlisted building in a Conservation Area in England is 

removed. Instead, such works will require planning permission. The need to 

obtain the consent of the local planning authority will therefore remain, but it will 

no longer be necessary to make two applications (one for planning permission 

and one for Conservation Area Consent) for a scheme involving the demolition 

and replacement of a building in a Conservation Area.  
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4  ARCHAEOLOGY: BASELINE CONDITIONS 
 

4.1 This section relates to non-designated known (or suspected) and unknown archaeological 

remains, including Scheduled Monuments. The baseline has been compiled with respect to 

the criteria within the Appraisal Framework (Section 10.18) with additional information 

including cross-reference of the EH Archive with the Surrey and West Sussex HERs, 

provision of a walkover survey. The full Cultural Heritage baseline is described within a 

DBA, which includes the results of initial walkover survey and a specialist assessment of 

historic aerial photographs including those held in the EH Archive. All sites are provided 

with RPS numbers for ease of recognition of distribution (Figures 2 and 3). The RPS 

numbers are cross-referenced to the NHL and HERs within a gazetteer provided 

separately as Appendix 3. 

4.2 The updated scheme design boundary has been designed to ensure that there are no 

known Very High or High Significance archaeological assets within the land take; however 

there are two Scheduled Monuments immediately to the south. 

Geology and Topography 

4.3 The geological and topographical setting of the updated scheme design area (Figure 4) 

would have been a key driver in the choices made by settlers within the landscape and the 

subsequent longevity of those settlements. 

4.4 Much of the updated scheme design area is low-lying and superficially flat at c. 57 m to 61 

m above Ordnance Datum (aOD) due to its association with the River Mole drainage basin. 

The watercourses from west to east comprise Man’s Brook, the River Mole, Polesfleet 

Stream, Crawter’s Brook and the Gatwick Stream. The landscape rises slightly to a ridge of 

glacial Head deposits to the west side of the airport. The wider topographical situation of 

the Gatwick area can be considered as both part of the northern sector of the western Low 

Weald (to the north-west of the High Weald) between the South and North Downs, and as 

the southern extent of the Thames Valley, since its watercourses drain north to the River 

Thames, rather than south to the coast. 

4.5 The British Geological Survey (BGS Sheet 302, 1972; BGS online 2012) shows the 

dominant basal geology is Weald Clay of the Cretaceous period (2012 mapping 

summarised as Figure 4). This is overlain by a north-south band of glacial Head deposits, 

also of Pleistocene date, west of the airport (although the previously described Head 

deposits are currently mapped by BGS as ‘Weald Clay Formation – Clay – Ironstone’). 

4.6 Other drift deposits with a general north-south trend are present throughout the updated 

scheme design area, reflecting the existence of the River Mole and its various tributaries. 

These include remnants of Pleistocene and Recent River Gravels (River Mole 1st and 2nd 

Terraces) - ‘Sediment units beneath the floodplains of rivers in southern England typically 
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consist of basal gravels (deposited under cold conditions in braided river channels during 

the last cold period) and finer grained sands, silts, clays and organic deposits (laid down 

under temperate conditions on the floodplain of the river during the last 10,000 years’ 

(Bates 1998). The Recent River Gravels, which belong to the Holocene period, are 

discussed below. 

4.7 Holocene alluvium is found generally as north-south aligned bands associated with the 

various river and stream courses. A thickness of up to 2.6 m of alluvium was recorded in 

the Gatwick Airport North West Zone car parking zone development. Thin peat deposits 

(with high potential to contain preserved wood and ecofacts) were found within two of a 

total of eleven geotechnical test pits associated with the North West Zone at depths 

between 2.6 m to 2.9 m below current ground level (Framework Archaeology 2001). The 

alluvial band associated with the Gatwick Stream has also been shown, through recent 

archaeological investigations undertaken by Network Archaeology, to be closely aligned 

with the current stream course (Network Archaeology 2012). 

4.8 A thin depth of topsoil and an absence of subsoil may be common over much of the 

pastoral area of the updated scheme design, based on previous fieldwork (ibid; Framework 

Archaeology 2007; TVAS 1996). 

4.9 An archaeological evaluation ahead of the Flood Storage Reservoir project on the Gatwick 

Stream encountered multiple palaeo-channels and associated flood plain alluvium ranging 

in date from the Mesolithic to the post-medieval/modern period and were c.1.7 m deep 

(Network Archaeology 2012, 51). Auguring confirmed that the upper c.1 m of alluvium at 

this site has low potential for significant organic remains (potential preservation of 

environmental and archaeological organic ecofacts/artefacts) with deposits between 1 m 

and 2 m in depth of low to moderate potential and deposits over c. 2 m below ground level 

afforded higher potential. 

Scheduled Monuments 

4.10 There are no Scheduled Monuments within the updated scheme design land take. Two 

Scheduled Monuments are located just outside the updated scheme land take and two 

further Scheduled Monuments are present in the wider vicinity. 

Medieval Settlement Remains 100 m South-East and 150 m South-West of Oldlands 

Farm, Tinsley Green (RPS 1003) 

4.11 This Scheduled Monument is located immediately to the south of Radford Road at Tinsley 

Green. Oldlands Farm is a Grade II listed farmhouse on the opposite (north) side of 

Radford Road. The updated scheme land take boundary in the area follows the northern 

edge of Radford Road but has been adjusted to exclude Oldlands Farm. 

4.12 The Scheduled Monument comprises two areas of protection that are separated by a 

narrow strip of land to the rear of outbuildings associated with a residential property known 
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as Little Radfords. This monument contains former elements of the dispersed medieval 

settlement of Tinsley Green, known then as Tyntesle. 

4.13 Archaeological examination of these remains has included geophysical survey, topographic 

(earthwork) survey and trial trenches. The work has concluded that this part of the former 

settlement was occupied from at least the 12th century through into the 18th century. Some 

of the material recovered was associated with iron working; the known Tinsley Forge was 

located approximately 150m south-east of the Scheduled Monument. 

4.14 Within the protected area of the Scheduled Monument are earthworks representing a 

hollow-way aligned roughly north-east/south-west flanked by at least three homesteads. 

Additional rectangular building plots have been recorded from aerial photographs. 

4.15 The significance of this Scheduled Monument derives from the rarity of partly deserted 

medieval settlements with associated earthwork remains in this area of the Weald, also 

from its relationship with the nearby forge.  

4.16 The current setting of the Scheduled Monument includes the open and fairly rural 

landscape of pasture and scrub to the south and also the quiet lane of Tinsley Green which 

has historic buildings on either side, including the Grade II listed Cherry Tree Cottage 

which is just outside the western boundary of the protected area. At the end of the short 

lane is the railway, beyond which are industrial units and warehouses within the Manor 

Royal Business District. To the north is the busy Radford Road, with The Greyhound public 

house on the southern side of this road. To the north of Radford Road, immediately behind 

Oldlands Farmhouse, is the recently extended water treatment works. There is noise 

pollution from the road, railway and the airport. 

4.17 The setting makes a reasonable contribution towards the significance of the Scheduled 

Monument, particularly its relationship with the historic dwellings on either side of the lane 

and also with the former forge to the south-east. However, there is consented residential 

development (Crawley North East Sector) for the fields immediately to the south for which 

reserved matters applications have recently been submitted. This development would 

sever any visual connection between the Scheduled Monument and the site of the former 

forge and there would no longer be a rural element along the southern edge of the 

protected area. The key element of the setting would therefore be more firmly focused on 

the relationship with the buildings on either side of the land at Tinsley Green. 

Medieval Moated Site at Ifield Court (RPS 1001) 

4.18 This Scheduled Monument is located immediately to the west of the Ifield Court Hotel, just 

outside the south-west corner of the updated scheme design boundary. The protected area 

includes a moat surrounding a rectangular island, also a platform and shallow ditch just to 

the south-east. 
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4.19 It represents the site of the manor house of Ifield Court and the moated island contains the 

remains of the manor house as well as ancillary buildings. The moat formerly also enclosed 

the raised platform to the south-east. There are documentary references to a manor house 

here in 1387 and to a moated house in 1529.  

4.20 The Tithe Map of 1839 shows a building (Ifield Court farmhouse) in the north-eastern 

corner of the island with further buildings outside the moat to the north; there is a small 

bridge across the north-western arm of the moat that provided access to the farmhouse. By 

the time of the 1st edition Ordnance Survey 25’’ map (1875) the farmhouse is no longer 

depicted on the island and a small building on the western edge of the island is marked as 

a ‘Boathouse’. A new house is shown on this map just to the east of the moat and it is this 

building that subsequently developed into what is now the hotel. The farm buildings to the 

north of the moat have been increased and extended to become Ifield Court Farm. 

4.21 The significance of the Scheduled Monument is in the survival of the remains of buildings 

on the island and on the raised platform to the south-east. The moat still contains water 

and therefore has the potential for the presence of organic material that would not 

otherwise survive. 

4.22 Currently the setting of the Scheduled Monument makes a reasonable contribution towards 

its significance. This derives from the cluster of farm buildings to the north, some of which 

have been converted to residential use. These buildings are still linked to the island by the 

bridge across the north-western arm of the moat. The immediate vicinity of the protected 

area is quiet and there is little indication of the presence of the existing airport other than 

aircraft noise. 

Moated Site at Ewhurst Place (RPS 1000) 

4.23 This Scheduled Monument is located to the south of the airport, approximately 2.2 km from 

the current airport boundary and 1.0 km from the updated scheme design boundary. The 

protected area includes an inner and an outer moat that define a square island and a 

roughly L-shaped precinct. The main island contains the Grade II* listed Ewhurst Place 

which is a 16th century house, whilst the 18th century stone bridge across the western arm 

of the moat is listed at Grade II. There are also former fishponds and a connecting ditch 

that links the two moats. 

4.24 The significance of this Scheduled Monument derives from its survival as a moated site 

with historic buildings still within the island as well as areas that appear to have remained 

undisturbed. The immediate setting comprises an extensive garden with many mature 

trees. Beyond this on three sides are modern houses whilst to the south is Ifield Drive 

beyond which are playing fields and then the A23 Crawley Road dual carriageway. There is 

little noise associated with the existing airport to the north and the setting makes a strong 

contribution towards the significance of this Scheduled Monument. 
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Thunderfield Castle Medieval Moated Site (RPS 1002) 

4.25 This Scheduled Monument is located approximately 1.7 km north-east of the current 

operational airport. It is the site of a medieval moated manor house to which the name 

‘Thunderfield Castle’ has been applied since the 17th century. Earlier sources suggest that 

the manor here was named as Herewoldsle or Harrowsley. A moat surrounds a central 

rectangular island; there is a semi-circular extension on the northern side of this inner moat 

and also an outer moat. Archaeological investigations here confirmed that the site was 

occupied during the 13th – 15th centuries. 

4.26 The significance of this protected area derives from the survival of a large extent of 

apparently undisturbed land within a complex moated site; there is also a considerable 

amount of documentary material associated with the occupation of the site. The current 

setting of the Scheduled Monument makes a strong contribution towards its significance; 

the land in the immediate vicinity is mainly occupied by dispersed houses within small 

fields and with considerable vegetation in the form of mature trees. There is little noise 

associated with the existing airport. 

Local Authority Areas of Archaeological Potential 

4.27 A total of four locally designated Archaeologically Sensitive Areas (ASAs - Crawley 

Borough Council Core Strategy Policy EN5) are located within the updated scheme design 

area (RPS 283 – 286 on Figures 2 & 3). These comprise: 

 An ASA on the east side of the A23/London-Brighton railway (RPS 283), within land 

used for purposes ancillary to the current operational airport, relating to artefactual 

evidence for Roman occupation at Horley Land Farm; 

 An ASA to the south of the airport (RPS 284) relating to the area of a former post-

medieval windmill at Lowfield Heath; 

 Possible medieval occupation in the area of Charlwood House to the south of the 

airport (RPS 285) relates to the Charlwood House possible medieval moated site 

and the field to the west, possibly including a cropmark of a building/hut platform of 

unknown date (RPS 11); and 

 The most westerly ASA (RPS 286) refers to Park House Farm (RPS 113). A farm 

shown here on J. Rocques’ Map of Surrey 1768 may have been located within an 

earlier moat. 

4.28 Equivalent Reigate and Bansted (Surrey) Areas of High Archaeological Potential (AHAPs) 

are located to the north of the updated scheme design area. There is also an AHAP 

immediately north of the A23 and the north of the South Terminal comprising an area of 

prehistoric flintwork (RPS 82), Late Iron Age cremations (RPS 159) and Roman pottery and 

coins (RPS 116). 
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demarcation (RPS 68).  With the exception of these sites, the extensive archaeological 

investigations for the North West Zone by Framework Archaeology found very little else of 

archaeological interest, indicating both a modest level of Bronze Age activity on the east 

side of the River Mole and little subsequent activity within the previous occupation site. 

4.44 A Late Bronze Age sword has also been found at west of Lowfield Heath, Charlwood (RPS 

41) within the updated scheme design boundary to the south of the airport.  The sword was 

found in 1952 within alluvium at a depth of 0.6 – 0.9m by workmen during the canalisation 

of the ‘Polesfleet Stream’ (the large tributary stream that runs through Langley Green).  It is 

most likely to have been deliberately deposited in water as a ‘votive offering’. Bronze Age 

metalwork is not common in the adjacent areas of Surrey and West Sussex but has been 

found associated with wooden raised walkway structures or brushwood trackways across 

wetlands elsewhere in the south-east (Cotton 2004, 30). The possibility of preserved wood 

structures associated with alluvium and/or peat cannot be discounted, whilst such deposits 

have potential to contain both archaeological and palaeo-environmental remains.  

Local Settlement and Landscape 

4.45 In terms of landscape, the Low Weald has produced very few examples of Early Bronze 

Age barrows or Bronze Age co-axial field-systems when compared to the Thames Valley 

and the Chalklands of the south-east. No definite evidence of either has been found within 

the updated scheme design area. This suggests both a low density of settlement and that 

any farming settlements present may have operated on the basis of large open common 

pastures, with very low levels of arable within small ‘Celtic fields’.   

Potential Significance of Areas of Unknown Bronze Age Activity 

4.46 The current (mitigated) site is considered of medium significance, although this is slightly 

enhanced by its rare Weald setting and there is some potential for the presence of further 

sites. There is moderate to high potential for the alluvium deposits associated with the 

Mole and its tributaries to contain further artefacts/environmental evidence of broad 

Holocene date (e.g. pollen, plant macrofossils and insects). Such information may be of 

low to medium significance. 

4.47 Again the watercourses are most likely to have attracted settlement and the most likely 

construction areas to encounter Bronze Age material would comprise: 

 Levelling and construction of midfield and second runway works; 

 Diversion of the River Mole, ‘Polesfleet Stream’, Crawter’s Brook and Gatwick 

Stream; 

 Construction of attenuation lakes and new hangers north of the west end of the 

existing runway; and 

 A23 diversion at crossing of flood plains. 
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of surface finds and its potential medium significance (if surviving below car parking or 

within adjacent areas) is highlighted by its inclusion as a Crawley ASA. 

4.55 Late Iron Age cremations (RPS 159) and Roman pottery and coins (RPS 116) have also 

been found beyond the updated scheme design boundary, immediately north of the A23. 

Occupation in the Weald during this period was certainly less intensive than in coastal 

areas of south-east England, such as the West Sussex Coastal Plain, but there is 

increasing evidence for low levels of rural occupation in the region (e.g. at sites occupied in 

the Late Iron Age at Horley and Broadbridge Heath (ASE 2009; ASE 2013; Margetts 

2013)). A 30 trench evaluation on the north edge of Manor Royal, east of London Road on 

the extreme southern edge of the updated scheme design area (RPS 405), also identified 

possible slight traces of Roman landscape in the form of boundary or field-ditches (Peyre 

2011). 

Communication 

4.56 There are no major Roman routes known from the Study Area with the closest being c.7 

km to the east, leading from London to the south coast (Margary 1955: Roman Road 150) 

and also Stane Street some 10 km to the west which was the route from Southwark to 

Chichester, via the small town of Ewell (ibid; Roman Road 15).  

Industry 

4.57 A domestic level of production of iron production took place in the Weald from at least 

c.500 BC and probably earlier. In Surrey undated bloomery sites are located c. 8km to the 

north-east (Hodgkinson 2004, Fig 17.1) whilst Iron Age/Roman iron forging sites are known 

at Dry-Hill, about 15 km to the east (ibid). However the rescue excavations at the 

Southgate area of Crawley also identified Roman evidence of no less than 36 domed and 

shaft-type furnaces in addition to buildings and surfaces constructed from slag (CgMs 

1997, 9). Several tile kiln sites are also known in the Horsham area associated with the 

River Arun, whilst there was an important Roman tile industry centred at the former Doods 

Farm, Reigate which supplied London and Canterbury (Masefield and Williams 2003). 

Potential Significance of Areas of Unknown Romano-British Activity 

4.58 The presence of a small-scale Late Iron Age and Romano-British settlement along the 

Gatwick Stream corridor and the analogous settlements at Horley (associated with the 

Burstow Stream) and Broadbridge Heath, Horsham, indicate a high probability that these 

settlement corridors and those associated with the other watercourses continued to be 

exploited for modest-scale settlement and farming into the Romano-British period. The 

potential for currently unknown sites is therefore moderate-high. The current sites can no 

longer be seen as unusual in the region with a Medium significance applicable. 
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when Gatwick Airport was built there was little remaining. A homestead moat may have 

been associated, although AOC (2007) noted that ‘It is not possible to determine the nature 

or date of the settlement at Park House Farm through the study of historical sources alone. 

At this stage there is a low-medium possibility that settlement activity can be traced back to 

the medieval period’.     

4.66 Gatwick Manor Inn (RPS 22, 23) incorporates a former open-hall 15th Century and later 

timber framed house also known as Hyders and Hydehurst Farm and is Grade II* listed 

(RPS 196 - see Section 5 below). The HER/EH Archive records that the remaining arm of 

an original moat around it has been converted for use as an ornamental pond. An 

evaluation of six trenches was conducted ahead of the hotel accommodation construction 

(TVAS 1996). No medieval features were noted during the project but given the relatively 

limited distribution of trenches the possibility of survival of medieval features and of a moat 

cannot yet be discounted. 

4.67 Documentary and cartographic evidence indicates that the medieval to post-medieval 

Gatwick House was located adjacent to the North Terminal, in the northern area of the 

airport (RPS 195; MWS728). The house was mentioned in a will of 1576 and in 1912 was 

referred to as moated, although the HER notes that there is no moat but rather a fishpond 

of late date at the now demolished house. A lodge to the north of the house is still present, 

adjacent to Povey Cross Road.  

4.68 The HER/EH Archives also record a possible moat associated with medieval Charlwood 

House (RPS 108) in the southern area of the updated scheme design (Grade II* listed 

building). The building is a late 15th to early 16th century timber-framed house renovated in 

the early 1920s. There is an associated stretch of ‘ornamental water’ on the north and east 

sides which might represent a survival of the homestead moat. 

4.69 The medieval moated site at Ifield Court to the immediate south-west of the Safeguarding 

Area and the updated scheme design boundary (MWS6508; RPS 126) is referenced in the 

Scheduled Monument text above. Buried remains of the foundations of the original house 

and associated features are likely to be present within the island surrounded by the moat, 

although the wider associated landscapes around such sites may include former satellite 

settlements (e.g. estate workers houses) paddocks for livestock, ponds, tracks and field-

boundaries.  

Farmsteads 

4.70 Some of the locations of post-medieval farms such as Hyder’s Farm, Brooklyn Farm, 

Amberley Farm, Langley Green, Hawthorne Farm, Rowley Farm, Oldlands Farm (Tinsley 

Green) and Fern Court Farm (Fernhill) might represent continuity from earlier farms with 

buried medieval archaeological remains. There is also a possibility of medieval or post-

medieval strip-fields at Langley Green and of the existence of a medieval farm on the 

hilltop occupied by the 17th century Rowley Farm.  
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4.71 The investigations at Broadbridge Heath (Margetts 2013) provide local evidence for the 

form of dispersed medieval settlement in the West Weald region. The main site comprised 

of rectangular farmstead buildings with trenched foundation built within ditch-defined 

farmyards and set within the wider context of contemporary field systems. Such evidence is 

likely to be replicated within the as yet unknown archaeological record for the 12th to 

13th/14th century within the updated scheme design area, perhaps close to or beneath 

known later ‘historic farmsteads’. 

Field systems 

4.72 A discussion of the medieval landscape and relatively early enclosure of much of the 

common land in the updated scheme design area is contained within Section 6 below. 

Dispersed elements of medieval landscape such as ditched boundaries (now infilled) are 

likely to be present across much of the updated scheme design area. 

Hamlets 

4.73 The hamlets located within the updated scheme design area are likely to have some buried 

archaeological remains associated with medieval phases. These include Lowfield Heath 

(Charlwood parish), Langley Green (Ifield parish), Fernhill (Burstow parish) and possibly 

Tinsley Green (Worth parish). An archaeological evaluation within the grounds of the late 

medieval properties of Edgeworth House and Wing House at Fernhill (RPS 521/522) failed 

to identify archaeological material earlier than the later post-medieval period (Framework 

Archaeology 2007). 

4.74 Tinsley Green, flanking Radford Road includes the medieval hamlet site that is now a 

Scheduled Monument (RPS 46-70; SM 31219). Remains here survive as low earthworks 

up to 0.5 m high and include a holloway and flanking house platforms. The Scheduled 

Monument description indicates the possibility that further associated dispersed settlement 

archaeological remains may survive beyond the protected site, in particular within areas of 

later (post-medieval) occupation at Tinsley Green and to the north of Radford Road. 

However, the Network Archaeology evaluation of 49 trenches to the north of Radford Road 

found only undated field-ditches and no further evidence that may be associated with 

Tinsley Green Scheduled Monument (Network Archaeology 2012). Part excavation of the 

Scheduled Monument itself has indicated continuous occupation well into the post-

medieval period due to a close relationship with the nearby iron working centre at Forge 

Farm (see below). 

The Wealden Iron Industry 

4.75 A key topic of archaeological and historical interest for the Low Weald and of particular 

interest within the vicinity of Horley and Crawley relates to the iron working industry. 

4.76 Hodgkinson related, ‘although there is very limited evidence for ironworking in the early 

Middle Ages, production does not seem to have developed in the district around Horley 
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Farmsteads and Landscape 

4.82 A number of existing farmhouses have been entered on the HER following a ‘Historic 

Farmlands and Landscape Character in West Sussex’ survey; these are discussed below 

with reference to the historic landscape. When the post-medieval Lowfield Heath windmill 

(RPS 510) was moved some recording was undertaken on its foundations (RPS 420). 

Hamlets and Dispersed Settlements (including sites of historic buildings)  

4.83 There are numerous dispersed properties associated with hamlets, some of which survive 

to the present day with others that did not but are shown on the historic mapping. These 

buildings (such as Ifield Hall, Stafford House, Ditsworthy, Little Dell, The Cottage in the 

Wood, Poplars and Burstow Hall), are likely to be associated with archaeological remains.     

4.84 Archaeological work has previously taken place within two dispersed hamlet sites. Location 

RPS 98 (HER MWS8043) relates to an evaluation and watching brief on the south of the 

existing airport (Perimeter Road South) at the former site of the 18th century Oaktree House 

(Framework Archaeology 2007a and b). A similar evaluation was conducted in advance of 

Immigration Removal Centre Construction and this identified a track to the estate cottages 

to the east along with a ha-ha, pond and brick paths.   

Iron Industry 

4.85 The Wealden iron industry gained major prominence in the 16th and 17th centuries and was 

accompanied with widespread tree felling for fuel. The development of the industry in 

northern England in the 17th century led to the decline of the Wealden industry. A post-

medieval bloomery site has been suggested at Westfield Place (RPS 80) at the west extent 

of the airport, to the east side of Lowfield Heath Road (the airport Perimeter Road) on the 

basis by documentary evidence (Hodgkinson 2000). This bloomery may have had its 

origins in the late medieval or early post-medieval period.  

4.86 Ore extraction is evidenced by documentary and field observation relating to the area to 

the west of the airport and updated scheme design boundary south of Charlwood. One of 

these (RPS 15) relates to the place name ‘pit croft’ which suggests a former area of ore 

extraction. A 2014 walkover observation for this report of shallow water-filled depressions 

within this field may be of interest in this context. Other nearby possible locations of former 

post-medieval extraction pits are suggested by the place-names ‘Pit Meadow’ (RPS 14) 

‘Minepit Close’ (RPS 29) and similar features have been suggested at Ifield (RPS 26) and 

Ifield Wood (RPS 27) further to the west.  

4.87 As noted above, the Park Farm areas ASA may also refer to the iron extraction in the wider 

vicinity as the County Archaeological Officer for West Sussex has noted that bell pits, 

typically associated with iron production were identified here during geological survey in the 

1960s. These are circular, originally near vertical-sided, mine or pit features, whose sides 

tend to collapse leaving a bell-shaped profile. 
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date (RPS 11) are identified within the central southern part of the updated scheme design 

area and may be included in the ASA (RPS 285). 

4.97 Both the NW Zone evaluation and mitigation and the archaeological work at the Flood 

Storage Reservoir sites (RPS 69 and 290) identified undated ditches suggesting field 

systems that might date from any period between the Bronze Age and post-medieval 

period (Framework Archaeology 2008; Network Archaeology 2012).  

Archaeological Walkover 

4.98 An initial walkover was undertaken in March 2014. The observations made have been 

collated within the DBA.   

Summary of Aerial Photographic Study  

4.99 An archaeological aerial photographic study was commissioned by Gatwick from a 

specialist contractor for the purposes of this baseline assessment. A full report has been 

produced with a summary provided here. 

4.100 The following sources were consulted: 

 Information supplied by Gatwick Airport Limited; 

 EH Archive: Air photo enquiry number AP 85431. This enquiry identified 80 separate 

vertical AP sorties between 1941 and 2001. The archive also holds 55 oblique aerial 

photographs, taken between 1929 and 2010, and 12 military obliques which were 

taken in 1941; 

 Cambridge University Collection of Aerial Photographs (CUCAP): This collection 

contains two runs of vertical aerial photographs on the eastern side of the Study 

Area which were taken in 1972, alongside eight oblique photographs taken between 

1948 and 1978. These were consulted as scans which were supplied by the archive; 

 West Sussex Record Office: This archive contains some material which is not held at 

the EH Archive, notably a whole county survey which was undertaken by JAS Air in 

1988. This was consulted in the Record Office alongside vertical aerial photographs 

taken in 1969, 1991 and 1997; and 

 Online sources including the ortho-rectified mosaics of vertical aerial photographs at 

Google Earth (earth.google.co.uk) and Bing (www.bing.com/maps). 

4.101 The following text is taken from the summary within the full specialist report which is 

included as an Appendix to the DBA: 

S2 The object of this aerial photographic assessment was to provide information on the 

location and nature of archaeological sites and areas which are visible on aerial 

photographs, either as buried or upstanding features. 

S3 Aerial photographs taken since 1929 were examined in the library of the English 

Heritage Archive under enquiry number 85431. Scanned images were supplied by the 

Cambridge University Collection of Aerial Photography. Aerial photographs held at the 
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Truncation  

4.102 An initial consideration of truncation within the updated scheme design area has been 

undertaken at this stage. Total destruction of below-ground archaeological deposits is likely 

throughout the majority of the developed area of the post-1950s Gatwick Airport. This 

truncation includes the modified/culverted line of the Gatwick Stream through the North 

West Zone and beneath the runways. There are also partially wooded green strips along 

the northern side of the perimeter road at the south-western edge of the airport, where 

disturbance is likely to be minimal. 

4.103 Ground levels have been truncated at the southern edge of the updated scheme design 

area (and partially disturbed) by warehouses and facilities associated with the Manor Royal 

Industrial Estate and the Lowfield Heath Estate around The Beehive. The 1930s tunnel and 

the now demolished hangers associated with the original airfield are other sources of minor 

truncation. The remaining areas of truncation on the west side of the railway are restricted 

to the A23 corridor, the canalisation of the Polesfleet Stream, minor roads and individual 

properties and farms including the Gatwick Manor Inn complex. Much of the remaining 

agricultural landscape is likely to be undisturbed below the ploughsoil horizon.  

4.104 The area to the east of the London-Brighton railway is fairly heavily disturbed by the Water 

Treatment Works, car parks and lakes (pollution control lagoon and flood storage 

reservoir). Horleyland Wood, Upper Picket’s Wood and the agricultural fields on the east 

side of the B2036 remain relatively undisturbed by modern development.  

Archaeological Potential - Overview 

4.105 The Kent, Surrey and Sussex Weald has traditionally been viewed as an area with poor 

archaeological potential with the exception of the medieval and post-medieval periods, in 

particular for industrial sites of these periods. This view, prevalent until the last few years, 

has now been superseded following a series of recent discoveries including some at 

Gatwick itself.  

4.106 The Wealden Clays are generally unfavourable for arable agriculture (as shown by the 

modern predominantly pastoral land use) but where the rivers such as the Arun, Adur and 

Mole and their tributaries cross the West Sussex Weald there is a higher potential for 

prehistoric and later farming (particularly where river terrace gravels are present). 

Excavations at Broadbridge Heath, Horsham, (c.10 km to the south-west) identified a 

probable small Neolithic mortuary enclosure, five prehistoric settlements including six 

roundhouses, a modest Roman farm and several medieval settlements, all located 

between streams associated with the River Adur.  A similar situation is possible at Gatwick 

where a Late Bronze Age enclosure site and an area of Iron Age and Romano-British 

settlement and farming are already known. 
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4.107 The character of the archaeology within the updated scheme design area is unlikely to be 

intensive. This is largely due to the likely modest scale and short duration of settlements on 

the clays, compared to more favourable soils in the Thames Valley, Sussex Coast Plain 

and the North and South Downs. However, within this general picture some areas of 

significant, currently unknown, activity may be present.   

Predictive Modelling     

4.108 Some predictive modelling is therefore possible on the basis of topography, geology and 

known or suspected settlement patterns (see Figure 7). For example, south-facing valley 

sides and ridges are preferred for settlement. The availability of water was clearly of 

overriding importance for prehistoric settlement in the Weald. Rivers attract settlement for 

obvious reasons of security of water for human and stock consumption and the activities of 

both hunter-gatherers and farmers were often concentrated within floodplains and terraces 

adjacent. As noted above, the sediment units themselves date from the Pleistocene 

onwards, whilst subtle changes in relief on the floodplains and associated terraces have 

had implications for the siting of former settlements.  

4.109 During alluvium formation, flood-plain locations were less attractive for inhabitation but 

remained attractive for stock-grazing (and hence associated settlement) due to the 

presence of nutrient-rich pastures kept fertile by the deposition of silts.   

4.110 The Late Bronze Age occupation seems to have been consciously placed at and above the 

58 m aOD contour avoiding lower-lying areas (Framework Archaeology 2002).  However, 

climatic variations have affected water tables and this localised finding does not allow this 

to be taken as an indication that no settlement will be present below 58 m aOD.   

4.111 The medieval settlement around Gatwick and Crawley is based upon dispersed farmsteads 

and moated sites with a few hamlets and villages, some of which survive as modern 

settlements or as archaeological earthworks. The Broadbridge Heath example has also 

shown that other dispersed settlement forms in this area include long houses or byres 

within farmyard compounds. Thus the known moated sites and farmsteads may not be the 

only forms of dispersed settlement within the site. Given the location of a major medieval 

and post-medieval iron works and forges at Crawley generally, including the forge at 

Tinsley Green and the Westfield bloomery, there is some potential for further 

forge/bloomery sites, dumped concentrations of slag (perhaps used as metalling), hammer 

ponds and medieval and post-medieval mine pits.   

4.112 The archaeological potential map (Figure 7) identifies zones of archaeological potential 

based on current knowledge and predictive modelling. Zones of high archaeological 

potential comprise: 

 Areas of known or suspected specific locations of medieval and post-medieval 

inhabitation and industry; and 
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 Areas immediately adjacent to previously examined locations of significant 

archaeological remains.    

4.113 These are areas where it is possible to predict, with reasonable confidence, specific 

localities likely to contain archaeology of medium significance. The known sites include the 

area adjacent to Ifield Court moated site, Gatwick Manor, Charlwood House, Rowley Farm, 

and the former sites at Park Farm and Westfield bloomery. In particular, the Gatwick 

Manor, Charlwood House and Park Farm sites may originally have been moated and the 

location of a post-medieval bloomery at Westfield Place (RPS 80) at the west extent of the 

airport, has a high potential for associated archaeological remains. The low hill at Rowley 

Farm may have attracted earlier settlement on its south-facing slope; in addition there is a 

high potential for earlier incarnations of the post-medieval farmstead on the summit of the 

hill. There is also high potential within areas adjacent to previously examined 

archaeological sites such as the Iron Age settlement extending beyond the Pollution 

Control Lagoon and the Mesolithic flint scatter adjacent to the Gatwick Stream. 

4.114 Zones of medium to high archaeological potential comprise: 

 Topographical ridges and hills, particularly south facing-slopes;   

 River and stream corridors in including flanking terraces; and 

 The corridors of medieval and post-medieval lanes. 

4.115 The north-south aligned ridge of Head deposits to the west of the current airport could have 

attracted prehistoric and later activities, including settlement. Such activities may have 

intensified during periods of high water-table and increased run-off (such as the late 

Bronze Age/early Iron Age), as settlements founded in the flood-plain were moved up-

slope. The ridge also has high potential to contain extraction pits associated with the late 

medieval to post-medieval iron industry.   

4.116 The watercourses within the updated scheme design area are considered to have medium 

levels of archaeological and palaeo-environmental potential. The River Mole and its 

tributary streams have influenced prehistoric settlement on the east sides of both the River 

Mole (Late Bronze Age) and the Gatwick Stream (Iron Age).  

4.117 The superficial deposits within the updated scheme design area are of key interest.  

Pleistocene Gravel and Head deposits have some potential to contain Palaeolithic items, 

although these are rarely in-situ, having been re-deposited by fluvial action. In later periods 

the lighter gravels are well-drained and would be attractive for farming. Islands of gravel 

within heavy claylands are particularly likely to have been sought out by early settlers due 

to the relative ease of tree-clearance and ploughing in stark contrast to the heavy Wealden 

Clay. 

4.118 Holocene alluvium and channel deposits of the River Mole, Polesfleet Stream, Mans’ 

Brook, Crawter’s Brook and Gatwick Stream are most likely to date from episodes in the 
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Mesolithic/Neolithic and from the early Iron Age onwards (when water tables started to 

rise).   

4.119 Diversion/removal of sections of those watercourses that have not previously been 

diverted, canalised or culverted has potentially significant implications for disturbance of 

prehistoric, Roman and later archaeology. In addition to the known alignments of the River 

Mole, Gatwick Stream etc., there will be other silted palaeo-channels whose locations are 

presently unknown and whose soft alluvial fills may require removal where beneath load-

bearing runway and apron areas. Removal of soft fill may be cited as an area of potential 

archaeological interest, particularly as a late Bronze Age sword was recovered from 

alluvium associated with the Polesfleet Stream where it joins the River Mole. 

4.120 The Weald Clay has areas with general potential to produce evidence of iron working but, 

in addition to the bloomery site cited above, there are areas of general potential close to 

Forge Farm at Tinsley Green (although most if not all of the industrial remains may be 

contained in the area of Forge Farm south of the updated scheme design area) whilst the 

bell pits associated with the ‘Pit Croft’ place name have been noted at the south-west 

extent of the airport and other place names associated with ore extraction to the west, 

within and beyond the updated scheme design area, indicate post-medieval open pit 

mining that may have earlier origins. 

4.121 Finally it can be reasonably predicted that medieval and post-medieval settlement-related 

archaeology will be present in low density within a corridor either side of the medieval and 

post-medieval medieval routes preserved in the modern landscape and re-constructed on 

the basis of historic maps. 

4.122 Zones of low to medium archaeological potential comprise: 

 Areas of Weald Clay distant from watercourses, known lines of communication and 

sites of known potential; and 

 Areas likely to have been substantially impacted by previous development. 

4.123 Weald Clay was formerly considered to have been actively avoided by prehistoric 

settlement, but this view can no longer be sustained. The Weald Clay supports 

predominantly pastoral economies as indicated by the distribution of medieval moated sites 

and other settlement forms, many of which are known and are included in the areas of high 

potential above. Weald Clay areas also have potential to contain low densities of currently 

unknown, more isolated, settlement sites whose precise locations cannot be ascertained at 

this stage. There will also be landscape remains and perhaps some further iron-working 

sites and extraction areas. In particular, the geology includes seams providing a source of 

iron ore over very wide areas and this resource has been systematically exploited since the 

early Iron Age. The Gatwick area is located just beyond most of the known Iron Age and 

Roman iron working areas, although one confirmed site is known nearby at Crawley. 
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Future Baseline Conditions 

4.124 Future baseline conditions are unlikely to change significantly within the period.   
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5  BUILT HERITAGE: BASELINE CONDITIONS 
  

Listed Buildings 

5.1 Current mapping and designation data shows there to be four listed buildings within land 

used for purposes ancillary to the current operational airport. These are The Beehive 

(Grade II*) to the south-east, Charlwood Park Farmhouse (Grade II*) to the north-east and 

Wing House and Edgeworth House (both Grade II) to the east. 

5.2 The updated scheme design anticipates that The Beehive would be retained and brought 

back within the airport boundary. It is also hoped that Wing House and Edgeworth House 

can be retained and that their significance would not be adversely affected through 

changes within their settings. Charlwood Park Farmhouse lies just outside of the current 

operational boundary and would be retained as such outside the boundary of the updated 

scheme design. 

5.3 There are a further sixteen listed buildings within the updated scheme design land take. Of 

these, four are Grade II* listed, whilst the remaining twelve are listed at Grade II. 

5.4 One further Grade II listed building (Oldlands Farmhouse) lies immediately outside the 

updated scheme design land take. 

5.5 The National Heritage List also shows one further Grade II listed building within the existing 

airport boundary and a further two Grade II listed buildings within the updated scheme 

design land take. None of these are still present: Charlwood Park has been demolished 

and replaced with airport car-parking, the Lowfield Heath Windmill was moved to another 

location in 1987 and Sycamore House (235 London Road, Crawley) has been replaced by 

a modern office block. 

Grade I Listed Buildings 

5.6 There are no Grade I listed buildings within the updated scheme design land take. 

Grade II* Listed Buildings 

5.7 There are six Grade II* listed buildings within the updated scheme design land take. 

The Beehive (Former Combined Terminal and Control Tower), Beehive Ring Road, 

Crawley (Grade II*) (RPS 514) 

Summary Description 

5.8 Unique historic former combined airport terminal and control tower, now offices. Built 1934-

36, by Hoar, Marlow and Lovett, for Morris Jackaman. Reinforced concrete, steel frame 

and brick infill. 1, 2 and 3 storeys.  Circular plan with concentric circles of rooms and 

corridors, rising in height to control tower at centre. From the central corridor passengers 

arrived and left through six telescopic corridors (no longer surviving) which were extended 
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on rails to the aircraft steps. There is a subterranean tunnel (no longer in use) connecting 

the Beehive to the site of the original Gatwick Airport station (now demolished). The 

Beehive is important not only in the history of British aviation but also in terms of world 

airport design. It is a rare example of how airport owners and architects collaborated to put 

passenger comfort as a top consideration when designing a terminal building. 

Summary of Setting 

5.9 As originally built and conceived, The Beehive was an isolated building, surrounded on all 

sides by open taxiways and hardstandings for docking aircraft. It now lies outside of the 

airport perimeter, surrounded on all sides by modern built development and roads. The 

original Gatwick Airport station that served it has been closed and demolished and the 

tunnel that connected the terminal to the former station is now disused. The Beehive is 

visually and physically divorced from the airport it once served. 

 
View of the Beehive, showing surrounding bui l t  
development.  Photo: RPS 

 
View of the stat ion tunnel .  Photo: Nick Catford 
(subbri t .org.uk) 
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Bird’s eye view of the Beehive today. Photo: Bing Maps 

  
Bird’s eye view of the Beehive when new, with railway to right 

Charlwood Park Farmhouse, Horley Road, Charlwood (Grade II*) (RPS 1009) 

Summary Description 

5.10 Late 15th century open hall house, refaced and re-roofed in the early 17th century when a 

jettied wing was added to the west and the building adapted into a continuous jetty house. 

Two storeys and attics. Base of Charlwood stone. Ground floor timber-framed with painted 

brick infilling and retaining some early 17th century close-studding to the parlour wing at the 

south end of the ground floor. The first floor is hung with plain and painted tiles and over-

sailing on a moulded bressummer. Tiled roof with 17th century brick chimney stack. Four 

gables, the southernmost are oversailing on moulded brackets, the next, which is modern, 

surmounting the porch which is jettied on the first floor like the remainder of the front. 

Original doorcase in porch with chamfered architraves. Interior contains crown post in 

jettied parlour wing and moulded beams with stop chamfers. 

Summary of Setting 
5.11 Charlwood Park Farmhouse is within Gatwick’s ownership, but is just outside of the airport 

perimeter fence. It is largely surrounded by modern surface car-parking and has lost any 

relationship to Charlwood Park itself, which lay within the operational airport and has been 

demolished. 
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View of Charlwood Park Farmhouse. Photo: Voice of 
Hassocks (Wikimedia Commons) 

 
Bird’s eye view of Charlwood Park Farmhouse. Photo: 
Google Earth 

Charlwood House (formerly Ticcaradges), Charlwood Road, Lowfield Heath (Grade II*) 

(RPS 502) 

Summary Description 

5.12 Early 17th century, high status, timber-framed chimney house with close studded frame. 

The building was taken back to its original framing and doubled in size in the early 20th 

century, with large close-studded extension to the east. The building is now a nursery 

school. 

Summary of Setting: 

5.13 Despite the presence of Gatwick Airport to the immediate north of Charlwood Road, 

Charlwood House retains much of its early 20th century and earlier setting, the main 

buildings lying at the centre of an Edwardian ‘pocket park’, with mature trees, ranges of 

farm buildings to the south and a lodge house and driveway to the south-east, on Poles 
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Lane. Car parking for the nursery school has caused limited impacts. Prior to the inclosure 

of Lowfield Heath and the creation of Poles Lane, Charlwood House would have more 

directly addressed the (now-inclosed) heath. 

 
North end of Charlwood House, as seen from the north-
west. 20t h  century extension to left .  Photo: Mr Richard M. 
Brown FRICS, ( Images of England). Date Photographed: 
14 March 2007 

 
Aerial  v iew of Charlwood House at upper centre of  v iew, 
showing ‘pocket park’,  farm bui ldings to south and lodge 
on Poles Lane to south-east.Former Lowfield Heath to 
east of Poles Lane. Photo: Google Earth 

Gatwick Manor Inn (Formerly Hyders Hall), London Road, Crawley (Grade II*) (RPS 508) 

Summary Description   

5.14 High status 15th century open hall house, altered c.1600, 1700 and 1850. The building now 

houses a restaurant, bar and conference facilities. Formerly moated, part of the moat still 

exists on the west side.  

5.15 The earliest portion comprises the one remaining bay of a timber-framed, two bay open hall 

house, re-fronted in the 19th century. The remaining part of the hall house was greatly 

extended c.1600 with a parallel high-status, two-storey brick range, with stone mullioned 

windows. Good interior details are known to survive throughout. In the mid- 20th century the 

building was greatly extended with ‘half-timbered’ extensions, for hotel use. 
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Summary of Setting 

5.16 The historic buildings within the modern Gatwick Manor Inn site (the Grade II* listed former 

Hyders Hall and Grade II listed Hyders Barn) retain some elements of their historic setting, 

principally a section of a historic moat. Their historic relationship to the edge of Lowfield 

Heath to the west has been severed by the A23 London Road dual carriageway. Their 

relationship to the still open countryside to the north, east and south has been severed by 

the more or less pastiche buildings and car parks that have grown up within the hotel 

complex since the 1950s. A feature of interest within the hotel site is the crudely 

reconstructed base of the Jolesfield windmill (1790), re-erected here in 1959. The cap, 

sweeps and machinery were never reinstated and the mechanical parts are now on display 

at the relocated Lowfield Heath windmill, at the former Gatwick Zoo site. 

 
Gatwick Manor Inn. Western elevation, with remaining part  
of  moat. c.1600 range to r ight and 15t h  century hal l  house 
(refaced) to centre. Mid-20t h  century and modern 
extensions to lef t .  Photo: Mr Richard M. Brown FRICS 
(Images of England).  Date Photographed: 02 March 2007 

 

 
Bird’s eye view, with former Hyders Hal l  (middle left )  and 
Hyders Barn (upper lef t ).  Photo: Bing Maps 
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Tower of the former Jolesf ield Windmil l  (1790) at the 
Gatwick Manor Inn. The windmil l  base was brought here in 
1959. Photo: RPS 

 

Church of St Michael and All Angels, Church Road, Crawley (Grade II*) (RPS 511) 

Summary Description 

5.17 Anglican church built 1867, designed by William Burgess in early 13th century French 

Gothic style to serve the community of Lowfield Heath. Undressed local stone with Bath 

stone dressings. Fishscale tiles mentioned in statutory description have been replaced with 

modern tile roof. Open-fronted timber narthex with lean-to roof at west end. South-west 

tower with timber spire clad in oak shingles. Plate tracery in wide windows of nave, the 

west end has a large wheel window with sculpture representing the Four Ages of Man, St 

Michael and the Dragon carved over west doorway. Simple interior, with roofs of pine. The 

surrounding graveyard has a simple hedged boundary, with numerous headstones, grave 

kerbs, cremation plaques and at least two war graves and a war memorial within. The 

church is currently used by a Seventh Day Adventist congregation. 

Summary of Setting 

5.18 Whilst it retains its churchyard and relationship to Church Road, the Church of St Michael 

and All Angels has otherwise been wholly subsumed into the Gatwick Gate Industrial 

estate, which itself abuts the perimeter of Gatwick Airport. All other elements of the former 

hamlet of Lowfield Heath have been entirely removed to make way for modern commercial 

development.  
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The Church of St Michael and Al l  Angels. View from the 
north-east.  Photo: The Voice of Hassocks (Wikimedia 
Commons).  Date Photographed: 12 May 2012 

 

 
Bird’s eye view of the Church of St Michael and Al l  Angels 
and i ts sett ing. Photo: Bing Maps 

 
Corresponding mid-20th century bi rd’s eye view of Church 
of  St Michael and Al l  Angels and the hamlet of  Lowfield 
Heath. Photo: The Charlwood Society 

 
Rowley Farmhouse, Brighton Road, Crawley (Grade II*) (RPS 512) 

Summary Description  

5.19 Late 16th century early central smoke-bay house, with a cross passage behind the smoke 

bay and back detached kitchen, greatly enlarged and extended to the west in early 20th 

century. Large chimneys inserted into smoke bay. Post and panel timber framing, with tile-

hung upper storey and half-hipped tiled roof. Some good interior details survive. The house 

is of historical note as it was once owned by the Culpeper family. 
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Summary of Setting 

5.20 The farmhouse has a commanding position on the top of a small gravel hill. Nearby is a 

Grade II listed barn. Distantly Rowley Farm is surrounded to the north by Gatwick Airport 

and to the south and east by industrial estates. The house and barn are nevertheless still 

surrounded by more or less historic farm buildings and a historic farmland estate that 

separate them from the surrounding modern development. The farmhouse still has a well-

treed garden to the west. To the east, the listed barn forms part of a wider complex of 18th, 

19th and 20th century farm buildings. To the north, close to the A23 London Road, are an 

Edwardian lodge house and an open-fronted timber byre. 

 
View of Rowley Farmhouse from the north-east, wi th the 
older east wing to the left  and 20t h century west wing to 
r ight.  Photo: RPS  

 
Aerial view of Rowley Farm, at  the centre of  i ts historic 
assarted estate,  with modern development to north, east 
and south. Photo: Google Earth  

 

Grade II Listed Buildings  

5.21 There are two Grade II listed buildings within land used for purposes ancillary to the 

operational airport.  
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Wing House, Balcombe Road, Crawley (Grade II) (RPS 521) 

Summary Description 

5.22 Good quality four-bay, timber-framed, former smoke bay hall house, latterly used as a 

restaurant and bar for the airport staff social club (to 2006). Attached to north and east of 

Edgeworth House (below). Probably mid-16th century. Two storeys. Tiled roof with two 

modern dormers. The rear of the roof has Horsham slabs to lower part. External chimneys 

to either end, one now enclosed within Edgeworth House (below). Curved tension braces 

all round. Front (east) elevation, four bays, timber-framed with brick nogging (some 

herringbone), on base of Charlwood Stone. One original mullioned window. Three sides of 

the solar bay at the north end are close-studded. Projecting pitched-roofed extension to 

rear, now largely enclosed, had lagged, formerly external stack. Roof of side purlin and 

wind brace construction, with some smoke blackening, indicating former smoke bay. 

Summary of Setting 

5.23 Wing House and Edgeworth House are now wholly surrounded by modern airport-related 

development, including roads, hotels and car parks. They have only a negligible 

relationship with any historic topography or features. 

 
Wing House and Edgeworth House from the north-east,  
wi th hotel  to r ight and decked car park to lef t .  Photo: RPS.  

 

Edgeworth House, Balcombe Road, Crawley (Grade II) (RPS 522) 

Summary Description 

5.24 L-plan, four-bay, timber-framed hall house, lately used as a restaurant and bar of the 

airport staff social club (to 2006). Attached to south and west of Wing House (above). Said 

to date from either the 15th century or c.1520. Gabled 20th century wing with bay windows 

to south. Ground floor painted brick. First floor tile hung. Square framing with plaster infill to 

north gable. Old tiled roof with Horsham Slabs to lower parts, with off-centre stack through 

ridge. The interior is said to be well-preserved, with exposed beams and open fireplaces. A 
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house is shown on this site on a Christ's Hospital map of Horley of 1602. On the Surrey 

County Council List of Antiquities (No 92.1). 

 
Edgeworth  House. West elevation of histor ic west wing, 
showing Horsham slabs to roof and off-cente stack. Photo: 
RPS 

 

Summary of Setting 

5.25 Wing House and Edgeworth House are now wholly surrounded by modern airport-related 

development, including roads, hotels and car parks. They have only a negligible vestigial 

relationship with any historic topography or features. 

5.26 There are a further twelve Grade II Listed buildings within the updated scheme design land 

take and one (Oldlands Farmhouse) immediately adjacent. 

Old Bonnetts Cottage, Bonnetts Lane, Rusper (Grade II) (RPS 501) 

Summary Description  

5.27 L-plan, timber-framed, two storey chimney house, with gabled clay tile roof. Dated in the 

statutory description as 17th century or earlier. Three bays, with large stacks to both gables. 

Painted brick base to waist height, tile-hung above, with alternate rows of pointed and 

fishscale tiles. Sides and back not visible. Interior has never been inspected.  

Summary of Setting 

5.28 Despite much subsequent development, Old Bonnetts Cottage retains a number of 

elements of its historic setting, including its relationship to the winding Old Bonnetts Lane. 

Surrounding hedgerows largely shield much of the more recent development, including the 

large car-storage compound to the immediate east. Some 100 m to the north and also 

fronting onto Old Bonnetts Lane, is a substantial, possibly 17th century, timber-framed, 

clapperboarded barn with corrugated iron roof. The barn is not designated, however it may 
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be of listable quality in its own right. It is discussed further in the later section below on 

undesignated historic buildings. 

 
Front elevation of  Old Bonnetts Cottage, Bonnets Lane, 
Rusper.  Photo: Mr Richard M. Brown FRICS, ( Images of 
England).  Date Photographed: 14 March 2007 

 

Spikemead Farmhouse, Poles Lane, Lowfield Heath (Grade II) (RPS 503) 

Summary Description  

5.29 Former central smoke bay cross passage house, with added kitchen bay at north end. 

Dated 1604 on documentary evidence. One storey and attics. Timber frame, clad with red 

brick on ground floor, tile-hung above. Tiled gabled roof with three dormers. Gabled brick 

porch. Originally built with a central smoke bay and a cross passage behind. Smoke bay 

said to survive. Large later chimney added outside at the south end of the house, with an 

imposing stack. Another inglenook hearth with an oven beside was built outside, on the 

back of the added kitchen bay. It has been suggested that the roof of the house has been 

destroyed by fire. There is now a modern, two-storey gabled extension to the rear, on the 

site of an earlier added outshut.  

Summary of Setting 

5.30 Despite ranch fencing and modern garages, Spikemead House retains elements of its 

historic setting. Surrounding hedgerows and modern garages largely shield much of the 

more recent development, including a field used for car parking immediately south-east of 

the house. Prior to the inclosure of Lowfield Heath and the creation of Poles Lane, 

Spikemead Farmhouse would have more directly addressed the edge of the now-inclosed 

heath.     
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Spikemead House, f ront (east)  elevation, showing added 
porch, k i tchen, dormers and chimneys (From Harding, Joan 
M.,  1976, Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses, 78)  

 

Poles Acre Barn, Poles Lane, Lowfield Heath (Grade II) (RPS 504) 

Summary Description 

5.31 Former barn in the grounds of Poles Acre Farm. Now house. Said to be of 17th century 

date. Three bays. Timber framed with brick infill and curved tension braces. Tiled roof. 

Inserted casement windows. Clasped purlin roof structure said to be intact. 

Summary of Setting 

5.32 Poles Acre Barn, St Barbe Cottage and The Grove form a discrete group of historic 

buildings at the southern end of the leafy Poles Lane. Surrounding hedgerows shield much 

of the more recent development, including Gatwick Airport. Despite Edwardian and modern 

infill development and modern agricultural buildings nearby, the group retains elements of 

its historic setting, although prior to the inclosure of Lowfield Heath and the creation of 

Poles Lane, Poles Acre Barn, St Barbe Cottage and The Grove would have more directly 

addressed the edge of the now-inclosed heath. 

 
Poles Acre Barn. Photo: Mr Richard M. Brown FRICS 
(Images of England).  Date Photographed: 14 March 2007  
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St Barbe Cottage, Poles Lane, Lowfield Heath (Grade II) (RPS 505) 

Summary Description 

5.33 Timber-framed three-bay chimney house, with the chimney within the smaller end bay. 

Probably early 18th century. Two storeys. Ground floor of red brick, first floor tile hung with 

diamond-shaped tiles. Half-hipped tiled roof. The original entrance now incorporated in a 

bay window. Mid-19th century two-storey extension to south, the ground floor of painted 

brick, the first floor hung with curved tiles. Modern extension to rear. Interior said to retain 

historic features. 

Summary of Setting 

5.34 Poles Acre Barn, St Barbe Cottage and The Grove form a discrete group of historic 

buildings at the southern end of the leafy Poles Lane. Surrounding hedgerows shield much 

of the more recent development, including Gatwick Airport. Despite Edwardian and modern 

infill development and modern agricultural buildings nearby, the group retains elements of 

its historic setting, although prior to the inclosure of Lowfield Heath and the creation of 

Poles Lane, Poles Acre Barn, St Barbe Cottage and The Grove would have more directly 

addressed the edge of the now-inclosed heath. 

 
St Barbe Cottage, west elevation, with modern extensions 
to r ight.  Photo: Mr Richard M. Brown FRICS (Images of 
England).  Date Photographed: 14 March 2007 

 

County Oak Cottage, County Oak Lane, Crawley (Grade II) (RPS 506) 

Summary Description 

5.35 Multi-phased cottage and former barn, now offices. Greatly extended in later 20th century. 

The south-eastern section is a small, two-storey timber-framed cottage dated 1705 from 

documentary evidence. The north-eastern part may be earlier and is thought to have 

originally been a small timber-framed barn with ostler's room above. Later 19th century 

extension to the south-west. Interior said to retain exposed framing, open fireplaces and a 

cupboard that originally contained the stair ladder. 
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Summary of Setting 

5.36 Prior to the inclosure of Lowfield Heath, County Oak Cottage would have addressed the 

edge of the (now-inclosed) heath. The cottage still retains a tenuous connection to the 

former heath, but it has been subsumed within the Manor Royal Industrial Estate and is 

surrounded on all sides by car parks and modern office and industrial buildings.  

 
View of County Oak Cottage from the east.  Photo RPS 

Barn at Gatwick Manor / Hyders' Barn, Lowfield Heath, Crawley (Grade II) (RPS 509) 

Summary Description  

5.37 Late 16th or early 17th century timber-framed barn of seven bays (90’ by 35’), lying to the 

north of the former Hyders Hall and now hotel function room. Weather-boarded exterior 

with modern tiled roof. Mid-20th century extensions in pastiche style. The interior fittings 

(minstrel’s gallery, huge fireplace, chimney stack, etc) are mid-20th century additions. The 

barn is linked to the former Hyders Hall by a long passage, reusing some details recovered 

from the former Oak Room of the demolished White Hart Inn at Reigate.  

Summary of Setting 

5.38 The historic buildings within the modern Gatwick Manor Inn site (former Hyders Hall and 

Hyders Barn) retain some elements of their historic setting, principally the small section of 

moat. Their historic relationship to the edge of Lowfield Heath to the west has been 

severed by the A23 London Road dual carriageway. Their relationship to the still open 

countryside to the north, east and south has been severed by the more or less pastiche 

buildings and car parks that have grown up within the hotel complex since the 1950s.  
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Former Hyders Barn (gable on lef t ),  showing surrounding 
modern bui ldings. Photo: Mr Richard M. Brown FRICS 
(Images of England).  Date Photographed: 02 March 2007 

 

 
Interior v iew of the former Hyders Barn, showing roof 
structure and modern minstrel ’s  gal lery.  Photo: RPS 

 

Crown Post Barn to east of Rowley Farm House, Brighton Road, Crawley (Grade II) (RPS 

513) 

Summary Description  

5.39 Late medieval, five-bay, timber-framed, crown-post barn, to the east of Rowley Farmhouse. 

Weatherboarded cladding and plain tile roof, with hip to west. Cat-slide outshut to the west 

and later lean-to to the east. 

Summary of Setting 

5.40 Distantly Rowley Farm and the crown post barn are surrounded to the north by Gatwick 

Airport and to the south and east by industrial estates. They nevertheless still sit atop their 

low hill, surrounded by more or less historic farm buildings and a historic farmland estate 

that separate them from the surrounding modern development. The listed barn forms part 

of a wider complex of 18th, 19th and 20th century farm buildings.  
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Crown Post Barn, Rowley Farm, from the north-east. 
Photo: Mr Daniel Eugenio LRPS (Images of England).  Date 
Photographed: 4 June 2000 

 

Brookside, Radford Road, Tinsley Green (Grade II) (RPS 516) 

Summary Description 

5.41 Timber-framed house located in the hamlet of Tinsley Green. Said to be 17th century or 

earlier. Two storeys. Three bays. Projecting centre bay over porch beneath. Modern tiled 

roof. Two stacks at rear. Ground floor has exposed timber framing and plaster infill to 

eastern end. Western part brick-clad. First floor is tile-hung, with bands of pointed tiles. 

Outshut to rear. Interior not inspected. Sides and rear not publically accessible. 

Summary of Setting 

5.42 Whilst their immediate setting has been greatly domesticated and encroached upon and 

suburbanised by ribbon development since c.1900, Brookside and the adjacent Radford 

Farmhouse still lie within their historic assarted boundary to the north, east and west. The 

buildings thus retain a secluded and semi-rural feel, notwithstanding the modern ribbon 

development opposite. 

 
View of Brookside wi thin i ts modern garden, as seen from 
Radford Road. Photo: Norman Wigg ( Images of England)  
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Radford Farmhouse, Radford Road, Tinsley Green (Grade II) (RPS 517) 

Summary Description 

5.43 Timber-framed, two-storey building adjacent to Brookside, in the hamlet of Tinsley Green. 

Recessed central bay on ground floor. Unusual because of its surviving steeply pitched 

thatched roof with dormers. Thought to have been a barn to Brookside. 16th century, 

possibly from the 1550s. The framing is exposed with some curved braces on the first floor 

and painted brick infilling. Large external brick chimney-stacks to either end. Appears on 

Surrey County Council's Antiquities list. Interior not inspected. Sides and rear not publically 

accessible. 

Summary of Setting 

5.44 Whilst their immediate setting has been greatly domesticated and encroached upon and 

suburbanised by ribbon development since c.1900, Radford Farmhouse and the adjacent 

Brookside still lie within their historic assarted boundary to the north, east and west. The 

buildings thus retain a secluded and semi-rural feel, notwithstanding the modern ribbon 

development opposite. 

 
Radford Farmhouse. South elevation, f rom the south-east. 
Photo: RPS 

 
Teizers Farm House, Antlands Lane, Burstow (Grade II) (RPS 518) 

Summary Description  

5.45 Timber-framed house on rendered plinth. Said to be 17th century, extended to the west in 

the 18th century and to rear right in the 19th century. Restored in the 20th century. Tile-hung 

on first floor. Plain tiled roof, with large corbelled stack to left of centre. Single storey, 

hipped-roofed wing to rear. Parallel range to north (stables?). Interior said to retain some 

visible framing and deep brick fireplace. Formerly in the civil parish of Burstow, Surrey. 
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Summary of Setting 

5.46 Prior to inclosure, Teizers Farmhouse was situated on the south-eastern corner of Horley 

Common. It is now sandwiched between modern ribbon development on the post-inclosure 

Peaks Brook Lane to the west and the M23 to the east. It nevertheless retains its 

relationship with its nearby historic farm buildings and with the remains of its fragmented 

farmland to the north. Despite the proximity of so much intrusive modern development, it 

retains a secluded feel, due to its location at the head of a long drive. 

 
Teizers Farmhouse from the south-west. Photo: RPS.  

Old Cottage, Donkey Lane, Fernhill (Grade II) (RPS 520) 

Summary Description 

5.47 Timber-framed cottage in the hamlet of Fernhill. Probably 17th century. Set sideways to 

Donkey Lane. Ground floor painted brick. First floor tile-hung. Tiled roof. Substantial 

external brick chimney stack to west gable, with a base of Charlwood Stone. Later chimney 

to east end. Modern (post 2001) extension to east. Large extension to north currently 

(February 2014) under construction. Interior not inspected. The hamlet of Fernhill was 

formerly in the civil parish of Burstow, Surrey. 

Summary of Setting 

5.48 Old Cottage lies close to the middle of the narrow and secluded Donkey Lane in the semi-

rural Fernhill hamlet. When built it would have lain in the middle of Horley Common. It 

retains a degree of its former relationship with the surrounding post-inclosure landscape, 

but some of the legibility of this relationship has been obscured by modern suburban infill 

development between Old Cottage and Lilac Cottage at the north end of Donkey Lane. Any 

feeling of seclusion is regularly disturbed, due to the cottage lying beneath the Gatwick 

flight path. 
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Old Cottage, Fernhi l l ,  in February 2014, showing new 
range to north under construct ion. Photo: RPS 

 
Lilac Cottage, Donkey Lane, Fernhill (Grade II) (RPS 519) 

Summary Description 

5.49 Cottage. Undated. Currently thought to be early 18th century. Painted brick. Tiled roof with 

painted brick outshut to rear. Modern single-storey extension to west. Modern bay windows 

to either side of lean-to porch. Two external chimney stacks at either end. The eastern is 

modern, the western is substantial and brick-built. Described in 1983 as having painted 

brick ground floor with tile-hung first floor, only the upper part of the eastern gable is now 

(February 2014) tile-hung. The interior is said to have exposed beams and inglenook fire. 

The hamlet of Fernhill was formerly in the civil parish of Burstow, Surrey. 

Summary of Setting 

5.50 Lilac Cottage lies at the north end of the narrow and secluded Donkey Lane in the semi-

rural Fernhill hamlet. When built it would have lain in the middle of Horley Common. Its 

position at the head of the lane gives it a stronger relationship to the surrounding post-

inclosure landscape than Old Cottage enjoys, but some of the legibility of this relationship 

is obscured by modern suburban infill development to the south. Again, any feeling of 

seclusion is regularly disturbed, due to the cottage lying beneath the Gatwick flight path. 
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Li lac Cottage, f rom the south-east,  showing remaining 
hung t i le and modern stack .  Photo: The Voice of Hassocks 
(Wikimedia Commons). Date Photographed: 2 February 
2013. 

 
 

5.51 The National Heritage List still shows one further Grade II listed building within the existing 

airport and a further two Grade II listed buildings within the updated scheme design land 

take. None of these are still present: 

Charlwood Park, Horley Road, Horley (Grade II) (RPS 507) 

5.52 Early 19th century country house. Now demolished. 

Sycamore House, 235 London Road, Crawley (Grade II) 

5.53 Former cottage ornée.  Now demolished. 

Lowfield Heath Windmill, London Road, Crawley (Grade II) 

5.54 Post mill, said to date from 1762. Removed 1987 to new location south of Charlwood and 

restored to working order in 1998. 

5.55 One further Grade II Listed building lies immediately outside of the updated scheme design 

land take: 

Oldlands Farmhouse, Radford Road, Tinsley Green, Crawley (Grade II) (RPS 515) 

Summary Description  

5.56 Good quality early 17th century timber-framed, central chimney house in the hamlet of 

Tinsley Green. Some close-studding and plaster infilling visible at the south end of the back 

(east) elevation, but the building is now mainly tile-hung. Slate roof with original outshut to 

north end of the rear (east) elevation. Projecting casement windows on brackets on upper 

floor at front. An unusual feature is the projecting two storey porch in the centre of the west 

front, with newel stair and entrance porch combined. The stair continues up to the attic, 

with pegs for hand holds. The attic floor was used for farm storage and there is a loft door 
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to the farmyard. The house retains many interior features, but since it was listed a number 

of the ground-floor walls have been removed, or have had the infill removed from between 

the studs. The house appears to have been built as the home of William Bowyer, who 

owned Tinsley Forge close by. 

Summary of Setting 

5.57 Despite its proximity to Gatwick Airport, Oldlands Farmhouse retains a largely intact 

setting, surrounded by hedgerows and fields, with a number of low, brick-built farm 

buildings adjacent. 

 
Oldlands Farmhouse and farm bui ldings. Photo: 
r ightmove.co.uk  

 

Locally Listed Buildings 

5.58 There are six locally-listed buildings (i.e. designated and placed on a list maintained by 

Crawley Borough Council) within the updated scheme design land take. 

Burstow Hall, Antlands Lane, Burstow (Local List) (RPS 207) 

Summary Description 

5.59 Well-preserved mid-19th century Italianate mansion in the hamlet of Burstow.  

Summary of Setting 

5.60 Burstow Hall retains a secluded atmosphere due to the continued existence of much of its 

well-treed ‘pocket park’. The south-eastern portion of the park has been encroached upon 

by an ephemeral garden centre, composed largely of poly tunnels. 
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Bird’s eye view of Burstow Hal l .  Photo: Bing Maps 

1 Pullcotts Farm Cottages, Peeks Brook Lane, Fernhill (Local List) (RPS 523) 

Summary Description 

5.61 Mid-19th century detached house, formerly two farm-workers’ cottages.  Brick. Tile-hung 

first floor. Modern concrete tiles. External doors replaced with French windows. 

Summary of Setting 

5.62 Pullcotts Farm Cottages are located on the eastern fringe of the now-inclosed Horley 

Common. They retain their historic setting, lying on an isolated section on Peeks Brook 

Lane. The principal detracting features are the nearby M23 motorway and approaching 

planes overhead. 

 
1 Pul lcotts Farm Cottages. West elevation. Photo: RPS 

Poplars, Fernhill Road, Fernhill (Local List) (RPS 524)  

Summary Description 

5.63 Rendered, three-bay, mid-19th century detached villa. Retains original slate roof. Windows 

replaced with uPVC. 
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Summary of Setting 

5.64 Poplars still lies in its own large plot within what was once Horley Common, surrounded by 

a post-inclosure field pattern little changed from that which has existed for most of the 

building’s existence. It lies beneath the Gatwick approach flight path.   

 
Poplars.  South elevation. Photo: RPS  

Royal Oak House, Peeks Brook Lane, Fernhill (Local List) (RPS 525) 

Summary Description 

5.65 Rendered, detached, Queen Anne style villa of the 1880s, with picturesque jetted first floor 

gable end and a side bay window. A smaller range to rear may be an earlier 19th century 

cottage. 

Summary of Setting 

5.66 Royal Oak House still lies in its own plot within what was once Horley Common, 

surrounded by a post-inclosure field pattern little changed from that which has existed for 

most of the building’s existence. The house’s setting includes the M23 motorway and a 

large derelict nursery on the opposite side of Peeks Brook Lane. It is also adversely 

affected by aircraft noise. 

 
Royal Oak House. View from the south-east, showing bay 
window and ear l ier  cottage to rear.  Photo: RPS 
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Gatwick House, Peeks Brook Lane, Fernhill (Local List) (RPS 526) 

Summary Description 

5.67 Multiphase complex of buildings, now offices. Earlier Victorian red brick ranges to the rear, 

concrete-rendered Neo-Gothic Victorian country house of 1876, mid-20th century Neo-

Georgian ranges and 1970s glazed office block. 

Summary of Setting 

5.68 Gatwick House retains elements of its Victorian ‘pocket park’, but its setting is marred by 

abutting 20th century buildings, car parks and the M23 motorway, which cuts the eastern 

side of the former landscaped grounds. 

 
Gatwick House. View of 1876 part,  from the south-west.  
Photo RPS 

 
Touchwood Chapel, Peeks Brook Lane, Fernhill (Local List) (RPS 527) 

Summary Description 

5.69 Painted brick chapel, dated 1885, now house. Cruciform plan. Modern windows. Retains 

original slate roof and decorative ridge tiles and finials. Crucifix and date on west gable 

facing road. Later extension to rear. 

Summary of Setting 

5.70 The section of Peeks Brook Lane near Touchwood Chapel has seen further infill 

development since the chapel was constructed, eroding the area’s historic dispersed 

hamlet character and resulting in suburbanising effects. 
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Touchwood Chapel,  as seen from the south-west.  Photo: 
Google Streetview 
 

5.71 Four locally listed buildings in Crawley borough are located very close to the updated 

scheme design land take. 

Newbridge and Zell Cottages, Tinsley Green (Local List) (RPS 532) 

Summary Description 

5.72 An example of a pair of artisans’ cottages dating from the late 18th century. They are 

retained on the local list despite being altered and extended. Original features include the 

slate roof and the weatherboarded upper storeys. 

Summary of Setting 

5.73 Tinsley Green has become a cul-de-sac since being cut by the London to Brighton main 

line. The road has been suburbanised with modern residential development, although the 

former artisans’ cottages still sit within a generous plot. 

 
Newbridge and Zell Cottages, as seen from Tinsley Green. Photo: 
Voice of Hassocks (Wikimedia Commons) 

Greyhound Cottage, Tinsley Green (Local List) (RPS 533)  

Summary Description 

5.74 Late 18th or early 19th century part tile-hung brick cottage, with later porch extension and 

modern uPVC windows. 
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Summary of Setting 

5.75 Greyhound Cottage is adjacent to Newbridge and Zell Cottages, on the north side of 

Tinsley Green. Tinsley Green has become a cul-de-sac since being cut by the London to 

Brighton main line. The road has been suburbanised with modern residential development 

on the south side.   

 
Greyhound Cottage, Tinsley Green. Photo: Google Streetview 

Greyhound Public House, Radford Road, Tinsley Green (Local List) (RPS 534)  

Summary Description 

5.76 A 1930s public house of eclectic neo-classical / arts-and-crafts design. Dark red brick with 

tiled roof. Central curved projecting bay with conical roof, with central stack. Semi-circular 

Doric colonnade with balcony over forms the entrance. Good interior. The Sussex tradition 

of marble-playing on Good Friday was reintroduced at this pub, one of the old centres of 

the game, and it now hosts the British and World Marbles Championship. 

Summary of Setting 

5.77 The Greyhound public house lies between Radford Road and Tinsley Green. It has a large 

garden and an even larger car park. Despite its proximity to the London – Brighton main 

line and Gatwick airport, its immediate setting still has a largely traditional Sussex 

appearance, due in large part to the presence of mature trees on Tinsley Green and 

Radford Road.   
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The Greyhound public house, as seen looking west along Radford 

Road, showing the building’s current leafy setting. Photo: Google 

Streetview 

Gatwick Manor Lodge, Povey Cross (Local List) (RPS 531) 

Summary Description 

5.78 Former lodge house to Gatwick Manor. Single-storey, Tudor gothic cottage ornée, with 

hooded, mullioned windows, ornamented bargeboarded gables. Purple glazed brickwork, 

tiled roof and stone quoins.  

Summary of Setting 

5.79 All that remains of the former estate of Gatwick Manor is this lodge, on the north side of the 

airport at Povey Cross. The lodge survives sandwiched between a Travel Lodge car park, 

the airport perimeter fence and Povey Cross, a street now lined on its north side with post-

war detached bungalows. As no expansion of the airport is proposed on the north side, the 

building is likely to be unaffected.  

 
Gatwick Manor Lodge, as seen from Povey Cross, looking towards 
the airport, with Travel Lodge just visible to left. Photo: Voice of 
Hassocks (Wikimedia Commons) 

Undesignated Buildings  

5.80 There are also undesignated historic buildings within the updated scheme design land 

take. These include a number of Victorian and early 20th century houses and public houses 

or inns of the same period. Some of these seem worthy of specific mention at this stage. 
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Barn at Ifield Court Farm (Undesignated) (RPS 350) 

Summary Description 

5.81 Substantial gabled, clapperboarded, timber-framed threshing barn of possible late 16th or 

early 17th century date. Forms part of a complex of 17th and 19th century barns, tile-hung 

19th century farm-workers cottages, cart shed and a former timber-framed barn with 

Horsham slab and tiled half-hipped roof, possibly of 17th century date.  

Summary of Setting 

5.82 The barn forms part of an attractive ‘model’ group, together with the Edwardian former 

country house of Ifield Court (now a hotel) and the Ifield Court moated site which is a 

Scheduled Monument. The group is surrounded by meadows with occasional parkland 

trees, but its value has been diminished somewhat by the large modern extensions to the 

Ifield Court Hotel) and its associated car-parking. The complex is currently approximately 

1.3 km from the airport perimeter. Whilst most of the group is narrowly excluded from the 

updated scheme design land take, the clapperboarded barn is not. 

 

Undesignated c.17th century barn near Ifield Court Hotel and 

Scheduled moat. Photos: RPS 

  

Bird’s eye view of the Ifield Court barn (at centre) in its setting, with 
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the moated site (Scheduled Monument) lower centre and Ifield Court 

Hotel lower right. Photo: Bing Maps 

Barn to north of Old Bonnetts Cottage, Bonnetts Lane, Rusper (Undesignated) (RPS 528) 

Summary Description 

5.83 Substantial, possibly 17th century, timber-framed, clapperboarded barn with corrugated iron 

roof. Decaying. 

Summary of Setting 

5.84 Despite much subsequent development, this barn near to Old Bonnetts Cottage retains a 

number of elements of its historic setting, including its relationship to the winding Old 

Bonnetts Lane. Surrounding hedgerows largely shield much of the more recent 

development, including the large car-storage compound to the immediate east. 

 
Barn to north of  Old Bonnett ’s Cottage, as seen from 
Bonnetts Lane. Photo: RPS 

 
The Grove, Poles Lane, Lowfield Heath (Undesignated) (RPS 529) 

Summary Description 

5.85 Undesignated two bay, two storey cottage on south edge of Lowfield Heath, with an 

outshut at the back and an outside end chimney. Provisionally dated to the 17th century. 

The little house has extensive additions at the side and rear. No information on interior. 

Summary of Setting 

5.86 Poles Acre Barn, St Barbe Cottage and The Grove form a discrete group of historic 

buildings at the southern end of the leafy Poles Lane. Surrounding hedgerows shield much 

of the more recent development, including Gatwick Airport. Despite Edwardian and modern 

infill development and modern agricultural buildings nearby, the group retains elements of 

its historic setting, although prior to the inclosure of Lowfield Heath and the creation of 

Poles Lane, Poles Acre Barn, St Barbe Cottage and The Grove would have more directly 

addressed the edge of the now-inclosed heath. 
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Sketch of  The Grove, showing outside end chimney. (From 
Harding, Joan M.,  1976, Four Centuries of  Charlwood 
Houses,48) 

 

Former Jolesfield Windmill, Gatwick Manor, Lowfield Heath, Crawley (Undesignated) (RPS 

530) 

Summary Description 

5.87 Reconstructed base of former Jolesfield Windmill, built 1790, moved to Gatwick Manor Inn 

in 1959. The visible fabric all dates from the 20th century reconstruction. It is unclear 

whether historic fabric survives internally. The cap, sweeps and machinery were never 

installed and, following long-term outdoor storage, have been moved to the relocated 

former Lowfield Heath windmill, where the surviving parts have been restored and placed 

on display. 

Summary of Setting 

5.88 The windmill has no historic setting, having been moved to the Gatwick Manor in 1959, 

along with other pastiche and salvaged building fragments.  

 
The former Jolesf ield windmil l  base at the Gatwick Manor,  
adjacent to another mid-20t h century bui lding incorporating 
salvaged elements 

 

Conservation Areas 

5.89 There are no Conservation Areas within or adjacent to the updated scheme design land 

take. The locations of Conservation Areas within the wider Study Area are shown on Figure 

8. 
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5.90 The Charlwood Conservation Area was designated in March 1974 and further extended by 

Mole Valley District Council in 1995, 1996 and 1997. At its closest, this Conservation Area 

is approximately 700 m from the updated scheme design boundary, which is only c. 50 m 

outside the current airport boundary. A Conservation Area Profile has been produced 

(within Appendix 6 of the Mole Valley Local Plan 2000). The village core contains a 

substantial number of medieval timber-framed buildings including larger manor houses and 

more modest yeoman cottages. There are also Victorian houses and cottages which reflect 

infill development following the local Enclosure Act of 1845. 

5.91 The Ifield Village Conservation Area was designated in 1981 by Crawley Borough Council 

and has been extended in 1988 and in 1991. It is currently approximately 1.4 km from the 

airport boundary, but only 250 m from the updated scheme design boundary. A 

Conservation Area Statement was produced in September 1999 and this identifies the key 

buildings and open spaces. 

5.92 The Burstow Conservation Area was designated in 1990 and measures just 6 hectares; it 

is currently within Tandridge District. It is located approximately 2.5 km from the existing 

airport boundary, but just c. 680 m from the updated scheme design boundary. 

5.93 There are two small Conservation Areas with the urban core of Crawley. The Dyers 

Company Almshouses Conservation Area was designated in 1996 and a Conservation 

Area Statement was produced in December 1998. This Conservation Area is focused 

entirely on a planned group of almshouses built in 1940 with additions in 1952 and 1970. It 

is located approximately 3 km from the current airport boundary and c. 2 km from the 

updated scheme design boundary. 

5.94 Just to the west is the Sunnymede Flats Conservation Area. This was designated in 1997 

with a Conservation Area Statement produced in 2004. The Conservation Area contains a 

group of three storey Y-shaped concrete blocks of apartments, built in the 1950s in a 

Festival of Britain style for works involved in the construction of the New Town at Crawley. 

5.95 There are also two Conservation Areas at Horley that are within the wide Study Area. The 

Church Road Conservation Area is located approximately 250 m north of the current airport 

boundary which remain unchanged as the updated scheme design boundary in this area. 

5.96 Just to the east is the Massetts Road Conservation Area. A draft Conservation Area 

Character Appraisal was produced in May 2006. This shows that the predominant 

character of the Conservation Area is one of Victorian and Edwardian villas, many of which 

are now guesthouses. 

Future Baseline Conditions 

5.97 It is possible that spot listing of additional buildings, such as farm out-buildings might be 

considered in the future by EH, although in the meeting of 19th November 2013 (Appendix 
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1) it was noted that it is very unlikely that any designation of currently unlisted buildings to a 

grade higher than Grade II would be considered. 

5.98 Proposals for amendments to the boundaries of Conservation Areas may be brought 

forward at any time by the relevant local planning authorities, although such proposed 

amendments would need to be mindful of the updated scheme design as well as the 

current Safeguarding Area.  
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6  HISTORIC LANDSCAPE: BASELINE CONDITIONS 

 

6.1 The current airport is located wholly within the county of West Sussex and within Crawley 

District.  The land take for the updated scheme design would extend slightly into the county 

of Surrey (Charlwood parish) and also into the parish of Rusper in West Sussex.  

6.2 However, prior to the reorganisation of local government boundaries in 1974 the land 

occupied by the present airport was wholly within the county of Surrey, predominantly 

within the parish of Charlwood but with a small part in the eastern area being in the historic 

parish of Horley.  Both of these parishes were due to be transferred into West Sussex as 

part of the local government reorganisation, but this was opposed locally and the outcome 

was that the parish boundaries were redrawn within a specific Act (the Charlwood and 

Horley Act 1974) allowing the parishes to remain within Surrey whilst the airport was 

transferred to West Sussex. 

6.3 The land take for the updated scheme design would include land that was historically part 

of the parishes of Charlwood and Horley (both Surrey), but in the south-west would include 

part of the former parish of Ifield (West Sussex), in the south part of the former parish of 

Crawley (West Sussex) and in the east part of the former parish of Burstow (Surrey). 

6.4 As described above, the airport (current and proposed) is within the historic county of 

Surrey.  This is part of the Weald – an area of south-eastern England located between the 

parallel chalk escarpments of the North and South Downs.  The name Weald is of Old 

English derivation and means ‘forest’, as this was formerly an extensive area of woodland.  

In the Anglo-Saxon period the area was known as Andredes weald, after Anderida which 

was the Roman name for Pevensey.  

6.5 The central part of the Weald is known as the High Weald.  The Gatwick area is within the 

Low Weald, which surrounds the High Weald on its western, northern and southern 

boundaries. In general the Low Weald is characterised by wide, low-lying clay vales with 

small woodlands and fields, also a large number of streams and ponds. The historic 

settlement pattern is one of villages and small towns located on outcrops of harder rocks. 

6.6 Although archaeological evidence indicates activity, including settlement, in this part of the 

Low Weald during the prehistoric and Roman periods (see section above regarding 

archaeology), the documentary evidence indicates that areas were cleared and used as 

common pasture which began to lead to permanent occupation from the 10th Century 

onwards. By the end of the 13th Century there was a mass of smaller holdings (for 

peasants) along with a few larger cleared areas occupied by local gentry. In the 14th 

Century falling population levels resulted in some abandonment, but other clearances were 

merged.  Any distinct rise in population numbers did not occur until the 16th Century. 
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6.7 The resulting historic landscape is one of dispersed farmsteads with small, irregular fields 

bounded by hedges that are often heavily wooded.  Land use has historically fluctuated 

between arable and pastoral according to the available methods and the needs of society.  

Newly cleared land was usually set to arable, but depopulation usually meant a reversion 

to pasture or rough grazing.  Livestock were mainly cattle, although certain areas 

specialized in sheep farming. 

6.8 Other activities that helped to create the historic landscape which is still visible today are 

linked to the exploitation of the woodland for timber and firewood; much of the latter was 

used for iron making. 

6.9 Documentary sources refer to the rights to dig for iron in Charlwood from as early as 1396, 

but the industry of iron working in the Weald commenced much earlier than this and 

reached a peak during the 17th and 18th centuries. With regard to the historic landscape, 

the need for fuel resulted in the loss of long-standing woodland and the development of 

coppiced plantations. 

6.10 One substantial forge was located at Tinsley Green, to the south-east of the updated 

scheme design land take.  At one point in the 17th Century the owner of this forge lived at 

Oldlands Cottage, on the northern side of Radford Road.  Close by to here are Forge 

Wood, Blackcorner Wood and Black Corner at the junction of Radford Road and the B2036 

Balcombe Road.  This latter place name (Black Corner) may be the result of the use of 

cinder from the furnaces as consolidation of the road – this was quite common and was 

necessary because the transport of heavy loads of iron ore and iron was very detrimental 

to the road surface. 

6.11 Closer to Charlwood village there are several historic place names that reflect the former 

extraction of iron ore – these include Mine Croft, Pit Four Acres, Pit Meadow and Pit Croft.  

The latter of these is partially within the land take for the updated scheme design and 

visual inspection here recorded a number of slight depressions that suggest the location of 

former extraction pits.  Historically the ore was extracted from a fairly shallow vein in this 

area, after which the land was returned to cultivation. 

6.12 A major change within the historic landscape arrived with the construction of the London 

and Brighton Railway, which opened in 1841 and was subsequently incorporated into the 

London, Brighton and South Coast Railway.  This cut through the historic landscape on a 

north/south alignment and a station was provided at Horley. 

6.13 The manor of Gatwick developed around a land holding just to the north-west of where the 

North Terminal currently stands. The 1st edition Ordnance Survey 6’’ map of 1874 shows a 

large house with formal gardens to the south along with an engine house and gasometer.  

To the north is a fish pond adjacent to a drive that leads to a lodge – this building survives 

and faces onto Povey Cross Road. 
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6.14 Land to the south-east of Gatwick manor was purchased in 1890 by the Gatwick Race 

Course Company, who opened the race course in 1891 along with a new station on the 

adjacent railway.  A grandstand was located at the south-eastern end of the racecourse 

(which was aligned north-west/south-east) and was linked to the railway station by three 

covered walkways. During World War One, the Aintree Grand National was postponed and 

a substitute race was run at Gatwick. 

6.15 An airfield was licensed at Gatwick in 1930, although a company called Dominion Aircraft 

Ltd had based a plane here from November 1928.  The runway was adjacent to the 

racecourse.  Morris Jackaman purchased the airfield in 1933 and acquired a licence for 

commercial flights.  In 1935 a new railway station was opened further to the south and the 

following year the world’s first circular passenger terminal was opened, linked to the new 

station by a subway c. 130 yards in length. 

6.16 During World War Two the airfield was requisitioned by the Air Ministry and used by the 

RAF, with further requisitioning that included part of the racecourse.  After the War the 

airfield was retained under requisition and operated for civilian use.  In the 1950s Gatwick 

was substantially expanded to become the newest airport for London and was further 

enlarged in 1962.  

6.17 The land required for the proposed development includes areas where the dominant 

historic landscape is the pattern of dispersed farmsteads and small irregular fields as 

described above.  However, other areas have a slightly different history and to some extent 

that can be shown through examination of the HLC that has been undertaken for West 

Sussex and also for Surrey. 

6.18 HLC is an aspect of more general landscape characterisation that seeks to provide an 

additional element of ‘time-depth’, allowing the historic evolution of the landscape to be 

perceived and understood.  For this process, a number of Broad Character Types are 

identified and then subsequently subdivided into more detailed HLC Types. 

6.19 Identified HLC Character Types within West Sussex are indicated on Figure 10a.  The 

current airport stands out very clearly, as does the urban area of Crawley along with the 

industrial estates and business parks.  Within the updated scheme design land take there 

are small blocks of woodland, most of which are identified as ‘Ancient Semi-natural’ and 

one as ‘Replanted Ancient Semi-natural’. This latter one is Rowley Wood, to the south of 

Rowley Farm. There are also ‘Plantations’; these include Furze Field and the wood to the 

east of Ifield Wood, also the northern part of Honeyland Wood. 

6.20 Areas of ‘Assart’ (land informally cleared from the woodland) are identified on the eastern 

side of the River Mole, to the east of Charlwood and to the west of Balcombe road.  There 

are areas of ‘Informal fieldscapes’ to the west of Bonnets Lane, on either side of the River 

Mole and around Rowley Farm.  More areas of this HLC Character Type are shown to the 

east of the railway but these have subsequently all been amended through recent 
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development including the extended water treatment works. The areas of ‘Informal 

fieldscapes’ shown to the east of Balcombe Road are still intact. 

6.21 Areas of ‘Formal Enclosure (Planned/Private)’ stand out very clearly, with regular field 

patterns and straight boundaries.  This can be seen at Lowfield Heath, where the former 

heath was inclosed in 1846, also around Fernhill and with land either side of Bonnets Lane.    

6.22 Some discrete areas of ‘Dispersed’ settlement are shown, e.g. Rowley Farm, Fern Court 

Farm, Ifield Court Farm, Teizers Farm, however most of the houses are shown as 

‘Expansion - other’ (i.e. not suburban), indicating its later date.   

6.23 There are also areas of ‘Informal Parkland’ in the vicinity of Charlwood House, Ifield Court, 

Gatwick Manor Inn (Hyders Hall) and Burstow Hall, along with ‘Market Garden/Allotments’ 

adjacent to Peeks Brook Lane and also east of Stafford House (although this latter area is 

now a bowls and rugby club). 

6.24 Overall, this is the pattern typical of the Surrey Weald, with assarts coalescing to form 

informal fieldscapes and then some areas being formally inclosed. The dispersed 

settlements are gradually encroached upon by ribbon development along the transport 

routes whilst some ancient woodland has survived along with more recent plantations. 

6.25 A small part of the updated scheme design land take falls within Surrey, for which a 

separate HLC has been undertaken (Figure 10b).  The Surrey land within this land take 

mainly comprises an HLC Character Subtype described as ‘Medium to large regular fields 

with wavy boundaries (late medieval to 17th/18th Century enclosure)’. This is informal 

enclosure of former assarts. Part of the land identified as this subtype is now occupied by 

an aviation museum. There is also a very small part of an area of HLC Character Subtype 

‘Post 1811 and pre-1940 settlement (small-scale)’ close to Povey Cross.   

6.26 Natural England has subdivided the country into a total of 159 areas and produced 

character profiles of each area, including their landscape and townscape settings and 

heritage assets. The National Character Area (NCA) Profile 121 describes the Low Weald 

as 'a broad low-lying clay vale which largely wraps around the northern, western and 

southern edges of the High Weald. It is predominantly rural, supporting mainly pastoral 

farming owing to its heavy clay soils...and has many wooded areas with a high proportion 

of ancient woodland.' 

6.27 The document notes the presence of important sites 'many associated with the Wealden 

iron industry' (ibid, 3). In the section 'Statements of Environmental Opportunity', SEO 2 is to 

'conserve and enhance the distinctive historical aspects of the Low Weald landscape, 

including its important geological features and sites of heritage interest, particularly those 

associated with Wealden iron industry, enabling access, continued research, interpretation, 

understanding and enjoyment of the extensive and nationally significant resources' (ibid, 4).  
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6.28 The document notes the occupation from at least the Mesolithic, including use of rock 

shelters - noting woodland clearance of large areas in some areas in the Bronze Age and 

Iron Age.  

6.29 'There is evidence of iron working in the Weald for over 2,000 years. For two periods, 

during the Roman occupation and in the Tudor and early Stuart era, the Weald was the 

main iron producing region in Britain. The geology of sands and clays yielded iron ore and 

the stone and brick to build furnaces. The woodland provided the necessary charcoal fuel 

for smelting and numerous small streams supplied water power for the bellows and 

hammers of the forges and furnaces. Many ponds were created in the impervious clay in 

order to store additional water to supplement natural watercourses. At its peak at the end 

of the 16th century, the Weald supported around 100 forges and furnaces and the iron 

industry impacted on every aspect of life and the landscape. Large numbers of people 

were employed in digging ore, cutting wood, charcoal making and transporting raw 

materials and products. The legacy is still evident in the landscape of surviving hammer 

and furnace ponds. Grand houses built by wealthy foundry owners and the remains of 

coppiced woodland which was managed for the production of charcoal...' (ibid, 10).    

6.30 In section 9 'Key historic sites and features', in addition to noting the common activity of 

charcoal burning for iron and glass production, the 'high concentration of pre-1750 

farmstead buildings and in the north part of the character area a major concentration of pre 

1550 barns' is noted (ibid, 26).  

6.31 Natural England also note that in 2010 there were no Registered Battlefields, 21 

Registered Parks and Gardens, 85 Scheduled Monuments and 6,066 listed buildings in the 

Low Weald. 

6.32 Crawley Borough Council has produced the Crawley Baseline Character Assessment (May 

2009). This describes the strategic character areas of the developed sectors of the town 

and includes the industrial estate of Manor Royal in the town-wide analysis (but not in the 

detailed review section). The more rural parts of the Borough were excluded from the 

survey, as was Gatwick Airport. 

6.33 The Crawley Historic Character Assessment was published in 2008 and forms part of the 

Sussex Extensive Urban Survey. It identifies the historic urban character of the town 

through the establishment of Historic Urban Character Areas (HUCAs) and assigns a 

Historic Environment Value (HEV) to each of these HUCAs. It does not address the rural 

areas within the Borough, or the airport. 

6.34 The CPRE tranquility data has been mapped for an extensive area around the current 

airport. This mapping has then been overlain with data regarding the location of significant 

heritage assets and also present flight paths for aircraft approaching and leaving the airport 

(Figures 13 and 14).  
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6.35 It is worth noting that the CPRE tranquility mapping does not take aircraft noise into 

account, except where this is emitted by aircraft on the ground. The tranquility mapping 

thus shows that (as expected) the land within and adjacent to the current airport is ‘least 

tranquil’, as are the urban areas of Crawley, Horley, Horsham and East Grinstead. 

6.36 With regard to the historic landscape in the vicinity of the airport, the most tranquil areas 

are to the west of Charlwood and to the east of Burstow, although this latter area is quite 

small. 

Future Baseline Conditions 

6.37 It is unlikely that future baseline conditions regarding the character of the historic 

landscape will change much in the near future, as most of the land take for the updated 

scheme design is within the Gatwick Airport Safeguarded Area. 
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7  SCHEME ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION – 
ARCHAEOLOGY 

 

Assessment of Construction Effects (Without Mitigation) 

7.1 The impacts on archaeology would occur during the construction rather than operation 

stage (with the exception of changes within the settings of retained archaeological sites). 

The elements of the construction phase most likely to encounter archaeology evidence 

include: 

 Levelling and construction of midfield (including terminals) and second runway 

works; 

 Diversion of the River Mole, Crawter’s Brook and Gatwick Stream; 

 Construction of attenuation lakes and drainage; 

 Demolition of existing structures; and 

 Realignment of the A23 road. 

Magnitude of Impact on Currently Known and Unknown Archaeology 

7.2 The process of cut and fill is likely to require removal of all archaeological remains in the 

cut areas and may impact archaeological remains in fill areas subject to detailed design 

considerations (although preservation within those areas would be further explored). The 

creation of the watercourse diversion, the A23 realignment and the establishment of 

attenuation lakes would also entail total removal of archaeological remains. The magnitude 

of impact for the main areas of infrastructure would be high.     

7.3 The two Scheduled Monuments adjacent to the southern extent of the updated scheme 

design would not be directly impinged upon by the boundary treatments. Tinsley Green 

(RPS 1003) on the south side of Radford Road is removed from impacts by the staggered 

southern boundary of the updated scheme design around Oldfield Farmhouse and by the 

retained area of green-space occupied by the Flood Storage Reservoir scheme in the 

adjacent area north of Radford Road, although the realigned route of the A23 would 

impinge on the tranquility of this area. 

7.4 The boundary treatment, including the noise bund, would change the setting of the 

Scheduled Monument at Ifield Court. There may be impacts to archaeological remains 

within this setting (such as external paddocks or plots).   

7.5 The magnitude of impact on Scheduled Monuments would be low to medium. 

Sensitivity/ Value of Receptor 

7.6 The sensitivity/value ranges from High to Low. High value assets are represented by the 

Scheduled Monuments at Ifield Court and Tinsley Green immediately adjacent to the 
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updated scheme design area. These would not be physically impacted, although aspects of 

their settings would be affected.   

7.7 Medium significance is attributed to coherent buried remains representing human activity 

and settlement. The known areas of ‘activity’ include a Mesolithic flint scatter at Gatwick’s 

Flood Control Reservoir site and the possible remains associated with the Westfield 

bloomery iron working site, including associated mine pits. Currently known areas of 

prehistoric of settlement are exemplified by the previously mitigated and partially mitigated 

Bronze Age and Iron Age settlements at the NW Zone and Flood Control 

Reservoir/Pollution Lagoon.  

7.8 The known medieval and post-medieval settlements include locations identified from 

historic mapping and those with standing buildings. The significance of the associated 

buried remains is unknown but can be predicted to be of Low to Medium significance 

/sensitivity. Such sites include Gatwick Manor, Charlwood House and Rowley Farm.  

7.9 Archaeological assets with low significance/sensitivity include sporadic evidence for human 

activity such as dispersed prehistoric flintwork and fragmentary evidence of landscape, 

settlement, and industry. Such evidence currently known within the updated scheme 

design area includes such features as the undated field ditches at the NW Zone and Flood 

Control Reservoir, surviving field banks of probable post-medieval date within some of the 

wooded areas (such as ‘Furze Field’) and post-medieval pits at Gatwick Hotel. 

Assessment of Performance 

7.10 The performance in relation to effects on the Scheduled Monuments is considered likely to 

be Adverse for Tinsley Green and Highly Adverse for Ifield Court without mitigation.   

7.11 At this stage (prior to proposed evaluation – see below) given that no other known sites of 

high significance would be directly affected, the effect on known archaeology of up to 

medium sensitivity, assuming complete removal (in most cases), is likely to be Adverse 

before mitigation.  

7.12 The performance in relation to the effects on currently unknown archaeology following 

likely complete removal (in most cases) is likely to be Adverse to Highly Adverse before 

mitigation, based on current informed expectations. Should high sensitivity archaeological 

sites that are currently unknown be discovered, the performance is more likely to be Highly 

Adverse without mitigation.   

7.13 The overall performance in relation to effects on non-designated archaeological remains is 

likely to be Adverse before mitigation.  

Assessment of Operational Effects (Without Mitigation) 

7.14 For the most part the operation of a second runway should not introduce further impacts to 

retained buried archaeology. The two Scheduled Monuments would remain extant but, as 

stated, would not be directly impacted by the boundary treatments at the southern extent of 
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the updated scheme design. Tinsley Green (RPS 1003) on the south side of Radford Road 

is removed from impacts by the staggered southern boundary of the updated scheme 

design around Oldfield Farmhouse and by the retained area of green-space occupied by 

the Flood Storage Reservoir scheme in the adjacent area north of Radford Road, although 

the realigned route of the A23 and possibly the increase in flights would impinge on the 

tranquility of this area. 

7.15 The setting of Ifield Court would be changed following the construction of the boundary 

bund on its north-east side. The increase in flights may well lead to continuing adverse 

effects on the Scheduled Monument.   

7.16 No other significant archaeological impacts are anticipated during the operational phase. 

The overall performance of the updated scheme design in relation to effects on unknown 

archaeological remains would therefore be considered to be Neutral.   

Mitigation Measures 

7.17 This section necessarily includes both archaeological evaluation and any subsequent 

mitigation that may result from evaluation.  

Stage 1 - Evaluation 

7.18 The ‘Areas of Archaeological Potential Map’ (Figure 7) would need to be tested through a 

programme of archaeological evaluation. RPS indicated at an initial meeting with the West 

Sussex County Archaeological Officer in November 2013 identified that access to 

undertake archaeological fieldwork may be restricted prior to the compulsory purchase of 

land as part of the Development Consent Order (DCO) process.   

7.19 The scope and methodology of the programme of archaeological evaluation would be 

agreed with the West Sussex Archaeological Officer (and any other appropriate consultee). 

Suitable techniques may include LiDAR survey, detailed walkover (reconnaissance) 

survey, surface artefact collection (fieldwalking), various geophysical survey techniques, 

test-pitting and trial trenching.  

7.20 The following evaluation stages are proposed based on previous experience of work in the 

county and on similar subsoils and topography:  

Stage 1.1 – LiDAR survey 

7.21 An airborne LiDAR survey to a high level of resolution would be undertaken at the earliest 

possible opportunity. This would provide details of any low earthworks that have not 

previously been noted and other very slight topographical undulations that may indicate the 

presence of buried archaeological remains. It also has other topographical modelling 

applications for the project.  
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Stage 1.2 – Geophysical Survey 

7.22 This is non-intrusive and is increasingly used for large schemes. Fluxgate magnetometer 

survey may well be the most appropriate methodology – this technique is usually 

successful in identifying areas of Iron Age, Roman and medieval settlement, as well as 

industrial areas (in this case there is a high potential that remains relating to medieval and 

post-medieval iron working would be present within the updated scheme design area). The 

technique does not always identify the slighter remains of earlier prehistoric periods and 

field-systems but can provide an indication of areas of archaeological potential that can 

then be targeted (by trial trenching or test pitting) at the appropriate time. 

7.23 All efforts would be made to secure as much access prior to Compulsory Purchase Order 

(CPO) as possible, particularly to assist with the EIA stages. As well as furnishing the 

baseline with information, the results of the geophysical survey would be used to focus any 

subsequent programme of fieldwork (including trial trenching). 

Stage 1.3 - Trial Trenching and Test Pitting Before and During the DCO Process 

7.24 Trial trenching is usually the final part of any programme of archaeological evaluation and 

is aimed at ‘ground-truthing’ the results of the previous stages, as well as investigating 

areas that have not been examined during those previous stages.  

7.25 Trial trenching is likely to be required over most of the updated scheme design land take 

outside the current operational airport, with the only exceptions being areas that have 

already been extensively investigated (North-West Zone) and areas of extensive modern 

development.  Ideally this would be undertaken ahead of the DCO application in order to: 

1. Inform the baseline and hence the assessment of impacts and effects within the 

EIA process; and 

2. Allow a greater understanding of the scope and extent (and hence the 

programme of cost) of any further archaeological work that may be required post-

consent and pre- or during construction. 

7.26 At the Flood Control Reservoir, Gatwick’s best-practice approach to archaeology has 

included recent funding of a dense grid of 49 trial trenches and over 300 partially hand-dug 

test pits, the latter agreed with the West Sussex Archaeological Officer in order to define a 

Mesolithic flint scatter. The identification of 20 palaeochannels here (former courses of the 

Gatwick Stream) further confirmed the geoarchaeological potential in the vicinity of all 

watercourses within the updated scheme design land take. These watercourses and 

associated floodplains are likely to require identification, plotting and investigation via 

‘palaeoenvironmental trenches’ and perhaps other strategies (such as boreholes) in order 

to assess their potential to contain organic archaeological material and environmental 

evidence.  
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Stage 2 - Completion of Residual Evaluation Following DCO 

7.27 It is likely that there would be some areas where access for trial trenching or indeed any 

archaeological fieldwork is not possible until the outcome of the DCO application. In 

addition to general access constraints on evaluation (landowners/tenants etc.) there would 

also be some locations where buildings or trees need to come down before any 

archaeological evaluation can be concluded and thus the archaeological work would need 

to be set within the construction phase of the project.   

7.28 Areas of woodland that would be lost as a result of the updated scheme design 

development would initially need to be removed to stump level to facilitate archaeological 

evaluation. The evaluation would indicate whether there are sensitive archaeological levels 

that might be affected by stump removal.   

Stage 3 – Internal and External Review, Agreement of Mitigation Strategy (for areas of 

completed evaluation) and Tender of Further Archaeological Fieldwork 

7.29 By conducting a significant portion of the archaeological evaluation work ahead of the DCO 

application, the risk of delays during construction would be reduced both by early 

identification of key constraints and by enabling sufficient time to construct and agree a 

robust mitigation strategy based on the results of the evaluation. Gatwick are conscious 

that a very large project such as this would generate a large quantity of technical reporting. 

This information would take time for the archaeological contractor(s) to produce in the first 

instance. The reports would then be supplied to the relevant County Archaeological 

Officers for approval. Approval of the technical reporting is a priority and would be 

programmed accordingly.  

7.30 During the lead-in to the submission of the DCO application and within the period during 

and immediately after consent, Gatwick recognises that there would be a need to prepare 

and internally agree an appropriate further mitigation strategy (i.e. definition of appropriate 

areas of further excavation, watching brief etc, and a detailed methodology). This work 

would require close liaison with the Gatwick construction team as it seen as critical to 

programming.   

7.31 Following internal agreement of a preferred strategy, further meetings are anticipated with 

the County Archaeological Officers (and potentially EH) to discuss and agree this further 

mitigation strategy. Given the scale of the project, the relevant County Archaeological 

Officers would be afforded sufficient time to respond.  

7.32 As with the preceding evaluation stage the probable scale of the further archaeological 

strategy is likely to require substantial teams of archaeologists. Sufficient programme time 

would be allowed for a tender process that allows prospective contractors to demonstrate 

that they are capable of providing sufficient numbers of site operatives and supervisory 

staff to meet the requirements of the archaeological programme. This may require the 
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establishment of Joint Ventures, or the parcelling up of the work into discrete packages that 

can be tendered separately. 

Construction Phase Archaeological Works and Programme Implications 

7.33 As discussed above, the final completion date for archaeological work within any particular 

area of construction would depend on the results of the evaluation and the subsequent 

negotiation of further mitigation. It is reasonable to expect set-piece archaeological 

excavations of key ‘sites’ to be required over some areas of land, with additional watching 

briefs on larger areas to capture the wider archaeological landscapes that these sites are 

set within.  

7.34 The likelihood is that the evaluation would result in requirements for further archaeological 

work within the majority of the areas defined, with the probable exception (subject to 

agreement with the West Sussex Archaeological Officer) of most the Gatwick Airport NW 

Zone and the areas of flood control where detailed archaeological investigations have 

already taken place. 

Assessment of Construction Effects with Mitigation  

7.35 The mitigation is designed to provide a record of archaeological remains prior to 

construction impact. This would be achieved in accordance with an agreed overarching 

archaeological strategy and relevant Written Schemes of Investigation prepared for the 

agreement of the County Archaeological Officer (and, where appropriate, EH). In particular, 

as a very large scheme there would be a significant increase in archaeological 

understanding of this still poorly-understood topographical and geological region. The 

works would be undertaken as a staged and iterative process subject to final fieldwork ‘sign 

off’ by the County Archaeological Officer prior to further groundworks. The results would be 

assessed and published in accordance with professional guidance documents such as 

EH’s Management of Research Projects in the Historic Environment (MORPHE) and also 

Gatwick’s best practice. 

7.36 The implementation of archaeological excavations and other recording strategies would 

mitigate the impact to some extent. The overall performance in relation to the effects on 

archaeological remains would be improved to Neutral/Adverse via archaeological 

excavation and recording along with full dissemination of the results. The contribution to 

archaeological knowledge that a project of this scale would provide within an under-

represented geographical region is recognised. 

7.37 The boundary treatment, including bund, would result in changes within the setting of the 

Ifield Court Scheduled Monument. EH have commented (Appendix 1) that an 

archaeological investigation within this area might be of benefit in providing a better 

understanding of the context of the moated site. 
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Assessment of Operational Effects with Mitigation  

7.38 As set out above, no further effects on buried archaeology are anticipated.   

7.39 The setting of Ifield Court would be changed by the construction of the boundary bund on 

its north-east side. The increase in flights may well lead to continuing adverse effects on 

the Scheduled Monument.   

7.40 The realigned route of the A23 and possibly the increase in flights would continue to 

impinge on the tranquility of the area that represents the setting of the Tinsley Green 

Scheduled Monument (RPS 1003). 

7.41 The overall performance in relation to the effects on the Scheduled Monuments with 

mitigation is considered likely to be Adverse for Tinsley Green and Highly Adverse for 

Ifield Court.   

Cumulative and Inter-related Effects 

7.42 The Crawley North East sector project may have impacts on archaeological remains but 

given the relatively restricted scale in comparison to the updated scheme design the 

cumulative effects are not considered to be significantly increased. 
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8  SCHEME ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION – BUILT 
HERITAGE  

 

Assessment of Construction Effects (Without Mitigation)  

Historic buildings on land west of the London – Brighton Railway 

8.1 The following Grade II* listed buildings are on land west of the London – Brighton railway 

that is required for the second runway. All would require removal: 

 Charlwood House (formerly Ticcaradges), Charlwood Road, Lowfield Heath (Grade 

II*) (RPS 502); 

 Gatwick Manor Inn (Hyders Hall), London Road, Crawley (Grade II*) (RPS 508); 

 Church of St Michael and All Angels, Church Road, Crawley (Grade II*) (RPS 511); 

and 

 Rowley Farmhouse, Brighton Road, Crawley (Grade II*) (RPS 512). 

8.2 These are all heritage assets of the highest importance, although the significance of the 

Church of St Michael and All Angels and also the Gatwick Manor Inn are reduced to some 

extent by their current settings. 

8.3 As noted in paragraphs 132 and 133 of the NPPF: 

‘132. When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a 
designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation. 
The more important the asset, the greater the weight should be. Significance can be 
harmed or lost through alteration or destruction of the heritage asset or development 
within its setting. As heritage assets are irreplaceable, any harm or loss should require 
clear and convincing justification. Substantial harm to or loss of a grade II listed 
building… should be exceptional. Substantial harm to or loss of designated heritage 
assets of the highest significance, notably scheduled monuments,… grade I and II* 
listed buildings…and World Heritage Sites, should be wholly exceptional. 
  
133. Where a proposed development will lead to substantial harm to or total loss of 
significance of a designated heritage asset, local planning authorities should refuse 
consent, unless it can be demonstrated that the substantial harm or loss is necessary to 
achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh that harm or loss…’ 

 
8.4 Overall performance without mitigation, due to the loss of the four Grade II* listed buildings 

identified above, would be Highly Adverse, and would constitute ‘substantial harm’.  As 

these are ‘designated heritage assets of the highest significance’, their loss without 

mitigation would fall into the ‘wholly exceptional’ category within the NPPF. 

8.5 It is proposed that The Beehive (Former Combined Terminal and Control Tower), Beehive 

Ring Road, Crawley (Grade II*) (RPS 514) would be retained in situ. Its setting would be 

altered as it would be situated towards the eastern end of the new runway.  Because of 

this, the modern commercial buildings currently surrounding it would need to be 
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demolished completely or replaced with lower structures. The Beehive would be brought 

back within the airport and would have a closer relationship with the air-side part of the 

airport than it has had for several decades. Subject to sensitive design and landscaping 

that strengthens the building’s relationship with the airport, the performance in relation to 

the effect on this building would be Highly Supportive. 

8.6 The Grade II* listed Charlwood Park Farmhouse would remain outside of the operational 

airport. The proposed new hangars may be visible from the upper floor of the listed building 

but there is already extensive screening vegetation here and it is unlikely that the setting 

would be greatly altered. The performance in relation to the effect on this Grade II* listed 

building would be Neutral. 

8.7 The following Grade II listed buildings are also on land west of the London – Brighton 

railway that is required for the second runway. Again, all would require removal: 

 Old Bonnetts Cottage, Bonnetts Lane, Rusper (Grade II) (RPS 501); 

 Spikemead Farmhouse, Poles Lane, Lowfield Heath (Grade II) (RPS 503); 

 Poles Acre Barn, Poles Lane, Lowfield Heath (Grade II) (RPS 504); 

 St Barbe Cottage, Poles Lane, Lowfield Heath (Grade II) (RPS 505); 

 County Oak Cottage, County Oak Lane, Crawley (Grade II) (RPS 506); 

 Barn at Gatwick Manor / Hyders' Barn, Lowfield Heath, Crawley (Grade II) (RPS 

509); and 

 Crown Post Barn to east of Rowley Farm House, Brighton Road, Crawley (Grade II) 

(RPS 513). 

8.8 These are all heritage assets of less than the highest importance. The overall performance 

of the updated scheme design, based on the loss without mitigation of such buildings 

where their settings contribute to their significance, would be Highly Adverse.  

8.9 The significance of County Oak Cottage and the Barn at the Gatwick Manor Inn has 

already been reduced by their degraded settings. The significance of Spikemead 

Farmhouse is similarly reduced by its replacement (post-fire) roof, whilst the significance of 

Poles Acre Barn has been reduced through its conversion to a house. The performance of 

the updated scheme design, based on the loss of these buildings without mitigation would 

be Adverse. 

8.10 The following undesignated buildings have also been noted on the land west of the London 

– Brighton railway that is required for the updated scheme design. All of these would need 

to be removed: 

 Barn near Ifield Court; 

 Barn near Old Bonnetts Cottage, Bonnetts Lane, Rusper (RPS 528); 
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 The Grove, Poles Lane, Lowfield Heath (RPS 529); 

 Former Jolesfield Windmill, Gatwick Manor (RPS 530); 

8.11 The first three are heritage assets that could be of equivalent importance to Grade II listed 

buildings and, as none has a particularly degraded setting, the performance of the updated 

scheme design without mitigation would be similar to that for the Grade II listed buildings 

(i.e. ‘Adverse’). The former Jolesfield Windmill appears to retain little or no historic fabric 

and its setting is degraded. The performance of the updated scheme design as a result of 

its removal would be Neutral. 

8.12 The locally-listed Gatwick Manor Lodge is located on the south side of Povey Cross Lane, 

immediately north of the present airport boundary. No extension is proposed with regard to 

this boundary and the setting of the lodge would not be significantly altered. The 

performance of the updated scheme design in relation to this locally-listed building would 

be Neutral. 

Historic buildings on land between the London – Brighton Railway and the M23 

8.13 The following Grade II listed buildings between the London – Brighton railway and the M23 

motorway are also likely to require removal: 

 Brookside, Radford Road, Tinsley Green (Grade II) (RPS 516); 

 Radford Farmhouse, Radford Road, Tinsley Green (Grade II) (RPS 517); 

 Teizers Farm House, Antlands Lane, Burstow (Grade II) (RPS 518); 

 Old Cottage, Donkey Lane, Fernhill (Grade II) (RPS 520); and 

 Lilac Cottage, Donkey Lane, Fernhill (Grade II) (RPS 519). 

8.14 These are all heritage assets of ‘less than the highest importance’, as defined in paragraph 

132 of the NPPF. Lilac Cottage is much altered externally, but its significance cannot be 

accurately determined without internal inspection. The performance of the updated scheme 

design, based on their loss, would be Highly Adverse. 

8.15 There are also two Grade II listed buildings between the London – Brighton railway and the 

M23 motorway that are located on land used for purposes ancillary to the current 

operational airport: Wing House, Balcombe Road, Crawley (Grade II) (RPS 521) and 

Edgeworth House, Balcombe Road, Crawley (Grade II) (RPS 522). The significance of 

these two buildings is reduced by their much altered setting (currently within an area of 

modern built development and car parks), but both buildings are in a good state of 

preservation. It is hoped that these two listed buildings can be retained in situ and therefore 

the performance in relation to the effects on them is likely to be Neutral. 

8.16 Oldlands Farmhouse at Tinsley Green (RPS 515) lies immediately outside of the updated 

scheme design land take, but its setting could be subject to change. Similarly, Radford 
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Farmhouse, Brookside and Teizers Farm House are very much on the extreme periphery 

of the updated scheme design land take. It is possible that they may be retained, although 

their settings would be subject to change. The effect on the significance of all of these 

Grade II listed buildings were they to be retained in-situ cannot be determined without 

further information. Overall performance may lie between Adverse and Highly Adverse. 

8.17 The following locally-listed buildings located between the London – Brighton railway and 

the M23 motorway are also likely to require removal: 

 Burstow Hall, Antlands Lane, Burstow (Local List) (RPS 207); 

 1 Pullcotts Farm Cottages, Peeks Brook Lane, Fernhill (Local List) (RPS 523); 

 Poplars, Fernhill Road, Fernhill (Local List) (RPS 524);  

 Royal Oak House, Peeks Brook Lane, Fernhill (Local List) (RPS 525); 

 Gatwick House, Peeks Brook Lane, Fernhill (Local List) (RPS 526); 

 Touchwood Chapel, Peeks Brook Lane, Fernhill (Local List) (RPS 527). 

8.18 Using the terminology of the National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) ‘Conserving and 

Enhancing the Historic Environment’, ‘non-designated heritage assets’ include ‘locally 

listed buildings’. To refer back to the NPPF, para 135 states: 

135. The effect of an application on the significance of a non-designated heritage asset 
should be taken into account in determining the application. In weighing applications 
that affect directly or indirectly non designated heritage assets, a balanced judgement 
will be required having regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of 
the heritage asset.  

8.19 Because of its high status, intact condition, architectural quality and landscape setting, 

Burstow Hall could be assessed as being of equivalent significance to a Grade II Listed 

building.  The other locally-listed buildings are assessed as being of lesser significance. 

The overall performance of the updated scheme design with regard to effects on these 

locally listed buildings, whether retained in situ or removed without mitigation would lie 

between Adverse and Highly Adverse.  

8.20 The locally-listed Greyhound public house is located just to the south of Radford Road. The 

proposed diversion of this road requires extending the updated scheme design land take to 

the northern, eastern and western boundaries of the public house. This is likely to result in 

a significant change within its setting, and the performance in relation to this effect would 

be Adverse. 

8.21 Effects during construction on all of the Conservation Areas within the wider Study Area 

are likely to be very limited. Construction traffic would need to be excluded from passing 

through any of the Conservation Areas. 

8.22 There may be increased noise from construction at the northern edge of the Ifield Village 

Conservation Area, and there would be some visual impacts on the setting of this 
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Conservation Area. No other Conservation Area would experience any noise or visual 

impacts. 

8.23 Overall performance during construction on the Ifield Village Conservation Area would be 

Adverse, and on all other Conservation Areas would be Neutral.  

Assessment of Operational Effects (Without Mitigation) 

Historic Buildings  

8.24 Where buildings have been completely removed during construction, there would be no 

further operational effects. In this situation, the overall performance of the operational 

effects would be Neutral.  

8.25 Any designated historic buildings retained in-situ are likely to have their heritage 

significance reduced by new airport development within their immediate setting. Such 

impacts might constitute ‘substantial harm’ or ‘less than substantial harm’ in the 

terminology of the NPPF, or to vary, in terms of performance, between Adverse and 

Highly Adverse. It is unlikely to be neutral or supportive. 

8.26 The exception to this would be ‘The Beehive’ (RPS 514), where the performance of the 

updated scheme design in relation to operational effects is likely to be Highly Supportive. 

8.27 Because of the existing airport and runways, the expansion of the airport is unlikely to have 

significant additional adverse impacts on the significance of nearby heritage assets outside 

of the updated scheme design land take. The performance in relation to effects on these 

assets would be Neutral. 

Conservation Areas 

8.28 Effects on Conservation Areas during operation would result from increased noise. In the 

case of the Ifield Village Conservation Area there would also be an impact on its setting 

caused by the visual aspect of the airport. 

8.29 In terms of performance, it is assessed that it is unlikely that the level of effect on any of the 

Conservation Areas would be greater than Adverse. 

Mitigation Measures 

8.30 Unlike most types of development, where it is possible to carry out works around extant 

heritage buildings or to undertake the scheme on an alternative site that has no 

constraints, there are very limited options available for an additional runway adjacent to an 

existing international airport. Once a preferred option is chosen, any buildings in or 

adjacent to the runway footprint have to be removed. There is slightly more flexibility in the 

location of terminal and ancillary buildings, but even where it is theoretically possible to 

retain historic buildings in situ, the retained building’s context and setting is likely to be 

substantially and irrevocably altered. Except on the extreme periphery of the land take, 

complete removal is likely to be the only viable and sustainable option.  
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8.31 Where removal is required, a variety of mitigation options are available. These include 

archaeological recording, dismantling for re-erection and building translocation. Each of 

these options are discussed below in more detail. 

Archaeological Recording 

8.32 The minimum mitigation strategy to compensate in part for the loss of heritage assets is 

detailed recording. This should be undertaken to appropriate levels depending on the 

significance and archaeological complexity of the assets concerned.  

8.33 Five levels of archaeological building recording have been devised and refined over years 

of professional practice.  Since 2006 these have been set out in current guidance provided 

by EH (Understanding Historic Buildings A Guide to Good Recording Practice, 2006, 13-

14). The levels may be summarised thus: 

Level 1 

8.34 Level 1 is essentially a basic visual record, supplemented by the minimum of information 

needed to identify the building’s location, age and type. This is the simplest record, not 

normally an end in itself but contributing to a wider aim. Typically it would be undertaken 

when the objective is to gather basic information about a large number of buildings – for 

statistical sampling, for area assessments or historic landscape characterisation, for a pilot 

project, to identify buildings for planning purposes, or whenever resources are limited and 

much ground has to be covered in a short time. It may also serve to identify buildings 

requiring more detailed attention at a later date. Level 1 surveys would generally be of 

exteriors only, although they may include superficial interior inspection for significant 

features. Only if circumstances and objectives allow would any drawings be produced, and 

these are likely to take the form of sketches.  

Level 2  

8.35 This is a descriptive record, made in circumstances similar to those of Level 1 but when 

more information is needed. It may be made of a building which is judged not to require 

any fuller record, or it may serve to gather data for a wider project. Both the exterior and 

the interior would be viewed, described and photographed. The record would present 

conclusions regarding the building’s development and use, but would not discuss in detail 

the evidence on which these conclusions are based. A plan and sometimes other drawings 

may be made but the drawn record would normally not be comprehensive and may be 

tailored to the scope of a wider project. 

Level 3  

8.36 Level 3 is an analytical record, and would comprise an introductory description followed by 

a systematic account of the building’s origins, development and use. The record would 

include an account of the evidence on which the analysis has been based, allowing the 

validity of the record to be re-examined in detail. It would also include all drawn and 
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photographic records that may be required to illustrate the building’s appearance and 

structure and to support an historical analysis. 

8.37 The information contained in the record would for the most part have been obtained 

through an examination of the building itself. If documentary sources are used they are 

likely to be those which are most readily accessible, such as historic Ordnance Survey 

maps, trade directories and other published sources. The record would not normally 

discuss the building’s broader stylistic or historical context and importance at any length. It 

may, however, form part of a wider survey – thematic or regional, for example – of a group 

of buildings, in which additional source material contributes to an overall historical and 

architectural synthesis. A Level 3 record may also be appropriate when the fabric of a 

building is under threat but time or resources are insufficient for detailed documentary 

research, or where the scope for such research is limited.  

Level 4  

8.38 Level 4 provides a comprehensive analytical record and is appropriate for buildings of 

special importance. Whereas Level 3 analysis and interpretation would clarify the building’s 

history in so far as it may be deduced from the structure itself, the record at Level 4 would 

draw on the full range of available resources and discuss the building’s significance in 

terms of architectural, social, regional or economic history. The range of drawings may also 

be greater than at other levels. 

Level 5 - Photographic Survey  

8.39 A photographic survey differs from other surveys in that it provides a very full visual record, 

accompanied by a brief written account, but without an analytical or drawn survey at a 

comparable level of detail. A comprehensive photographic survey may be appropriate for a 

building which has complex and important decoration or historic furnishing but which is 

under no threat, and for which there is no immediate need for detailed analysis. It may also 

be appropriate for a building of a well-known type which is under threat but for which 

existing documentation is in other respects adequate. 

Proposed Approach  

8.40 All buildings within the updated scheme design land take would be subject to a combined 

Level 1 and external photographic survey, so as to produce a complete and permanent 

inventory of every building to be directly impacted, irrespective of heritage interest or 

significance. The results of this survey and discussions with statutory and non-statutory 

consultees would inform subsequent recording and mitigation strategies for any buildings 

requiring higher levels of archaeological recording. 

8.41 Where buildings do require enhanced levels of recording, this would be carried out prior to 

removal and, where appropriate, during dismantling. Where buildings requiring dismantling 

are of elevated archaeological interest because of the information they will contain 
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concealed within their fabric, the processes of dismantling and recording would  be closely 

coordinated, so that archaeological information is not lost. In all such cases, dendro-

chronological (tree ring) dating, in-depth documentary research and the archaeological 

excavation of the house site following dismantling would be carried out in order to enhance 

the above-ground record. 

8.42 It is acknowledged that ‘preservation by record’, however detailed cannot significantly 

mitigate the complete loss of cultural heritage assets. The opportunity to archaeologically 

record up to 20 Wealden houses would nevertheless add considerably to current 

knowledge of late medieval and early post-medieval domestic architecture in the North 

Sussex / South Surrey Wealden area, particularly in combination with in-depth archival 

research and area-wide historic landscape analysis and archaeological investigation. 

 
Hand rendering of t radi t ional  measured long section, Old 
Wisley, Cranbrook, Kent (EH) 
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Archaeological  cross section through t imber-framed 
bui lding (Canterbury Archaeological  Trust)  

 
Digital  bui lding measurement (Clwyd Powis Archaeological 
Trust) 

 

 
CAD rendering of  3-D bui lding survey 
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Post-demoli t ion recording ( Ironbridge Archaeology) 

 
Dismantling for Re-erection 

8.43 In the medieval and early post-medieval periods the dismantling, sale and re-erection of 

timber-framed barns was a relatively common occurrence. In the later 19th century building 

dismantling and re-erection formed the basis for the establishment of open-air and folk 

museums, initially in Scandinavia where there was a long tradition of moving and re-

erecting wooden buildings, based on the local log building technique. In the mid-20th 

century building dismantling and re-erection allowed the development of British open-air 

museums such as the Weald and Downland Museum, the Black Country Museum and St 

Fagans National History Museum. Un-listed historic timber-framed buildings are still 

routinely traded. One Suffolk reclamation website for example is currently listing 38 

dismantled historic timber-framed houses and barns for sale, varying from a 15th century 

cruck house to 18th century barns, with prices varying between £9,000 to £65,000.  

8.44 More locally, the windmill base at the Gatwick Manor Inn was transported from Jolesfield, 

Surrey in 1959, whilst the Grade II listed Lowfield Heath Windmill, formerly located within 

the updated scheme design land take, was removed to the former Gatwick Zoo in 1987 

and has subsequently been fully restored to working order.    

8.45 In the latter half of the 20th century, many historic buildings were dismantled and re-

erected, sometimes simply to add them to open-air collections, but more frequently to save 

them from demolition. This has been done less in recent years, Circular 8/87 (1987) and 

PPGs 15 and 16 (1990) having established the presumption in favour of preservation in-

situ. 

8.46 There are nevertheless a number of precedents resulting from projects considered to have 

an overwhelming public benefit. One of the more recent examples was the re-location of 

the Grade II* listed Oxford Rewley Road station to a railway centre in Buckinghamshire to 

make way for the Saïd Business School in 1999. Another example was the Channel Tunnel 

Rail Link (HS1) scheme, which involved the relocation of a number of listed buildings. 

These included the St Pancras Water Point and St Pancras Triplet Gas Holders (both for 

re-erection nearby), 2 Boys Hall Road, Ashford (dismantled and taken into storage), Old 

and Water Street Cottages, Maidstone (re-erected at the Museum of Kent Life) and 

Brockton Barn (dismantled for re-erection in Tenterden). 
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8.47 Dismantling and re-erection has advantages in that removed buildings can be stored 

pending the identification of an appropriate alternative site. Buildings can also be moved 

whole over significant distances, albeit at considerable cost. The process facilitates 

comprehensive archaeological recording of the built fabric during dismantling, together with 

the recording of the building’s below-ground archaeology thereafter. Where buildings are 

relocated to museums they can be appreciated by thousands of people and can, if 

appropriate, be reconstructed in their original form. Such buildings are widely accessible 

and have high educational value. The process is nevertheless highly destructive, resulting 

in the physical loss of fragile fabric and the many layers of history that a historic building 

possesses. Unless buildings are re-located locally, there is a danger of that relocated 

buildings can also be re-erected in inappropriate contexts. The current trade in imported 

northern French timber-framed buildings is a case in point. 

8.48 Discussions would need to be held with statutory and non-statutory consultees about the 

appropriateness or otherwise of dismantling and re-erection of any buildings to be directly 

impacted. Options for consideration in these discussions include storage, sale on the open 

market, re-erection at museums or the purchase of off-site land and re-erection as part of 

the airport development.  

8.49 It is also possible that timber-framed barns requiring removal could be re-erected locally, 

for continued or renewed use as agricultural buildings, and also possibly with a further use 

as suitable habitats for bats and other fauna. 

 

 
Bayleaf farmhouse, a tradi t ional  Wealden hal l  house at Ide 
Hi l l ,  Kent,  being dismantled for re-erection at the Weald 
and Downland Museum (Canterbury Archaeological  Trust) 
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Bayleaf farmhouse as reconstructed in ‘as-bui l t ’ condit ion 
at the Weald and Downland Museum, Kent (Canterbury 
Archaeological  Trust) 

 

 
Numbered plan prepared in advance of the dismantl ing of  
Old and Water Street Cottages, Maidstone to al low the 
construct ion of  the Channel Tunnel Rai l  Link (Canterbury 
Archaeological  Trust) 

 
Old and Water Street Cottages, during reconstruct ion at 
the Museum of Kent Li fe at Maidstone (Canterbury 
Archaeological  Trust) 
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223 The High Street,  Uxbridge, dismantled in 1983 and 
reconstructed close to the or iginal  s i te in 1998-2001, 
fol lowing long-term storage (McCurdy & Co Ltd)  

 

Building Translocation (‘structural relocation’) 

8.50 A further possible mitigation method is a process generically known as ‘structural 

relocation’, whereby buildings are translocated without dismantling. The principal benefit is 

that the historic fabric within the building should be preserved. The process is, however, 

expensive, complex, and not without risk. 

8.51 The initial stages in physically moving a building would require excavating and 

underpinning underneath it, to construct a stable platform upon which it would sit. 

Thereafter, the building would be moved on the platform to its new site. For larger and 

heavier buildings, a dedicated route would have to be prepared from the original site to the 

new location. The route itself would have to be structurally sound, level, and to all intents 

and purposes form a new road or railway. The moving process would be accomplished 

over several days or longer depending on the distances involved. 

8.52 The costs to undertake such an exercise would need to be balanced against the benefits 

arising from it.  

Conservation Areas 

8.53 An earthwork bund around the south-western part of the updated scheme design land take 

would screen views of the operational airport from within the Ifield Village Conservation 

Area. 

8.54 Construction traffic would need to be excluded from passing through any of the 

Conservation Areas as there are much better routes leading into the airport. These routes 

would be identified within a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) or 

similar document. 
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Assessment of Construction Effects with Mitigation  

Historic Buildings 

8.55 As noted above, it is acknowledged that ‘preservation by record’ alone cannot significantly 

mitigate the public disbenefit that results from the permanent loss of cultural heritage 

assets. The opportunity to archaeologically record in the region of twenty Wealden houses 

and barns detail would nevertheless add significantly to current knowledge of late medieval 

and early post-medieval vernacular architecture in the North Sussex / South Surrey 

Wealden area, particularly in combination with in-depth archival research and area-wide 

historic landscape analysis and archaeological investigation. 

8.56 Building translocation, either through dismantling and reconstruction, or through structural 

relocation, could go some way to overcoming the disbenefit of permanent loss. Gatwick 

nevertheless also recognises the philosophical argument that the translocation of a historic 

building to a new and non-authentic location can in itself result in a negative impact, 

particularly where a building’s existing setting contributes strongly to its significance. 

8.57 Conversely, where an existing setting is completely degraded and contributes nothing to a 

building’s significance, there is no reason to suppose that a historic building cannot benefit 

from relocation, particularly if its significance is made more apparent following translocation 

and subject to the use of appropriate translocation techniques. 

8.58 Thus, the level to which building translocation can mitigate the highly adverse effect of 

removal depends very much on the building’s current setting, the appropriateness of the 

proposed new location, enhanced public access and educational value, the methods used 

and the particular sensitivities of each individual building. 

8.59 With regard to whether or not any buildings are relocated, by what method, and to where, 

Gatwick would be guided by the statutory and non-statutory consultees as to the 

appropriateness of such actions. There would also need to be consideration of the financial 

implications of relocation. 

8.60 Subject to appropriate mitigation strategies, there is no reason why the impacts on historic 

buildings cannot be mitigated to a reasonable extent. Despite this, the overall performance 

is expected to remain Adverse following mitigation. 

Conservation Areas 

8.61 There may be increased noise from construction at the northern edge of the Ifield Village 

Conservation Area, and there would be some visual impacts on the setting of this 

Conservation Area. No other Conservation Area would experience any noise or visual 

impacts. Construction vehicles would not pass through the Conservation Areas. 

8.62 Performance in relation to the effect during construction on the Ifield Village Conservation 

Area would be Adverse, and on all other Conservation Areas would be Neutral. 
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Assessment of Operational Effects with Mitigation 

Historic Buildings  

8.63 As noted above, no significant adverse operational effects on historic buildings have been 

identified. 

8.64 Subject to the setting of The Beehive within the updated scheme design being specifically 

planned to enhance the building’s significance, there is the potential for a substantial gain 

over the current baseline situation, resulting in an overall Highly Supportive performance. 

Conservation Areas 

8.65 Effects on Conservation Areas during operation would result from increased noise. In the 

case of the Ifield Village Conservation Area there would also be an impact on its setting 

caused by the visual aspect of the airport. New airport buildings may also be visible from 

the Charlwood and Burstow Conservation Areas, but in both cases this would be in the 

context of the present visibility of similar structures. 

8.66 It is unlikely that the performance in terms of effect on any of the Conservation Areas would 

be greater than Adverse. 

Cumulative and Inter-related Effects  

8.67 The Crawley North East sector project would not affect any of the historic buildings or 

Conservation Areas considered within this assessment. 
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9  SCHEME ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION – 
HISTORIC LANDSCAPE 
 

Assessment of Construction Effects (Without Mitigation)  

9.1 The construction of the updated scheme design would completely change the character of 

the historic landscape within the updated scheme design land take boundary. The 

character of the historic landscape surrounding the new boundary would also be altered, 

with the degree of change diminishing as distance from the updated scheme design 

boundary increases. This change would be irrevocable. 

9.2 The historic landscape in the vicinity of Gatwick is typical of that for much of the Surrey and 

Sussex Weald and is not particularly distinctive. The historic landscape within the updated 

scheme design land take has reasonable time-depth and variation, but overall it is typical of 

the wider historic landscape. 

9.3 The overall performance in relation to the effect of the construction of the updated scheme 

design on the character of the historic landscape is likely to be Adverse. 

Assessment of Operational Effects (Without Mitigation) 

9.4 During operation, effects on historic landscape character would be limited to areas outside 

the updated scheme design boundary. These effects would principally result from noise 

and visual impacts relating to aircraft movements. 

9.5 Figures 13 and 14 show the proposed likely flight paths for aircraft approaching and leaving 

the current airport, overlain on the CPRE baseline tranquility mapping and the heritage 

assets of highest significance. Figures 15 and 16 show the same information for the 

updated scheme design. 

9.6 Figure 17 shows the locations of significant heritage assets that would be additionally 

affected by aircraft flying at less than 7,000 feet, in relation to tranquility as mapped by 

CPRE. These assets comprise: 

 Six Grade I listed buildings 

 Twelve Grade II* listed buildings 

 Six Scheduled Monuments 

 One Grade II* Registered Park and Garden of Special Historic Interest. 

9.7 Five of the twelve Grade II* listed buildings are within the updated scheme boundary and 

four of these would be removed by the construction of the updated scheme design. Two of 

the Scheduled Monuments are adjacent to the updated scheme boundary and effects on 

these have been described elsewhere within this report. 
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9.8 The overall performance in relation to the effect of the operation of the updated scheme 

design on the character of the historic landscape is likely to be no greater than Adverse. 

Mitigation 

9.9 The proposed mitigation is in the form of detailed analysis of this historic landscape prior to 

the commencement of construction. This would include assessment of available 

cartographic and documentary sources, also correlation with the results of the programmes 

of archaeological investigation and historic building recording. The overall aim is to 

establish a detailed understating of how the landscape has developed and changed over 

the last few millennia. 

9.10 However, this mitigation would not reduce the level of effect, as the impact would remain 

unchanged whilst the information gained from the detailed analysis would not compensate 

to any great degree for the actual complete change to the character of the historic 

landscape.        

Assessment of Construction Effects with Mitigation  

9.11 The overall performance in relation to the effect of the construction of the updated scheme 

design on the character of the historic landscape after mitigation is likely to be Adverse. 

Assessment of Operational Effects with Mitigation 

9.12 The overall performance in relation to the effect of the operation of the updated scheme 

design on the character of the historic landscape after mitigation is likely to be no greater 

than Adverse. 

Cumulative and Inter-related Effects  

9.13 The Crawley North East sector project will have a similar effect on the character of the 

historic landscape in that area (just to the south-east of the updated scheme design 

boundary). However, given the relatively restricted scale in comparison to the updated 

scheme design, the cumulative effects are not considered to be significantly increased. 
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10 ENHANCEMENT 
 

10.1 The programme of mitigation proposed with regard to effects on heritage assets provides 

the opportunity to enhance our current knowledge of the historic environment in this part of 

the Weald. Detailed investigation of archaeological remains along with the recording of 

historic buildings and examination of available documentary and cartographic sources 

material would enable a much greater level of understanding of how this landscape was 

occupied and used over several millennia. 

10.2 A key aim built into this programme of enquiry and analysis would be the engagement of 

the local population through a range of outreach activities. A detailed outreach programme 

would be drawn up by Gatwick’s development team with the input of appropriate local 

stakeholders, and will be implemented by Gatwick’s development team and their 

contractors. 

10.3 Potential outreach opportunities so far identified include: 

 Guided tours of detailed archaeological excavations for pre-arranged groups, 

including weekend access. Potentially interested groups would be identified and 

contacted in advance, and would include local societies, schools, colleges and youth 

organisations including the local branch of the Young Archaeologists Club; 

 Advance liaison with local schools (primary and secondary) to establish potential 

links with National Curriculum activities. The updated scheme design area has the 

potential to provide information that relates directly to certain parts of the National 

Curriculum (Romans, Saxons etc). Children even at a pre-school stage have an 

interest in archaeology, engendered to a great extent by the increased exposure of 

this subject on television; 

 Advance liaison with tertiary educational establishments and groups. This would 

include the major local colleges and also adult education establishments such as the 

Workers' Education Association and the University of the Third Age; 

 Press statements for all media types. This would ensure the rapid dissemination of 

appropriate information to a wider audience, and would raise the profile of the 

historic environment of the area and also of the opportunities provided by the 

development; 

 A dedicated website to be hosted by Gatwick. The internet has become the primary 

information source for a great part of society, and would in particular enable the 

information to be made available at an international scale; 

 Display of information relating to discoveries (including artefacts) to be placed at 

suitable locations. Recently similar displays regarding current archaeological 

investigations have been shown at empty premises in local town centres and have 

been very popular – suitable venues would be identified through consultation with 

appropriate stakeholders; and 
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 Public participation in some site-based activities. The feasibility of public participation 

will be examined as each stage of the programme of mitigation is designed and 

agreed. Any element of public participation needs to consider issues such as 

access, health and safety, and the overall progress of the development programme. 

10.4 Demonstrable experience in historic environment outreach work would be a significant 

factor in the appointment of any contractor involved in the programme of historic 

environment mitigation. 
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11 CONCLUSIONS  
 

11.1 The masterplan for the updated scheme design is compact, leading to a reduced physical 

footprint. This has allowed impacts on heritage assets to be minimised as far as possible 

within the design process.  

Archaeology  

11.2 There are two Scheduled Monuments adjacent to the southern boundary of the updated 

scheme design.  These comprise Ifield Court medieval moated site close to the south-west 

corner boundary treatment (including a noise bund) and Tinsley Green medieval site to the 

south side of Radford Road to the east of the London-Brighton Railway.  The setting of the 

former would be affected due to close proximity of the scheme but EH have noted that 

archaeological recording of any associated below ground remains would be a useful 

addition to understanding the context of the Scheduled moated area. Tinsley Green 

Scheduled Monument is buffered to a degree by the indented updated scheme design 

boundary around Oldlands Farmhouse to the north but the setting would affected by the 

introduction of the realigned A23 just north of the present Radford Road.   

11.3 The overall performance in relation to the effects on Scheduled Monuments, taking into 

account avoidance by scheme design and mitigation (including noise bund), is considered 

to be no greater than Adverse.               

11.4 The team has collated the EH Archive records along with the HERs for West Sussex and 

Surrey.  The archaeological entries have been mapped and incorporated into a scheme-

specific gazetteer of the known archaeological remains within the updated scheme design 

boundary and the immediate vicinity.  This information is presented in greater detail within 

a DBA.  

11.5 The results demonstrate a generally low level of archaeological activity in this area of the 

Low Weald in comparison with other topographical and geological areas of the south-east 

of the country.  This lower level of evidence for human inhabitation (with the exception of a 

higher density of iron working sites) has traditionally been correlated with the heavy nature 

of the Weald Clay geology restricting agricultural productivity.  Other than the Scheduled 

Monuments detailed above, no currently known archaeological sites of high significance 

would be directly impacted, with the majority of known and potential archaeological sites 

likely to be of low to medium (local to regional) significance. 

11.6 The known archaeological sites within the updated scheme design land take are typical of 

the region.  They include a Mesolithic flint scatter suggestive of a hunting camp along with 

Iron Age settlement, burials and landscape features.  These archaeological remains were 

found in 2012/2013 at the Pollution Lagoon and Flood Control Reservoir sites. A small-
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scale Late Bronze Age settlement and boundary was identified and examined within 

Gatwick’s North West Zone in the late 1990s. 

11.7 The review concludes that there is a higher potential for further prehistoric sites of this 

nature within the floodplains and terraces associated with the River Mole and its tributaries.  

The floodplains contain alluvium, in places over 2 m deep, also ancient silted watercourses 

with potential to contain both archaeological structures and artefacts (e.g. a Bronze Age 

sword was recovered from the Polesfleet Stream alluvium in the 1950s).  

Geoarchaeological (ancient environmental) information is also likely to be present in these 

locations. 

11.8 The updated scheme design area has a lower potential to contain significant Romano-

British and Anglo-Saxon archaeological sites and finds, with no Anglo-Saxon material and 

just one possible Romano-British farmstead currently known of within the land take.  There 

are several historic routeways within this area which are likely to date from the late Saxon 

or medieval periods and these are associated with residential activity (such as at Gatwick 

Manor Inn) and provide a basis for the prediction of currently unknown medieval 

archaeological material.  However, the updated scheme design area does not include core 

areas of medieval villages and therefore the archaeological evidence is likely to be 

confined to dispersed settlement based around former heaths and commons and individual 

farmsteads.              

11.9 A map showing zones of archaeological potential has been produced to illustrate the main 

areas within which archaeological remains might be anticipated, although the remains 

within these are expected to be localized in terms of their density, complexity and 

significance.  An initial meeting has been held with EH and the Archaeological Officers of 

West Sussex County Council and Surrey County Council during which the need for further 

investigation of the scheme area was discussed.  Such investigation would aim to provide 

specific information on the presence, form, date, extent and preservation of currently 

unknown archaeological remains.  It was noted that this level of investigation would inform 

further, more detailed, mitigation in due course.  

11.10 The overall performance in relation to the effect of the updated scheme design on 

archaeological remains following implementation of suitable mitigation is considered likely 

to be Neutral/Adverse. 

Historic Buildings 

11.11 Current mapping and designation data shows there to be 18 listed buildings within the land 

take for the updated scheme design.  Of these, six are Grade II* listed whilst the remaining 

12 are listed at Grade II. There are three other Grade II listed buildings which are still 

shown on the National Heritage List as being located within or directly adjacent to the 

updated scheme design land take are no longer present: the Lowfield Heath Windmill was 

moved to another location in 1987; whilst Sycamore House (235 London Road, Crawley) 
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and Charlwood Park have been demolished. One further Grade II listed building (Oldlands 

Farmhouse) lies immediately outside the updated scheme design land take. There are no 

Grade I Listed buildings within the updated scheme design land take. 

11.12 There are also six ‘locally-listed’ buildings and a number of other undesignated historic 

buildings within the updated scheme design land take. This latter group includes at least 

one timber-framed dwelling and at least one timber-framed barn, also the base of a re-

located windmill of 1790, as well as a substantial number of Victorian and early 20th  

century residential dwellings. 

11.13 All bar two of the listed buildings are timber-framed Wealden houses and barns, dating 

from the late 15th century to the 17th century. Whilst these are reasonable examples of their 

type, all have been altered, some substantially. None are particularly rare or exceptional in 

a region noted for its timber-framed vernacular buildings of this period. The two most 

exceptional buildings are a church of 19th century date designed by William Burgess and a 

1930s airport terminal.  

11.14 The airport building known as ’The Beehive’ (because of its shape) is a unique former 

combined airport terminal and control tower, built 1934-36 and now a Grade II* listed 

building. It is a circular building, formerly with six telescopic corridors (no longer surviving) 

which extended on rails to the aircraft steps. The Beehive is important not only in the 

history of British aviation but also in terms of world airport design. As originally built and 

conceived, The Beehive was an isolated building, surrounded on all sides by open 

taxiways and hardstandings for docking aircraft, but linked by a subway (which still 

survives) to a nearby railway station which has subsequently been removed. The Beehive 

currently lies outside of the airport perimeter, surrounded on all sides by modern built 

development and roads. It is therefore visually and physically divorced from the airport it 

once served. 

11.15 With the updated scheme design, The Beehive would be retained at its current location.  Its 

setting would be altered as it would sit towards the eastern end of the new runway. 

Because of this, the modern commercial buildings currently surrounding it would need to 

be demolished completely or replaced with lower structures. The Beehive would be brought 

back within the airport boundary and would thus have a closer relationship with the 

operational airport than it has had for several decades. Subject to sensitive design and 

landscaping that strengthens the building’s relationship with the airport, the performance in 

relation to the effect on the building’s significance would be Highly Supportive. 

11.16 The Grade II* listed Charlwood Park Farmhouse would be retained outside the operation 

airport boundary. Changes within its setting would be minor and the overall performance in 

relation to the effect on this building would be Neutral. 

11.17 The Church of St Michael and All Angels was designed by the architect William Burgess 

and built in 1867. This Grade II* listed church is in an early 13th century French Gothic style 
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and served the former hamlet of Lowfield Heath. This settlement has subsequently been 

replaced by the Gatwick Gate Industrial Estate and the church remains as the only 

surviving element. 

11.18 Unlike most types of development, where it is possible to carry out works around extant 

heritage buildings or to carry out the scheme on an alternative site that has no constraints, 

there are very limited options available for an additional runway adjacent to an existing 

international airport. Once a preferred option is chosen, any extant buildings in or adjacent 

to the runway footprint have to be removed. There is slightly more flexibility in the location 

of terminal and ancillary buildings, but even where it is theoretically possible to retain 

historic buildings in situ, the retained building’s context and historic setting is likely to be 

substantially and irrevocably altered. Complete removal of historic buildings is likely to be 

the only viable and sustainable option. This may not apply to historic buildings on the 

periphery of the land take or those already located within areas of recent built development 

where retention can be considered.   

11.19 The minimum mitigation strategy to compensate in part for the loss of historic built assets is 

recording prior to demolition. This would be undertaken to appropriate levels depending on 

the significance and archaeological complexity of the assets concerned. It is recommended 

that all historic buildings within the updated scheme design land take should be subject to a 

combined descriptive and external photographic survey, so as to produce a complete and 

permanent inventory of every building to be directly impacted, irrespective of heritage 

interest or significance. The results of this survey and discussions with statutory and non-

statutory consultees would inform subsequent recording and mitigation strategies for 

specific heritage buildings.  

11.20 It is acknowledged that ‘preservation by record’ alone cannot significantly mitigate the 

public disbenefit that results from the permanent loss of significant cultural heritage assets. 

The opportunity to record and forensically analyse more than 20 Wealden houses and 

barns to a high level of detail would nevertheless add significantly to current knowledge of 

late medieval and early post-medieval vernacular architecture in the North Sussex / South 

Surrey area of the Weald, particularly in combination with in-depth archival research and 

area-wide historic landscape analysis and archaeological investigation. 

11.21 As well as archaeological recording, relocation of historic buildings can form part of the 

mitigation. Options for building relocation include dismantling and re-erection (either at 

museums or on land purchased for the purpose) or the movement of buildings as complete 

structures, i.e. without dismantling. 

11.22 It is recognised that the translocation of a historic building to a new and non-authentic 

location can in itself result in a negative impact in circumstances where a building’s existing 

setting contributes positively to its heritage significance. Conversely, where an existing 

setting is completely degraded and contributes nothing to a building’s significance, there is 
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no reason why a historic building cannot benefit from relocation, particularly if its 

significance is made more apparent and subject to the use of appropriate translocation 

techniques. 

11.23 Thus the level to which building translocation can mitigate the adverse effect of removal 

depends very much on the building’s current setting, the appropriateness of the proposed 

new location, the methods used and the particular sensitivities of each individual building. 

11.24 Gatwick would be guided by the statutory and non-statutory consultees as to the 

appropriateness of such actions, whether or not any buildings are relocated, by what 

method, and to where. 

11.25 The overall performance in relation to the effect of the updated scheme design on historic 

buildings could potentially be Highly Adverse. However, following implementation of 

suitable mitigation this may be reduced to Adverse. 

Conservation Areas 

11.26 There are no Conservation Areas within the updated scheme design land take, however 

seven Conservation Areas are present within the wider (2 km) study area. The updated 

scheme design boundary is only marginally closer to the Charlwood Conservation Area 

than the current airport boundary, and no closer at all with regard to two small 

Conservation Areas at Horley. 

11.27 However the updated scheme design boundary is much closer to the Ifield Village 

Conservation Area (c. 250 m) than the current airport boundary (c. 1.4 km).  For the 

Burstow Conservation Area, the updated scheme design boundary would be c. 680 m from 

the Conservation Area compared with c. 2.5 km at present. The updated scheme boundary 

is also approximately 1 km closer to two small Conservation Areas in Crawley, but these 

are well within the urban area of the town. 

11.28 Mitigation of effects on Conservation Areas during construction would principally be 

through the routing of construction traffic away from such areas. Mitigation during operation 

would be through agreement on flight paths and frequency of flights.  

11.29 The performance of the updated scheme design in relation to the effect on the Ifield Village 

Conservation Area is likely to be Adverse during construction and no greater than 

Adverse during operation. The performance in relation to effects on other Conservation 

Areas is likely to be Neutral during construction and no greater than Adverse during 

operation. 

Historic Landscape 

11.30 Gatwick is located within the Low Weald and was formerly part of the Surrey Weald before 

changes to local government boundaries brought it into West Sussex in 1974. Much of the 

land take for the updated scheme design was formerly within Surrey and its historic 

character should be viewed against that background. 
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APPENDIX 1 – MINUTES OF MEETING HELD AT THE 

OFFICES OF ENGLISH HERITAGE, GUILDFORD, 19 

NOVEMBER 2013 

  
Meeting 
Title: 

Gatwick Historic Environment Meeting  
 

Location:  English Heritage, Guildford 

Date:  19th November 2013   Time:  1.30pm 

 
Attendees: 

 
Gary Jackson  
Tony Howe 
John Mills  
Peter Martin     
Peter Kendall 
Paul Roberts  
Andy Brown (part 
attendance) 
 
Alison Addy 
Mick Rawlings  
David Thomson  
Rob Masefield  
 

 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

 
Surrey County Council Archaeology Officer  
Surrey County Council Archaeology Officer  
West Sussex County Council Archaeology Officer 
Crawley Borough Council  
English Heritage  
English Heritage  
English Heritage 
 
 
Gatwick Airport Limited (GAL) 
RPS  
RPS 
RPS 
 

   

Minutes 

1 RM provided bound copies of the PowerPoint presentation to all attendees. 

2 Following introductions, AA summarised the Airports Commission (AC) timeline and the runway 

options that have been considered leading to ‘family’ Options 1, 2 and 3. It was noted that each option has 

differing impacts, effects, benefits and costs.  The process of option appraisal and assessment, which 

preceded the GAL submission to the AC in July, was briefly set out and explained by AA via a series of slides.  

3 AA referred to the working drawings for Options 1-3, which were later shown on screen separately to 

the main PowerPoint presentation. These drawings were not provided in hard copy because they represent 

‘work in progress’ by GAL and its masterplanners ARUP.   

4 It was clarified that the current Options 2 and 3 have the same physical footprint/ boundary but 

different modes of operation (i.e. independent segregated for Option 2 vs. independent mixed mode for Option 

3), meaning that their impacts are broadly similar except for air noise and other ‘capacity’ effects which 

correspond to the respective number of aircraft movements and passenger throughput they might 

accommodate For example, Option 3 would derive moderately greater surface access traffic and employment 

generation than Option 2. 

5 AA explained that GAL are planning a local ‘options’ consultation exercise in Spring 2014 to inform its 

selection of a preferred option by July 2014 for submission to the AC. The Commission will then embark upon 

its own national consultation of the shortlisted airport proposals from September 2014. Thereafter, the 

Commission will make its final recommendations to the Government by mid 2015. The specific timeline for 

GAL’s ongoing assessment and consultation with the AC between December 2013 and January 2015 was set 

out in the PowerPoint presentation. 
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6 RM presented a summary of Historic Environment works undertaken to date including data collection 

and mapping, initial assessment of key issues towards a baseline, initial communication with the WSCC 

County Archaeologist, input into the options assessment process, and workshops to assist recognition of key 

heritage related constraints and issues.  

7 RM talked to the key historic environment assets plan, with the main archaeological issues defined as 

SAMs at Ifield Court and Tinsley Green. These SMs would not be directly affected under any of the options as 

the design work already undertaken by ARUP had sought to avoid these sites (e.g. the A23 diversion by-

passing Tinsley Green and boundary treatment with respect to Ifield Court).  

8 PR noted that, with regard to settings of the SMs, he would consider archaeological excavation of 

those areas close to SMs could have some benefit, in the sense that they would increase understanding of the 

wider setting of the monuments. 

9 RM noted that between 3 and 5 Grade II* Listed buildings might be impacted by Options 1-3 in 

addition to between 7 & 13 Grade II Listed Buildings. The Grade II* buildings were referred to in more detailed, 

comprising: the 15th Century and later Gatwick Manor Inn (Hyders Hall); 16th Century Rowley Farmhouse; 17th 

Century Charlwood House (all timber framed); 19th Century Gothic revival style Church of St Michael and All 

Saints; and, the 1936 Beehive former airport terminal and control tower building.  

10 MR pointed out that the significance of the church largely derives from the association with renowned 

architect William Burges but that the church is in a poor setting, surrounded by commercial buildings with 

nothing else remaining of the former hamlet of Lowfield Heath. RM noted that given the location just south of 

the present boundary and its potential future situation within the ‘midfield’ between runways, plus its height, 

this building would most likely be impossible to retain. The cemetery would need to be relocated following 

community engagement, especially given the recent nature of some cremations on the north side of the 

church. 

11 RM noted that a definitive view on mitigation strategies was not being sought at this meeting but would 

be sought following the selection of the preferred option, i.e. later in 2014. There was a discussion of the 

possible movement of the most significant structures by dismantling and reconstruction (more suitable for 

timber-framed) and ‘sliding’ (although very difficult to achieve for the church).  

12 RM noted the importance of the Beehive; this was the UK’s first integrated airport control tower and 

passenger terminal – influencing design at other airports internationally, with its innovative design allowing 

covered access to aeroplanes around its circumference. MR also noted the subterranean link between the 

former railway station and the terminal is part of its present setting and contributes to its significance.     

13 The issues around the potential retention of the Beehive were discussed. RM noted that ongoing 

design solutions are being explored to establish whether it is possible (or desirable) for the building to be 

retained in its present location, or, moved within the airport boundary. It was noted that if it were not possible 

to preserve the building in-situ, relocation of such a structure should only be considered if it were to retain a 

connection with the airport (whereas the possibility that timber-framed structures could, in theory, be moved to 

suitable receptor sites – for example within rural/village settings). 

14 RM and PK discussed the precedent issues that relate to potential removal/relocation of a Grade II* 

Listed Building at the Port of Sheerness. Here, the relocation of the building was not favoured by EH because 

of the loss of its setting and, in this instance, other means of offsetting the effect were explored. 

15 RM outlined the key themes with regard to archaeology including a discussion of the key known sites 

within the relevant areas around the southern and north-western edge of the current airport boundary. By 
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period, this includes Mesolithic camp indications on alluvium found during GAL’s recent Gatwick Stream flood 

alleviation scheme, a Bronze Age (BA) sword found in alluvium south of the airport indicating both BA 

presence and some degree of status (votive deposit) along with a BA enclosure and occupation associated 

with a boundary ditch in the NW Zone of the current airport. Iron Age activity includes a circular enclosure, 

possible roundhouse gully, cremations and field-ditches associated with the flood alleviation scheme noted 

above. This is not yet on the West Sussex HER and RM will refine further location information provided by JM 

ahead of the next meeting.  

16 RM noted that there are also further Iron Age sites found recently by Archaeology South East (ASE) at 

Horley that TH monitored on behalf of the LPA. A slide showing Iron Age roundhouses found last year at 

Broadbridge Heath, Horsham (10km to the south-west of the airport) was shown to illustrate the nature of the 

Iron Age archaeology locally. RM and JM discussed aerial photographic evidence for possible enclosure sites 

(typical of the Iron Age) south of Brook Farm to the north-west of the airport boundary. Flood alleviation and 

waste water retention ponds in this area may be required to accommodate run-off from the reconfigured R2 

airport, subject to further design. A possible ‘banjo’ enclosure and a 150m diameter possible double ditched 

enclosure are both noted on the HER (the latter straddling the Surrey/West Sussex boundary) and RM and JM 

have corresponded on likely validity. JM is of the view that the banjo enclosure is probably a modern feature 

whilst the 150m diameter enclosure requires further proofing, in addition to another c.60m enclosure that may 

be present to the south-east. MR/RM discussed the benefits of a specialist aerial photographic study to 

identify and locate (via rectification) probable archaeological features across the potential impact areas.       

17 RM noted that it is increasingly apparent that there was more Iron Age occupation in the Weald than 

was previously suspected and this tended to be found near rivers, and the intensity of settlement in the 

prehistoric periods was lower than in the Thames Valley to the north and downland/ coastal plain of Sussex to 

the south. Roman sites were also suspected (hence inclusion of the Horley Land east of the airport as an 

Archaeologically Sensitive Area (ASA) – based on pottery and coin finds).  

18 RM noted that medieval occupation areas are suspected at Gatwick Manor, Lowfield Heath, the 

former Park Farm (possibly associated with iron extraction pits) and, of course, associated with the SM at 

Tinsley Green - a medieval hamlet with earthwork house platforms whose significance derives from the rarity 

of such deserted earthwork settlements in the Weald (i.e. that were not subsequently built over). JM noted that 

a trial trenching exercise was conducted at Tinsley Green SM in 2000 in order that EH could assess the 

location of the most significant elements of the SM. This work may be worth revisiting in due course.  

19 Ifield Court is a moated site typical of a Wealden landscape of dispersed settlements including higher 

status moated sites, hamlets and farms.  

20 In terms of archaeological strategy, it was pointed out that access to much of the land, prior to 

compulsory purchase, would be very difficult to achieve. Therefore, aerial photographic rectification survey 

and potentially a LiDAR survey could be used to identify archaeological features. MR noted that current LiDAR 

survey data for Gatwick is likely to be available at 1m centres but that this is not sufficiently detailed to pick up 

minor height variations that may betray archaeological features. It was also noted that a LiDAR survey had 

been undertaken at Stansted but, as it relies on flights above the airport, it had to be very carefully sequenced 

to avoid conflicts with commercial aircraft movements into and out of the airport.   

21 JM is keen to see a strategy developed in due course and would welcome such avenues of initial non-

intrusive survey. RM stated that it was understood that trenching would be required in due course, as is 

invariably the case with such large projects, but that this is unlikely to be possible to complete pre-

determination due to access issues. Post-determination evaluation may lead to large-scale mitigation works 

that would need to be carefully programmed into the construction phase. RM and JM discussed the way this 
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has been successfully achieved for the 46ha residential development at Broadbridge Heath and other larger 

schemes. PK made reference to a need to place the archaeological work within a project research framework. 

RM stated that this would be formulated with reference to the forthcoming South-East Regional Framework 

(SERF) as informed by new fieldwork and publications for the Weald.                         

22 RM talked to the ‘summary of impacts’ slide in the PowerPoint which indicates the need to seek the 

views of EH, the CAOs and Conservation Officers on the development of potential mitigation strategies. RM 

concluded that the wider-spaced options would inevitably have a greater effect on the historic environment but 

there are no SAMs or Grade I Listed Buildings that would be physically impacted. 

23 PK noted that other submissions to the Airports Commission had been less specific in terms of 

potential impacts to heritage; in particular, the Isle of Grain/ Hoo peninsula where there has been a historic 

lack of emphasis by EH due to its remote location and the absence of development in the past. Accordingly, 

he surmised that more emphasis is now required due to a large number of heritage assets that require scrutiny 

and which could be impacted by any airport development at this location. The (potentially) greater impact on 

designated heritage assets at Stansted was also mentioned by PK.    

24 AB, PM and JM noted that further work would be required at Gatwick in due course by the GAL 

heritage team in order to further elucidate the significance of non-listed structures, such as currently unlisted 

or locally listed farm buildings. In particular, these properties need to be screened for the potential of spot 

listing.  

25 PM/JM stressed the Historic Characterisation study that includes an assessment of pre-1750 farms. 

RM confirmed that RPS has that information via the HER and are aware of several non-listed farms to which 

this applies. JM noted that many post-medieval buildings (stables, cow sheds etc) can have hidden medieval 

structural elements that might only be revealed on closer inspection. PM emphasised that local societies such 

as the Wealden Buildings Study Group and the Surrey Domestic Buildings Research Group should be 

engaged with regard to the information they hold (although MR pointed out that their reports can often end up 

on the HER and NMR in any case). All agreed that, although this may raise the status of some buildings, it 

would be unlikely that unlisted buildings would be raised to Grade II* level.    

26 PK noted that EH would independently need to ensure that anticipated third party requests for spot-

listing of buildings(s) are dealt with from a position of prior understanding by their Inspector of Historic 

Buildings and Areas (Samantha Johnson). RM noted that it would be very difficult for GAL/ RPS to gain 

access to private residences to assess external and particularly internal details of these buildings. PK noted 

that as EH would probably need to gain an understanding of potential spot listing issues themselves - 

information which could be purchased by GAL following survey via EH’s entry rights. This sharing of 

information would ensure knowledge of significance of the assets is available for GAL team’s ongoing 

assessment of effects.   

27 GAL team noted that the effects of air noise and ground noise on heritage assets would also be 

considered when noise modelling data is available. DT mentioned that Hever Castle (approximately 20 km to 

the east of the airport) has already been raised in this context due to concern regarding increased air noise as 

a consequence of a second runway. As a point of interest, it was noted that aircraft noise is predicted to 

continue to reduce as a consequence of technological improvements in jet engine and airframe design, so 

current noise forecasts are likely to over-estimate the actual future noise levels around the airport.  As well as 

calculating future air noise contours,  GAL has commissioned the modelling of future ground noise from 

aircraft and other sources within the airport (including aircraft taxiing on ‘End Around Taxiways’ to the east and 

west of the runways). The effects of such noise on communities and individual properties at Charlwood to the 

north-west, Ifield to the south and other locations are being examined. However, some of these noise effects 
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would be, at least partially, mitigated through boundary treatments including the introduction of additional 

landscape bunding.  

28 DT noted that for that, in accordance with Phase 2 of the Airports Commission programme (up to the 

submission of preferred options by airport proponents in July 2014), GAL were only required to provide a 

‘strategic’ level overview of the potential effects of the second runway proposal and that any assessment work 

completed during this period would need to conform to the Sustainability Framework due to be issued by the 

Commission next month (December). Moreover, this provisional assessment would act as a precursor to the 

full Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) which would be required at the Development Consent Order 

(DCO) stage.  A DCO application can only be made once the Government (in 2015) has formulated and 

adopted a new National Planning Statement (NPS) for Aviation, which would in itself be subject to a process of 

Sustainability Appraisal.  As such, it is necessary to ensure that the level of assessment applied now 

(including the extent of analysis of heritage assets) is commensurate to, and compatible with, the information 

required by the Commission.  

29 It was agreed that GAL would continue to inform and consult with all organisations present at this 

meeting as the process moves forward. There was some discussion about the timing if the next full meeting to 

discuss heritage matters, and it was agreed that this should take place either during or in advance of the 

scheduled public consultation exercise commencing in April 2014. AA noted that, by this time, GAL would be 

in a position to confirm more details for the 3 options. Feedback on these options and the preliminary 

assessments would be welcomed from EH and other statutory consultees at this stage.  GAL would therefore 

confirm an appropriate date for the next meeting as soon as this further information is available for issue. 
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APPENDIX 2 – END AROUND TAXIWAY ASSESSMENT 

S.39 Figure A.1 attached illustrates the additional area of land that would be required to 

accommodate the end around taxiways into the scheme. 

S.40 Two further entries recorded on the gazetteer would be affected by this additional land take.  

One of these is a field name (Pit Croft – RPS 15) that indicates the likely presence of 

backfilled pits associated with the extraction of iron ore.  A number of shallow depressions in 

the surface of the field were observed at this location during the site walkover. 

S.41 The second entry (RPS 365) is the known site of a bloomery associated with iron making.  

The overall potential for the scheme to impact upon archaeological remains of this type in 

the area west of the current runway has been discussed above in the main text and is 

reflected in the inclusion of RPS 365 within a zone of High Potential as shown on Figure 7. 

S.42 The additional land take would also bring the operational airport boundary slightly closer to 

the Charlwood Conservation Area and to a number of listed buildings within and close to the 

village here. A noise bund would be constructed within the airport boundary thus there would 

be no significant increase in effect on the Conservation Area of the listed buildings.  

S.43 Overall it is assessed that there is no change in the performance of the potential scheme 

with end around taxiways, compared to the scheme without the taxiways.   
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APPENDIX 3 – GAZETTEER OF SITES AND MONUMENTS 

 



1

RPS NoList No / MonUID LegacyUID NMR Ref Name NGR Easting Northing Grade Record Type Description source
1 MWS103 Parkscape - The Mount PARK A parkscape is shown at The Mount by the OS in 1872-4 and 1898-9 West Sussex HER
2 MWS106 Parkscape - Ifield Park PARK A parkscape is shown at Ifield Park by the OS in 1872-4 West Sussex HER
3 MWS107 Parkscape - Milton Mount College PARK A parkscape is shown at Milton Mount College by the OS in 1872-4 West Sussex HER
4 MWS3615 Windmill - Ifield LLB Ifield Mills (flour) on Ifield Green.{1} This was a postmill which had been moved from Cox's Hill, Surrey and was demolished 

in 1898. The old beam engine formerly in an adjoining building and used in conjunction with the mill is now in the Science 
Museum, where it was taken in 1928, and is said to be the smallest of its type in the country. Only the three storied round 
house remains.{2} No remains.{3} The windmill is shown on the 1841 Tithe Map of Ifield and its site is shown on OS 1874 6' 
map and on 1910 25' map, possibly slightly to the SE of location at 1 above (possibly TQ 2504 3786). Crawley locally listed 
building.

West Sussex HER

5 MWS3710 Crop mark - south of Brook Farm MON Visible on 1991 aerial photographic survey of West Sussex colour photograph number 147 91 209 is an apparent crop 
mark at TQ 2521 4070. This spans two fields and comprises an apparent double ditched circular enclosure of external 
diameter c. 150m. The outer circle of the enclosure shows as a stronger mark than the inner circle. The spacing between 
the two circles is c. 20m. The crop mark lies partially in Surrey

West Sussex HER

6 MWS3735 Bloomery - Stumbleholm Farm MON Bloomery. Placenames Little and Great Cinderplat, Cinderplat Mead. Cinder of a primitive type is spread over a 
considerable area, most of which is now under grass, but it shows up by the stream and in an arable field to the E of the 
farm. A great deal was discovered when digging the foundations of a barn; this may have been the site of the hearth, but it 
is now covered up.<1> The field centred at TQ23153712 is known as Cinderplat and a considerable amount of cinder was 
turned up there when the field was ploughed.<2> The field is under crop and no cinder was found there.There was much 
cinder to be seen in the bed and in the banks of the stream to N - in that part of the stream between TQ23003715 and 
TQ23143724. This represented the only evidence found in the area indicating the site of a bloomery.<3> Pottery ranging 
from C13- C17 was found here, also a macehead (at TQ23203707) and three heavily iron stained flints.<4> A slight scatter 
of bloomery slag was found in the bed of the stream at TQ22943708, just N of the barn, but no real concentration.<5> A 
1:25000 map held by Crawley Arch Group shows bloomery slag and pottery in the field centred TQ231 371, but none seen 
here at the time of investigation. Present whereabouts of the macehead not ascertained.<6> Listed by Cleere and 
Crossley.<7> Pottery from Stumbleholm Farm is now in Museum of Sussex Archaeology, Lewes, East Sussex.{8} A 1m x 
1m test pit was dug in the field known as  Little Cinders; part of an ore-roasting hearth was revealed. 

West Sussex HER

7 MWS3963 Ice House - Ifield Court MON An ice house has been reported at NGR TQ 2400 3800 A2 but there is no evidence for it on site (Bibliographic reference: 
Martin R. 1994. Ice Houses in Sussex. Sussex Indust. Hist. No 24. p 20)

West Sussex HER

8 MWS3964 Ice House - Ewhurst Place MON A possible type three ice house, the only evidence on site is a circular ring of brickwork 1.5m dia. adjacent to the moat at 
TQ2580 3740 A1.

West Sussex HER

9 MWS3991 Roman pottery - Crawley Barn FS At OS Grid ref TQ 2693 3693 approx. the Crawley Barn excavation in Feb.-Mar. 1973 took place, the finds included late Iron 
Age, Roman (mainly), and some C13-C14 pottery sherds, some Bewbush pottery. The site was visited in 1994

West Sussex HER

10 MWS4009 Placename - Minepit Wood and Minepit 
Field

MON Two placenames at OS Grid ref TQ 2910 3850 A1 suggest former ironworking: 'Minepit Wood' and 'Minepit Field' West Sussex HER

11 MWS4010 Cropmark building - Brookside MON Cropmarks on an aerial photograph at NGR TQ 2623 3975 mark a possible area of former building/ hut platforms of 
undetermined date

West Sussex HER

12 MWS4011 Placename - Brick Mead MON At OS Grid ref TQ 2910 3940 A1 the placename 'Brick Mead' suggests Brickmaking West Sussex HER
13 MWS4012 Placename - Windmill Field PLA The site of a former C18 windmill, at NGR TQ 2430 3970 A1, is now called 'Windmill Field' West Sussex HER
14 MWS4013 Placename - Pit Meadow PLA The placename at OS Grid ref TQ 2440 3990 A1: 'Pit Meadow', suggests a former area of minepits West Sussex HER
15 MWS4014 Placename - Pit Croft PLA The placename at NGR TQ 2460 3990 A1: 'Pit Croft', suggests a former area of minepits West Sussex HER
16 MWS4015 Placename - Kiln Field PLA A placename 'Kiln Field' at NGR TQ 2590 4120 A1 suggests former industrial processes, e.g. brick/ tile/ lime working? West Sussex HER

17 MWS4016 Banjo enclosure - Brook Farm MON Close to Brook Farm at NGR TQ 2530 4100 A1 there is a possible 'Banjo enclosure' West Sussex HER
18 MWS4041 Hammer? Pond - Pound Hill MON The pond at Pound Hill at OS Grid ref TQ 3060 3890 A1 has been filled in 1988 was an old Hammer pond (it is close to 

Forge Wood). Under an earth dam there is a brick lined tunnel (blue bricks) and so most have a later construction date than 
the mill (possibly a repair)

West Sussex HER

19 MWS4393 Medieval Activity - Crawley High St 
Relief Rd

MON Seven trenches were excavated centred about NGR TQ 2680 3695 for the Crawley High St Relief Rd, three of these did not 
produce any archaeological features, one of them contained a shallow hollow (possibly a tree root hole) and a charcoal-rich 
patch (almost certainly a burnt tree root). The other three trenches contained 2 gullies, five post holes, eight pits (one of 
which is not thought to be archaeological), 3 features back-filled with iron slag (2 possibly Victorian soakaways, one 
containing a clay drain). Later medieval pottery was found in most of the features, large quantities of iron slag were found, 
some lead and a copper alloy perforated disc. {1} {2} Also see {3}

West Sussex HER

20 MWS4396 1046427 Archaeological Intervention - Charlwood 
House

MON A watching brief was undertaken at Charlwood House, at OS Grid ref TQ 2630 3985, a small pit was recorded, it contained 
fragments of animal bone (mostly cattle ribs) and a small collection of pottery, all post-medieval or modern; NMR ref 
1046427

West Sussex HER

21 MWS4397 Archaeological Intervention - Heathy 
Ground Farmhouse

MON After a desk-top study which revealed that the site was relatively undisturbed and of archaeological potential two trenches 
were excavated at OS Grid ref TQ 2930 3906 c. These revealed a network of modern drains, service pipes, and root 
disturbance obscuring a possible brick structure and two post holes containing modern debris

West Sussex HER

22 MWS4518 Gatwick Manor Hotel, London Road, 
Crawley

FS An archaeological evaluation, watching brief and desktop study carried out at Gatwick Manor Hotel, London Road, Crawley, 
centred on TQ 2715 3935, in July/ August 1996. Desktop study, in particular cartographic sources, suggest the pond on the 
west side of the house has always been so and is not part of an original moat. Seven trenches dug as part of an evaluation 
and a watching brief during groundworks revealed nothing of archaeological significance. No trace of a moated complex 
was found, which contradicts the belief that the 15th century hall house was a moated manor

West Sussex HER

23 MWS4519 Gatwick Manor Inn MON Hyders; also known as Hydehurst Farm; is an 'exceptionally interesting' house, C15 and later, formerly moated. It is partly 
timber framed and was restored in 1925. Part of the moat still exists on the W side.{1} Hydehurst, as described above, is 
now incorporated into 'Gatwick Manor Inn', a roadhouse. It has been further restored and is in good condition. The 
remaining arm (west) of the moat has been turned into an ornamental pond: no trace of it exists elsewhere.{2} A watching 
brief and an archaeological evaluation targeting the area around Gatwick Manor Hotel, London Road, Crawley, have 
concluded that the existing ponds are only ponds and not leftovers from a moat, thus contradicting the earlier findings of a 
formerly moated building

West Sussex HER

24 MWS4879 Brickfield on N. side of Railway MON Marked on the map of 1895 and 1909 West Sussex HER
25 MWS4884 Brickfield on the site of Shelley Close MON Brick Field wood in 1842 Map West Sussex HER

26 MWS5051 Ifield MON Minepit West Sussex HER
27 MWS5052 Ifield Wood MON Minepit West Sussex HER
28 MWS5055 The grove MON Minepit West Sussex HER
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29 MWS5124 Placename - Minepit Close MON At OS Grid ref TQ 2430 4010 A1 the placename 'Minepit Close' and field observation suggest minepits for former 
ironworking exist in the area

West Sussex HER

30 MWS5138 Brickyard - Lowfield Heath MON On the west side of the London road, south of Lowfield Heath at NGR TQ 2690 3830 A1 there is a brickyard marked on an 
1855 map

West Sussex HER

31 MWS5204 Crawley - Bloomery MON A find of a number of pieces of bloomery slag, including an almost complete furnace bottom and several pieces of medieval 
pottery sherds came from the same vessal a green glazed jug with graffito decoration of at least three faces set in triangular 
fields delineated by double lines dates between late 13th and early 15th century

West Sussex HER

32 MWS5345 Placename - Forge Wood MON Possible former iron working at NGR TQ 2960 3880 A1 - placename 'Forge Wood'. {1} There are earthworks as well as the 
placename evidence

West Sussex HER

33 MWS5346 399630 Tinsley Forge MON NMR ref 399630 - Remains of pond bay, probable site of a forge working from 1574 to 1664. Medieval forge at Tinsley. 
Place names: Forge Farm, Forge Wood, Minepit Wood, Blackmead and Black Corner. The forge was known to be working 
from 1574 to 1664. It was bought in 1656 by Leonard Gale, who died in 1690. The bay remains and forge cinder is 
visible.{1}{2} The pondbay extends from TQ29003928 to TQ29233935 and reaches a maximum height of 1.2m with a base 
of 5m. There is a scatter of forge cinder in the stream and on both banks just below the bay. The present owners of Forge 
Farm did not know of the placenames Blackmead and Black Corner.{3} The bay has been levelled without trace W of the 
stream, and E of it has been largely obscured by dumping and by rubbish as to be no longer recognisable. Some cinder 
was noted in the stream below the site of the bay in the area indicated above.{4} Listed by Cleere and Crossley.{5} Black 
Plat Field Placename from the OS map.

West Sussex HER

34 MWS5363 Brick Mead MON unpublished documentary evidence for ironstone workings in 2 arable fields T.M.1842 West Sussex HER
35 MWS5364 Minepits MON Minepit field TQ 2901 3839, Minepit wood TQ 2908 3856, TQ 2925 3859, Marl Pit wood TQ 2914 3854 West Sussex HER
36 MWS5383 Kiln MON Kiln field (1842 TM) TQ 3007 3916, Kiln Plot (1842 TM) TQ 2932 3918 West Sussex HER
37 MWS5473 Bloomery Site - Crawley MON 100m west of Crawley High street at Driftway, NGR TQ 2675 3700 an uprooted tree revealed a number of pieces of 

bloomery slag, and a complete furnace bottom, it covered an area c.2-3m around the base of the tree. {1} Several sherds of 
medieval pottery (24) were recovered, mostly from the same vessel, a green glazed jug with graffito decoration of at least 
three faces set in triangular fields, it dates from late C13 to early C15

West Sussex HER

38 MWS6512 1098678 Watching brief at 7, Ardingly Close, 
Crawley.

FS A watching brief took place during groundworks for an extension.No features or artefacts of archaeological interest were 
found

West Sussex HER

39 MWS6514 World War 2 Installation at Crawley MON World War 2 installation. Marked on 1946 OS Map as 15 Command Workshop ( R.E.M.E.). NGR. TQ 2674 3745 C West Sussex HER
40 MWS667 Ifield Medieval park PARK Ifield Park - 'Chester, Esq. a few years since bought an estate of 400 or 500 acres in this parish (Ifield?) and the adjoining 

one of Charlwood, in Surrey. He has built a mansion on the part which is in Ifield, grubbed up the hedges around the house, 
and made a park of the land. A farm house on the estate in Charlwood is called Park Farm, and there is a rookery near, 
and probably at an early period there was a park'.<1> Ellis is referring the cleared area of pasture around Ifield Court, an 
C18 residence, at TQ24733841, which is known locally as 'The Park' and is purely ornamental. No trace of the park 
pale.<2> Bewbush Medieval park mentioned from 1295 onwards, owned by William de Brewes.<3> See 2805 for the Post 
Medieval parkscape

West Sussex HER

41 MWS674 399590 Bronze Age sword - Charlwood FS NMR ref 399590 - Late Bronze Age sword; LBA sword found at a depth of two or three feet at Charlwood in 1952. In the 
possession of Crawley Development Corporation.<1><2><3> Mr Clark (of CDC) confirmed the above given siting and 
added that the sword, still in the possession of the Corporation, was found by workmen (who have now left the district) 
during excavations for the canalisation of the Polesfleet Stream. <4> Additional reference. <5>

West Sussex HER

43 MWS683 Bloomery - Northgate MON Site of Bloomery West Sussex HER
44 MWS684 Watermill - Three Bridges MON Hazlewick Mill is shown by the OS in 1870-74.<1> Reference in 1643.  Dilapidated ruin by 1939. Nothing remains West Sussex HER
45 MWS6867 Crawley N.E. Sector Development - 

Medieval Activity
MON Area of raised ground - platform. North-western end of test trench within raised area, south-eastern end of trench 

encompassed width of the hollow way running along platform. Some postmedieval finds were dicovered in topsoil, and 2 
features were discovered within the trench, one "u"-shaped pit and a linear flat bottomed pit, containing animal bone, 
pottery, glass, slag and only slag respectivly. No structural evidence was found. Another trench (17) was put in adjacent to 
trench 2, containing similar assemblages of medieval pottery, slag, glass and two fragments from a possible lava 
quernstone. A gully exposed in trench 17 running east-west is thought to be contemporary with the occupation layer. 
Although no structural evidence was recovered, the density of occupation debris strongly suggests the feature to be a 
house plarform. A Geophysical survey was carried out in 1999 by A. Bartlett (see specification for an archaeological field 
survey october 2001, CgMs on the area of Tinsley Green

West Sussex HER

46 MWS6868 Crawley N.E. Sector Development - 
Platform

MON Area of raised ground. Redeposition of natural suggests deliberate creation of raised area for agricultural purposes West Sussex HER

47 MWS6870 Crawley N.E. Sector Development - 
Boundary Bank

MON Bank and ditch discovered in trench 10 form a boundary which also runs through trenches 9 and 16 West Sussex HER

48 MWS6871 Crawley N.E. Sector Development - 
Furnace Pond

FS A layer of silty clay was encountered in trench 13, making it likely that the trench was situated in the former forge pond. 5m 
to the north-west of the northern extend of trench, 4 large iron slag furnace bases were recovered

West Sussex HER

49 MWS6872 Crawley N.E. Sector Development - 
Slag

FS Small fragments of slag were discovered within a natural feature in the trench 14 West Sussex HER

50 MWS6873 Crawley N.E. Sector Development - 
Boundary Bank

MON A boundary bank was exposed in trench 16, which is likely to be the continuation of the boundary bank in trenches 9 and 10 West Sussex HER

51 MWS6874 Crawley N.E. Sector Development - 
Gully

MON Gully lying to south of east west bank, running parallel to it. It marks the boundary of alluvial deposits, and is therefore 
thought to have marked the northern boundary of the pond

West Sussex HER

52 MWS6875 Crawley N.E. Sector Development - 
Boundary Bank

MON Bank running along the norther extend of the pond and the boundary ditch exposed in trench 18. Relativey large quantities 
of slag were also recoverd from trench 19

West Sussex HER

53 MWS6876 Crawley N.E. Sector Development - 
Ditch/slag

MON A ditch was exposed in a large cut filled with alluvium. It is thought that it is part of the boundary ditch and bank exposed in 
trenches 18 and 19, forming the northern extent of the pond

West Sussex HER

54 MWS6877 Lime Kiln - Trench 21 MON Lime Kiln exposed in trench 21 which was visible on tithe map although not in the exact position. The Kiln consisted of a 
large circular straight sided pit (2-3m in diameter)

West Sussex HER

55 MWS6878 Crawley N.E. Sector Development - 
Boundary Bank

MON A substantial  bank and ditch marking the northern boundary of the pond. It is the same boundary bank as in trenches 18, 
19 and 20

West Sussex HER

56 MWS6879 Crawley N.E. Sector Development - 
Slag

FS Besides the finds of slag, the trench established that the pond did not extend to this point. A Geophysical survey was 
carried out in 1999 by A. Bartlett (see specification for an archaeological field survey october 2001, CgMs on the area of 
Tinsley Green

West Sussex HER

57 MWS6880 Crawley N.E. Sector Development - 
Pond

MON The upper alluvium exposed in the trench , indicates the use as a pond. The pond probably extended 230m from east to 
west and 300m from the forge to trench 28. A Geophysical survey was carried out in 1999 by A. Bartlett (see specification 
for an archaeological field survey october 2001, CgMs on the area of Tinsley Green

West Sussex HER

58 MWS6881 Tinsley Green Trench 6 MON About 6 postholes were exposed in trench 6 as well as industrially produced  artefacts, thus giving the postholes a modern 
date and not medieval .A Geophysical survey was carried out in 1999 by A. Bartlett (see specification for an archaeological 
field survey october 2001, CgMs on the area of Tinsley Green

West Sussex HER
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59 MWS6882 Tinsley Green - Trench 10 FS 4 worked flints including one blade were recovered from trench 10. A Geophysical survey was carried out in 1999 by A. 
Bartlett (see specification for an archaeological field survey october 2001, CgMs on the area of Tinsley Green

West Sussex HER

60 MWS6883 Tinsley Green - Trench 15 FS One blade fragment was found in trench 15. A Geophysical survey was carried out in 1999 by A. Bartlett (see specification 
for an archaeological field survey october 2001, CgMs on the area of Tinsley Green

West Sussex HER

61 MWS6884 Forge Farm BLD Forge Farm includes the Farmhouse in the architectural style of mid to later 19th century, The cart shed, the stables, the 
byre and a War-time air defence tower and associated structures

West Sussex HER

62 MWS6893 Crawley Leisure Park, Medieval 
Activity/Building/Well

MON Multi period archaeological features including a gully filled with 13th-14th century pottery, an old smithy, (finds include 
hammerscale, smithing slag, forging slag and charcoal) and a post modern to modern inn. (1) see also (2) 
Archaeomagnetic dating was carried out 

West Sussex HER

63 MWS6894 Crawley Leisure Park, Medieval 
Activity/Hearth/Well

MON Multi period features, including a large keyhole shaped hearth containing eight kg. of redeposited slag, used for forging and 
smithing, a boundary ditch, and an ancillary building to the west of the sun inn. (1) (2) Archaeomagnetic dating was carried 
out 

West Sussex HER

64 MWS6895 Crawley Leisure Park, Medieval 
Activity/Settlement

MON Multi period features including a medieval clay floor with pits containing forging slag and hammerscale aswell as a modern 
building. (1) (2) Archaeomagnetic dating was carried out 

West Sussex HER

65 MWS6896 Crawley Leisure Park Medieval 
Activity/Smithy

MON Multi period features, Including 2 trackways, a possible structure including beam slots, large pits containing slag, some 
roasted ore, and pottery dating to the 13th-14th century. The area is contemporary to the smithy and is thought to be the ore 
roasting and smelting area. By the end of the phase, the whole area was covered in a a.30m thick layer of slag. In the 
modern period a house was build on the same area. (1) (2) Archaeomagnetic dating was carried out 

West Sussex HER

66 MWS6897 Crawley Leisure Park - Medeival 
Fieldsystem/Iron Working

MON A Medieval field system. Two ditches running north-west to south-east are 17-18m apart and third ditch runs south north. 
13th-14th century pottery has been found which gave a date for the fieldsystem. (1) Also see (2). Considerable evidence for 
medieval ironworking (late 14th and early 15th centuries): substantial deposits of smelting and forging slag, several 
ironworking hearths, a sequence of associated clay floors and a probable smithy. (3) Archaeomagnetic dating was carried 
out

West Sussex HER

67 MWS6898 North West Zone development Gatwick 
Airport

MON Bronze Age settlement, including settlement enclosure ditch, a house structure, pit and posthole features, as well as 
medieval and undated field boundaries. Two of the pits contained large quantities of LBA pottery probably deposited by 
purpose.  (1) also (2-3). Published report (4)

West Sussex HER

68 MWS6899 Gatwick Airport North West Zone MON A Large BA ditch, 5m wide and 2m deep aligned north-south and containing LBA pottery. The two terminals were 
excavated. The ditch was 136m long. (1) Also see (2-3). Published report (4).

West Sussex HER

69 MWS6900 Gatwick Airport, North West Zone 
Development

MON Area containing some undated linear gullies as well as some undiagnostic flint fragments, one of which was found in the fill 
of one of the gullies. (1) Also (2-3). Published report (4).

West Sussex HER

70 MWS6901 Gatwick Airport, North West Zone 
Development

MON Some linear ditches were exposed which correlate to the 1839 Tithe map field boundaries. (1) West Sussex HER

71 MWS6902 Gatwick Airport, Car Park Z (west) MON Two linear ditches corresponding to a 1839 (Tithe map) field boundary. West Sussex HER
72 MWS6903 Gatwick Airport: Car Park Z FS Two pieces of worked flint were recovered West Sussex HER
73 MWS6905 Charlwood park farm MON The Site of Charlwood Park Farm, shown on Jean Rocque's Map of Surrey, 1768 West Sussex HER
74 MWS6907 1338493, 1338502 No. 7, Woolborough Rd. Northgate, 

Crawley
MON Seven postholes/pits and two ditches/gullies were identified and excavated. Nop direct dating evidence. Although 

ironworking slag suggests a medieval date. Residual flint flake was also found
West Sussex HER

75 MWS6914 1334724 Heathy Ground Farm MON Two post holes containing fragments of clay pipe, iron, slag, tile and brown glazed pottery. West Sussex HER
76 MWS6919 Medieval and Post-Medieval Activity - 

Junction of Kilnmead and High Street, 
Crawley

MON An archaeological evaluation at the junction of High Street and Kilnmead, Crawley, identified evidence for medieval and 
post medieval activity including pits, postholes, foundations of a brick built structure and high concentrations of iron working 
slag. An Area of numerous medieval pits were exposed containing large quantities of slag and some medieval pottery. (1) 
The site lies to the east of a medieval iron working site (ore roasting, smelting and smithy) see SMR 6858-6860. Some post 
medieval features were also exposed. (1) (2) Also see (3). Four evaluation trenches were mechanically excavated at the 
junction of High Street and Kilnmead, Crawley. The trenches were cut through the tarmac surface of a former car park and 
layers of modern levelling. Trench 1 was found to contain 13 archaeological features comprising small pits, postholes, two 
ditches, and the course of a modern culvert. The features contained high concentrations of iron-working slag and were 
presumed to be medieval in origin. Trench 2 contained slag-rich features and Trench 3 contained part of the surviving 
foundations of a post medieval brick built structure and a number of slag- rich pits, which were again presumed to be of 
medieval origin. Trench 4 contained a modern drainage pipe and disused gas pipe. Environmental samples were taken at 
the site. The examined samples contained few seeds and only small quantities of charcoal. This is likely to be the result of 
both the acidic nature of the sub-soil at the site and of its probable proximity to an industrial rather than domestic activity 
area. The low quantity of charcoal from the site suggests that only weathered slag was dumped into the pits rather than 
associated burnt deposits from the industrial activities

West Sussex HER

77 MWS6950 Crawley N.E. Sector Development - 
Boundary Bank

MON A boundary bank was discovered in trench 9 West Sussex HER

78 MWS7143 1474529 Anti Aircraft - The Kentish Gun Belt MON NMR ref 1474529 - Site of a Second World War Diver Battery in the Kentish Gun Belt at Crawley. It was armed with eight 
mobile 3.7-inch guns, which were progressively replaced with 3.7-inch Mark IIC guns, and manned by 132nd Mobile 
Regiment of the 57th Anti Aircraft Brigade

West Sussex HER

79 MWS7176 1475196 Anti Aircraft - The Kentish Gun Belt - 
Tinsley Green

MON NMR ref 1475196 - Site of a single gun (Diver) light anti aircraft emplacement and searchlight emplacement at Tinsley 
Green. This was armed with a 40mm gun, which was moved to an extant searchlight emplacement between 24th-26th June 
1944, as part of the fourth deployment

West Sussex HER

80 MWS725 Bloomery - Westfield Place MON Bloomery listed by Cleere and Crossley West Sussex HER
81 MWS726 399985 Cropmark enclosure - Gatwick MON NMR ref 399985 - Cropmark of a circular ditched enclosure; Cropmark - circular ditched enclosure. A circular ditch in sandy 

soil, forming an enclosure some 30m in diameter. There is an outurned entrance to the NE. The ditch is now some 3-4m 
wide and 0.4m deep.<1><2>

West Sussex HER

82 MWS727 399957 Flint arrowheads - Gatwick FS NMR ref 399957 - Cremation urn, flint arrowheads and Roman coins; Flint arrowheads, British sepulchral urns and bronze 
Roman coins (see 4114) found.<1> Found S of Horley Station and to the 
N of Holyland [Horleyland] Farm when the railway line was being laid in 1839-40. <2> 

West Sussex HER

83 MWS7275 Land at Stumbleholme Farm NEG Ten 1m square foundation holes for a new barn were monitored. Despite quantities of iron slag being located a little to the 
west during the construction of an earlier barn/store no such deposits were located at the current development. The land 
was found to have been made up with a clay dump over an old ploughsoil. No archaeological finds or features were 
exposed

West Sussex HER

84 MWS728 Gatwick House MON Gatwick House is mentioned in a will dated 1576.<1> Moat at Gatwick House, Charlwood.<2> There is no moat at Gatwick 
House (now demolished), only a large, ornamental fishpond of late date which may have been confused with the arm of a 
moat.<3>

West Sussex HER

85 MWS7330 Worth Park Dairy MON A Mosaic was exposed by chance, on the site which was once the old Dairy of Home Farm. It is a very unusual Floor for a 
Dairy. The tessellated floor was of a "Greek Key" design, in blue and yellow against a dark red and white background.

West Sussex HER
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86 MWS7417 Mine Pits - Pound Hill MON Several features were encountered including pits and linear ditches. The features were interpreted as Post-medieval Iron 
Working  (mining pits). The Watching Brief failed to establish any additional facts. 

West Sussex HER

87 MWS7448 1404058 Crawley Schools Private Finance 
Initiative, Ifield Community College, 
Crawley - Archaeological Evaluation 
Report

NEG An archaeological evaluation revealed no significant archaeological features. The evaluation comprised of fifteen 1.5m x 
30m machine dug trenches. Several modern field drains were noted and two undatable flint flakes and occasional modern 
artefacts were found but not retained. The results of the evaluation indicate that the archaeological potential of the site is 
low

West Sussex HER

88 MWS7506 Wooden Structure MON A wooden structure (bridge) was exposed. The worked timber could not be dated as the final tests have to be carried out, 
but a possible date of 1000 to 1500 BP is suggested

West Sussex HER

89 MWS7510 1414404 Royal Observer Corps Monitoring Post 
(Cold War) - Crawley

MON NMR ref 1414404 - A Royal Observer Corps monitoring post. The site is located (with the surface features intact) 100 yards 
north of Charlwood Road inside Gatwick Airport perimeter fence. Close to an emergency access gate and alongside the 
airport perimeter track.. NMR location c.40m NE of HER plot

West Sussex HER

90 MWS7548 Earthwork MON Earthwork pillow mound - (probably a medieval rabbit warren) noted 1998 during walkover survey West Sussex HER
91 MWS7550 Bloomery MON A Probable medieval Bloomery was discovered at this site, andwas seen by John Mills  (06/04/2003). It is situated on a 

raised stream bed. It is approx. 30 inches wide and 4 foot below current ground level
West Sussex HER

92 MWS7625 Bloomery - Ifield Brook MON Bloomery as seen on Wealdon Iron Research Group Database West Sussex HER
93 MWS7770 Lime kiln - Copthorne Farm MON Lime kiln - Copthorne Farm (1) Site shown in Epoch 1 mapping West Sussex HER
94 MWS7775 WWII Installation - 15 Command 

Workshop
MON WWII Installation - 15 Command Workshop - (R.E.M.E.) West Sussex HER

95 MWS790 Bronze Age scraper - Heathy Ground FS EBA flint scraper found during excavations in Heathy Ground in 1938-9 (see 4224).<1> West Sussex HER

96 MWS7952 Medieval anthropomorphic jug from 
Crawley

FS Full description of sherds of a medieval anthropomorphic jug exposed by a fallen tree after the storm of October 1987. 
Probably made at Earlswood and, if its interpretation is correct, should be dated to the mid-13th century

West Sussex HER

97 MWS8042 Land at Pegler Way, Crawley - Medieval 
Industrial Site

MON Excavation uncovered a medieval site which appears to have been used for industrial purposes including the disposal of 
iron slag and in one of the steps in the process of turning flax into linen. The pottery assemblage indicated a very short 
span of activity on the site, extending at most from the late 12th - 14th century. Numerous gullies, pits and postholes were 
revealed. A wooden scutching knife was found. {1} The excavation covered approximately 700m squared in a single 
stripped area. The archaeological deposits included postholes and pits, with possible evidence of quarrying (some 
containing a quantity of iron slag) and linear gullies. The excavation uncovered a medieval site which appears to have been 
used for industrial purposes, including the disposal of iron slag and possibly one of the steps in the process of turning flax 
into linen. The pottery assemblage indicates a very short span of activity on the site, extending at most from the late 12th to 
the 14th century. Four phases of activity were identified. Phase 1 (Early Medieval - Late 12th Century): Two gullies, 
approximately 3 metres apart and parallel to one another, are thought to represent the continuation of a burgage plot. 
Phase 2 (Medieval - 13th Century): A large pit was identified that is thought to be a retting pond used to prepare raw flax. 
The full dimensions of the pit were not ascertained. A wooden scutching blade was found in the lowest fill in an organic 
waterlogged deposit. This pit cut through the burgage plot. Various pits across the site were identified and thought to be 
associated with the disposal of iron slag. Phase 3 (Medieval - Late 13th to 14th Century): Two pits were identified towards 
the eastern margin of the stripped area and are thought to be associated with this phase. Phase 4 (Early Modern to 
Modern): Following a long period of abandonment, the final phase of site activity includes the digging of various field drains 
and services and the use of the site as an area of hard standing

West Sussex HER

98 MWS8043 Site of Oaktree House, Crawley MON An evaluation was carried out by Framework Archaeology in advance of the construction of an Immigration Removal Centre 
at Gatwick Airport, during which five machine-excavated trenches were opened. Evidence of post-medieval activity relating 
to Oaktree House, an 18th century house identified by historical and cartographic research, was recorded. The house, now 
demolished, was situated to the west of the current site, with the gardens and associated land in the western part of the 
site. A track leading to estate cottages to the east of the site, an extant ha-ha and pond feature, brick pathways and the 
locations of trees relating to the track and other features were observed, and a ditch associated with drainage to the pond 
feature was investigated. No finds were recovered with the exception of a single sherd of post-medieval pottery

West Sussex HER

99 MWS8181 Mine Pits - Pound Hill, Crawley MON Probable mine pits and associated spoil mounds, probably of early post-Medieval date. Walkover and site survey revealed 
several linear ditches, some likely to be of post-Medieval date

West Sussex HER

100 MWS822 Windmill - Gatwick Manor Inn MON A smock mill rebuilt in the grounds of Gatwick Manor Inn having been removed from its home at Littleworth, near Partridge 
Green, in 1959. It dates back to 1790.<1> This said to be Jolesfield windmill, which formerly stood near West Grinstead 
(see 4339). It has been much altered.<2>

West Sussex HER

101 MWS8320 1458373 Negative evidence - Crawley MON Watching brief produced no archaeological finds or features. Map shows approximate area covered West Sussex HER
102 MWS8497 Appletree Farm Roundabout, Crawley MON Watching brief at Appletree Farm roundabout discovered two ditches with associated banks. Although only modern finds 

were recovered from the bank and ditch of the two earthworks, they may have had earlier origins. It was common for bank 
and ditch earthworks to be used in the medieval and post-medieval periods for delimiting the boundary of ancient 
woodland. The 1795 Gardner and Crean Map of Sussex shows the site to be on Ifield Green. The surviving earthworks may 
relate to previous land use of cattle grazing on common land. Any medieval or post-medieval evidence for the earthworks 
would have likely been removed with any clearing/cleaning of the ditches. The ditches were shown to cut through the bank 
material; therefore it was likely that these ditches were ‘cleaned out’ in the recent past

West Sussex HER

103 MWS9014 The Cottage in the Wood, Balcombe 
Road, Crawley - Historic Building 
Information

LLB The Cottage in the Wood occupies the site of a derelict gamekeeper's cottage. It was built between 1931-3, designed by 
Blunden Shadbolt (1879-1949), an Arts-and-Crafts architect known for his convincing historicist buildings, which often 
incorporated fabric from older structures. Crawley locally listed building

West Sussex HER

104 MWS9057 War Memorial within the grounds of St 
Michael and All Angels Church, Lowfield 
Heath

BLD War Memorial (WWI) within the grounds of St Michael and All Angels Church, Lowfield Heath, Crawley West Sussex HER

105 MWS9102 1514740 Apple Tree Farm, Ifield - Watching Brief NEG The watching brief recorded the geological sequence of the area, overlain by ploughsoil of undetermined date. The 
watching brief was conducted on the excavation of 24 test pits dug to assess possible contamination of the site. No 
archaeology was observed in any of the areas exposed by the test pits, other than a modern field drain. No features or finds 
of archaeological significance were identified

West Sussex HER

106 MWS9102 Apple Tree Farm, Ifield - Watching Brief NEG The watching brief recorded the geological sequence of the area, overlain by ploughsoil of undetermined date. The 
watching brief was conducted on the excavation of 24 test pits dug to assess possible contamination of the site. No 
archaeology was observed in any of the areas exposed by the test pits, other than a modern field drain. No features or finds 
of archaeological significance were identified

West Sussex HER

107 MWS921 Ifield Forge MON Forge worked in 1574, destroyed 1643. Corn mill erected on site in 1683. Some forge refuse remains, also a mitre-shaped 
block of stone with a round hole through it, perhaps a bellows counterpoise.<1> The site of the Medieval forge is almost 
certainly covered by Ifield Mill, now disused, below a pondbay extending from TQ24423642 to TQ24603640. The hammer 
pond is waterfilled. Some forge cinder is visible in the mill stream below the bay, but no trace of possible bellows 
counterpoise.<2><3>

West Sussex HER
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108 MWS927 Charlwood House possible moat MON Charlwood house is a large L-shaped timber framed C15 moated house of almost Cheshire size. It is grade II* listed (RPS 
502). A stretch of ornamental water on the N and E sides of the house has the appearance of a homestead moat but a 
continuation could not be traced across the drive and outbuildings that now occupy the S and W sides of the house. 
Although the owner is not convinced it is a moat, its general proportions strongly suggest that it is.<4>

West Sussex HER

109 MWS9271 Site of Akehursts Farm Historic 
Farmstead, Worth

MON Site of Akehursts Farm, Worth, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead through the ‘Historic Farmsteads and 
Landscape Character in West Sussex’ Project. The project aimed to represent all farmsteads shown on the Ordnance 
Survey 2nd Edition 25” mapping of 1895. Akehursts Farm was a 19th century 3 sided L-Plan loose courtyard farmstead with 
a detached farmhouse set side on to the yard. It was in an isolated location but the farmstead has been totally 
demolished/lost

West Sussex HER

110 MWS9277 Site of Allen's Farm Historic Outfarm, 
Crawley

MON Site of Allen's Farm, Crawley, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead through the ‘Historic Farmsteads and Landscape 
Character in West Sussex’ Project. The project aimed to represent all farmsteads shown on the Ordnance Survey 2nd 
Edition 25” mapping of 1895. Allen’s Farm was a 19th century U-Plan regular courtyard outfarm or field barn. It was in an 
isolated location but the farmstead has been totally demolished/lost. 

West Sussex HER

111 MWS9279 Amberley Farm Historic Farmstead, 
Crawley

MON Amberley Farm, Crawley, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead through the ‘Historic Farmsteads and Landscape 
Character in West Sussex’ Project. The project aimed to represent all farmsteads shown on the Ordnance Survey 2nd 
Edition 25” mapping of 1895. Amberley Farm is a 19th century Row Plan farmstead with additional elements to the main 
plan. The farmhouse is detached and set away from the yard. It is in an isolated location and is extant (no apparent 
alteration). 

West Sussex HER

112 MWS930 Windmill - Lowfield Heath MON Disused C19 windmill.<1> <2> Dismantled in 1987 and re-erected at Charlwood in Surrey in 1988-1991. No trace of the 
windmill and adjoining Windmill Cottage now survives on its original site or on 2007 APs. <3>

West Sussex HER

113 MWS931 399593 Homestead Moat, Packhouse Farm, 
Crawley

MON NMR ref 399593 - Alleged Medieval moated site identified at Packhouse Farm; Moat at Packhouse Farm.<1> Sited from 
OS 6ins 1874-9.<2> No trace of either moat or farmhouse remains.<3>  The cartographic evidence indicates that it is likely 
that Park House Farm predates the earliest map source - Rocque's Map of Surrey 1681. The first detailed map of the farm 
is the Tithe Map of 1842, which showes a number of ditches around the main building. The main house at Park Farm is 
subsequently demolished between 1895 and 1919. Thus, when Gatwick Airport was constructed, the farm consisted only of 
a number of small features north of the access road from Bonnetts Lane. A projection of the features identified on the Tithe 
Map of 1842 shows that the eastern and northern boundaries and the east-west aligned ditch, are within the limits of the 
development. The location of Park House Farm is also in the western part of the site. It is not possible to determine the 
nature or date of the settlement at Park House Farm through the study of historical sources alone. At this stage there is a 
low-medium possibility that settlement activity can be traced back to the medieval period.

West Sussex HER

114 MWS932 399954 Roman occupation - Horleyland MON NMR ref 399954 - Roman coin and pottery; Fragments of Roman pottery found.<1> A 2nd brass of Faustina (AD 138-41) 
was found on Horley Land Farm, Horley, with some fragments of Roman pottery

West Sussex HER

115 MWS9326 Bank Farm Historic Farmstead, Worth MON Banks Farm, Worth, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead through the ‘Historic Farmsteads and Landscape 
Character in West Sussex’ Project. The project aimed to represent all farmsteads shown on the Ordnance Survey 2nd 
Edition 25” mapping of 1895. Bank Farm is a 19th century 3 sided loose courtyard farmstead with a detached farmhouse 
set away from the yard. It is located within a Hamlet with significant loss (more than 50% alteration). There is a building on 
the north side of the yard that is over 50m in length

West Sussex HER

116 MWS933 399957 Roman pottery and coins - Gatwick FS NMR ref 399957 - Cremation urn, flint arrowheads and Roman coins; British sepulchral urns, flint arrowheads (see 4115) 
and bronze Roman coins found.<1> Found S of Horley Station and to the N of Holyland [Horleyland] Farm when the railway 
line was being laid in 1839-40

West Sussex HER

117 MWS9396 Berry Cottage Historic Farmstead, 
Worth

BLD Berry Cottage, Worth, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead through the ‘Historic Farmsteads and Landscape 
Character in West Sussex’ Project. The project aimed to represent all farmsteads shown on the Ordnance Survey 2nd 
Edition 25” mapping of 1895. Berry Cottage is a 19th century dispersed cluster farmstead. It is in an isolated location but 
only the farmhouse survives. The house and two detached buildings are evident

West Sussex HER

118 MWS9414 Birchfield Historic Farmstead, Crawley BLD Birchfield, Crawley, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead through the ‘Historic Farmsteads and Landscape Character 
in West Sussex’ Project. The project aimed to represent all farmsteads shown on the Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition 25” 
mapping of 1895. Birchfield is a 19th century single sided loose courtyard farmstead with a detached farmhouse set side on 
to the yard. It is in an isolated location and is extant (no apparent alteration). 

West Sussex HER

119 MWS9419 Blackdog Farm Historic Farmstead, 
Crawley

BLD Blackdog Farm, Crawley, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead through the ‘Historic Farmsteads and Landscape 
Character in West Sussex’ Project. The project aimed to represent all farmsteads shown on the Ordnance Survey 2nd 
Edition 25” mapping of 1895. Blackdog Farm is a 19th century 3 sided loose courtyard farmstead with additional detached 
elements to the main plan. The farmhouse is detached and set away from the yard. It is in an isolated location but only the 
farmhouse survives

West Sussex HER

120 MWS9454 Bonwicks Place Historic Farmstead, 
Rusper

BLD Bonwicks Place, Rusper, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead through the ‘Historic Farmsteads and Landscape 
Character in West Sussex’ Project. The project aimed to represent all farmsteads shown on the Ordnance Survey 2nd 
Edition 25” mapping of 1895. Bonwicks Place is a 19th century 3 sided loose courtyard farmstead with additional detached 
elements to the main plan. The farmhouse is detached and set away from the yard. It is in an isolated location and is extant 
(no apparent alteration). The farmstead includes a Row Plan to one side

West Sussex HER

121 MWS9532 Brook Farm Historic Farmstead, 
Crawley

BLD Brook Farm, Crawley, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead through the ‘Historic Farmsteads and Landscape 
Character in West Sussex’ Project. The project aimed to represent all farmsteads shown on the Ordnance Survey 2nd 
Edition 25” mapping of 1895. Brook Farm is a 19th century farmstead although there is no historic mapping for this 
farmstead. 

West Sussex HER

122 MWS9552 Brooklyn Farm (Bonnets) Historic 
Farmstead, Rusper

BLD Brooklyn Farm (Bonnets), Rusper, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead through the ‘Historic Farmsteads and 
Landscape Character in West Sussex’ Project. The project aimed to represent all farmsteads shown on the Ordnance 
Survey 2nd Edition 25” mapping of 1895. Brooklyn Farm (Bonnets) is a 19th century double sided loose courtyard 
farmstead with a detached farmhouse set away from the yard. It is in an isolated location and is extant (no apparent 
alteration). 

West Sussex HER

123 MWS989 Mesolithic implements - Heathy Ground FS Excavations by Mr McKerrow in Heathy Ground wood in 1938-9 revealed a 'Mesolithic flint knapping floor' and a 'Mesolithic 
occupation area'. He pointed out the site of the knapping floor in the NW corner of the wood at TQ30503924, where he 
excavated an area about 3m by 5m. Much yellow coloured flint and several waste flakes were found. The site of the 
occupation area was indicated at the centre of the wood at TQ30623899, where two trenches, 2ft wide and 60 (sic) and 
15m long respectively had been cut at right angles to one another. Many black flints had been found, including a knife, a 
trimmed flake, a scraper (see 4223), calcined flints and some possible microliths. The waste flakes, knife and trimmed flake 
were sent to the BM and classified as Mesolithic. The site lies between the 200 and 300 contours but the ground is not 
particularly sandy.<1> Mr McKerrow died in 1956. There are now no signs of his excavations in the wood.<2> Activity 
Reference - 1 = WS406

West Sussex HER

124 MWS991 982066 Copthorne Church BLD St Johns Church, Copthorne - modern in C13 style West Sussex HER
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125 MWS9914 Copthorne Farm Historic Farmstead, 
Worth

BLD Copthorne Farm, Worth, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead through the ‘Historic Farmsteads and Landscape 
Character in West Sussex’ Project. The project aimed to represent all farmsteads shown on the Ordnance Survey 2nd 
Edition 25” mapping of 1895. Copthorne Farm is a 17th century L-Plan regular courtyard farmstead with additional detached 
elements to the main plan. The farmhouse is detached and set away from the yard. It is in an isolated location and has 
suffered partial loss (less than 50% loss)

West Sussex HER

126 MWS10131 The Moat House (Hovel), Ifield Court 
Farm - Historic Building Recording

BLD Historic Building Recording of the Hovel at Ifield Court Farm, Rusper, which was built towards the end of the eighteenth 
century

West Sussex HER

127 MWS10133 Duxters Farm Historic Farmstead, 
Crawley

BLD Duxters Farm, Crawley, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead through the ‘Historic Farmsteads and Landscape 
Character in West Sussex’ Project. The project aimed to represent all farmsteads shown on the Ordnance Survey 2nd 
Edition 25” mapping of 1895. Duxters Farm is a 19th century 3 sided loose courtyard farmstead with a detached farmhouse 
set away from the yard. It is in an isolated location and has suffered significant loss (more than 50% alteration). 

West Sussex HER

128 MWS10192 Ewhurst Place Historic Farmstead, 
Crawley

BLD Ewhurst Place, Crawley, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead through the ‘Historic Farmsteads and Landscape 
Character in West Sussex’ Project. The project aimed to represent all farmsteads shown on the Ordnance Survey 2nd 
Edition 25” mapping of 1895. Ewhurst Place is a 19th century dispersed multi-yard farmstead with a detached farmhouse 
set away from the yard. It is in an isolated location but only the farmhouse survives. 

West Sussex HER

129 MWS10209 Site of Farmstead (unnamed) Historic 
Farmstead, Crawley

MON Site of Farmstead, Crawley, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead dating to the 19th century - the Farmstead has 
been totally demolished/lost

West Sussex HER

130 MWS10210 Site of Woolborough (?) Farm Historic 
Farmstead, Crawley

MON Site of Woolborough (?) Farm, Crawley, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead dating to the 19th century – the 
Farmstead has been demolished/lost

West Sussex HER

131 MWS10211 Site of Boundary Oak (?) Historic 
Farmstead, Worth

MON Site of Boundary Oak (?), Worth, has been identified as a Historic Farmstead dating to the 19th century - the Farmstead 
has been totally demolished/lost

West Sussex HER

132 Red Archaeological Constraint CSAI Surrey HER
133 Red Archaeological Constraint CSAI Surrey HER
134 Red Archaeological Constraint CSAI Surrey HER
135 Green Archaeological Constraint AHAP Surrey HER
136 Green Archaeological Constraint AHAP Surrey HER
137 Green Archaeological Constraint AHAP Surrey HER
138 Green Archaeological Constraint AHAP Surrey HER
139 Green Archaeological Constraint AHAP Surrey HER
140 Green Archaeological Constraint AHAP Surrey HER
141 Green Archaeological Constraint AHAP Surrey HER
142 Green Archaeological Constraint AHAP Surrey HER
143 Green Archaeological Constraint AHAP Surrey HER
144 Green Archaeological Constraint AHAP Surrey HER
145 Green Archaeological Constraint AHAP Surrey HER
146 Green Archaeological Constraint AHAP Surrey HER
147 33 DENDROCHRONOLOGICAL 

ANALYSIS OF OAK TIMBERS FROM 
BROOK COTTAGE, CHARLW

EVT 31/05/2004 Surrey HER

148 37 DENDROCHRONOLOGICAL 
ANALYSIS OF OAK TIMBERS FROM 
CHARLWOOD PLACE FARM,

EVT 31/05/2004 Surrey HER

149 39 DENDROCHRONOLOGICAL 
ANALYSIS OF OAK TIMBERS FROM 
ST. NICHOLAS, CHARLWO

EVT 16/12/2003 Surrey HER

150 112 Watching Brief at Edolphs, Norwood Hill 
Road, Charlwood

EVT 14/02/2002 - watching brief, no features of archaeological interest found; few sherds of possible 17th century pottery noted. Surrey HER

151 116 Archaeological Desk Based 
Assessment for Land at  Gatwick Zoo

EVT 31/01/2003 - DBA Surrey HER

152 122 1450039 Archaeological Desk Based  
Assessment for the Land to the Rear of 
Hill

EVT 30/11/2002 - DBA Surrey HER

153 574 Dendrochronological analysis of oak 
timbers from No. 2 Rosemary Cottage

EVT 31/12/2004 Surrey HER

154 640 Archaeological assessment of Glover's, 
Edolph's and Rickett's Woods

EVT 28/02/2004 - Archaeological assessment by N Bannister for the Woodlands Trust. Areas of both Glover’s Wood and 
Edolphs Copse were in use as fields at some time during the medieval and post-medieval periods before they were 
abandoned and the land reoccupied by trees. Wood banks and field boundaries were the predominate archaeological 
features revealed. Whilst those in Glover’s Wood are visible, the department divisions in Edolphs Copse have been 
obscured by shallow stone quarrying. Ricketts Wood is a remnant of ancient woodland, and little of archaeological interest 
was recorded

Surrey HER

155 676 1508805 Horley NW Development Phase 3, 
Archaeological Evaluation Report, 
Chesw

EVT 31/07/2006 - Between April and July 2006, Oxford Archaeology carried out the third phase of a field evaluation on land 
north-west of Horley, Surrey. The main area was situated at Cheswick Farm, Meath Green Lane and comprised six fields 
situated on open pasture between two branches of the River Mole. Five further areas were investigated to the west of 
Meath Green Lane, near the River Mole. The evaluation identified concentrations of mainly late Iron Age to early Roman 
archaeology, clustering in Fields C and D at Cheswick Farm. These areas contained significant evidence of activity with 
potential for an Iron Age settlement. A low spread of archaeological features found throughout the surrounding fields date 
from the Iron Age to the post-medieval period,

Surrey HER

156 721 1506905 Archaeological Desk-top Assessment of 
36-42 Wheelers Lane, Smallfield,

EVT 25/10/2006 - DBA Surrey HER

157 861 Charlwood Place: 15th century Manor 
House and moat, Charlwood

MON Charlwood Place.  L-shaped moat approximately 160 by 140 ft. The VCH for Surrey gives the manorial history of Sanders 
Place, later Charlwood Place, from 14th century. Parts of the NE and SE arms of the moat are extant and are waterfilled. 
The NW side can be traced as a depression before the house. Width 40-45 ft. Depth said to be 10 ft. The farmer did dredge 
moat a few years ago, but nothing was found A 25" AM survey has been carried out

Surrey HER
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158 862 St Nicholas Church, Charlwood MON St Nicholas' Church, Charlwood, Tower (originally central) and part of north wall of nave c.1080, south aisle c.1260. 
Screeen to south chapel, now the chancel c.1480. Small scale excavation in 1982, during underpinning of the walls. The 
aim of the excavation was to discover what method of construction had been used when the south aisle was added to the 
Norman nave c.1280 and to obsrve ant differences in the fabric of these two parts of the building. A substantial late 19th 
century gutter pipe and associated drain obscured the point where the south aisle had been joined to the nave, while 
modern rendering covered large areas of the exterior of the west wall. However, at least one large elongated block of stone 
was observed which could have served as a tie between the two parts of the all. Differences in the fabric of these walls was 
most noticable where excavation took place

Surrey HER

159 867 399957 British burial urns, Horley MON A Late Iron Age sepulchral urn found south of Horl NMR ref 399957 - Cremation urn, flint arrowheads and Roman coins Surrey HER

160 868 399958 Povey Cross: possible moated 
enclosure and fish trap

MON On the west bank of the River Mole at Horley Street is a small sub-rectangular moated enclosure, waterfilled and in fair 
condition. There are remains of a retaining bank around the NW and NW sides. The moat was formerly connected with the 
river from the S corner. the enclosed area is hardly large enough for the smallest homestead, it may have been used for 
stock; NMR ref 399958 - the earthwork remains of a small moated enclosure

Surrey HER

161 869 399961 Court Lodge Farm.  12th century Manor 
and Homestead moat

MON NMR ref 399961 - 12th century moated manor house. On the E bank of the River Mole at Horley, and SW of Courtlodge 
Farm (dated 1847) are remains of a sub-rectangular homestead moat measurng overall 125.0m. NW-SE by 74.0m up to 
100.0m transversely. The course of the moat is everywhere visible. It is well preserved on the NE side, less so on the SW 
side, and is still water-filled around the W. corner (published fragment). The original entrance is in the SW side. There was 
probably another on the opposite side. Mrs Jones of Courtlodge Farm, stated that the farmhouse was built after its 
predecessor was burnt out, and that the earlier house stood within the kitchen garden inside the moat, at TQ 2732 4313. 
The 25" AM survey has been amended. Excavations by the Holmesdale Archaeological Group during 1966. Centred on TQ 
274 432. Much pottery was discovered, many pieces showing characteristic medieval patterns and glaze. A series of 3/4 
holes were excavated, possibly indicating post-holes of where the original Manor stood. However, from this source it is not 
known whether any further evidence was discovered to comfirm this interpretation. Traces of a soak away pit was also 
found. Article includes photograph of excavations taking place.

Surrey HER

163 1049 1391798, 1394124 A report evaluating the archaeological 
potential of High Street, Lumle

EVT 30/11/2000 Surrey HER

164 1050 1391798, 1394124 A report on the results of the Evaluation 
of High Street, Lumley Road

EVT 28/04/2001 - Evaluation Surrey HER

165 1051 1391798, 1394124 A report on the results of the Evaluation 
of High Street, Lumley Road

EVT 31/03/2001 - Evaluation Surrey HER

166 1153 1334804 Archaeological Evaluation Report: "The 
Defence", Horley Town Football Club

EVT 19/03/1999 - Evaluation by PCA in advance of redevelopment. Apart from modern drainage features, no archaeological 
deposits or features were found

Surrey HER

167 1194 1337804 An Archaeological evaluation of the 
proposed development at farmfields

EVT 23/08/1999 - trial trench, foundations of the former hospital building seen, no features of finds of archaeological interest 
revealed.

Surrey HER

168 1195 A Preliminary archaeological 
assessment of  proposed development 
at Fa

EVT 10/12/1997 - DBA Surrey HER

169 1291 403676 Rede Hall moated site, rebuilt in 19th 
century

MON Rede Hall, situated in the middle of a very large moated enclosure. 19th century, rebuilt 1911. The moat has been enlarged, 
remodelled and incorporated into ornamental gardens. NMR ref 403676 - Medieval moat now incorporated into ornamental 
gardens, a 19th century house rebuilt in 1911.

Surrey HER

170 1295 1334804 Archaeological Desk Based 
Assessment of  land at Horley town 
football club

EVT 31/08/1996 - DBA Surrey HER

171 1297 403696 Burstow Rectory, site of 14th century 
house and moat

MON In the grounds of Burstow Rectory some 130.0m to the south of Burstow Court (SMR No 1292), is a very small moat, 
waterfilled and in good condition. Excavations carried out in July and August 1964 by the Horley and District A S revealed a 
building and pottery suggesting a 14th c occupation. Mr D J Turner, excavation director, suggests the site may be that of an 
early priests house; NMR ref 403696 - A 14th century moated site within the grounds of Burstow Rectory

Surrey HER

172 1299 403702 12th/13th century homestead site and 
possible glasshouse

MON A mound at 'Topnotch'.  Church Lane, Burstow; NMR ref 403702 - Possible Medieval moated site at Topnotch, excavations 
recovered 12th/13th century pottery, an iron object, a portion of a crucible and glass. A flat-topped sub-circular mound, 
centred at TQ 30884132 standing within a bend of a stream. The mound averages 34.0m in diameter and has a maximum 
height of 2.0m. There are traces of a bank around the top. In view of the fact that the stream still periodically overflows at 
this point and encircles the mound with water, this seems likely to be an early Md. homestead although the presence of a 
crucible fragment and glass suggests industrial connections.

Surrey HER

173 1313 Horley Master Plan Issues Paper: Notes 
on Horley's Historic Landscape

EVT 31/01/1998 - desk-based research Surrey HER

174 1501 An Archaeological Evaluation of  the 
proposed development on the land

EVT 18/11/1996 - trial trench, no features or finds recorded Surrey HER

175 1503 1327667, 1324419 A preliminary  Archaeological 
Assessment  of  the proposed 
development

EVT 21/08/1996 - DBA Surrey HER

176 1505 1211629 An Archaeological Watching Brief on 
proposed Development of Ye Olde Six 
Bells

EVT 31/10/1997 - watching brief. no historic fabric revealed during alterations and groundworks too limited to reveal 
archaeological remains

Surrey HER

177 1594 History in Maps: Charlwood - A Parish 
on the Weald Clay

EVT 31/12/2003 Surrey HER

178 1791 An Archaeological Evaluation at  the 
Former, Court Lodge School, Horley

EVT 24/11/1992 - Watching Brief by SCAU recorded a number of narrow ditches, probably field boundaries. No dating evidence, 
but some medieval pottery.

Surrey HER

179 1792 An Archaeological Watching Brief at the 
Former Court Lodge School, Horley

EVT 28/02/1994 - Watching Brief by SCAU recorded a number of narrow ditches, probably field boundaries. No dating evidence, 
but some medieval pottery.

Surrey HER

180 2019 A Preliminary Archaeological 
Assessment of the Proposed Extension 
to t

EVT 31/01/1995 - DBA Surrey HER
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181 2460 399957 Flint Arrowheads, Horley FS Flint arrowheads found south of Horley station and; NMR ref 399957 - Cremation urn, flint arrowheads and Roman coins Surrey HER

182 2461 399957 Bronze Roman Coins, Horley FS Bronze Roman coins found south of Horley station a; NMR ref 399957 - Cremation urn, flint arrowheads and Roman coins Surrey HER

183 3016 Mesolithic chipping floor MON During the Second World War Mesolithic material was found Surrey HER
184 3017 Prehistoric Pebble hammer FS A broken Prehistoric pebble hammer from Pagewood Farm with hourglass perforation. Made of quartzite/sandstone. Surrey HER

185 3019 951795 Possible moated site.  Rectory MON Map evidence only for probable medieval moated site; NMR ref 951795 Surrey HER
186 3213 969185 Mesolithic flint artefacts: Charlwood FS Mesolithic flint artefacts discovered in the Second World War; NMR ref 969185 Surrey HER
187 3214 969191 Mesolithic flint artefacts: Charlwood FS Mesolithic flint artefacts discovered in the Second World War Surrey HER
188 3215 Neolithic Polished Flint Axe: Charlwood FS Part of a Neolithic polished flint axe found in or near Charlwood Surrey HER

189 3216 Bronze Age Barbed and Tanged 
Arrowhead: Charlwood

FS A Bronze Age barbed and tanged arrowhead found in or near Charlwood Surrey HER

190 3330 Charlwood Windmill: Brick Base Of 
Smock Mill

BLD A two-storey octagonal brick base of a former smock mill, built c.1800, destroyed by fire in 1897. Base incorporated into Mill 
Cottage, Charlwood Common. About 1934 Sit Gerald Chichester acquired the property and converted the remaining 
octagonal base into a house for his chauffeur. This double storied base is in very attractive face brickwork with a dentil 
course just below the eaves. There is a tiled roof over into which two pretty gable-shaped windows have been inserted. 
There is a small brick built extension at Ground Floor level. The cottage is in excellent condition and is still used and 
occupied as staff accommodation

Surrey HER

191 3532 963023 Former Horley Railway Station BLD The former Horley railway station, of the London and Brighton Railway, lies on the High Street, to the north of the present 
station. Built in circa 1855 and closed in 1967. The cottages are in a Gothic style, built to the design of the company's 
architect David Mocatta. NMR ref 963023

Surrey HER

192 3732 Horley Mill MON The first reference to Horley watermill appears in a deed of the 13th century. In this Robert, son of Walter de Horleia, 
granted the mill to his son Alfred at a rent of a silver mark. The mill was then owned by a variety of people until 1899 when 
a new tenant could not be found and it closed down and was demolished in 1926. Following the regrading of the river and 
the construction of the new road bridge in 1959 there are few remains to be seen apart from the brick retaining wall of the 
wheel pit. An advertisement for the Mill had stated that the breastshot waterwheel was 18ft in diameter, and that the mill 
was capable of grinding 25-30 loads a week, with storage facilities for 1100 sacks of flour

Surrey HER

193 4212 Friends' Burial Ground, Charlwood MON Site of Quaker burial ground. There were at least 111 burials between 1661 and 1807. Registers at Friends House, Euston 
Road, London, show that the burial ground was used for at least 111 people, many of them from Ifield, Sussex. It is marked 
on no maps, however two brown stones, about four inches square, with the letters F.B.G, mark its location in a field which is 
now used for grazing. The position has been marked on 6inch O.S. maps and copies lodged with the Surrey Archaeological 
Society, the County Record Office, Mole Valley Council Planning Office, and Friends House, London. The field belonged to 
Tanyard Farmwhose owner, Edward Taylor, willed the farm to the Friends about 1700. The field is situated at the corner of 
Russ Hill Road and Ridgers Lane. It no longer belongs to The Friends.

Surrey HER

194 4505 Moated site.  Charlwood House MON Research suggests this is a possible medieval moated site Surrey HER
195 4506 Moated site.  Gatwick House MON Research suggests this is a possible medieval moated site Surrey HER
196 4507 Moated site.  Hyders, Hydehurst Farm 

(Now Gatwick Manor)
MON Research suggests this is a possible medieval moated site Surrey HER

197 4560 Possible medieval moated site.  Ringley 
Oak (Picketts Farm)

MON Research suggests this is a possible medieval moated site Surrey HER

198 4590 Possible remains of moated site.  Moat 
Field, Horley

MON The Horley tithe map shows "Moat Field" within the properties of Benhams Farm. the modern 62 OS shows a small round 
pond at the same place.

Surrey HER

199 4836 Narrow ditches - possible field 
boundaries: Former Court Lodge 
School,

MON A watching brief by Steve Dyer of SCAU for Admiral Homes Ltd. recorded a number of narrow ditches, probably field 
boundaries. No dating evidence was recovered from these, but some medieval pottery was recovered from the spoil. 

Surrey HER

200 4837 Medieval pottery: Former Court Lodge 
School, Horley

MON A watching brief by Steve Dyer of SCAU for Admiral Homes Ltd. recorded a number of narrow ditches, probably field 
boundaries. No dating evidence was recovered from these, but some medieval pottery was recovered from the spoil

Surrey HER

201 4863 1211629 Limited groundworks revealing no 
features of archaeological significance

MON A watching brief by R Poulton & J Stevenson of SCAU, was maintained on works to this 15th century building, for Bass 
Taverns. No historic fabric was revealed during alterations and the groundworks were so limited that little disturbance 
sufficient to reveal archaeological remains occurred

Surrey HER

202 4864 Negative evidence, Land east of 
Balcombe Road, Horley

MON Evaluation by R Poulton of SCAU, for Wimpey Homes, in advance of residential development revealed no features or finds 
of archaeological interest

Surrey HER

203 4906 1334804 Negative evidence, 'The Defence', 
Horley Football Club

MON Evaluation by S Farid of PCA, for Laing Homes Ltd, in advance of redevelopment. Apart from modern drainage features, no 
archaeological deposits or features were identified

Surrey HER

204 4930 1391798, 1394124 19th century features, Land adjacent to 
the High Street, Lumley Road a

FS Evaluation by B Sharma of GAP prior to residential and commercial redevelopment. No evidence of activity dating to earlier 
than the latter part of the 19th century was observed

Surrey HER

205 5431 1337804 Site of former Farmfield Hospital, 
Farmfields, near Horley

MON Evaluation by M Dover of SCAU, for Westminster Healthcare Ltd, on the site of the former Farmfield Hospital. Foundations 
associated with the former hospital buildings were seen, but no features or finds of archaeological interest were revealed

Surrey HER

206 5731 17th century pottery: Edolphs, Norwood 
Hill, Charlwood

MON Watching brief by R Ellaby of SyAS during alterations within the grounds, including the excavation of a swimming pool. No 
features of archaeological interest were revealed, although a few sherds of possible 17th century pottery were noted

Surrey HER

207 5977 BURSTOW HALL, Antlands Lane, 
Burstow

LLB Large Victorian house, divided into three houses. Crawley locally listed building Surrey HER

208 6055 1426563 CONE: East of Horsley Close to Railway 
Bridge

MON Approximately 60 anti-tank concrete cylinders positioned close to road and railway. Part of GHQ defence line erected in 
1940. NMR ref 1426563 - 60 WWII anti-tank cones

Surrey HER

209 6070 NODAL POINT MON ANTI INVASION DEFENCE SITE  : NODAL POINT Surrey HER
210 6329 1427093 ROADBLOCK MON ANTI INVASION DEFENCE SITE  : ROADBLOCK. NMR ref 1427093 - Course of section of artificial Second World War anti-

tank ditch [plotted from German aerial photograph]. Running in a general West - East direction, from Weatherhill to a point 
near Hay's Bridge in Horne parish.

Surrey HER

211 6957 Medieval and post-medieval fields, 
Glover's Wood, Edolphs Copse, and 
Ricketts Wood

MON Archaeological assessment by N Bannister for the Woodlands Trust. Areas of both Glover’s Wood and Edolphs Copse 
were in use as fields at some time during the medieval and post-medieval periods before they were abandoned and the 
land reoccupied by trees. Wood banks and field boundaries were the predominate archaeological features revealed. Whilst 
those in Glover’s Wood are visible, the department divisions in Edolphs Copse have been obscured by shallow stone 
quarrying. Ricketts Wood is a remnant of ancient woodland, and little of archaeological interest was recorded

Surrey HER
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212 6958 Ricketts Wood: Ancient Woodland 
remnant

MON Glover’s Wood, Edolphs Copse, and Ricketts Wood, Charlwood Archaeological assessment by N Bannister for the 
Woodlands Trust. Ricketts Wood is a remnant of ancient woodland, and little of archaeological interest was recorded

Surrey HER

215 13567 Mesolithic site and flint finds, Horley MON Mesolithic site on land at Haroldslea, Horley, (near Thunderfield Moats). Flint finds include a Bronze Age barbed and tanged 
arrowhead at approx 25 cm deep, at the level where the plough soil meets the clay. A few centimetres lower than the 
arrowhead was a scatter of small fragments of burnt bone, with a concentration of bone, ash and charcoal in a small hollow 
in the clay approx 5cm across and 5cm deep

Surrey HER

216 13568 Bronze Age barbed and tanged 
arrowhead

FS An Early Bronze Age arrowhead struck from red/brown flint. Found during excavation of a Mesolithic site on land at 
Haroldslea, Horley.

Surrey HER

217 13683 Charlwood Place, Norwood Hill Road, 
Charlwood

PARK Park/Gardens associated with Charlwood Place. The house retains its simple 17th century yeoman origins. The garden 
appears, since the 19th century at least, to have been simple country garden with an orchard to the north-east of the 
entrance drive and a second, larger, orchard to the south. The L-shaped remains of a Moat lay to the east of the house. In 
2004 most of the garden area covered in farm buildings

Surrey HER

218 15144 Rede Hall gardens, Burstow PARK Park/Gardens associated with Rede Hall. The house is an amalgam of Victorian Styles c.1860. inside hall of the house 
dates back to 1328. The homestead moat has been enlarged, remodelled and incorporated into ornamental gardens in the 
Victorian period.

Surrey HER

219 15275 Mesolithic site: Charlwood MON Report by R Ellaby that a radiocarbon date for material from a pit on a Mesolithic site he had excavated had given a date 
within the 4th millennium bc

Surrey HER

220 15350 Medieval field boundaries and features: 
Court Lodge School, Horley

MON Evaluation by S Farid of PCA, for Laing Homes Ltd, in advance of redevelopment. Apart from modern drainage features, no 
archaeological deposits or features were identified

Surrey HER

222 16242 Possibly medieval bank and ditch, 
Glover's Wood

MON A small, sinuous band and silted ditch dividing Mount Noddy Wood on the west from Hill Land Farm on the east. The bank 
is approximately 0.3m high and 1.5m wide. The silted ditch lies on the east side. At the south end the earthwork has a 
fence on top and the earthwork has been considerably altered with the ‘gardenification’ of the grounds of Hill Farm. Where 
the bank meets with the boundary (HER 16243) the earthwork becomes more substantial, with a typical weed bank profile. 
Silted ditch with asymmetrical bank 3.0m wide and 0.5m high.  The ditch is on the west side (Mount Noddy) of the bank. 
This boundary is the edge of the Hill Lands assart as shown in 1640

Surrey HER

223 16243 19th century claypit, Glover's Wood MON The site of former Mount Noddy brick and tile works. This site is included in the inventory as the edge of the clay pit appears 
to mark the boundary of the Trust’s access route into Glover’s Wood. A substantial lynchet (1.5-2.0m) marks the drop in 
ground level into the clay pit. The works were in operation in 1870 and comprised two clay mills, a kiln and four drying 
sheds. The actual clay pit lay to the east abutting Hill Lands. In 1839 this ground belonged to the Duke of Norfolk as 
woodland called Mount Noddy

Surrey HER

224 16244 Possibly medieval bank and ditch, 
Glover's Wood

MON A wood bank boundary of which only a short length lies on WT property. This wood bank is almost like a lynchet in 
appearance and runs NE SW before turning NW to join with the boundary of Welland Gill. The ditch lies on the SE & SW 
side of the bank that is approximately 2.5m wide with the silted ditch 2.0m wide. This bank sub-divides Mount Noddy wood 
into compartments

Surrey HER

225 16245 Possible sump pond, Glover's Wood MON A possible sump pond lies immediately to the west of boundary (HER 16245). It may have originated as shallow diggings 
for stone or clay but has now become incorporated into the ditch. Sump ponds acted as over flows for ditches during heavy 
rain and waterlogged conditions

Surrey HER

226 16246 Medieval bank and ditch, Glover's 
Wood

MON A sinuous asymmetrical bank and silted ditch that is a continuation of 01 and extends N and NW to the edge of Welland 
Gill. This bank is fairly large 305m wide and 0.5m high with a 2.0m wide silted ditch. As the bank heads north from 01 the 
ditch is on the west side. Where it turns to go NW towards the gill the ditch appears to be on the NE side with a smaller 
bank beyond creating a double-banded boundary. Old hornbeam stubs occur along its length indicating that they were used 
as markers to define ownership. This is probably the part of the original medieval assart boundary of Hill Land Farm, 
Marking its outer limits where it encroached into the ancient woodland. On reaching the gill the boundary continues north for 
about 150m before turning due east to become (HER 16250)

Surrey HER

227 16247 Bank and ditch, Glover's Wood MON A wood bank sub-dividing the compartments of Mount Noddy Wood. It extends from (HER 16244) north-east to Welland Gill 
and comprises an asymmetrical bank (2.0m wide and 0.5m high) with silted ditch. Archives: Bannister, N.R. (2003-4) 
Glover’s Wood

Surrey HER

228 16248 Possibly medieval bank and ditch, 
Glover's Wood

MON A sinuous partial silted ditch and asymmetrical bank bounding the upper slope edge of Welland Gill from Mount Noddy to 
the Hill land assart wood bank (HER 16249). The ditch varies from 1.5m – 2.0m in width whilst the bank varies from 2.5m – 
4.0m in width with an overall height of nearly 1.0m in places. The bank is covered with little ground flora but a thick carpet 
of bryophytes. The ditch lies on the east side away from the gill, and at irregular intervals there are gaps in the bank to allow 
water to drain from the ditch into the gill. As with the assart boundary (HER 16246, 16249) this earthwork is likely to be of 
medieval origin, dividing the assarts and more productive coppice woods from the more difficult to work gill slopes

Surrey HER

229 16249 Possibly medieval bank and ditch, 
Glover's Wood

MON A sinuous, asymmetrical wood bank with silted ditch topped with hornbeam stubs extends west to east through Glover’s 
Wood and marks the edge of the Woodland Trust property. The bank is 4.0m wide and up to 1.0m high whilst the silted 
ditch is approximately 1.5m wide. At its eastern end the bank reaches nearly 1.25m high. This earthwork marks the 
northern extent of the medieval Hill Land assart and is shown in 1640.  Its boundaries are still defined in part by the 19th 
century ownership pattern, between the Duke of Norfolk and Christ’s Hospital

Surrey HER

230 16250 Post-medieval ridge and furrow, 
Glover's Wood

MON Small, straight drainage grips or channels occur at approximately 5m intervals in an east-west direction in a former 
cultivation field. These may have been dug either to aid drainage when the area was reverted to woodland or may be a 
relict of when the field was cultivate. The grips appear to drain into the ditches dividing the former fields that in turn run into 
the central pond (HER 16253)

Surrey HER

231 16251 Bank and ditch, Glover's Wood MON A sinuous silted ditch with rounded bank runs east from the edge of Welland Gill to the pond (HER 16253). The bank 
reaches 0.5m high and is 3.0m wide. This boundary appears to have originated as a field boundary dividing up an area of 
cleared woodland

Surrey HER

232 16252 Bank and ditch, Glover's Wood MON A silted ditch with rounded bank (0.5m high by 2.0m wide) runs due south from the pond (HER 16253). This earthwork 
probably originated as a field boundary subdividing an area of clearance in the wood. It abuts a further field bank at the 
southern end

Surrey HER

233 16253 Pond or marl pit, Glover's Wood MON An oval shaped former field pond lies in the centre of what was one four roughly rectangular fields. It is fed by the ditches 
from the surrounding boundaries (HER 16250, 16252, 16257, 16258). It may have originated as a marl pit, where 
calcareous clay was dug to spread on the nearby fields

Surrey HER

234 16254 Post-medieval ridge and furrow, 
Glover's Wood

MON Small, straight drainage grips and channels occur at approximately 5m intervals in a north-south direction in a former 
cultivation field. These may have been dug either to aid drainage when the area was reverted to woodland or may be a 
relict of when the field was cultivated. The grips appear to drain into the ditches dividing the area that in turn run into the 
central pond (HER 16253)

Surrey HER

235 16255 Bank and ditch, Glover's Wood MON A slightly curving, low, rounded bank with a silted ditch runs east-west from Welland Gill to join with another bank (HER 
16256). It is topped with coppiced hornbeam trees but probably originated as a field boundary. The bank is 0.5m high and 
3.0m wide

Surrey HER
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236 16256 Bank and ditch, Glover's Wood MON A small, rounded bank with silted ditch extends from (HER 16256) east towards a junction of several boundary banks. The 
bank is approximately 0.3m high and 1.0m wide with a similarly dimensioned ditch

Surrey HER

237 16257 Bank and ditch, Glover's Wood MON A slight silted ditch with rounded bank running north from the field pond (HER 16253) to join with (HER 16256). This is a 
field boundary dividing up an area of cleared land to the north of the Hill Land assart

Surrey HER

238 16258 Bank and ditch, Glover's Wood MON A slight silted ditch with rounded bank running east from the field pond (HER 16253) to join with (HER 16269). This is a field 
boundary dividing up an area of cleared land to the north of the Hill Land assart

Surrey HER

239 16259 Bank and ditch, Glover's Wood MON A sinuous bank and ditch runs NE from the junction of the boundaries of (HER 16256) and (HER 16269). The rounded bank 
is low (0.2m) and wide (2.5m) with the ditch nearly fully silted. At the south end is evidence of a former gateway

Surrey HER

240 16260 Possibly post-medieval excavation 
holes, Glover's Wood

MON Scattered throughout this area of wood are shallow depressions and low mounds. The depressions, some of them water 
filled, appear to be up to 0.5m deep whilst the mounds are low, less than 0.2m high. None of the features are large, 
reaching to about 3.0m-4.0m in diameter. One feature lying close to the gateway in boundary (HER 16259) is elliptical in 
appearance with a mound on the south side. It has the characteristics of a saw pit, but is more likely to either be of military 
origin or for stone extraction. Glover’s lies on a hill where the Pallundina limestone is close to the surface. It was worked in 
an ad hoc fashion in Edolph’s Copse and may also have been worked in the fields that make up Glover’s Wood

Surrey HER

241 16261 Post-medieval bank and ditch, Glover's 
Wood

MON A small, rounded bank with corresponding ditch lies at the extreme northern end of the Woodland Trust’s property in 
Glover’s. The bank is less than 0.2m high and 1.5m wide with the ditch silted up. This boundary sub-divides former fields in 
1839. At the eastern end this boundary joins with the earthwork bounding the hollow way (HER 16262).

Surrey HER

242 16262 Hollow way, Glover's Wood MON A hollow way runs north-south on the extreme NE side of Glover’s Wood. The hollow way has been created by the western 
boundary, a rounded bank and silted ditch, which is a continuation of the former field boundary (HER 16261). The eastern 
boundary of the hollow way comprises a lynchet type bank that reaches a height of 0.75m in places. The hollow way is part 
of the route from Glover’s Farm towards Welland Gill and Greenings Wood and may have been used as a means of 
extracting woodland products

Surrey HER

243 16263 Bank and ditch and hollow way, 
Glover's Wood

MON A hollow way runs due east from Glover’s Wood. This is a continuation of the hollow way (HER 16262) that enables 
Glover’s Farm access into the woodland. The hollow way is bounded on either side by rounded banks that reach a height of 
0.5m and width of 2.5m with the now silted ditches on the track side of the bank. Some outgrown coppice of hornbeam and 
ash occur on the banks

Surrey HER

244 16264 Site of post-medieval barn, Glover's 
Wood

MON An area of irregular ground lies to the south of the hollow way (HER 16263) together with a rectangular levelled area. 
Domestic rubbish and brickwork lies scattered around. This is the site of a barn or lodge that was present in 1839. By 1912 
the building had gone

Surrey HER

245 16265 Pond, Glover's Wood MON A small, elliptical, embanked pond lies at the extreme eastern corner of Glover’s Wood. It measures 50m by 20m with the 
embankment on the northern end reaching a height of 1.5m. The pond outlet runs into a small stream that flows towards 
Glover’s Farm. The pond may have originated as a stone pit and then been developed in the latter part of the 19th century 
as a field or stock pond

Surrey HER

246 16266 Bank and ditch, Glover's Wood MON A boundary earthwork marks the edge of the wood from the pond (HER 16265) to the low bank (HER 16267). The north-
south section comprises a rounded bank (0.5m by 1.5m) with silted ditch on the field side. It dog-legs to the west where the 
boundary earthwork has become a lynchet topped with stubbed hornbeams of considerably antiquity. The lynchet reaches 
0.75m in height and there are traces of a silted ditch at the western end. The boundary earthwork then dog-legs southwards 
again. At the junction the ditches run into each other and then drain away into the wood

Surrey HER

247 16267 Bank and ditch, Glover's Wood MON A low, rounded bank curves into the wood from the ditch complex on boundary (HER 16266). The bank is 2.5m wide and 
0.3m high. It is associated with a pathway and may be the result of an access track into the wood

Surrey HER

248 16268 Bank and ditch, Glover's Wood MON A substantial and sinuous asymmetrical wood bank and silted ditch runs approximately east-west to join with boundary 
(HER 16269). This earthwork forms a close association with the assart boundary (HER 16249) and like the latter may have 
been a major assart boundary associated with Glover’s Farm to the east. The bank is over 3.0m in width and 0.5m high 
with some fine hornbeam stubs and coppice on top. The ditch is silted and lies on the south side of the bank

Surrey HER

249 16269 Bank and ditch, Glover's Wood MON A continuation of wood bank boundary (HER 16268), this earthwork runs due north towards the junction with (HER 16256) 
and (HER 16259). The silted ditch is on the west side.  The bank reaches 0.5m in height and 2.5m in width

Surrey HER

250 16270 Pond, Edolph's Copse MON A sinuous pond approximately 30m long and 5m wide lies partly hidden in undergrowth about 100m east of the main 
entrance into Edolph’s Copse. Immediately to the south is a bank and ditch. This pond was probably originally dug for stone 
and dates from a least the mid 19th century. However, an interesting point is that the bank and ditch appear to curve 
around the pond suggesting that it could be contemporary or pre-date the boundary. The predominant archaeological 
feature in Glover’s Wood are the boundary banks. These are of two main types. The larger asymmetrical sinuous banks 
with silted ditches associated with the outer boundaries of the medieval farmland assarts of Hilland and Glover’s. The 
smaller less sinuous and more rounded banks with silted ditches associated with the boundary divisions of fields divided up 
from the larger assarts. Hillands itself is known to date from the 14th century and may be a late example of pioneer farming 
in the medieval period. The other features relate mainly to drainage – the grips and sump ponds and to exploitation of 
minerals, clay and stone

Surrey HER

251 16274 Bank and ditch, Edolph's Copse MON A sinuous rounded bank and ditch runs due south from boundary HER 16271 to join with the edge of the Woodland Trust 
property. The silted ditch lies on the eastern side and there is an interesting dog-leg in the earthwork about half way along. 
This suggests either a gate-way or a junction with another boundary. The bank measures approximately 2.0m in width and 
0.3m in height. The ditch is almost completely silted up

Surrey HER

252 16275 Possibly medieval bank and ditch, 
Edolph's Copse

MON A sinuous, asymmetrical bank and ditch run north east through compartment 5h. This earthwork partly enclosed a former 
shaw. It joins with the Woodland Trust property boundary HER 16276. The bank is approximately 3.0m wide and 3.0m high 
with the silted ditch on the north-western side. The predominant archaeological feature in Glover’s Wood are the boundary 
banks. These are of two main types. The larger asymmetrical sinuous banks with silted ditches associated with the outer 
boundaries of the medieval farmland assarts of Hilland and Glover’s. The smaller less sinuous and more rounded banks 
with silted ditches associated with the boundary divisions of fields divided up from the larger assarts. Hillands itself is known 
to date from the 14th century and may be a late example of pioneer farming in the medieval period

Surrey HER
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253 16276 Possibly medieval bank and ditch, 
Edolph's Copse

MON A sinuous, asymmetrical bank and ditch form the south-eastern boundary of Edolph’s Copse. The ditch lies on the field side 
and the bank is topped with a few old hornbeam, some stubs others with evidence of laying. The bank is approximately 
3.0m wide and 0.3m high with the ditch 1.0m wide and 0.4m deep. The boundary joins at the northern end with HER 16271 
where a deep ditch carries a eastward flowing stream draining the wood. The predominant archaeological feature in 
Glover’s Wood are the boundary banks. These are of two main types. The larger asymmetrical sinuous banks with silted 
ditches associated with the outer boundaries of the medieval farmland assarts of Hilland and Glover’s. The smaller less 
sinuous and more rounded banks with silted ditches associated with the boundary divisions of fields divided up from the 
larger assarts. Hillands itself is known to date from the 14th century and may be a late example of pioneer farming in the 
medieval period

Surrey HER

254 16277 Possibly medieval bank and ditch, 
Edolph's Copse

MON An asymmetrical bank with silted ditch runs due north from the boundary HER 16271 to enclose a small meadow. The bank 
is approximately 3.0m wide and 0.25m high with the ditch on the eastern side. The predominant archaeological feature in 
Glover’s Wood are the boundary banks. These are of two main types. The larger asymmetrical sinuous banks with silted 
ditches associated with the outer boundaries of the medieval farmland assarts of Hilland and Glover’s. The smaller less 
sinuous and more rounded banks with silted ditches associated with the boundary divisions of fields divided up from the 
larger assarts. Hillands itself is known to date from the 14th century and may be a late example of pioneer farming in the 
medieval period. The other features relate mainly to drainage – the grips and sump ponds and to exploitation of minerals, 
clay and stone

Surrey HER

255 16302 Possibly post-medieval banks and 
ditches, Glover's Wood

MON Two small, rounded banks with associated ditches run parallel from the junction of boundaries (HER 16259), (HER 16256) 
and (HER 16269) east to the hollow way of the track to Glover’s Farm. The banks are less than 0.25m high and 1.5m wide 
and were probably dug to help drain and mark the route into an area of former fields

Surrey HER

256 16546 Thunderfield Castle garden / park, 
Horley

PARK No information is known about this site other than its proximity to Thunderfield Castle, an originally 12th century motte and 
bailey castle. It may be realting to the wooded area near to the castle

Surrey HER

257 16562 Lee Street Burial Ground and Gardens, 
Horley

PARK A strict Baptist burial ground to the north of Lee Street in Horley still exists today with gardens surrounding. Allegedly the 
burial ground was opened in 1846 and the last internment was in 1969. However, the tithe map of Horley 1848 and 1870 
OS map do not note the burial ground or chapel near by. There was a group working on behalf of the burial ground in the 
1980's/90's named ' Friends of the Lee Street Burial ground'

Surrey HER

258 16847 London to Brighton Milestone MON Beside long straight on dual carriageway Surrey HER
259 16861 Reigate to Crawley Milestone MON Gatwick Airport, emergency exit road, Povey Cross Surrey HER
260 16867 London to Brighton Milestone MON Opposite Thistle Hotel, just north of junction with B2036 Surrey HER
261 16868 London to Brighton Milestone MON Opposite Parish church, near Povey Cross roundabout Surrey HER
262 16874 London to Reigate Milestone MON North of Hookwood Surrey HER
263 16952 World War Two aircraft crash site: 

Horley
MON A World War Two Aircraft Crash Site at Horley. The plane, L8214, A Miles Magister 1 of 19 E&RFTS, spun into the ground 

during spinning practice. Please note that we have not given a precise grid reference for this site as it is protected under the 
terms of the 1986 Protection of Military Remains Act. Disturbance or investigation of this site without the prior permission of 
the Ministry of Defence could lead to civil or criminal proceedings

Surrey HER

264 16963 World War Two Aircraft Crash: 
Smallfield

MON A World War Two aircraft crashed at Broadbridge Farm, Smallfield. A plane, S9+TH, a Messerschmitt Bf110C-6 of 1/EG210 
Luftwaffe was shot down on the 15th August 1940 at 1850 hrs. Please note that we have not given a precise grid reference 
for this site as it is protected under the terms of the 1986 Protection of Military Remains Act. Disturbance or investigation of 
this site without the prior permission of the Ministry of Defence could lead to civil or criminal proceedings

Surrey HER

265 17357 Aircraft Crash: Horley MON An aircraft stalled on approach to field and crashed at Horley. The plane, G-EADB, a Sopwith Gnu of Lloyd Commercial 
Aircraft Co. crashed on 2 March 1926

Surrey HER

266 17365 Aircraft Crash: Horley MON An aircraft spun in and crashed at Horley. The plane, G-AACW, an Avro 504K crashed on 25 January 1931 Surrey HER
267 17858 516521 Bolthods Cottage, Hathersham Close, 

Horley
LLB Tandridge locally listed building. Boltholds Cottage, 17th century, Hall House; NMR ref 516521 - House, built in the mid 16th 

century.
Surrey HER

268 17881 Rede Hall, 122 Redehall Road, 
Smallfield

LLB Tandridge locally listed building. Rede Hall is of two storeys plus attic and is basically square in plan. The building is 
rendered and colourwashed. There are decorative string courses of terra cotta panels. The windows have round and 
pointed gothic arches with drip moulds above. There is a three storey tower on the south west corner. This had a spire-type 
roof in 1900 but is now a castellated turret. The roofs are slate in plain and fishscale patterns and are steeply pitched. There 
are decorative barges on the gable ends and there are two rendered stacks. On the front of the building the figure of an 
angel holds a shield with the date 1874. Most of the existing building dates from this time when it replaced the remains of 
an older building which originally occupied the moated site

Surrey HER

269 17882 Rectory, Church Road, Burstow LLB Tandridge locally listed building. Burstow Rectory was apparently built by John Flamstead in the sixteenth century when he 
was rector of the parish (and also acting as the First Astronomer Royal at Greenwich Observatory). There are later 
additions and alterations. Burstow Rectory has been since divided into two properties; The Rectory and Bartlemy

Surrey HER

270 17883 516522 Bartlemy, Church Road, Burstow LLB Tandridge locally listed building. Bartlemy previously formed part of The Rectory, Burstow. NMR ref 516522 - Bartelmy 
House, c. 1720

Surrey HER

271 17885 Anns Villa, Copthorne Bank, Copthorne LLB Tandridge locally listed building. This tall three storey house is sited on the east side of the highway well back from the 
frontage. It is of simple rectangular plan with (tarnished) white colour-washed brickwork with stucco quoining and gauged 
flat arch wood casement windows. The low pitch slated roof has a chimney stack in each gable and apart from a single 
storey leanto on the north, the house is entirely symmetrical. The entrance doorway has a moulded stucco surround, the 
door being panelled and having a semi-circular fanlight with radial glazing bars. There is a modern prefabricated flat roof 
garage on the north and later outbuildings at rear

Surrey HER

272 17886 Old Forge Cottage, Keepers Corner, 
Burstow

LLB Tandridge locally listed building. Old Forge Cottage may date from the first half of the 19th century with a later Victorian 
porch and possibly earlier outbuildings. The walls are of white colourwashed stucco, lined to imitate masonry and the roof 
has modern plain tiling. The windows are wood casements - some with glazing bars - and the porch has coloured glass in 
leaded lights of ornamental pattern

Surrey HER

273 17888 Cherry Tree Inn, Copthorne Bank, 
Copthorne

LLB Tandridge locally listed building. The Northern portion with its twin double (low) pitched slate covered roofs with central 
valley gutter, white painted weatherboard cladding on brick plinth and wood sliding casement windows with glazing bars, 
together with chimney breast and stack on its northern gable end, probably stems from the 18th century. On the south is a 
late Edwardian brick built cross wing with plain tiled roof and sash windows with vertical glazing bars, whilst on its front 
elevation is a 'modern' single storey flat roofed extension and lean-to which partially masks 18th century portion

Surrey HER

274 17896 516562 Yew Cottage, 13 Wheelers Lane, 
Smallfield, Horley

LLB Tandridge locally listed building. 17th century with later additions. Yew Cottage, appears to date from the 19th century, is of 
two storeys, built in flemish-bond brick with dark headers and has gabled roof slates. The main part has a stack at both 
ends and has four vertical sliding sash windows set symetrically about a central door. To the west part is another with a 
separate roof, with a stack at the north-end but which extends further to the south. This part has tile hanging on the first 
floor

Surrey HER

275 17897 516520 Barn north of Allingham Farm, 
Copthorne Bank, Copthorne. NMR ref 
516520

LLB Tandridge locally listed building. A 2 bay barn with opposing double doors. The high doors face the farmyard. A stable 
adjoins. Probably 19th century.

Surrey HER
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276 17898 Redehall Lodge, 132 Redehall Road, 
Smallfield

LLB Tandridge locally listed building. Sited on the west side of Redehall Road and originally related to Redehall slightly to the 
west, but now in separate ownership, the 'Lodge' is clearly Victorian in character and one of the better examples of the 
period.  The original entrance gates and flanking railings to the Hotel still exist with their griffin piers, but now lead only to 
the lodge whose front is on the road boundary. The single storey building appears to be basically terra cotta faced (cement 
painted) with ornamental buff terra cotta tile course at cill level, label moulds over the wood casement windows with their 
diamond leaded lights and a steeply pitched tile roof with crested ridges whose gables have elaborate and varied 
ornamental barge boards. The eaves have moulded brackets and the all wood open entrance porch has elaborate uprights. 
There are also two bay windows. Some flat roofed additions occur at rear

Surrey HER

277 17899 Brook Cottage, Antlands Lane, Shipley 
Bridge

LLB Tandridge locally listed building. Brook Cottage of two storeys and rectangular in pl Surrey HER

278 17900 Brook Farm, Antlands Lane, Shipley 
Bridge

LLB Tandridge locally listed building. Brook Farm is larger and later in date than the ad Surrey HER

279 18341 Linear features, probably 17th century 
at land north of Tanyard Farm,

MON Evaluation by D Swift of ASE revealed a number of linear features, most probably drainage and/or boundary ditches dating 
to the post 17th century, although they rarely produced datable material. Two of the ditches produced small quantities of 
Late Bronze Age and Late Iron Age pottery, although there was no conclusive evidence to suggest that this material wasn’t 
residual in later features. A handful of small pits/postholes were also found, although none contained dating evidence. Most 
of the datable material was recovered from the topsoil, and was predominantly post-medieval in date

Surrey HER

280 18408 1577199 Medieval Pottery and Iron Working 
Debris: St Nicholas Church, Charlwoo

FS An archaeological watching brief was undertaken at St Nicholas Church, Charlwood during the construction of a new 
extension to the north side. Fouor brick tombs were identified as 18th to 19th century

Surrey HER

281 18409 1577199 Post-medieval Tombs and Burials: St 
Nicholas Church, Charlwood

MON An archaeological watching brief was undertaken at St Nicholas Church, Charlwood during the construction of a new 
extension to the north side. Fouor brick tombs were identified as 18th to 19th century

Surrey HER

282 19017 Chequers Hotel, Horley Row LLB Reigate & Banstead locally listed building. Medieval Hall House. Two bays remain within much extended hotel Reigate & Banstead LLB
283 Archaeologically Sensitive Area 

(Crawley)
ASA Crawley BC

284 Archaeologically Sensitive Area 
(Crawley)

ASA Crawley BC

285 Archaeologically Sensitive Area 
(Crawley)

ASA Crawley BC

286 Archaeologically Sensitive Area 
(Crawley)

ASA Crawley BC

287 Flood Alleviation Site - Compound Area MON Iron Age Ditches and Late Iron Age Urned and Unurned Cremations John Mills (pers comm)

288 Pollution Control Lagoon Site MON Late Iron Age Ditches and Circular Enclosure John Mills (pers comm)
289 Flood Alleviation Reservoir MON Wheel Wash Area - Iron Age Ditches & ? Round House Source John Mills (pers comm)
290 Flood Alleviation Site MON Mesolithic Flint Scatter within Alluvium on Palaeochannel Bank John Mills (pers comm)
291 Dyers Almshouses CA Conservation Area Crawley BC
292 Ifield CA Conservation Area Crawley BC
293 Sunnymead CA Conservation Area Crawley BC
294 Burstow CA Conservation Area Tandridge DC
295 Church Road, Horley CA Conservation Area Reigate & Banstead
296 Massetts Road, Horley CA Conservation Area Reigate & Banstead
297 Charlwood CA Conservation Area Mole Valley
300 1064335 1064335 CHARLWOOD AND HORLEY 

COTTAGE HOSPITAL
528300 143700 NMR_BLD Cottage hospital built in 1873. Now in use as a hotel. NMR

301 1088681 1088681  524400 141200 NMR_BLD A 19th or 20th century outside privy which ceased to be used in 1957. The hardwood frame stands on a brick sill, with the 
framing clad in oak and soft wood weatherboarding. The single hole seat board can be lifted off and the bucket can be 
reached from t

NMR

302 1088962 1088962 THE MOUNT FARMHOUSE 522700 138200 NMR_BLD Three bay, timber framed, medieval house of which the centre bay was an open hall.The large timbers are good quality and 
medieval rafters run the whole width of the house.

NMR

303 1094901 1094901 YEW TREE COTTAGE 527200 143500 NMR_BLD House built in the late 16th century. It appears to have been built as a pair of small cottages with brick external walls, but it 
has excellent reused joists and spine beams of c1600. Outshot, this is the kitchen, it is large enough to have an upstairs f

NMR

304 1128593 1128593 GATWICK AIRPORT 527138 140882 NMR A major airport with a phase as a military airfield. Before the Second World War Gatwick was a private airport, it became a 
Royal Air Force fighter station during World War Two. Some military aircraft hangars (Bellman and Blister types) were 
added. After

NMR

305 1358072 1358072 LONDON AND BRIGHTON RAILWAY 528703 142020 NMR The London - Brighton main line was authorised in in 1837 between Selhurst Farm (South of Norwood Junction), with 
branches to Shoreham, and Newhaven via Lewes. The engineer was John Urpeth Rastrick. Work started in July 1838, and 
the railway was opened i

NMR

306 1358513 1358513 THREE BRIDGES AND HORSHAM 
BRANCH RAILWAY

522815 135100 NMR This was the first LBSCR line to penetrate the Sussex Weald, and ran from Three Bridges on the main London - Brighton 
Line to Horsham. Authorised in 1845, the 8.5 mile line opened in 1848. It later formed part of the Mid Sussex Line.

NMR

308 1416004 1416004  528800 139400 NMR Site of a Second World War anti-aircraft gun tower South-West of Gatwick Airport. NMR
309 1427087 1427087  530917 143600 NMR Second World War roadblock [plotted from German aerial photograph].  On original course of Hathersham Lane near 

Weatherhill, site now obliterated by M23 motorway.
NMR

310 1474527 1474527 KENTISH GUN BELT DIVER BATTERY 
B2

526000 143100 NMR Site of a Second World War Diver Battery in the Kentish Gun Belt at Charlwood. It was armed with eight mobile 3.7-inch 
guns, which were progressively replaced with 3.7-inch Mark IIC guns, and manned by 132nd Mobile Regiment of the 57th 
Anti Aircraft Brig

NMR

311 1475191 1475191 KENTISH GUN BELT SINGLE GUN 
(DIVER) BATTERY (BRIDG

532000 142400 NMR Site of a single gun (Diver) light anti aircraft emplacement and searchlight emplacement at Bridgham. This was armed with 
a 40mm gun, which was moved to an extant searchlight emplacement between 24th-26th June 1944, as part of the fourth 
deployment of 21

NMR

312 1490339 1490339  524700 140700 NMR A Second World War air raid shelter located in the garden of a private house that backs onto Gatwick Airport. It is a semi-
sunken shelter constructed of brick with a concrete roof supported by wooden beams and two entrances. During the 
Second World War t

NMR

314 1496284 1496284  527167 143613 NMR Site of a Strict Baptist chapel built in 1847 in Lee Street, closed in 1881, and sice demolished. There is an adjacent burial 
ground.

NMR

315 1514608 1514608 WORTH PARK 529436 138188 NMR A late 19th century landscape park which was originally part of  a Medieval deer park. The park had been first landscaped 
by 1695, a map of this date shows the park and a large building situated within the park palisade. By 1840 the house is 
known as Wor

NMR
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316 1533299 1533299 SURREY AND SUSSEX 
CREMATORIUM

529518 139010 NMR_BLD The Surrey and Sussex Crematorium was built in 1956 for the South London Cremation Company Ltd and is now (2011) 
owned by Dignity. The first of two crematoria designed by James Ralph (the second being Exeter Crematorium HOB UID 
1523154), it was built by

NMR

317 1541695 1541695 GOFFS PARK 525873 136297 NMR A public park created in its present form during the 1950s. The origins of the park are uncertain but probably had its origins 
as parts of  the estates to Goffs Park House and Goffs Manor. It contains areas of formal parkland, woodland, a lake and a 
rock

NMR

318 1555303 1555303 SEARCHLIGHT BATTERY KY01 2 523750 140751 NMR The site of Second World War searchlight battery no. KY01 2 at Charlwood. It was manned by 35 Searchlight Regiment RA 
under the command of 27th AA Brigade. The battery was operational by 21 July 1941. Searchlight sites typically comprised 
a small ring-di

NMR

319 399664 399664  523100 137100 NMR Medieval ironworks and bloomery; Macehead found. NMR
320 399671 399671  522500 137500 NMR Byzantine Cross found at Rusper, presented to Lewes Castle Museum. NMR
321 399677 399677  522800 138500 NMR A Mesolithic flint site found by Berkensall and Hicks and designated by them as Tilgate 1-4. In addition to microliths, an 

unusual arrowhead was found.
NMR

322 399680 399680  524500 137500 NMR Ifield Park NMR
324 399977 399977  527280 142000 NMR Site of a fishpond, thought to the remains of a moat. Site of Gatwick, house and fishpond no longer extant. NMR
325 403442 403442  530500 139240 NMR Mesolithic flint working site, Early Bronze Age scraper found NMR
326 403679 403679, 516526 OLD COURT 531220 141350 NMR A 16th century moated manor house. Parts of moat/landscaping still extant, house is listed grade II (RPS 1059) NMR
327 499874 499874 IFIELD WINDMILL 524500 137500 NMR_BLD The reported site of a windmill. NMR
328 500627 500627 IFIELD STATION 525053 136661 NMR_BLD Railway station on the Three Bridges and Horsham branch line, built 1848. NMR
329 500839 500839 GATWICK AIRPORT STATION 528703 141281 NMR_BLD Railway station which commenced operation as Gatwick for the LBSCR in 1841.  This station closed in 1876 but was 

reopened by the LBSCR in September 1891.  It was renamed Gatwick Racecourse 1946 and finally Gatwick Airport on 27 
May 1958.  The first Gatwi

NMR

331 514823 514823 OLD COTTAGE 528500 143500 NMR_BLD House, built between 1617 and 1629. NMR
332 515238 515238 BUTTERNUT 524200 141000 NMR_BLD A house of 1743 in Charlwood. NMR
333 515254 515254 THE FORGE 524350 141100 NMR_BLD Mid to late 18th century house. NMR
334 515255 515255 FORGE COTTAGE 523990 141250 NMR_BLD Early 17th century house, altered in the early 18th century. NMR
335 515273 515273  522691 140068 NMR_BLD A post medieval barn at Hillands. NMR
336 515275 515275 KINGS WHIM 524300 140820 NMR_BLD House, built in the early 18th century. NMR
337 515377 515377  523400 140600 NMR_BLD A 17th century barn at Wellands. NMR
340 516528 516528  531230 142230 NMR_BLD A 17th/18th century barn at Broadbridge Farm, later converted into a dwelling. NMR
341 516545 516545 NEW HOUSE FARM 531730 140500 NMR_BLD House, built in the 18th century. NMR
342 516547 516547 RIVINGTON FARM 530030 140761 NMR_BLD Farmhouse, built in the 18th century. NMR
343 516548 516548 SHIPLEY BRIDGE FARM 530800 140170 NMR House, built in the 15th century. NMR
344 516559 516559  531800 139600 NMR_BLD Late 17th century barn at Stonelands Farm. NMR
345 517938 517938 LANGSHOT FARM 529210 143380 NMR_BLD House, built before 1700. NMR
346 517942 517942  529531 142212 NMR_BLD Dairy at Inholms Farm, built circa 1800. NMR
347 517943 517943  529507 142218 NMR_BLD Post medieval barn at Inholms Farm. NMR
348 520062 520062  524500 141500 NMR_BLD Barn at Rolls Farm, built in the early to mid 18th century. NMR
350 521375 521375  524618 138495 NMR_BLD A late 16th century barn at Ifield Court Farm. NMR
351 521376 521376  524598 138483 NMR_BLD A barn built in 1842 at Ifield Court Farm. NMR
352 521377 521377  524607 138489 NMR_BLD A shelter shed built before 1841 at Ifield Court Farm. NMR
353 521378 521378  524600 138500 NMR_BLD A dairy built between 1920 and 1930 at Ifield Court Farm NMR
354 522196 522196 YEW TREE COTTAGE 527300 140200 NMR_BLD A house built in 1736. NMR
355 537296 537296 CHURCH OF SAINT RICHARD OF 

CHICHESTER
528500 137500 NMR_BLD A modern, brick-built church, constructed in 1953 to 1954. The chancel occupies  a square block with a glass-brick drum 

above and a large window set in an apse to the south. The nave lies to the west, in a lower, rectangular range of 3 bays, lit 
by tall,

NMR

356 542113 542113 YEW TREE COTTAGE 524500 141100 NMR_BLD House, built in the 17th century. NMR
357 544285 544285 GATWICK DAIRY FARM 527400 142600 NMR_BLD A post medieval granary at Gatwick Dairy Farm. NMR
358 544972 544972 UNITED REFORM CHURCH 524200 140900 NMR_BLD Late 19th century church. NMR
359 546453 546453 THE CHEQUERS HOTEL 528300 144000 NMR_BLD Early 16th century house, converted to an inn in the mid 18th century and later used as a hotel. NMR
360 662125 662125  524467 140922 NMR_BLD Smock mill, built circa 1800 and largely destroyed in 1897. The brick base is now incorporated into Mill Cottage. NMR
361 890573 890573 THE COACH HOUSE 531200 141400 NMR_BLD Coach house and stable with hay loft above, built of brick between 1870 and 1910. The building has been extended and 

converted into a house.
NMR

362 923484 923484 CHARLWOOD PARK 527000 141500 NMR Early 19th century house formerly known as Timberham Park. Charlwood Park was demolished to make way for Gatwick 
airport.

NMR

364 969176 969176  523250 141450 NMR Mesolithic Chipping Floor NMR
365 977442 977442  524800 139900 NMR Bloomery site west of Gatwick Airport NMR
366 981364 981364 CINDERY SEVENTEEN 526900 137500 NMR Bloomery NMR
367 1002241 1002241 TINSLEY GREEN 529500 139800 EVT_GEO  NMR
369 1067940 1067940 COURT LODGE SCHOOL, HORLEY 527300 143200 EVT_EVA  NMR
370 1072393 1072393 FORMER COURT LODGE SCHOOL 527200 143300 EVT_WAT  NMR
371 1085277 1085277 HEATHY GROUND FARMHOUSE 529800 139060 EVT_EVA  NMR
372 1085738 1085738 GATWICK MANOR HOTEL 527200 139400 EVT_WAT  NMR
373 1221756 1221756 NORTH-EAST SECTOR 

DEVELOPMENT SITE
529500 139300 EVT_EVA  NMR

374 1221757 1221757 CRAWLEY LEISURE PARK, LONDON 
ROAD

526750 137250 EVT_EVA  NMR

375 1328378 1328378 GATWICK MANOR HOTEL 527199 139345 EVT_EVA  NMR
376 1332598 1332598 IFIELD COURT MOAT 524660 138370 EVT_EVA  NMR
377 1333133 1333133 KILNMEAD/HIGH STREET JUNCTION 526900 137200 EVT_EVA  NMR
378 1333295 1333295 KILNMEAD/HIGH STREET JUNCTION 526900 137200 EVT_EXC  NMR
379 1333706 1333706 FARMFIELDS, NEAR HOOKWOOD 525800 142300 EVT_DBA  NMR
380 1338512 1338512 STUMBLEHOLME FARM, IFIELD 522950 136900 EVT_WAT  NMR
381 1339726 1339726 TINSLEY GREEN, CRAWLEY 529000 139500 EVT_GEO  NMR
382 1352078 1352078 LAND AT HORLEY 530000 143200 EVT_EVA  NMR
383 1354674 1354674 RIVER MOLE DIVERSION, GATWICK 

AIRPORT
526000 141000 EVT_WAT  NMR

384 1385602 1385602 IFIELD STEAM MILL, OFF RUSPER 
ROAD

525040 137870 EVT_ARC  NMR

385 1398807 1398807 GATWICK AIRPORT (NW ZONE) 526000 140700 EVT_EVA  NMR
386 1398808 1398808 GATWICK AIRPORT (CAR PARK Z 

WEST)
526000 139900 EVT_EVA  NMR
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387 1401430 1401430 GATWICK AIRPORT, NORTH WEST 
ZONE CAR PARK

526100 141400 EVT_EXC  NMR

388 1401434 1401434 POUND HILL 529080 138560 EVT_WAT  NMR
389 1401442 1401442 POUND HILL 529080 138560 EVT_SUR  NMR
390 1405803 1405803 GATWICK AIRPORT: NORTH WEST 

ZONE STANDS
526100 141400 EVT_ENV  NMR

391 1409363 1409363 TINSLEY GREEN, CRAWLEY 529000 139550 EVT_EVA  NMR
392 1409472 1409472 APPLE TREE FARM, IFIELD GREEN 525348 138170 EVT_WAT Site code: ALE05. Monitoring of contamination test-pitting recorded no significant archaeological activity. Information from 

OASIS Online Form.

NMR microfilm Index; PRN: 10001.

NMR

393 1409908 1409908 GATWICK AIRPORT NORTH WEST 
ZONE CONCRETE CRUSHER & 
BATCHER P

526100 140700 EVT_EVA  NMR

394 1409917 1409917 GATWICK AIRPORT NORTH WEST 
ZONE: PHASE 1

526000 141000 EVT_EVA  NMR

395 1448510 1448510 67 IFIELD ROAD, WEST GREEN 526250 136750 EVT_EVA Five trenches excavated in advance of proposed residential development, recording large quantities of iron working slag, 
probably medieval in date, as well as undated features. Information from OASIS Online Form.

NMR

396 1455022 1455022 ROWLEY FARM, LOWFIELD HEATH 527980 139590 EVT_ARC Site code: CRF06. Historic building recording of 16th century roof timbers in a later cow shed. Information from OASIS 
Online Form.

NMR

397 1458727 1458727 PERIMETER ROAD SOUTH, GATWICK 
AIRPORT

526770 140070 EVT_EVA Site code: GIC07. Five trenches excavated on the site of a proposed Immigration Removal Centre recorded 18th century 
garden features belonging to Oakfield House. Information from OASIS Online Form.

NMR

398 1482364 1482364 PROPOSED NEW HOTEL, GATWICK 
AIRPORT

529300 141330 EVT_DBA  NMR

399 1482369 1482369 GATWICK AIRPORT: EDGEWORTH 
SITE, BUCKINGHAM GATE

529300 141330 EVT_EVA Site code: 91012.  Thirteen evaluation trenches excavated in advance of proposed development. Post-medieval rubbish 
pits and two ditches were recorded.

NMR Microfilm Index; PRN: 10623.

NMR

400 1491588 1491588 APPLE TREE FARM, IFIELD 525300 138100 EVT_DBA  NMR
401 1526259 1526259 LAND OFF PEGLER WAY 526750 136950 EVT_EXC Site code: PWC04/90.  Excavation in advance of proposed development recorded medieval activity dating from the late 

12th to 14th centuries.

NMR Microfilm Index; PRN: 13444.

NMR

402 1538788 1538788 BALCOMBE ROAD, HORLEY 529851 140704 EVT_WAT Site code: BRH08. Monitoring of groundworks for a replacement sewer pipe recorded modern field drains only. Information 
from OASIS Online Form.

NMR

403 1543296 1543296 CINQUE PORT ARMS, 9 CLARENCE 
PLACE

531790 140370 EVT_ARC  NMR

404 1565788 1565788 LAND AT GATWICK AIRPORT 525990 141170 EVT_EVA Evaluation trenching for the North-West Zone Project recorded undated linears and modern field drains. NMR
405 1571494 1571494 LAND EAST OF LONDON ROAD 527440 139090 EVT_EVA Thirty trenches excavated across three fields, recording possible Roman boundary/drainage ditches. Information from 

OASIS Online Form.
NMR

406 1578794 1578794 LITTLE DOLBY, IFIELD ROAD 524130 140770 EVT_ARC  NMR
407 1579157 1579157 THE OLD BAKEHOUSE 524250 140830 EVT_ARC  NMR
408 1579160 1579160 PAGEWOOD COTTAGE 523800 141290 EVT_ARC  NMR
409 1579161 1579161 HILLANDS FARMHOUSE 522710 140050 EVT_ARC  NMR
410 1579162 1579162 FULBROOK COTTAGE 524030 140450 EVT_ARC  NMR
411 626141 626141 IFIELD MILL 524500 136500 EVT_EXC Excavation at Ifield water mill 1975-78 NMR
412 626224 626224 HEATHY GROUND 530620 138990 EVT_EXC Excavation 1938-39. Mesolithic occupation and lithic working site NMR
413 641521 641521 BURSTOW RECTORY 531180 141230 EVT_EXC Excavation 1964. Medieval building and finds NMR
414 641522 641522 TOPNOTCH, CHURCH LANE 530880 141320 EVT_EXC Excavation 1937. Medieval enclosed settlement and industrial site NMR
415 641530 641530 ST NICHOLAS' CHURCH 524050 141100 EVT_EXC Excavation 1982. NMR
416 641531 641531 CHARLWOOD 523200 141400 EVT_EXC Excavation 1982-83. Mesolithic lithic working site NMR
417 641836 641836 COURT LODGE FARM 527320 143110 EVT_EXC Excavation 1966-67. Medieval and Post-medieval manor / moated site NMR
418 659604 1578793 THE MANOR HOUSE 524070 141360 EVT_WAT Watching Brief 1990. Post-medieval pottery NMR
419 659605 659605 ST BARTHOLOMEW'S CHURCH 527650 142750 EVT_WAT Watching Brief 1991. Inhumation NMR
420 916235 916235 LOWFIELD HEATH 527100 139800 EVT_EXC Excavation 1987. Minor excavation of foundations of 19th century windmill after roundhouse dismantled NMR
421 917055 917055 TINSLEY GREEN 529500 139800 EVT_EXC NMR 1002241 and 917055 - 1990 geophysical survey, which revealed forge site and three major areas of slag debris. 

Subsequent excavation of forge site.
NMR

422 1519738 1519738 Q-PARK, GATWICK AIRPORT 525240 139170 EVT_DBA DBA 2007 NMR
423 Land at Noth East Horley EVT Trial trenching and excavation undertaken by ASE 2009-2013 ASE
424 Pollution Control Lagoon EVT evaluation by Network Archaeology
425 Flood Storage Reservoir EVT evaluation by Network Archaeology - trial trenching
426 Gatwick NWZ EVT evaluations by Framework Archaeology
501 1354186 299459 OLD BONNETTS COTTAGE TQ 25333 39362 525333 139362 II LBII C17 or earlier timber-framed building with painted brick infilling, mostly refaced with tiles, alternately pointed and fishscale. 

Tiled roof. Casement windows. Two storeys. Three windows
English Heritage

502 1187080 363336 CHARLWOOD HOUSE TQ 26326 39856 526326 139856 II* LBII* Early C17 timber-framed 4-bay house much extended in C20 in matching style. L-shaped. The original house has an end 
jetty, cross passage, 2 back hearths and a long kitchen wing at the back which is no longer extant. Two storeys close-
studded with plaster infilling, the north end having red brick infilling on the ground floor and tile hung above. Horsham slab 
roof. The east front has 3 gables, the west front one tile hung gable containing an attic window. Six casement windows. A 
new suspended first floor has been inserted in the main bedroom and the ties cut back to make a psuedo-hammerbeam 
roof. The house was originally called Ticcaradges. HER description - A late C15/early C16 timber framed house, completely 
renovared in the early 1920s, when wings in style were added at both the N and S ends (hence the comparison with the 
Cheshire houses), and the W back was given a timber facade to match. The E front, however, is original and so is the 
greater part of the interior. 

English Heritage

503 1187104 363385 SPIKEMEAD FARMHOUSE TQ 26350 39692 526350 139692 II LBII Dated 1604 on documentary evidence. Timber framed building built with central smoke bay and cross passage and added 
kitchen to north. One storey and attics. Ground floor red brick. First floor tile hung. Tiled roof with 3 dormers. Three 
casement windows. Gabled brick porch. Large chimney breast on the south wall and another ingle nook hearth with oven 
beside outside back of added kitchen bay. (See Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 78).

English Heritage

504 1279557 363386 POLES ACRE BARN TQ 26382 39213 526382 139213 II LBII Cl7 barn of 3 bays. Timber framed with brick infill and curved tension braces. Tiled roof. Casement windows inserted. The 
roof structure is clasped purlins with raking Queen posts to the middle trusses and 3 Queen struts up to the gable ends. 
(See DBRG Report No 40)

English Heritage
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505 1298885 363387 ST BARBE COTTAGE TQ 26407 39169 526407 139169 II LBII Probably early C18. Timber-framed 3 bay house with the chimney within the end smaller bay. Two storeys. Ground floor red 
brick. First floor tile hung with diamond-shaped tiles. Half-hipped tiled roof. Two casement windows. The original entrance is 
now incorporated in a bay window. Simple doorcase in end elevation. Mid C19 2 storey extension to south, the ground floor 
of pointed brick, the first floor hung with curved tiles. The interior of the original wing has an open fire- place. The cupboard 
to the left of the fireplace originally held a stair ladder. Pathway of Charlwood stone. (See Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries 
of Charlwood Houses", p 76)

English Heritage

506 1279757 363339 COUNTY OAK COTTAGE TQ 26666 39050 526666 139050 II LBII The north-eastern section is a timber-framed cottage dated 1705 from documentary evidence. This is built on to a possibly 
earlier timber-framed barn with ostler's room above. There is a later c19 extension. The C18 cottage is of 2 storeys, the 
ground floor refaced in brick, the first floor tile hung with tiled roof. The interior has exposed framing of thin scantling, open 
fireplaces and cupboard which orignally contained the stair ladder. The former barn is of one storey red brick and has some 
exposed square framing to the rear and a large brick chimney stack. The later C19 extension is of matching materials

English Heritage

507 1187101 363380 SYCAMORE HOUSE TQ 26973 39033 526973 139033 MON Former listed building, now demolished. English Heritage
508 1187103 363383 GATWICK MANOR INN 

HYDERS HALL
TQ 27124 39332 527124 139332 II* LBII* LONDON ROAD 1. 5403 (east side) Hyders Hall Gatwick Manor Inn (formerly listed as Hyders under Lowfield Heath) TQ 23 

NE 3/61 21.6.48 II* 2. C15 open hall house altered circa 1600, 1700 and 1850. Formerly moated. Part of the moat still 
exists on the west side. Two bay open hall of which one bay remains with a cruciform crown post. (Extensions of 2 storeys 
red brick in English Bond tiled roof to south. North it retains its Horsham stone slabs. Massive central chimney-stacks. 
Three altered casements). At the west end the original panel and post partition with moulded bressumer remains in situ. A 
floor was inserted circa 1600 and a chimney constructed. At a later date the eastern portion of the hall and the rest of the 
range east of it were demolished and a stone wall built across the range a few feet east of the main truss dividing the hall. 
This wall of local Sussex stone has galleting in its joints. The main truss with massive cambered tie-beam, curved struts, 
crown post and 4 way struts to collar and central purlin remains in a bedroom above the ground floor room on the east side. 
Tie beam of western truss also exposed in west wall of bedroom. The ceiling in the ground floor room inserted circa 1700 
has stop chamfered cross beams and joists. In the north wall towards the west end is a circa 1600 2 storey bay window with 
wood mullions, ovolo section, 4 lights wide, surmounted by a gable with mantled bargeboard and carved pendant. The 
original diamond mortices for the earlier tall hall window remain. The timber framing and plaster infilling of the south wall of 
the hall range can be seen from the passage behind the staircase. The 2 storey west end of the C15 range was taken down 
and rebuilt circa 1850 in red brick. About 1600 a 2 storey range with attics running east and west, was built parallel to the 
hall range a few feet to the south and linked to it at the west. Brick walls with stone mullioned windows. The 4 light window 
with transom and mullions of ovolo section in the upper storey of the east wall is original. The windows in the south wall are 
modern but the brickwork is original. Enough space was left between this range and the hall for a projecting staircase to be 
constructed on the north side circa 1600. This has turned balusters and newel posts with carved pendants and finials. The 
range is divided by a central chimney, giving 2 rooms to each floor. The 2 east rooms, ground and first floor, retain the 
original stone fireplaces with moulded jowls (double ogee) and head of circa 1600. Ceilings have exposed joists. In the west 
ground floor room are 2 moulded and stop chamfered ceiling beams. Oak chimney beam but fireplace bricked up. C20 
additions east of hall range and west end of north side. A family De la Hyde and Atte Hyde occurs in documents of 1263, 
1332 and 1378 (See Place - Names of Surrey). (See Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 46)

English Heritage

509 1298884 363384 BARN AT GATWICK MANOR TQ 27146 39377 527146 139377 II LBII LONDON ROAD 1. 5403 (east side) Barn at Gatwick Manor Inn (formerly listed as Hyders' Barn under Lowfield Heath) TQ 
23 NE 3/62 21.6.48 II GV 2. Late C16 or early C17. Timber-barn of 7 bays (9O ft by 35 ft) lies south of the house. Weather-
boarded exterior with tiled roof. This has been converted into a Steak Bar. This is linked to the house by a long passage in 
which the old Oak Room of the demolished White Hart Inn at Reigate was incorporated. Roof of barn is of Queen post 
construction

English Heritage

510 1298883 363381 LOWFIELD HEATH WINDMILL TQ 27030 39843 527030 139843 MON Former listed building. Dismantled and moved in 1980's. LONDON ROAD 1. 5403 (west side) Lowfield Heath Windmill 
(formerly listed under TQ 23 NE 3/59 11.11.66 Brighton Road) II 2. Said to date from 1762. Post mill. Tarred brick round 
house which has lost its sloping wooden roof. Weather-boarding above. Now without sweeps or machinery but stairs and 
tailpiece remain

English Heritage

511 1187081 363337 CHURCH OF ST MICHAEL AND ALL 
ANGELS

TQ 27419 40102 527419 140102 II* LBII* Built in 1867. Architect William Burges. Style is Early C13 French Gothic. Cnancel, north vestry, nave, western narthex and 
south-west tower, surmounted by pyramidal timber spire covered in oak shingles. Walls of undressed local stone laid in thin 
regular courses. Bath stone used for dressings. Plate tracery in wide windows of Nave, the west window a large wheel 
window with sculpture representing the Four Ages of Man, St Michael and the Dragon carved over west doorway. Timber 
narthex resting on stone plinth and having tiled lean-to roof. Nave and chancel have steeply pitched roofs covered with 
fishscale tiles. Internally the roofs are of pine, of 2 centred arch form, pointed, boarded in, with tie beams and tall king 
posts. (See Eastlake "History of the Gothic Revival" pages 416-417)

English Heritage

512 1187079 363334 ROWLEY FARMHOUSE TQ 27944 39634 527944 139634 II* LBII* Late C16 timber framed early smoke bay house with cross passage behind the smoke bay altered and extended inC20. 
Before the alterations the house consisted of a main range lying north and south and a wing towards the north end of the 
west side projecting westward, both of 2 storeys with attics. Five bays. Ground floor post and pan timber framing with brick 
infill. First floor tile hung. Tiled roof. Wide chimneybreast surmounted by a pair of brick stacks of square section of circa 
1700. The centre ground floor room as an C16 open fireplace and low chamfered joists. The framing with the mortices to 
the smoke bay remains. Moulded dais beam as in the back iof an open hall and panelling and a spere to keep out the 
draughts. Jowels to main upright posts. The front service room was converted into an elegant oine panelled parlour with a 
corner niche in the late C17. First floor bedroo, at north end now open to the roof. IN the north gable are remains of an 
atiice window with wooden mullions. Back detached kitchen of 2 bays with smoke blackened ratfters. The house was 
owned bu the Culpeper family. (see Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 75.

English Heritage

513 1187117 363415 CROWN POST BARN TO EAST OF 
ROWLEY FARM HOUSE

TQ 27985 39632 527985 139632 II LBII CRAWLEY BRIGHTON ROAD TQ 23 NE Lowfield Heath 3/80a Crown-post barn to east of Rowley Farm House GV II Barn. 
Late mediaeval. Timber framed with weatherboarded cladding and plain tile roof, with hip to west. Five bays. Centre entries, 
with later window inserted above doorway in the long yard elevation, which has outshut to west of entry and later lean-to to 
east. Two windows in east gable. In rear elevation, two late C19 or early C20 windows in second bay from west, one each 
in third, fourth and fifth bays from west. Internally, barn retains jowl posts, tie beam braces and a crown-post roof with 
square section posts with upward braces of rectangular section; the roof also has side purlins, perhaps inserted when the 
tile roof was added, possibly replacing thatch. The wall framing and studding is partly concealed by modern boarding; the 
western-most bay is floored over

English Heritage
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514 1268327 461938 THE BEEHIVE (FORMER COMBINED 
TERMINAL AND CONTROL TOWER)

TQ 28577 39938 528577 139938 II* LBII* Former airport combined terminal and control tower, now staff rest rooms and offices. 1934-36. By Hoar, Marlow and Lovett 
for Morris Jackaman. Reinforced concrete, steel frame and brick infi1l. Circular plan with concentric circles of rooms and 
corridor. 1,2 and 3 storeys. EXTERIOR. Outer single-storey section has doorways and mainly 4-light windows at intervals. 
Behind rises the 1st floor with windows at various intervals and a section of continuous glazing. Above in the centre is the 
former control tower with glazing all round at 60 degrees to the floor. INTERIOR. Surrounding the central drum, which 
originally held the control tower, meteorological offices, post office and shop; is the 2-storey corridor for passenger 
circulation and handling of baggage, as well as the double staircase. On the outer side the lst floor had the restaurant with 
offices below. From the central corridor passengers arrived and left through 6 telescopic corridors (no longer surviving) 
which were extended on rails to the aircraft steps. The Beehive is important not only in the history of British aviation but also 
in terms of world airport design. It is a rare example of how airport owners and architects collaborated to put passenger 
comfort as a top consideration when designing a terminal building

English Heritage

515 1187110 363402 OLDLANDS FARMHOUSE TQ 29021 39660 529021 139660 II LBII RADFORD ROAD 1. 5403 Tinsley Green Oldlands Farmhouse TQ 23 NE 3/81 7.2.72 II 2. Early C17 timber framed central 
chimney house. Two storeys. Some close-studding and plaster infilling visible at the back but now mainly tile hung. Slate 
roof with original outshut to north end of the east front. Five casement windows. Two storey gabled porch in the centre of 
the west front. The porch has an entrance porch and newel stair combined and there is a powder closet on the first floor. 
The stair turret in the roof has pegs for hand holds. Panelled parlour. The doors have chamfers and stops. The upper floor 
was used for farm storage and there is a loft door to the farmyard. The house was built by William Bowyer who owned 
Tinsley Forge nearby. (See Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 66)

English Heritage

516 1187105 363388 BROOKSIDE TQ 29235 39776 529235 139776 II LBII RADFORD ROAD 1. 5403 Tinsley Green Brookside TQ 23 NE 3/66 II 2. Cl7 or earlier restored timber framed building. Two 
storeys. Ground floor has exposed timber framing and plaster infill. First floor is tile hung with bands of pointed tiles. Tiled 
roof carried under outshut at rear. Three casements. The centre bay projects with central porch

English Heritage

517 1207831 363389 RADFORD FARMHOUSE TQ 29261 39782 529261 139782 II LBII RADFORD ROAD 1. 5403 Tinsley Green Radford Farmhouse TQ 23 NE 3/67 II 2. C16 restored timber framed building 
thought to have been a barn to Brookside. Two storeys. The framing is exposed with some curved braces on the first floor 
and pointed brick infilling. Very steeply pitched thatched roof with 2 dormers having 4 light mullions. External brick chimney-
stack. Two casement windows. Doorcase in recessed centre. Appears on Surrey County Council's Antiquities list

English Heritage

518 1029955 287310 TEIZERS FARM HOUSE TQ 30335 40651 530335 140651 II LBII House. C17 extended to west in C18, and to rear right in C19, restored in C20. Timber framed on rendered plinth, red and 
brown brick infill below to centre and right, brick cladding below left; tile hung above on first floor. Plain tiled roofs, parallel 
range to left, hip roofed over rear wing, with large corbelled stack to left of centre. 2 storeys, 4 C19 diamond pane leaded 
casement windows across first and ground floors. C20 glazed door to right of centre in glazed gabled porch. Single storey 
wing to rear. Interior: some framing visible with deep brick fireplace

English Heritage

519 1187082 363340 OLD COTTAGE TQ 29911 41243 529911 141243 II LBII DONKEY LANE 1. 5403 Fernhill Old Cottage TQ 24 SE 1/17 II 2. Probable C17 timber-framed cottage. Set sideways to 
road. Two storeys. Ground floor painted brick. First floor tile hung. Tiled roof. External brick chimney stack to west with base 
of Charlwood Stone. Three casements. Later porticoed wood and tiled weather porch

English Heritage

520 1298874 363341 LILAC COTTAGE TQ 29917 41375 529917 141375 II LBII DONKEY LANE 1. Fernhill 5403 Lilac Cottage TQ 24 SE 1/18 II 2. Probably early C18. Two storeys. Ground floor painted 
brick, the first floor tile bung. Tiled roof with outshut to rear. Two casement windows. Doorcase in modern lean-to porch. 
Two external chimney stacks at either end. Interior has exposed beams and inglenook fireplace

English Heritage

521 1187073 363324 WING HOUSE TQ 29304 41333 529304 141333 II LBII BALCOMBE ROAD 1. 5405 (west side) Wing House TQ 24 SE 1/2. II GV 2. Probably C16 house attached to south of 
Edgeworth House. Two storeys timber-framed with brick nogging (some herringbone) on base of Charlwood Stone. Tiled 
roof with 2 modern dormers. The rear of the roof has some Horsham slabs. Some curved tension traces and some close-
studding to north end. Ground floor has an original mullioned window. Four casements. Simple doorcase with tiled, 
porticoed weather porch. The rear elevation has exposed framing. Square framing to the ground floor and close- studding 
to the first floor. Roof of side purlins and wind brace construction with some smoke blackening which indicated a smoke bay 
at one time. Three sides of the solar bay are close-studded. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 1311)

English Heritage

522 1187072 363323 EDGEWORTH HOUSE TQ 29266 41359 529266 141359 II LBII BALCOMBE ROAD 1. 5403 (west side) TQ 24 SE 1/1 Edgeworth House II GV 2. Possibly C15 timber-framed building with 
C20 wing to south. L-shaped. Ground floor painted brick. First floor tile hung. Old tiled roof with some Horsham Slabs 
remaining. Central chimney stack. Six modern casements. Some square framing is exposed in the North Gate. Modern 
doorcase with flat hood on brackets. The interior has exposed beams and open fireplaces. On the Surrey County Council 
List of Antiquities No 92. A house is shown on this site on a Christ's Hospital map of Horley of 1602

English Heritage

523 1 Pullcotts Farm Cottages LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. This three-bay house has polychromatic brickwork at ground-floor level and tile-hanging in 
various styles above. The windows are all original sashes, but the roof and entrance doors have been modernised

Crawley LLB

524 Poplars LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. This is a three-bay detached house with ground-floor bay windows flanking an open porch 
at ground-floor level and three evenly spaced windows above. No original windows survive from its mid-19th-century 
construction, but the slate roof has not been altered

Crawley LLB

525 Royal Oak House LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. Dating from the 1880s, this villa-style detached house has stuccoed walls and a partly 
jettied upper storey. The sash windows are original, and one of the side windows is a bay. A small cottage, possibly older, 
stands next to the house

Crawley LLB

526 Gatwick House LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. Since its conversion into offices, this building has been extended several times in various 
styles, but the original 11-bay country house of 1876 survives. It is a concrete-faced Gothic Revival two-storey structure with 
a castellated parapet and tower. To the rear are 19th-century red-brick and 20th-century Neo-Georgian sections

Crawley LLB

527 Touchwood Chapel LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. This was built in 1885 and was described in 1911 as a Baptist chapel in Burstow parish (of 
which Fernhill was an outlying settlement until boundary changes brought it into West Sussex). It has become a house, the 
red-brick walls have been painted and the windows have been modernised, but the slate roof remains from the original 
building

Crawley LLB

528 Barn near Old Bonnetts Cottage BLD RPS
529 The Grove, Poles Lane, Lowfield Heath BLD RPS

531 Gatwick Manor Lodge LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. The medieval Gatwick Manor survives and is a Grade II* listed building, but nothing 
remains of its old estate or associated buildings except this former lodge, on the other side of Gatwick Airport at Povey 
Cross. A single-storey structure with bargeboarded gables, purple glazed brickwork and external stonework, it also retains 
its tiled roof and mullioned windows.

Crawley LLB

532 Newbridge and Zell Cottages LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. These 18th-century buildings have been altered, but remain as examples of early artisan 
accommodation in the rural areas around Crawley. Original features include the slate roof and the weatherboarded upper 
storeys.

Crawley LLB
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533 Greyhound Cottage LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. This is a two-storey house attributed to either the 1780s or a few decades later. The upper 
storey is hung with red clay tiles; below that are stock bricks which have now been painted. The bargeboarded porch is not 
original, and no old windows survive.

Crawley LLB

534 Greyhound Inn (Public House) LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. The centuries-old Sussex tradition of marble-playing on Good Friday was reintroduced at 
this pub in Tinsley Green, one of the old centres of the game, and it now hosts the British and World Marbles 
Championship. The 1930s building combines the Neoclassical and Arts and Crafts styles. A round, conical-roofed 
projecting entrance bay is fronted by a Doric-columned arcade with a balcony on top.

Crawley LLB

535 The Open Door LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. The two-storey house faces Balcombe Road and has red brickwork, weatherboarding and 
a slate-tiled roof. It dates from the late 18th century

Crawley LLB

536 Parsons Pig Public House LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. A Premier Inn hotel has been built in the grounds of this pub on the Balcombe Road, but it 
retains its late-19th-century appearance. The architectural style is Arts and Crafts, as demonstrated by the timber-framed 
gable ends, tile-hanging and large chimneys. The brick-built ground floor has an entrance porch.

Crawley LLB

537 Rose Cottage LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. This late-19th-century detached house on the Balcombe Road has a double-pitched roof 
with a chimney in the "valley". The ground floor is of red brick; between this and the first-floor tile-hanging is a brick string-
course with dentil decoration.

Crawley LLB

538 55-59 Grattons Drive LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. Now a terrace of three houses, this "architecturally impressive" painted brick building was 
originally part of a farm. Decorative features include brick string-courses and dentils, a shingled and spire-capped central 
tower and rows of clay ridge tiles in front of the roof.

Crawley LLB

539 Deerswood Court LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. Deerswood was a farm and partly 15th-century timber-framed mansion southeast of Ifield 
village. Demolished in the 1950s, it was replaced in 1961–62 by a development of 99 flats set in three-storey blocks around 
the old grounds (in which a pergola survives). Architects K.H. Saunders and E.M. Bourne were responsible. Various 
traditional materials were used, such as clay tiles and variegated brickwork.

Crawley LLB

540 Malvern Cottage and the Old Post 
Office

LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. These semi-detached cottages have been dated to the 1890s. One was originally Ifield 
village's post office, which gives the building additional historic significance. There are bay windows at ground-floor level, 
and the quoins are picked out in a different shade of brickwork.

Crawley LLB

541 Oak House LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. This is a detached villa-style house of the late 19th century, with sash windows flanking a 
central entrance bay which features a projecting gabled porch. The building is red-brick throughout.

Crawley LLB

542 The Royal Oak LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. One of two old inns in Ifield village (The Plough is the other), this building dates from the 
mid-19th century or earlier. Ironstone is the main building material, unusually for the Crawley area, but there are red-brick 
quoins and string-courses. Original features include the side chimneys and the casement windows, but the main façade is 
dominated by a 1960s extension.

Crawley LLB

543 Brooklands LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. The council describes this as "a little altered late Victorian villa". The detached house 
stands on Rectory Lane by Ifield Green and has red stock brick walls with red fishscale tiles to the gable ends. The building 
also retains its old sash windows with mullions.

Crawley LLB

544 Barn Theatre LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. This stands near St Margaret's Church, the ancient parish church. It is 17th- or 18th-century 
and is attached to some brick and tile stables. In 1973, both structures were converted into the Ifield Barn Theatre and were 
connected by a porch that "detracts" from the overall appearance. The building has a capacity of 85 and also holds 
exhibitions.

Crawley LLB

545 Rectory Farmhouse LLB Crawley Locally Listed Building. This "large and handsome" house of the 1860s stands behind St Margaret's Church. It has 
red brickwork, a slate roof and a central entrance porch which is characteristic of its era

Crawley LLB

546 Granary to east of Bayhorne 
Farmhouse, Horley

529066 142154 LLB location uncertain. m19C stone staddles. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB

547 Pear Tree Cottage, Haroldslea Drive, 
Horley

529654 142410 LLB location not known. Pear Tree Cottage (18C) and former coach house to west (m19C, Gothic, weatherboard). (Reigate & 
Banstead DC)

Reigate & Banstead LLB

548 Small barn, Haroldslea Drive, Horley 529663 142410 LLB location not known. Now a pigeon shed, to north of Harrowsley Bungalow (l17C). (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
549 1 Balcombe Gardens, Horley 529077 142632 LLB 1924 by Blunden Shadbolt. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
550 114 Balcombe Road, Horley 529010 142659 LLB Granite Setts 1930. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
551 4 Victoria Road, Horley 528978 142641 LLB 1930 granite setts. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
552 501601 Horley Station, Station Road, Horley 528675 142671 LLB 1905. (Reigate & Banstead DC) NMR Ref 501601 - Railway station on the London and Brighton Main Line, opened in 1841. Reigate & Banstead LLB

553 125 Balcombe Road, Horley 529014 142773 LLB c1900. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
554 129 Balcombe Road, Horley 528992 142830 LLB c1900. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
555 516151 Wilger's Farmhouse, Silverlea Gardens, 

Horley
529388 142915 LLB l19C Blue headers. (Reigate & Banstead DC) NMR Ref 516151 - late 18th century house Reigate & Banstead LLB

556 Barn & outbuildings to NE of Wilger's 
Farmhouse, Silverlea Gardens, Horley

529407 142935 LLB m18C. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB

557 Cart shed to north of Wilger's Farm 
barn, Silverlea Gardens, Horley

529417 142944 LLB l18C. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB

558 Barn to south of Harrowsley Green 
Farmhouse, Smallfield Road, Horley

530001 143072 LLB l17C. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB

559 123 Smallfield Road, Horley 529767 143307 LLB 1924 by Blunden Shadbolt. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
560 Coopers Lodge, Massetts Road, Horley 528239 142813 LLB location unknown, 1904. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB

561 27 Massetts Road, Horley 528364 142856 LLB 16C remodelled. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
562 88 and 90 (The Foresters Arms PH) 

Victoria Road, Horley
528448 143022 LLB c.1812. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB

563 Horley Fire Station 528510 143089 LLB 1903. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
564 34 and 36 High Street, Horley 528571 143063 LLB e19C. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
565 51 High Street, Horley 528634 143160 LLB l19C Wealden sandstone, former bank. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
566 Little Manor Cottage, Little Manor, Little 

Manor Lawn & Hatch End, Horley
528796 143193 LLB formerly Bayhorne 18C. Location uncertain. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB

567 Former Albert Brewery, including 
Brewery Tower, Station Road, Horley

528707 143296 LLB l19C. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB

568 140 Victoria Road, Horley 528104 143210 LLB approx location. l18C. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
569 Stoney Way, Horley 528102 143223 LLB location uncertain. Periwinkle stone path formerly to Court Lodge 16C. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
570 The Air Balloon, Horley 528034 143247 LLB PH, formerly The Thorns and The Game Bird, l18C. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
571 137 to 143 Albert Road, Horley 528207 143504 LLB (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
572 Chantry House, Vicarage Lane, Horley 527815 143538 LLB 1853. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
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573 53 (Yew Tree Cottage), Lee Street, 
Horley

527100 143461 LLB l17C; location approximate. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB

574 1496270 3 (the Old Bakehouse), Bakehouse 
Road, Horley

528104 144039 LLB 17C former chapel and bakehouse. (Reigate & Banstead DC) NMR ref 1496270 - Former General Baptist chapel opened in 
1760 but closed in 1791 when the congregation moved to Nutfield. The building was then subdivided , one half becoming a 
bakehouse. Now a single dwelling of two storeys. Brick walls below but tile-hung above, roof h

Reigate & Banstead LLB

575 5 Bakehouse Road, Horley 528107 144100 LLB e19C. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB
576 Offices, outbuildings & works to west of 

Chequers Hotel, Horley Row, Horley
528385 144066 LLB 18C or earlier. (Reigate & Banstead DC) Reigate & Banstead LLB

1000 1009754 20014 Moated site at Ewhurst Place TQ 25883 37538 525880 137539 SM Homestead moat at Ewehurst Place. Earthwork - Class F.{1} Ewehurst Place, a large C16 private residence in excellent 
condition, the upper storey half timbered, partly tile hung, the lower storey of brick. Many original features, but due to 
considerable restoration and modern alterations, not outstanding. A well preserved near rectangular waterfilled homestead 
moat encloses the house. It measures, overall, some 55m across, and the arms are 10 to 15m in width.{2} The monument 
includes an inner and outer moat which define a square island and a roughly L-shaped precinct area. The main island, 
which contains a late C16 house, is 35m N-S x 37m E-W and is surrounded by a water-filled moat between 10m and 15m 
wide. The house in the NW of the island forms a brick facing to that corner of the island. A brick-faced edge also survives 
on the S side of the island, the interior of one block of brickwork having been fused by intense heat caused by the burning 
down of the building which was of similar age to that still standing. Further brick foundations have been uncovered in other 
areas of the island indicating a much more extensive arrangement of buildings, particularly during the C16/C17. Stone 
foundations adjacent to the present house show the presence of an earlier building on the island, while a pottery fragment 
from the moat indicates that the site was being used at least as early as the 14th century. The remains of a brick- and stone-
lined ice-pit were also discovered adjacent to the house, as was a well. To the N and E the outer moated area measures 
140m E-W x 110m N-S with the surrounding ditch 3m to 6m wide and 0.5 to 1m deep. Various brick foundations have been 
located within this outer precinct. The area also includes the sites of three fishponds one of which is still visible as a 
depression in the ground c.0.3m deep and measuring 20m N-S x 6m E-W. Running south from this pond is a shallow 
depression, 4m wide x 0.1-0.2m deep, representing the remains of a ditch which would have connected the inner moat to 
the pond, enabling water to flow through the pond and into the outer ditch. Another connecting ditch runs E-W from the N 
edge of the main moat to the outer moat. This was the main outflow point of the inner moat and water from the main moat 
was used to keep the outer moat full. The inlet to the main moat is in the SW corner. The house on the main island is listed 
Grade II* and a single arched 18th century brick bridge over the moat to the W of the island is listed Grade II. These, 
together with modern paving, steps and brick walls, the footbridges to the N and S of the island including their foundations, 
the modern brick surround to the well, the outbuilding to the E of the house, the brick sluice, the garden shed in the outer 
precinct and the bungalow in the NE corner of the outer moat, are all excluded from the scheduling. However the ground 
beneath all of these is included.{3}{4} It seems probable that the NE corner of the outer moat has been built over, this land 
now being occupied by no. 7 and nos. 30-40 Ardingly Close and their back gardens. The brick-built 'Ice Pit', now filled in 
with topsoil, was circular, 9 ft deep, of two internal levels, located at TQ 25880 37527. Several early C18 pewter plates and 
wood-and-iron pattens, were recovered from the moat when it dried up in 1959; moat bottomed, found to be V-shaped. An 
early C18 French rifle was found buried within the moated enclosure some years ago. Finds and photograph of excavated 
Ice Pit in possession of the owner/ occupier.

English Heritage

1001 1012464 12884 Medieval moated site at Ifield Court TQ 24662 38379 524669 138371 SM The monument includes a moat, its internal area and also a platform and shallow ditch to the south west. The whole area 
forms the site of the manor house of Ifield Court which was superseded by the present building to the east of the moated 
site. The moat island is nearly rectangular and measures 75m NW-SE by some 60m SW- NE. On this area the remains of 
the manor house itself and ancillary buildings such as a kitchen, stables and storehouses are considered likely to survive. 
The moat around the island averages 12m in width and is crossed by a modern bridge near its north-east corner. To the 
south is a raised platform 40m by 30m which forms an extension to the moat island. The moat formerly continued around 
this platform and is still detectable as a marshy area and as a pond in the southernmost point of the monument, although it 
has been infilled to the north-west of the pond to ease access to the platform area. The footings and structure of both 
bridges onto the moat island and the pens at the northern corner of the island are excluded from the scheduling, although 
the ground beneath remains included

English Heritage

1002 1013348 12785 Thunderfield Castle medieval moated 
site

TQ 29996 42582 529995 142585 SM Thunderfield, with its diversity of component parts including a double circuit of moats, is one of a very small number of 
complex moated sites in the South East. The large expanses of undeveloped land within the moats makes the monument 
of high archaeological potential, especially in the light of the small scale excavations which have demonstrated that 
archaeological remains do survive in the interior. In addition, historical research has revealed a considerable quantity of 
information on the former importance of the manor centred here. Thunderfield Castle, a name applied to the monument 
only since the 17th century, is the site of a medieval moated manor house. The original manor name of Herewoldsle or 
Harrowsley is preserved in many of the local placenames. The monument includes a central rectangular moat island 55m 
by 40m, a moat 7-8m across with a semi-circular extension on the northern side, an intermediate bank of earth up to 1.2m 
high and 8m wide, and an outer moat averaging 6m across. Small-scale excavation in 1936 confirmed the occupation of 
the site during the 13th-15th centuries. At Thunderfield, the central island is likely to have provided the site for the main 
house, while ancillary structures such as stables, storehouses etc are likely to have stood nearby. The semi-circular 
extension to the inner moat is best seen as marking the site of a gatehouse and original approach to the island. The outer 
moat appears to have been stream-fed from the south, unlike the inner moat which was spring-fed. An overflow channel, 
now infilled, carried water from the inner moat at its north-west corner. The modern buildings and bridges within the 
constraint area are excluded from the scheduling, although the ground beneath each remains included. Also excluded is 
the surface of the access road and the service trench beneath it.

English Heritage
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1003 1018681 31219 Medieval settlement remains 100m 
south east and 150m south west of 
Oldlands Farm, Tinsley Green

TQ 28965 39523 528960 139517 SM The medieval settlement remains 100m south east and 150m south west of Oldlands Farm at Tinsley Green represent the 
predominant, dispersed form of medieval rural settlement within the Western Weald sub-province. However, unusually, this 
settlement is partly deserted and it survives well in the form of earthworks and buried remains. Deserted and partly 
deserted medieval settlements with earthwork remains are very rare in this area. The Tinsley Green settlement will contain 
archaeological and environmental evidence relating to the nature and date of the settlement and its subsequent 
development and abandonment. Part excavation has shown that the remains illustrate the continuity between medieval and 
post-medieval settlement in this area of Sussex and its relationship with the nearby iron working centre at Forge Farm. The 
monument, which falls into two separate areas of protection, includes the remains of part of a dispersed medieval 
settlement situated on the Upper Tunbridge Wells Clay to the north east of Crawley. It represents the original focus of 
Tinsley Green, known as Tyntesle in the medieval period, and survives in the form of earthworks and associated buried 
remains. Part excavation in 1998 showed that this part of the settlement was occupied from the 12th century and continued 
in use into the 18th century. Finds recovered during the excavation included pottery and iron slag. The earthworks 
incorporate a roughly north east-south west aligned hollow way flanked by associated building platforms. These represent 
at least three homesteads which survive as roughly rectangular, north west-south east aligned earthworks, up to around 
0.5m high. Further buried remains are likely to survive in the areas around the building platforms. To the south east are 
associated rectangular plots, visible on aerial photographs taken in 1969, which are included in the scheduling. Further 
buried remains of the dispersed medieval settlement may survive beyond the area of the scheduling, in the areas of early 
post-medieval building at Tinsley Green and to the north of Radford Road. Modern development in the area of Forge Farm, 
and the construction of Little Radfords and cottages to the east and west of the monument, will have caused significant 
disturbance to any earlier buried remains, and these areas are therefore not included in the scheduling. The concrete block, 
identified as a drain head, in the south eastern part of the monument, is excluded from the scheduling although the ground 
beneath is included

English Heritage

1004 1187108 363397 PARISH CHURCH OF ST MARGARET TQ 24703 37576 524703 137576 I LBI Ifield Parish Church of St Margaret TQ 23 NW 2/75 21.6.48 I 2. C13, C14 and C19. Comprises chancel, nave with north and 
south aisles of 3 bays, north porch of timber and west tower. Nave and chancel C13, arcades and aisles early C14. The 
tower was built in 1884. Walls of stone covered with modern rough- cast cement. The roofs of chancel and nave are now 
covered with tiles with shingled spire to tower. C14 nave roof of steep pitch, trussed rafters with tie- beams and tall King 
posts. Late C12 Sussex marble font. The screen at the west end of the north aisle is made from timber from the County 
Oak which stood on the County boundary on the main London Road and was felled in 1844. Interior contains 2 early C14 
stone effigies of a knight and lady under the easternmost arches of the nave arcades, thought to be those of Sir John de 
Ifelde and his wife. Brass tablet on south wall of chancel to the brothers Makersyth, died 1592 and 1599. Tablets to 
Seyliard, Spencers and Lemins. The churchyard contains some good C18 chest tombs. Mark Lemon, the first editor of 
'Punch' (1841-1870) is buried here

English Heritage

1005 1204775 287315 CHURCH OF ST BARTHOLEMEW TQ 31240 41296 531240 141296 I LBI Church. C12 enlarged and remodelled in C15, tower added in C16 and Church restored in 1884-95 by B. Ferrey. Roughly 
coursed rubblestone, formerly mortar rendered, with ashlar dressings to windows and buttresses; weatherboarded lower 
stage/tower on stone plinth, wooden shingles above; plain tiled roofs to remainder. Nave and south aisle with tower to west, 
porch to south, chancel to east and pent roofed vestry to north-east; two stage tower to west with aisles to lower stage 
under pent roofs concealing buttresses for upper stages; upper stage battered with broach spire crowned by metal 
weathervane, and angle pinnacles above. Projecting rectangular louvred openings to first stage of tower; Perpendicular 
style for majority of remaining windows. Renewed window on west end of south aisle, two original windows to south side of 
chancel under cambered arches. Double planked wood doors with strapwork hinges to west end, arched under flat head 
with trefoil decoration to spandrels. South door with renewed stone surround and quatrefoil spandrel decoration in timber 
framed half open gabled porch. C15 Priest's door to south side of chancel. Interior: Three bay nave arcade to south on piers 
of quatrefoil section placed diagonally with moulded capitals supporting corbelled arcade. Open crown post roof to nave 
with C15 chancel arch. Tower to west: four corner posts on stone bases with diagonal bracing. Blocked Norman window 
visible on north side of chancel. Fittings:- Piscina to north chancel wall - small quatrefoil basin and chamfered shelf. 
Perpendicular style stone font, octagonal bowl on stem with quatrefoil on the bowl and on cove between bowl and stem. 
Windows:- east window in chancel dedicated to Sir Jan Flamstead the First Astronomer Royal who was rector of the Parish 
1684-1719

English Heritage

1006 1248610 430315 CHURCH OF SAINT NICHOLAS TQ 24050 41111 524050 141111 I LBI Church of St Nicholas TQ 2441 5/62 11.11.66 I 2. Norman, late C13, C14 and C15. Built of sandstone rubble with dressed 
sandstone quoins and jowls and roof partly of Horsham stone and partly of clay tiles. Chancel with South Chapel, Central 
Tower, Nave with Aisle and South Porch. The original church was the north section of the present building, consisting of a 
Nave, a Central Tower and A Chancel, which were Norman. Both arches of the Tower and most of the Nave are of this 
period. The Chancel was enlarged in the C14 and the South Aisle, now the Nave, was added in the late C13. The South 
Chapel, now the Chancel, was built by Agnes, widow of William Richard Saunders about 1480 and the South Porch was 
also added in the late C15 and restored by William Burgess in 1858. The South Porch has a stone sundial dated 1741. 
Crown post roof. C15 parclose screen. Late C13 wall paintings in the South Aisle of the Nave. Brass in Chancel. The 
churchyard has a good series of C18 chest tombs, some having sculptured marble panels, C19 oval bodystones early C19 
headstones with palm fronds and acroteria motifs or cherub motifs and wooden headboards. (See Nairn and Pevsner "The 
Buildings of England. Surrey" pp 119-121).

English Heritage

1007 1298879 363371 FRIENDS' MEETING HOUSE TQ 25243 37911 525243 137911 I LBI Ifield Friends' Meeting House TQ 23 NE 3/49 21.6.48 I GV 2. Dated 1676 and built as the bequest of Robert Robinson the 
local blacksmith (No 5 Langley Lane g.v.). Built of Sussex stone, squared and tooled and thought to have been brought 
from Slaugham Place. Roof of Horsham stone slates. The main front facing the lane has 2 wide gables with half hips and a 
central doorway with rusticated quoins and lintel bearing the date 1676 on its keystone. Two large windows are on each 
side of the entrance, divided into 6 lights by 2 wood mullioned and transomed leaded panes. Two smaller windows above, 
are under each gable hip. On the right hand quoins of the entrance doorway the following dates and initials are cut: 16 NE 
84, 16 AH 78, 16 HK 76, probably recording the admissions of new members. North front similar to south but doorway not 
central and only one large window. The interior was C18 benches and panelling of untreated pine. The building has 
associations with William Penn, who lived at nearby Warminghurst before he left for America; and with George Fox and 
Elizabeth Fry. Burial ground in enclosure to east. For early history of the Ifield Meeting see S A C XVI pages 70-71. This is 
one of the earliest purpose-built meeting houses still existing

English Heritage
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1008 1378035 289607 CHURCH OF ST BARTHOLOMEW TQ 27633 42758 527633 142758 I LBI Church. C14,restored in 1881 by A.W. Blomfield, south aisle added in 1901. Rendered exterior, dressed stone to north 
porch; plain tiled roofs with ridge cresting, wood shingled bell turret and spire to north west. Aisled nave with porches to 
north and west, chancel to the east with chapel to south , vestry to south and bell turret in west bay of north aisle. Quoined 
buttresses to aisles, diagonal at west end. Three gables to west end with 2 C19 Perpendicular style windows to nave and 
south aisle. Renewed C14 "Kentish style" tracery to north aisle windows. North door C14 in delicate double shaft surround. 
Interior: 4 bay nave arcades, C14 octagonal piers to north. Crown post nave roof separated from chancel by billeted tie 
beam. Tower posts set into west bay of north aisle. Corbelled arch to south chancel wall. Fittings: Early C20 rood screen 
now across west wall. C20 pews and arcaded pulpit. Early C20 marble font; square bowl on centre stem. Monuments: North 
chancel wall. Brass to Joan Fenner, died 1517; female figure of c1400 under ogee canopy borrowed from another 
monument,three-quarters life size. South chancel wall:- brass to unnamed man, possibly John Fenner? North chancel wall- 
Tablet commemorating William Brown, Vicar from 1561-1611; stone, square with roll moulded edge recording 3 
generations of his family horizontally across the panel. North aisle chapel:- Monument to a member of the Salaman family. 
Early C14 life size stone Knight in armour reclining with head on cushion, feet on lion,on a chest tomb uhder arched 
canopy. Wall painting:- traces of wall painting of a Madonna with lily, reflecting the original dedication of the Church to St. 
Mary the Virgin, changed at the Reformation, visible on eastern column of north aisle arcade. HER descr - dates mainly 
from 14/15th century, although it is possible that part of the north wall of the nave contains work of late Norman (12th 
century) date. The church was restored in the 19th century.

English Heritage

1009 1187090 363358 CHARLWOOD PARK FARMHOUSE TQ 26169 41593 526169 141593 II* LBII* HORLEY ROAD 1. 5403 Charlwood Park Farmhouse (formerly listed under Charlwood Road) TQ 24 SE 1/36 11.11.66 II* 2. 
Late C15 open hall refaced and re-roofed in early Cl7 when a jettied wing was added to the west and the building adapted 
into a continuous jetty house. Two storeys and attics. Base of Charlwood stone. Ground floor timber-framed with painted 
brick infilling and retaining some early C17 close-studding to the parlour wing at the south end of the ground floor, the first 
floor hung with plain and painted tiles and over- sailing on a moulded bressummer. Tiled roof with C17 brick chimney stack. 
Four gables, the southernmost are oversailing on moulded brackets, the next, which is modern, surmounting the porch 
which is jettied on the first floor like the remainder of the front, 4 casement windows. Original doorcase in porch with 
chamfered architraves. Interior contains crown post in jettied parlour wing and moulded beams with stop chamfers. (See 
John Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 35)

English Heritage

1010 1187092 363362 EWHURST PLACE TQ 25869 37519 525869 137519 II* LBII* Ewhurst Place (formerly listed under Langley Lane) TQ 23 NE 3/41 21.6.48 II* GV 2. Probably late C16 or early Cl7. 
Occupying an ancient moated site. An L-shaped timber- framed house of 2 storeys and attics, occupying the north-west 
angle of a rectangular moated enclosure. The main range, lying east and west, has brick foundations to west and north 
walls built beside the moat. Unbroken high-pitched roof with short hips at east and west ends. West wall has exposed 
timber-framing and tile-hanging in gable; south side has ground floor faced with C18 brick and first floor exposed timber- 
framing. The north wall has 3 wide chimneybreasts projecting from the wall face, late C16 or early C17, the stacks rebuilt 
but to the old design and using the old bricks; One is the remains of a tower, timber-framing of walling exposed between 
chimneybreasts also on east wall. Some of the timbers are of S form. The plaster filling is modern. A 2-storey wing, 
apparently contemporary, projects southward from the south side of the main range at the east end, its lower storey faced 
with C18 brick and the upper storey hung with pointed tiles. Roof of same pitch as the main range with a short hip at the 
south end, Horsham slabs to all roofs. Windows mostly modern casements with leaded panes, but some older casements. 
On the first floor internally are 2 small blocked windows with wood mullions, hollow chamfers, high up under the eaves, one 
on the west side of the wing, the other at the east end of the main range. Two mullioned windows behind panelling on 
ground floor. A good deal of the timber-framing is exposed in the interior. Ground floor room at the west end has some fine 
early C17 panelling with double moulded and mitred panels, a smaller panel set within a larger one. This was discovered 
under wallpaper. Fireback in chimney with date 1632 and the initials EIE. At the time it was built Ewhurst belonged to the 
Covert Family. (See S A C XLVII pages 144-7)

English Heritage

1011 1207683 363369 MEETING HOUSE COTTAGE TQ 25235 37908 525235 137908 II* LBII* LANGLEY LANE 1. Ifield 5403 No 5 (Meeting House Cottage) (formerly listed as house adjoining Friends' Meeting House) 
TQ 23 NE 3/48 21.6.48 II* GV 2. Meeting House Cottage is a timber-framed 3 bay open hall house of circa 1475. It is of 2 
storeys, the west side having a brick-faced lower storey and tile-hung upper storey. South end faced in brick in C18. Old 
tiled roof hipped at south end and at north end hipped and carried down in long sweep over outshot. Windows are leaded 
casements. The interior has 2 crown posts and a C16 inserted ceiling. On 24 June 1674 the local blacksmith Robert 
Robinson who lived in the house, and was a Quaker conveyed the house, shop, garden, orchard and about 4 acres of land 
to a group of Friends for the sum of £60, in trust for the meeting. This resulted in the adjoining Friends Meeting House. 
Meeting House Cottage is now the warden's cottage for the Meeting House

English Heritage

1012 1248380 429976 THE MANOR HOUSE TQ 24099 41317 524099 141317 II* LBII* NORWOOD HILL ROAD 1. 5387 The Manor House TQ 2441 5/65 11.11.66 II* 2. Large C15 or C16 hall-house. Half H-
shaped. Outside kitchen wing projecting forward and parlour wing projecting to left. Two storeys timber-framed with plaster 
and red brick infilling, the first floor partly tile hung. The parlour wing is close studded, which was a prestige feature. Gables 
to the projecting wings. Four casements. Timber-framed gabled porch in angle between hall and parlour wing. Wooden 4 
centred arch with blockan spandrels. Interior has a Crown post roof with a sagging brace. The kitchen is partly open to the 
roof and has blackened Crown posts and rafters above. One of the largest timber-framed houses in the parish. (See Joan 
M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 60).

English Heritage

1013 1277978 429874 PROVIDENCE CHAPEL TQ 24662 41225 524662 141225 II* LBII* CHAPEL ROAD 1. 5387 (north-west side) Providence Chapel TQ 2441 5/6 II* 2. Erected in 1816 as "Charlwood Union 
Chapel" but was brought from Horsham and appears to date from circa 1800. One storey weather boarded on brick base. 
Hipped slate roof with brick chimney, the roof forming a verandah to the south-east elevation supported on 8 wooden 
columns. Three shuttered windows. Left side 4 panelled door and central 6 panelled door. Central path of Charlwood stone. 
The interior contains 2 vestries. The minister's vestry has an early C19 fireplace with reeded shelf. The octagonal pulpit at 
the north-east with pointed arched backboard and the table pew with square splay-sided table and flanking box pews date 
from the early C19. A most unusual building, more typical of New England than Surrey

English Heritage

1014 1026954 299487 HILL HOUSE TQ 22701 38121 522701 138121 II LBII RUSPER ORLTONS LANE (off) 1, 5404 Hill House (formerly listed as The Mount Farmhouse, Ifield) TQ 23 NW 3/229 
22.9.59 II 2. C16 timber-frazned house with painted brick infilling and curved braces on first floor. Two storeys. Six windows. 
East end has a higher roof level. Tiled roof. Casement windows, but 2 sashes with glazing bars inserted at west end of 
ground floor

English Heritage

1015 1026984 299461 POCKNEYS FARMHOUSE TQ 23680 38120 523680 138120 II LBII C17. Two storeys. Four windows. Ground floor red brick, above hung with pointed tiles. Tiled roof. Casement windows English Heritage
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1016 1028962 289661 HONEYSUCKLE COTTAGES TQ 28010 43976 528010 143976 II LBII Formerly 2 cottages, in one ownership at time of survey. Number 2, is a mid C17 2 bay end chimneystack house, number 1, 
an C18 1 bay addition to east with C20 addition in matching style further east not of special interest. Ground floor red brick 
in Flemish bond, first floor tile hung with 2 diamond patterns in curved tiles. Tiled roof with 2 end external and 1 off central 
brick chimneystacks. 2 storeys 3 windows. C19 3-light casements. Number 2 has C20 plank door with rectangular fanlight 
cut in top and flat hood with trellis work. Number 1 has C20 4 pane door. Catslide roof to rear. Number 2 has to west 
ground floor room, a large open fireplace, beamed ceiling, box frame and close studding

English Heritage

1017 1028982 289604 HIGH HOUSE TQ 27651 42787 527651 142787 II LBII House. C17 with C19 alterations. Square panel timber frame on rendered plinth, brick infill below, diagonal pattern tile 
hanging above; wooden moulded eaves to plain tiled roof with end ridge stacks. 2 storeys and attic under 2 gabled 
casement dormers; 3 glazing bar sash windows in architrave surrounds across the first floor. Central 6 panel door with 
fielded panels, top 2 glazed under flat porch canopy. Catslide extension across the rear

English Heritage

1018 1028983 289606 BARN 10 YARDS NORTH OF YE OLDE 
SIX BELLS

TQ 27599 42807 527599 142807 II LBII Barn, now garage. C16. Timber framed on coursed stone and brick plinth, weather- board cladding above. Horsham slab 
hipped roof with end gablets and tiled ridges. Rectangular, 3 framed bays with full height planked doubled doors to centre, 
smaller double doors to left end, stable door to left of centre and small planked door up 2 steps to right

English Heritage

1019 1028984 289608 BARNES TOMB 8 YARDS WEST OF 
WEST END OF CHURCH OF ST 
BARTHOLOMEW

TQ 27613 42742 527613 142742 II LBII Chest Tomb. Dedicated to William Barnes, died 1720. Stone on moulded stone plinth; fielded panels to sides with 
gadrooned corner piers. Moulded edge to flat, inscribed, lid.

English Heritage

1020 1028985 289609 BILLINGSLEY TOMB 10 YARDS WEST 
OF SOUTH AISLE OF CHURCH OF ST 
BARTHOLOMEW

TQ 27615 42739 527615 142739 II LBII Chest Tomb. Dedicated to Samuel Billingsley. Died 1725. Stone on moulded stone plinth. Panelled sides with cushion 
shape moulding to angle piers. Moulded edge to darker, inscribed,stone lid

English Heritage

1021 1028986 289611 TURNER TOMB 8 YARDS NORTH OF 
CHURCH OF ST BARTHOLOMEW

TQ 27623 42776 527623 142776 II LBII Chest Tomb. Dedicated to Robert Turner. Died 1728. Stone on moulded stone plinth, panelled sides with gadrooned angle 
piers. Moulded edge to flat lid. Fine paired cherubs heads on west end of Tomb, skulls in floral garland to east end. Fine 
inscription on north side

English Heritage

1022 1028987 289613 INHOLMS FARM HOUSE TQ 29524 42223 529524 142223 II LBII House. C17 with C18 extensions to rear and C20 extension to right. Timber framed clad in red and blue brick below, tile 
hung above to left, tile hung wing to right. Plain tiled roof with large dentilled end stacks to right and left and rear stack to 
right. T shape plan, gable front wing to right. 2 storeys, three casements across the first floor left and centre, one C20 
casement window in wing to right; ground floor casement window to right projecting under pent roof. Planked door under flat 
hood on brackets to centre left. Stone date plaque on end chimney "1743". Interior: framing visible on partition walls. Deep 
brick fireplace to left

English Heritage

1023 1028988 289614 YEW TREE COTTAGE TQ 29448 42374 529448 142374 II LBII Cottage. C16 with C20 extensions across rear. Timber framed on brick and stone plinth, whitewashed brick cladding below, 
tile hung above; half hipped plain tiled roof with weatherboarded ends to front, parallel roof across rear. Offset end stack to 
left on front range. 2 storeys, two C20 casement windows on first floor. Central planked door in C20 open gabled porch with 
wooden supports on brick dado walls. C20 rendered and tile hung pent roof extension set back to right. Interior: ceiling 
frames visible

English Heritage

1024 1028989 289618 YEW TREES TQ 27987 44005 527987 144005 II LBII House. Late C15 with C20 alterations and extensions to left. Timber framed on render and brick plinth, brick infill below, tile 
hung above; pantiled roof with offset end stack to right. T shaped plan with gable front wing to left of centre. 2 storeys, 1 
casement window on first floor of wing to left, 2 on first floor centre and right. Planked door in angle of wing. C20 catslide 
extension to left end with projecting pent roof extension to ground floor right

English Heritage

1025 1028991 289625 THE ORCHARD COTTAGE TQ 27104 43461 527104 143461 II LBII House. Late C17. Timber framed with whitewashed brick cladding below, tile hung above; plain tiled half hipped roof with 
large rear ridge stack to right of centre. Two storeys, 4 windows across first floor including one horizontal sliding sash to 
right of centre. C19 door to left of centre. Right hand return front: weather- board below tile hung above

English Heritage

1026 1028992 289627 FISHERS 
FISHERS FARM HOUSE

TQ 28837 42343 528837 142343 II LBII House, now divided. C17, restored and extended to left end in C20. Timber framed on rendered plinth with whitewashed 
brick infill; plain tiled roof with large moulded ridge stack to centre. I shape plan with gable front cross wings to ends. 2 
storeys and attic in gabled wing, 1 storey and attic under 2 lucarne windows to centre. Leaded casement windows 
throughout, those on first floor over coved bases and under gabled hoods to ends. C20 Tudor style door in gabled porch to 
left of centre. Interior: framing exposed including 2 service doorways

English Heritage

1027 1028994 289632 JORDANS TQ 29338 43219 529338 143219 II LBII House. C17, altered and extended in C20. Timber framed, roughcast cladding with tile hung first floor to left; plain tiled roof 
with centre stack to rear. 1 storey and attic under two central gabled, leaded casement dormers, four casement windows 
across ground floor. Central C20 planked door in gabled brick porch. C20 wing to rear. Interior: some framing visible,mainly 
ceiling joists and one partition wall

English Heritage

1028 1029022 289603 RINGLEY OAK COTTAGE TQ 27900 42947 527900 142947 II LBII House. C17, restored in late C19. Timber framed, clad in red brick with blue headers below, fishscale tile hanging above; 
plain tiled roof hipped to right with large ridge stack to left of centre. 2 storeys with attics in gabled bays to ends, 3 casement 
windows across the first floor. Ribbed door to left of centre in open gabled porch with wooden supports

English Heritage

1029 1029958 287316 DODD TOMB 8 YARDS SOUTH EAST 
OF CHANCEL

TQ 31264 41292 531264 141292 II LBII Chest Tomb dedicated to John Dodd. Died 1769. Stone on moulded plinth with panelled sides. Recessed piers to angles 
with moulded capitals; flat lid above with moulded edge

English Heritage

1030 1029960 287323 ALLINGHAM FARM HOUSE TQ 32239 40295 532239 140295 II LBII House. C17 with early C20 cross wing to right. Timber framed to front left, whitewashed brick cladding below, plain tiled 
above. Plain tiled roofs with offset end stack to left further stacks to right. T shape plan with higher gable front wing to right. 
1 storey and attic to left under two gabled casement corner windows, 2 storeys in wing to right with one casement window 
on each floor. Ribbed C20 door to right of centre under gabled porch hood on braced wooden supports. Pent roofed 
conservatory to left end. Pent roofed C20 garage attached to right

English Heritage

1031 1039928 361821 SIMMONDS COTTAGE TQ 31538 39427 531538 139427 II LBII WORTH CHURCH ROAD TQ 33 NW (south side), Copthorne 2/10008 Simmonds Cottage II House . C1580-1620, refronted 
in early C19 with C20 fenestration and C20 extensions to north east and north west in matching style using some old 
materials. Timber-framed, refronted in brick (painted) on ground floor and tile hung on first floor but square framing visible 
on south elevation. Tiled roof with tall external brick chimneystack;to west with some exposed timber visible behind it. Two 
bay end chimneystack house with integral outshot. Two storeys; 2 windows. C20 casements. Interior has exposed frame 
with curved tension braces to first floor. Ground floor has chamfered spine beam and floor joists with carpenters' marks. 
Open fireplace with bread oven, salt shelf and ham smoking platform above. A large section of wattle and daub is 
preserved next to the main chimney. Remains of sockets for window mullions. Split lath and daub remains in west wall. 
Further inglenook to north. Stone-lined well to SW corner

English Heritage

1032 1067613 438570 OLD POUND COTTAGE TQ 23782 37259 523782 137259 II LBII C17 or earlier timber-framed cottage with red brick infilling, mostly refaced with brick on ground floor and pointed tiles 
above, with a slight bellcast between. Tiled roof. Casement windows. Two storeys. Two windows.

English Heritage
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1033 1119778 469332 FARM BUILDING AT EDOLPHS 
APPROXIMATELY 50 METRES TO 
NORTH EAST OF HOUSE

TQ 24378 42399 524378 142399 II LBII Farm building, subsequently, if not originally, used as a granary. Late C18 with later alterations and C20 outshuts. 
Limestone rubble brought to course with red brick quoins; south gable tile hung. Plain tile roof. Outshuts of brick with 
weatherboard gable (on west side) and corrugated iron (on east side). 2 storeys, 2 bays, with outshut addition along each 
side. West side (inside outshut), has pegged wood-frame doorway on right; at left end 2 blocked openings at floor level, one 
of them arched; area of uneven stonework at centre. East side has blocked original 1st-floor window on right, with exposed 
wood frame; later window on left under caves; exposed rafter feet. North end: brick gable with exposed roof truss 
comprising tie-beam, posts up to collar (framing later window), v-struts to principal rafters, and ends of clasped purlins. 
INTERIOR: ground floor white-washed and with door to steep ladder stair; crude joists and floor boards, blackened at south-
east corner and originally with access to 1st floor in north-west corner. 1st floor had plastered floor and walls; lath and 
plaster ceiling; central roof truss with tie- beam and raking queen struts and boarded partition below; board storage bin in 
south west corner; blocked, later window on west side. A well-built farm-building of the C18 with surviving interior granary 
features

English Heritage

1034 1178256 289615 HUTCHINS TQ 27894 43993 527894 143993 II LBII House now divided. C16 with C18 alterations and early C20 extension to right end. Timber framed red and blue brick 
cladding below, diamond pattern tile hanging above; plain tiled roof with trefoil pattern ridge cresting. Large ridge stack to 
left of centre, further stacks to right and rear. Central 1 storey range with attics under 2 gabled casement dormers, and 2 
storey bargeboarded gabled end wings. Bay window rising through two storeys to right wing, cambered head window to left. 
Half glazed door in polygonal porch to left; paralled door to right under hipped porch hood. Interior: timber framing visible, 
ceiling frames and partition walling. Ground floor room to centre with oak panelling and moulding in one wall and deep brick 
fireplace (restored). Cambered tie beams to first floor ceilings.

English Heritage

1035 1178299 289626 THE COTTAGE TQ 27060 43518 527060 143518 II LBII House C17, extended in C19. Square panel timber framing on brick plinth with whitewashed brick cladding and infill below, 
tile hung above; plain tiled roof with front and rear stacks to right side. Gable end to street. 2 storeys with attic in gable, C19 
casement fenestration,l window on each floor to right. Half glazed door to centre of ground floor. Left hand return front: 
catslide to centre with cambered head casement window in the sides. Boarded door to end. Right hand return front: (former 
entrance front) framing exposed,some of thin scantling

English Heritage

1036 1178322 289633 PRIESTLANDS TQ 27779 43626 527779 143626 II LBII House. C17 remodelled and extended in C19. Timber framed core whitewashed cladding below, applied timber frame with 
decorative bracing above; plain tiled roofs, hipped over rear wing with corbelled end ridge stacks. One storey and attic 
under 3 leaded casement lucarne windows. Central ribbed door under gabled porch hood on wooden supports and 
rendered dado walls. Wing to rear right at right angles to main front, catslide across rear left. Interior: framing visible 
although restored, mainly ceiling beams and partition walling

English Heritage

1037 1180381 299478 NALDRETTS FARMHOUSE TQ 24070 38978 524070 138978 II LBII L-shaped building. West wing is a very small C17 timber-framed building with painted brick infilling. Horsham slab roof. 
Casement windows. Two storeys. Two windows. Mid C19 wing to east

English Heritage

1038 1180389 299480 OAK LODGE TQ 23896 38170 523896 138170 II LBII Original portion C18. Two storeys. Two windows. Faced with weather-boarding. Tiled roof. Casement windows. Later 
addition to west.

English Heritage

1039 1180468 299491 IFIELD MILL HOUSE TQ 24375 36405 524375 136405 II LBII C16 and late. Much modern work in matching style in half timber and brick. Old part of 2 storeys. Timber-framed in square 
panels. Whitened brick nogging. Diamond lattice casement, 2 windows rising above eaves as gabled dormers. Right hand 
half of front with only a few timbers remaining. Old tile roof, hipped to left with gablet. Left hand gable return tile-hung. Right 
hand return end timber-framed, plain brick nogging. The rear parts are partly at least modern work in imitation of old

English Heritage

1040 1187077 363331 RIDLEYS TQ 29726 37637 529726 137637 II LBII Probable C17 timber-framed cottage of one storey and attics, much restored and enlarged by the addition of a modern wing 
north eastward. Timber framing of front exposed, the panels partly plastered and partly brick filled. Old tiled roof with 2 
small gabled dormers. The gable ends have modern bargeboards. Three casements with modern leaded lights. Simple 
doorcase. The original cottage may have been extended westward in the C18.

English Heritage

1041 1187083 363343 HAZELWICK GRANGE TQ 28364 37762 528364 137762 II LBII Three Bridges Hazelwick Grange (formerly listed under North Road) TQ 23 NE 3/20 21.6.48 II 2. Probable C17 timber-
framed farmhouse, rectangular in plan. Two storeys. Timber- framing exposed on the north side with brick filled panels 
colourwashed white. Steeply pitched renewed tiled roof. Five windows to north side, casements with leaded panes. Gabled 
weather porch. The east wall has been rebuilt.

English Heritage

1042 1187089 363356 BLACKDOG COTTAGE TQ 27345 37445 527345 137445 II LBII Late C16 timber-framed farmhouse. One storey and attics. Front faced in red brick circa 1800 and given 3 wooden 
casements under segmental arches. (One now blocked, one doorway also blocked). Old tiled roof hipped at north and 
south ends and carried down at north end over outshot C17 brick chimney stack. One gabled and tile-hung dormer. The 
rear elevation has one dormer and 6 planks of weather-boarding under the eaves. The timber-framing is partly exposed 
below, with brick infilling and the windows are modern metal casements. The first floor of the south end is tile hung. Single 
storey brick and tiled outbuilding at south-west angle linked to cottage. Interior contains open fireplace with ironstone jambs 
and stop-chamfered beams

English Heritage

1043 1187093 363363 BRIDGE OVER MOAT AT EWHURST 
PLACE

TQ 25848 37507 525848 137507 II LBII Dates over arch but covered by creeper. Thought to be 1739. Single arched brick bridge with straight cutwaters, crow-
stepped from parapet. In English Garden Bond with some grey headers. Triangular coping.

English Heritage

1044 1187095 363368 OLD MARTYRS TQ 26847 38389 526847 138389 II LBII Late C16 farmhouse with modern wing. Nos 8 and 10 comprise the original building. Two storeys. Modern painted red brick 
on ground floor with some exposed timbers. Tile hung on the first floor with some pointed tiles. Tiled roof with massive C16 
chimney stack. Four modern casement windows. No 12 is a modern extension in matching materials.

English Heritage

1045 1187096 363370 FINCHES COTTAGE TQ 25465 38160 525465 138160 II LBII C17 or early C18 cottage. Two storeys. South front is brick on the ground floor and tile hung on the first floor. Wooden 
casement windows. Modern addition at east end. Old tiled roof with brick chimneybreast and stack at west end.

English Heritage

1046 1187097 363373 OLD INN COTTAGE TQ 25323 37942 525323 137942 II LBII Circa 1600 timber-framed building of 2 1/2 bays probably originally an open hall. Two storeys. The south front has the lower 
storey timber-framed with brick filled panels and the upper storey is of pointed tile hanging. Two wooden casements. Old 
tiled roof hipped at east end and with brick chimney stack to west end. A brick near the front door reads SL 1723 but this 
probably refers to refurbishment. To the rear is a short 2-storey wing with exposed timber-framing and tile-hung gable. 
There is a queen strut roof to the central truss and a queen post roof at the chimney end. The rafters are very irregular and 
are smoke blackened

English Heritage

1047 1187098 363375 LANGLEY GRANGE TQ 25642 38259 525642 138259 II LBII Early C17 3 bay timber-framed house, altered and enlarged in C19. Two storeys. Ground floor painted brick. First floor tile 
hung with bands of fishscale tiles. Hipped modern tiled roof broken on the north side by a timber-framed stair vyse with 
exposed timberwork. Three modern leaded casements. Fine projecting chimneybreast at east end, the lower courses of 
local dressed stone, the upper portion of brick, the stack rebuilt. West gable end tile hung. C19 2-storey additions, red brick 
on north side. Interior has stair vyse with newel post which extends from the ground to the second floor

English Heritage

1048 1187099 363377 THE OLD HOUSE TQ 26931 37966 526931 137966 II LBII Late C17 timber framed cottages, 2 storeys. The west front is partly brick-faced with considerably patched pointed tile 
hanging above. Timber-framing with brick nogging is exposed at the south end. C19 2 storey addition of brick with gable at 
north-east angle. Modern one storey lean-to at north end. Old tiled roof hipped at north and south ends and carried down 
over outshut at east side. Central brick chimney stack. Irregular fenestration with casement windows with leaded lights

English Heritage
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1049 1187100 363378 JORDANS TQ 26927 38084 526927 138084 II LBII C16 farmhouse altered in early C18 and C19. Now a private house. Two parallel ranges. The rear range is the original C16 
farmhouse. Two storey timber framed building with steeply pitched tiled roof running north and south and carried down over 
outshut on west side. The upper storey and gable at the south end have tile- hanging above the ground floor with bands of 
pointed tiles. The north side has tile-hanging above. C18 brick and one original casement with leaded panes. C19 gable 
with short hip at north end of west side. Internally the ceiling beams and joists of the original kitchen are exposed, some of 
the joists stop chamfered. On the first floor there are upright posts with jowls and diagonal braces. Early in the C18 the 
house was doubled in size by the addition of a parallel range of brick with steeply pitched roof on the east side. A brick 
chimney breast of unusual depth runs up the south end and forms the external wall of the eastern half of the gable end. The 
western half is tile-hung above the tiled off-set of the chimney breast. Two sashes and tripartite window to ground floor. 
Open fireplace inside. This east range has extended north wall in the C19 by a brick addition containing 2 rooms with gable

English Heritage

1050 1187102 363382 FIR TREE COTTAGE TQ 26931 37652 526931 137652 II LBII Probable late C17 timber framed house. Two storeys running east to west. Roof hipped at west end. West part tiled-the rest 
Welsh slates. Three brick chimneys. South front has ground floor refaced in stucco and first floor tile hung. The windows 
are wooden casements, some with modern leaded panes. The north front has the timber framing partly exposed on the 
eastern half. The western half is brick faced but painted in imitation of timber framing. The thinness of the structural timbers 
does not suggest a date earlier than circa 1700. It is shown as 'Crawley Workhouse' on the circa 1840 Tithe Map

English Heritage

1051 1187106 363390 THE OLD RECTORY TQ 24795 37799 524795 137799 II LBII Early C19 residence. Two storeys. Stucco faced walls with low pitched Welsh slate roof and deep projecting eaves carried 
on paired brackets. Five sash windows with glazing bars. The east front has a recessed centre between shallow wings with 
low- pitched triangular gables. Doric porch with pair of columns in antis. On the west side are 2 shallow wings with hipped 
roofs. Conservatory on south side. Considerable office buildings to the north. Probably built or rebuilt by Reverend Spencer 
James Lewin who was Vicar of Ifield from 1790 to 1842 and also Rector of Crawley.

English Heritage

1052 1187107 363393 TURKS CROFT TQ 24725 36759 524725 136759 II LBII A late C15 timber framed 3 bay house with additions of the mid C16 and Cl7. Two storeys. Red brick on the ground floor 
and tile hung above but some exposed timbering. Half-hipped tiled roof. Four casement windows. In the late C15 the central 
bay of the house was an open hall with a crown post roof. The rafters over the hall are smoke blackened. In the mid C16 2 
bays were added to the north end. At this time the hall was floored over and a smoke bay made in the middle of the 5 bays. 
The plaster face in the roof is soot-blackened. Tension braces are present in all the internal trusses. The chimney which 
serves rooms on both sides was probably added in the second half of the C17.

English Heritage

1053 1187109 363400 HARROW COTTAGE 
OLD PLOUGH COTTAGE 
PLOUGH INN

TQ 24783 37608 524783 137608 II LBII The 3 buildings from a group on the north side of the approach to the church and comprise a single block. Harrow Cottage 
is early C18. Two storeys. Ground floor brick diapers, first floor tile-hung with pointed tiles. Old tiled roof with one gabled 
attic dormer, carried down over outshut at rear. Windows are wooden casements. Old Plough Cottage was formerly the Old 
Plough Inn. Circa 1600 restored. L-shaped plan. Two storeys. Ground floor of multi-coloured bricks. Old tiled roof. C17 
chimney-stack. The south gable to the street has a half hip. Windows modern leaded casements. The Plough Inn was built 
in 1900. Two storeys. Cement-faced walls cream-washed. Tiled roof. Windows are wooden casements with glazing bars.

English Heritage

1054 1187111 363403 CHERRY TREE COTTAGE TQ 28882 39513 528882 139513 II LBII Probable C17 timber framed cottage. Two storeys. The front facing north has exposed timber framing with brick-filled 
panels on a base of local stone. The first floor is tile-hung at the west end. Modern hipped tiled roof. A short wing projects 
southward from the south wall of the main range at the east end. 3:4 windows which are modern wooden casements. 
Penticed weathered porch. 

English Heritage

1055 1187112 363406 THE TWEED TQ 24913 38097 524913 138097 II LBII C18 end chimney house. Two storeys and attics in gable end. Red brick diapered with burnt headers. Old tiled roof carried 
down over outshut to rear. Four altered casements. Projecting brick band between ground and first floors on which the date 
1737 is cut several times with sets of initials. Red brick dressings to quoins and windows. Brick chimney breasts and stacks 
to end walls, gable ends on each side tile-hung. Simple doorcase. Transverse beams of ground floor rooms exposed and 
open fireplaces. Staircase with outshut with C18 balustrade. Tie beams in attic have the carpenter's marks. West internal 
wall of main range of timber framework. Some wattle and daub infilling remanns. At one time this building was used as the 
parish workhouse and more recently was a pair of cottages.

English Heritage

1056 1187113 363408 TOOVIES FARMHOUSE TQ 29996 39497 529996 139497 II LBII C17. L-shaped building. Two storeys. Two windows. Ground floor red brick and grey headers, above tile-hung. Tiled roof. 
Casement windows. Massive brick chimney breast on west wall.

English Heritage

1057 1194820 299460 STUMBLEHOLME FARMHOUSE TQ 22976 36953 522976 136953 II LBII C17. Two storeys. Three windows. Red brick and grey headers. Stringcourse. Eaves cornice. Tiled roof. Casement 
windows. Porch with tiled hood.

English Heritage

1058 1204767 287311 BROADBRIDGE FARM HOUSE TQ 31417 42202 531417 142202 II LBII House. Circa 1800. Brown brick below, fishscale tile hanging above, parallel range slate roofs with rear stacks. 2 storeys 
regular / front with 3 sash windows across first floor, glazing bar sash windows to ground floor. Central panelled door with 
top two panels leaded in attached Doric column surround and panelled reveal. Leaded fanlight over door under triangular 
pediment. Out building attached to left side of house by single storey link.

English Heritage

1059 1204784 287317 BURSTOW COURT TQ 31228 41348 531228 141348 II LBII House. Late C18 with Cl9 parallel range to rear. Red brick with blue brick headers, red brick to rear. Plain tiled roofs, 
mansard to front with end ridge stacks. Two storeys and attics under three hipped leaded casement dormers; plat band 
over ground floor. Regular front with 3 glazing bar casement windows across first floor, double glazing bar sash windows to 
outer ground floor bays. Central panelled door in architrave surround under flat hood on moulded brackets. 2 storey 3 bay 
extension in similar style set back to left

English Heritage

1060 1204793 287322 STONELANDS FARM HOUSE TQ 31723 39633 531723 139633 II LBII House. C17 with C20 extensions. Timber framed with tile hung cladding, weatherboard cladding over whitewashed brick to 
left hand return front. Corrugated metal roof hipped to right with rear stacks to centre and left. 2 storeys to right, 1 storey 
with lucarne eaves dormers to right of centre. 2 casement windows on ground floor, one to right of centre under tiled pent 
hood. Half glazed door to left of centre in open gabled porch. C19 with double wooden supports to front on dado walls of 
brick. Pent roof single storey brick extension set back to left

English Heritage

1061 1204822 287328 KEEPERS COTTAGE TQ 32185 40979 532185 140979 II LBII House. Circa 1700 with early C20 extension to left. Timber frame of thin scantling on rendered plinth to right, whitewashed 
brick infill below, tile hung above; plain tiled half hipped roof. Whitewashed brick on rendered plinth to left with slate roof 
above. End ridge stack to left, ridge stack to left of centre and stack to rear right. 1 storey with attic under two casement 
lucarne windows, 2 framed bays to right with 2 ground floor casement windows; 1 glazing bar sash window on each floor to 
left. Planked door to left of centre under gabled porch hood on wooden supports. Wing at right angles to rear, catslide to 
rear right.

English Heritage
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1062 1207387 363342 LITTLE ORCHARDS TQ 28436 39058 528436 139058 II LBII C16 timber-framed house enlarged in C19 and more recently. L-shaped. The original range lying north and south is of 2 
bays, the central truss with tie beam and one curved strut showing externally. At the north end is a fine chimney breast of 
local stone surmounted by a later brick stack. The ground floor room at the north end has an open fireplace with stone 
jambs at the sides and brick and ceiling with exposed chamfered joists. The front facing east was refaced in brick circa 
1800. Tiled roof hipped at south end. Three modern casements. C19 2-storey wing, ground floor brick, first floor tile hung, 
added on the west side. The south end of the original range has been reconstructed and subsequently extended by a single-
storey addition. Verandah on wooden posts added on east front. In a first floor room at the north end of the original range 
an original window with wood mullions and iron bars has been uncovered. 

English Heritage

1063 1207485 363352 BOSCOBEL 
C G A INSURANCE BROKERS 
LIMITED

TQ 26850 36960 526850 136960 II LBII C17 timber-framed building refaced in C18. Two storeys. Ground floor red brick first floor tile hung. High pitched tiled roof. 
Three modern steel casements with small panes. Recessed entrance. The building is shown as Furnall Cottage on the 
Tithe Map.

English Heritage

1065 1207630 363361 IFIELD WATER MILL TQ 24509 36446 524509 136446 II LBII Built about 1817 and incorporating date plaque of one erected in 1683 on the same site. Lower storey brick, 2 upper storeys 
attic in gable ends of timber structure weatherboarded and painted white. Low pitched roof of Welsh slates, with projecting 
eaves carried on paired brackets. There is a Venetian window in each of the gable ends. Projecting hoist on north side. Two 
restored sash windows with glazing bars. The main cast iron skeleton of the water wheel remains though at the time of 
resurvey (1980) no internal machinery remained though there were plans to restore the mill. A date stone with the initials 
"16 TMM 83" is fixed to the north hall near the north- west angle externally. A flour mill is known to have been erected in 
1683 on the site of former iron works. (See S A C ii 211).

English Heritage

1066 1207650 363364 MICHAELMAS COTTAGE TQ 25151 38004 525151 138004 II LBII C17 timber-framed 2-storey cottage. Ground floor timber-framing with brick infilling. First floor pointed tile-hanging. Steeply 
pitched old tiled roof. Carried down over outshut on north side. Brick chimney stack at west end. Windows, casements with 
wooden mullions and leaded panes, some old, some restored

English Heritage

1067 1207671 363366 UPPER PRESTWOOD FARMHOUSE TQ 23473 39649 523473 139649 II LBII Probably early C15. An early 4 bay open hall house which later had an inserted smoke bay and later still a chimney 
inserted. Two bay hall with one service room to west and parlour to the east. Two storeys. Ground floor underbuilt in brick. 
First floor post and part timber-framing with red brick infill. Jambs to corner posts. Hipped tiled roof with gablets. Two 
casement windows. Gabled weatherporch. The interior retains a crown post roof. Smoke blackened rafters. Long passing 
braces and mortices for a spere to protect those in the hall from draughts. A service room opens off the cross passage 
behind the hearth. The joists in the service room are morticed for a stair ladder up in one corner. The inglenook hearth 
retains its crane and the back of the hearth has chalk blocks which formerly was the hearth to the smoke bay. (See D B R G 
Report No 23).

English Heritage

1068 1207719 363372 MOUNTING BLOCK IN FORECOURT 
OF FRIENDS MEETING HOUSE

TQ 25245 37900 525245 137900 II LBII C18. Brick built mounting block with stone treads. Three steps. The interior is hollow and there is a stone lintel on the 
outside

English Heritage

1069 1207872 363394 ST MARGARET'S COTTAGE TQ 24832 37290 524832 137290 II LBII Early to mid C19. Two parallel ranges. Two storeys. Ground floor red brick, first floor tile hung. Welsh slate roof. Three 
casements including a tripartite window on the ground floor and simple central doorcase. External large chimney- stack to 
right hand side.

English Heritage

1070 1207886 363396 TINSLEY FARMHOUSE TQ 29274 39664 529274 139664 II LBII Probably early C18. Two storeys. Ground floor brick. First floor timber framed with steeply pitched roof hipped at east end 
and carried down over outshut at north side. First floor tile hung at east end but tile hanging has been removed from the 
south front showing thin timber-framing. Brick chimney at west end. Two wooden casements. Simple doorcase

English Heritage

1071 1207927 363401 THE VICARAGE TQ 24770 37576 524770 137576 II LBII  C18 altered. Early C19, 2 storeys and attics. Brick walls stuccoed facia and covered by a wide mansard roof with Welsh 
slates. The front, facing south, has thin 2 storey 3 sided bay windows and 2 dormers in the roof. Windows mostly sashes 
with glazing bars. Central doorcase with 6 panelled door moulded architrave and wooden hood. Early C19 staircase with 
continuous handrail and plain thin wooden balusters.

English Heritage

1072 1240231 438354 BONWYCKE PLACE TQ 23485 37738 523485 137738 II LBII  Large mid C17 house, restored and enlarged. The original portion faces south and is T-shaped: Three storeys. Five 
windows. Red brick. Three gables facing south, 2 facing north. Casement windows. The central projection contains a very 
fine stair case of about 1650. The ground floor to the west of this has been built out. C19 wing of 2 storeys to the north-
west.

English Heritage

1073 1240234 438361 GARDEN GATE, OVERTHROW AND 
SIDE RAILINGS TO WEST OF 
STUMBLEHOLME FARMHOUSE

TQ 22965 36940 522965 136940 II LBII Garden gate, overthrow and side railings to TQ 23 NW 3/228A west of Stumbleholme Farmhouse II. This gate was brought 
to this site in the 1930s from Normand House, Lilly Road, Fulham, where it adjoined and had given entrance to a former 
plague-pit which was used for the burial of the dead at the time of the great plague in 1665. C18 wrought iron gate of 
ornamental character with matching side-pieces and overthrow, set in piers of modern red brick with stone ball caps.

English Heritage

1074 1240235 438362 BARN TO NORTH OF 
STUMBLEHOLME FARMHOUSE

TQ 22956 36986 522956 136986 II LBII Probably C1?. Timber framed building, faced with weather-boarding. Hipped tiled roof with queen-posts and braces inside. English Heritage

1075 1240236 438364 GRANARY TO WEST OF 
STUMBLEHOLME FARMHOUSE

TQ 22938 36928 522938 136928 II LBII Probably C18. Timber-framed building of 3 open bays on ground floor and faced with weather-boarding above. Hipped tiled 
roof. The first floor is ceiled below roof level

English Heritage

1076 1240237 438366 CATTLE SHED TO SOUTH WEST OF 
STUMBLEHOLME FARMHOUSE

TQ 22943 36896 522943 136896 II LBII Also called locally the Hovel. C17 timber-framed building of one storey with open front with wooden columns, the back wall 
faced with weather-boarding. Hipped tiled roof with queen-posts and braces inside.

English Heritage

1077 1248293 429869 BEGGARS COTTAGE 
EASTLANDS

TQ 23106 41914 523106 141914 II LBII Built circa 1620 by the Rev Bristow for his wife. Central chimney plan.Two storeys tile-hung. Tiled roof. C17 chimneystack. 
Two casements. Paired central weather porches, Two lean-tos with service rooms of circa 1750. Elaborate stops to spine 
beam. Straight ladder leads up behind chimney. Exposed ingle nook to Eastlands.

English Heritage

1078 1248295 429870 HARROW HOUSE TQ 24536 41171 524536 141171 II LBII A late C17 baffle entrance central chimney house with added parlour cross-wing of one bay dated 1727 with outside 
chimneystack added to south. Two storeys and attics timber-framed, with square framing exposed on the east and north 
sides, the front elevation refronted with painted brick on the ground floor and tile hung above. Two storeys and attics in 
gable at the south end of the front. Horsham slab roof, half hipped at the east end to front, but rear now has tiled roof. The 
door has been widened for rolling in barrels when the building was an Inn. Three Queen struts to roof. The central hearth 
room has a fine ingle. nook and a decorated chamfered spine beam. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 
63. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 49)

English Heritage

1079 1248298 429873 CHAPEL FARMHOUSE TQ 24634 41215 524634 141215 II LBII (north-west side) Chapel Farmhouse TQ 2441 5/5 II 2. Late C17 2 bay end chimney house with modern gabled cross-wing 
to south end. Two storeys. Ground floor rendered. First floor hung with curved tiles over timber- framing. Tiled roof, half-
hipped to north end. Three casements. Later gabled weather porch. A former low brick cow house to the north has since 
been incorporated in the house. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 47. Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries 
of Charlwood Houses" p 54)

English Heritage

1080 1248320 429906 BROOK COTTAGE 
BROOKSIDE

TQ 23631 41091 523631 141091 II LBII Early C16, early C17 and C18. Originally an early C16, 2 bay open hall house with hall of one bay and one bedroom jettied 
out over the hall with the dairy below. About the same time as the hall was floored over and a chimney added in the early 
C17, a 2 bay extension was added at the south end. In the C18 a further gabled wing was added on this side. Two storeys 
timber-framed with red brick infilling. Square framing with some diagonal braces. Tiled roof. Five casement windows in all. 
Two simple doorcases with weather boards. The interiors has jowled posts and smoke blackened rafters over the original 
open hall. The original smoke vent is still open. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 44. Joan M Harding 
"Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 31)

English Heritage
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1081 1248323 429908 YE OLDE BAKEHOUSE TQ 24255 40836 524255 140836 II LBII Probably C15 hall-house with one bay brick extension to east added in 1734 (dated on the chimney). Two storeys timber-
framed with painted brick infilling. Some curved braces are visible. Tiled roof, hipped to west and with gablet. Three 
dormers, 3 casements and simple doorcase. The C18 extension is of 2 storeys red brick of higher elevation with tiled roof 
and one casement window. Interior contains a crown post and smoke blackened rafters. (See Domestic Buildings Research 
Group Report No 142. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" 9,64)

English Heritage

1082 1248325 429909 MYTTEN CROFT TQ 24194 40954 524194 140954 II LBII C16 and C17. Two storeys timber-framed. Ground floor now painted brick. First floor tile hung. Gable to right hand side. Old 
tiled roof with old brick chimney-stack. Two casements. Simple doorcase. Interior contains exposed timber-framing and 
inglenook fireplace. Adjoins Vintners Wells.

English Heritage

1083 1248327 429910 VINTNERS WELLS TQ 24195 40940 524195 140940 II LBII Early C16 open hall house altered in C17 and incorporating an early C17 barn at south end. Two storeys timber-framed with 
white colour washed brick and stucco infill. Some diagonal braces. Gabled tiled roof. At the northern end there is a C16 
gabled cross wing, the ground floor refronted in brick and the upper floor tile hung. Four casement windows. The open hall 
was rebuilt in the C17 and a chimney inserted. The cross wing has early C16 floor joists and a restored open hearth 
fireplace. Kingpost roof in gabled cross wing. Jowls to upright posts. Barn is of 3 bays with Queen Struts and clasped 
purling roof with straight wind braces. Jowled posts. In the C19 the barn used to house the local fire engine. (See Domestic 
Buildings Research Group Report No 325. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" pp 86 and 93).

English Heritage

1084 1248354 429934 LITTLE DOLBY TQ 24136 40772 524136 140772 II LBII C16 or earlier open hall house. Two storeys, timber-framed with painted red brick infilling. Some curved brqces are visible. 
Hipped tiled roof with gablet at each end. Four casement windows Modern gabled weather porch. Interior contains a crown 
post with 3 braces. Smoke blackened rafters (particularly over the inserted smoke bay). Some of the nails remain for the 
plaster smoke hood. The original wattle and daub partition walls remain. The hall has been opened up to the roof again. 
(See Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 58)

English Heritage

1085 1248357 429941 EDOLPHS TQ 24342 42360 524342 142360 II LBII Early C17. Three bay parlour house with chimney in end bay and back kitchen at right angles with Victorian addition of 2 
bays to the west. The east end is the original portion. L-shaped timber-framed building of square framing with red brick 
infilling, refaced with rough cast on the ground floor and tile hung above. Tiled roof. Two storeys. Two casement windows. 
Penticed weather porch. Interior contains early C17 panelling to the parlour and an inner room and fine brooch stops to the 
spine beams. Upstairs there is original partitioninf on the landing and chamfers round the doors. The bacon loft beside the 
chimneystack retains its bar and hooks for suspending the flitches. The back kitchen has a large ingle nook hearth. (See 
Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 42).

English Heritage

1086 1248396 429995 CHARLWOOD PLACE TQ 24351 41832 524351 141832 II LBII C16 and late C17 with C19 addition to the south-east. This was originally a moated house built by the Saunders family and 
called Saunders Place. Psrt of the moat remains. Of the C16 house only a parlour wing survives. The house was rebuilt in 
the late C17 with 2 projecting wings and a central entrance. Two storeys timber- framed with red brick infilling. Square 
framing with some curved braces. The projecting wings have tile hung gables. Tiled roof. Three casement windows. C19 
gabled weather porch. The C16 parlour wing has jowl posts and arched braces. (See Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of 
Charlwood Houses" p 36)

English Heritage

1087 1248408 430007 SPENCERS TQ 25029 42523 525029 142523 II LBII NORWOOD HILL ROAD 1. 5387 (east side) Spencers TQ 24 SE 2/55 II 2. Late C17 2 roomed cottage with end outside 
chimney with later bay and added front wing with an ingle nook hearth, much restored. Two storeys. Ground floor renewed 
brick, first floor timber-framed with plaster infilling. Tiled roof having 3 brick chimney-stacks with cemented coping. Three 
casements. Interior to original portion has a central spine beam and wide bressumer to hearth. There are 2 further ingle 
nook fire places. Clasped purlin roof. (See Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 77).

English Heritage

1088 1248410 430009 LAUREL COTTAGE TQ 24053 41271 524053 141271 II LBII C16 or earlier altered in C17 and in modern times. Originally just a 2 bay open hall. Probably later in the C16 the hall was 
divided to make a service room with bedroom upstairs and a smoke hood was inserted. In the C17 a chimneystack was 
added outside. One storey and attics timber-framed with painted brick infilling. Long passing braces. Tiled roof. Two 
casements. External brick chimneystack to right hand side. Later gabled porch to left hand side. Queen post roof. The 
chimney breast has open shelves for keeping salt. Pathway of Charlwood stone. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group 
Report No 12. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 58)

English Heritage

1089 1248414 430013 BRISTOW COTTAGE TQ 24002 41289 524002 141289 II LBII (north side) Bristow Cottage TQ 2341 4/34 TQ 2441 5/34 II 2. Circa 1630. Formerly called School Cottage and built as a 
school "for the teaching of 2 poor children therein gratis" by the Rev John Bristow who was Rector of Charlwood from 1615-
1637. Timber-framed cottage with painted brick infilling on base of Charlwood stone, 2 bays with ½ bay at end. One storey 
and attics. Square framing with straight tension braces. Jowls. Horsham slab roof half-hipped at one end. Two casement 
windows and one modern dormer. The interior contains a clasped purlin and wind brace roof and the text of the Ten 
Commandments painted on a roundel. Originally there was an end smoke bay and the bedroom was reached up a ladder. 
(See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 41. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 29)

English Heritage

1090 1248443 430040 SPRING COTTAGE TQ 23983 41269 523983 141269 II LBII Outshut brick dated 1760 with the initials W Pand S.P. Two storeys. Originally a 2 roomed cottage with ingle nook at the 
end and outshot including a sunken dairy and stairs. Ground floor painted brick. First floor has bands of plain and curved 
tiles. Tiled roof. One bay cottage in matching style and materials added to left in C19. Three casements in all. Simple 
doorcases. The partition between the house and outshot is timber-framed in square panels. The open hearth has spit racks 
and a ventilated cupboard with butterfly hinges above the hearth on the other side and 2 salt shelves within the hearth. (See 
Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No J34. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Rouses" p 79).

English Heritage

1091 1248444 430042 PAGEWOOD HOUSE TQ 23805 41297 523805 141297 II LBII Late C15 or early C16. Four bay open-house with hall of 2 bays. Two storeys. Ground floor painted brick. First floor tile hung 
with bands of curved tiles. Hipped tiled roof with gablets. Five casement windows. Modern hipped weather porch. The 
interior contains a fine cruciform-shaped crown post and blackened rafters over the former open hall. At the solar end of the 
hall is a moulded dais beam. The floor of the hall is laid with large hexagonal wooden tiles cut horizontally from a tree trunk. 
(See Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 68)

English Heritage

1092 1248454 430058 POVEY CROSS HOUSE TQ 26733 42176 526733 142176 II LBII (west side) Povey Cross House TQ 24 SE 2/38 II 2. Late C16. Three bay end smoke bay house with back kitchen wing 
added in mid C17. Two storeys timber-framed. Square framing with brick infilling to ground floor. The first floor is tile hung. 
Tiled roof. Four casement windows. Gables weather porch. Roof structure is clasped purling with 3 Queen Struta. 
Blackened rafters over former smoke bay. Mortices for the partition between hall and service rooms remain. (See Domestic 
Buildings Research Group Report No 90. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 68)

English Heritage

1093 1248455 430060 WESTLANDS FARMHOUSE TQ 26330 43059 526330 143059 II LBII Early C17. Two bay house with end chimney with C19 parallel range added. C17 rear range of 2 storeys weatherboarded 
with added bay of red brick to ground floor and tile hung above. Two later casement windows. Tiled roof. Front range is 
C19. Ground floor painted brick, first floor hung with curved tiles. Tiled roof. One casement window. Old hinges and latches 
remain on the stair door. (See Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 90).

English Heritage
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1094 1248463 430076 HOOKWOOD HOUSE INCLUDING 
ATTACHED GARDEN WALL AND 
GATE

TQ 26468 43234 526468 143234 II LBII Large C17 timber-framed house of 4 bays. Two storeys and attics. Timber-framed with red brick infilling but largely refaced 
with red brick on the ground floor and diamond shaped tiles above, with the trace of an overhang on the south front. Two 
gabled projections on the north front. Tiled roof with 2 dormers. C17 clustered chimneystack. Three casement windows. 
Doorcase with modern gabled porch over. Gable end has framed timber pattern with sinuous braces. Stair turret at rear 
rising through outshot. Attached C18 red brick garden wall with 2 brick piers and an C18 wrought iron gate with overthrow. 
The house was occupied by the Saunders family from the C17 until 1909. (See Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of 
Charlwood Houses" p 55)

English Heritage

1095 1248464 430078 HOOKWOOD COTTAGE TQ 26387 43375 526387 143375 II LBII Early C17 central chimney house with added chimney to service end. Two storeys timber-framed. Square framing with 
painted brick infilling. Tiled roof. Three casement windows. Weatherboarded lean-to. Bread oven extends into the garden 
as the stair ladder was in the central chimney bay. (see Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 53)

English Heritage

1096 1248465 430079 THE HOPPS TQ 26459 43711 526459 143711 II LBII C17. Two bay central chimney lobby entrance house with back kitchen wing. L-shaped. Two storeys timber-framed, refaced 
with red brick on the ground floor and tile hung above. Tiled roof. Three casement windows facing south. Two sashes with 
glazing bars facing west. Gabled weather porch to west. Large ingle nook hearth to back kitchen. (See Joan Harding "Four 
Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 56)

English Heritage

1097 1248466 430080 TUDOR COTTAGE TQ 24319 41156 524319 141156 II LBII Early C17 timber-framed cottage, originally one storey with smoke hood. Square framing and curved braces with plaster 
infilling. Tiled roof with bans of plain and fishscale tiles. Two dormers. Brick chimneystack. The lath and daub framed 
smoke hood remains, the later brick chimney was built inside it. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 38. 
Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses 9 84)

English Heritage

1098 1248503 430138 PRIMROSE COTTAGE TQ 23789 41012 523789 141012 II LBII Probably early C16 open hall-house with C17 addition of one bay. The original house was of one storey with hall of one bay 
and service. Later a solar was inserted upstairs. Now 2 storeys. Timber-framed with modern brick infilling. The original 
house has long sagging passing braces. The C17 addition is of square framing. Horsham slab roof, the north end tiled, with 
gablet to original part and half-hip to C17 bay. C17 brick chimney stack. Three casement windows. Simple crown post roof 
to original hall-house and side purlin roof to C17 addition. Ingle nook hearth. The bread oven extends into the garden at the 
rear. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 2. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Rouses" p 70)

English Heritage

1099 1248504 430140 THE GLOVERS TQ 23496 41053 523496 141053 II LBII Formerly called Gloverswood. House of C17 origin altered in C19. Front range is of 2 storeys pebbledashed with stuccoed 
dressings. Tiled roof with chimney stack to left hand side. 2 projecting wings in same material. 6 mid C19 sashes to 1st 
floor, the north wing contains a C17 timber-framed kitchen wing with exposed joists. The new entrance is directly into the 
parlour wing, the south wing is C19 and is of 2 storeys red brick with grey headers. (See Joan M Harding. 'flour Centuries of 
Charlwood Houses": P 47:)

English Heritage

1100 1248533 430169 TANYARD TQ 23868 41006 523868 141006 II LBII C16 and C19. Open hall-house retaining part of its open hall and the service and solar end. Two storeys timber-framed with 
stuccoed infill. Tiled roof with C17 brick chimneystack. The right side is a C19 addition of higher elevation. Ground floor 
stuccoed, first floor tile hung. Three casement windows in all. Simple doorcase. The floored over hall was used as a Friends 
Meeting House as the building and about 14 acres of lans was bequeathed by a certain Edward Taylor in 1683 to the 
Society of Friends and remained in Quaker possession until 1934. The interior contains exposed timbers and a restored 
ingle nook fireplace. (See Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 83).

English Heritage

1101 1248535 430171 BARN AT TANYARD TQ 23868 40981 523868 140981 II LBII (east side) Barn at Tanyard TQ 24 SW 1/51 II 2. Late C16 to early C17. Weather boarded barn of 4 bays on brick plinth. 
Half hipped tiled roof. Queen Strut roof with side purlins and curved braces. The end bay is floored over

English Heritage

1102 1248537 430176 WESTLANDS TQ 22522 39914 522522 139914 II LBII Mid C16. Three bay end smoke bay house with added C17 chimney and parlour bay, and modern gabled L wing added to 
the west. Two storeys timber-framed with plaster infilling. Original portion has diagonal braces. C17 addition has square 
framing. Half-hipped tiled roof. Three casement windows. Simple doorcase. The smoke bay is intact with soot encrusted 
rafters, wind braces and wattle and daub partitions. The parlour bay has attic storage reached at first floor level from an 
outside door and then by ladder inside the disused smoke bay. The attic room has a sliding shutter groove to the window in 
the hal-hipped end. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 124. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of 
Charlwood Houses" p 88)

English Heritage

1103 1248578 430173 RINGERS TQ 23877 40813 523877 140813 II LBII (east side) Ringers TQ 24 SW 1/52 13.3.73 (formerly listed as Ringers Farm) II 2. C16 timber-framed house originally of 3 
bays, with 2 possibly C17 added wings. Two storeys timber-framed, refronted with red brick on the ground floor and tile 
hung above, the westernmost window bay with gable over wholly tile hung. Tiled roof with central chimneystack. Each wing 
has an outside chimneystack. Four casement windows. Simple doorcase. The house originally had a smoke bay where the 
central chimney now is. The parlour wing chimney has an outside bread oven but the opening is within the ingle nook 
hearth which also has a salt hole. (See Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 72)

English Heritage

1104 1248599 430304 DORMERS TQ 24170 41589 524170 141589 II LBII (west side) Dormers TQ 2441 5/21 II 2. Late C15 hall-house of 4 bays with 2 bay open hall and both ends floored, with 
modern wing in matching style built on to the north. Two storeys timber-framed on base of Charlwood stone. Square 
framing with curved braces. Plaster or painted brick infilling. Hipped thatched roof with 2 dormers. Three casement 
windows. The original front entrance is blocked and the doorcase is now in the side elevation. The interior has 3 crown 
posts. There are traces of an added smoke bay and a beam across from the open truss from which bacon flitches were 
hung to smoke. Jowls to upright posts. This is one of only 2 remaining Mediaeval thatched houses in Charlwood. (See 
Domestic Buildings Rejearch Group Report No 8. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 41)

English Heritage

1105 1248600 430305 STAN HILL TQ 23896 41677 523896 141677 II LBII Circa 1620. Two bay house enlarged in the late C17. Two storeys and attics in gable end. Ground floor of Charlwood stone 
rubble with painted brick to gable at west end. First floor timber-framed with square framing and straight tension braces. 
Late C17 gable at west end. Tiled roof. Three casement windows. Large outside chimney having random stone backing 
with galleting. No doorcase to road as former road was on the other side of the house. Front door and stair turret are to the 
rear of the house. The roof structure is clasped purlin. There was always attic storage here. (See Domestic Buildings 
Research Group Report No 112). Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 80)

English Heritage

1106 1248601 430306 STAGGERS AVON TQ 24114 41484 524114 141484 II LBII (south-west side) Staggers Avon TQ 2441 5/56 II 2. Early C18 timber-framed house with C19 addition of one bay to the 
south. Two storeys. Ground floor red brick, first floor tile hung. Hipped tiled roof. Original portion has 2 sashes with glazing 
bars to firzt floor. Casem nts to ground floor. Doorcase has flat hood over. Large external chimney stack has random stone 
backing with galleting. Interesting as an example of the late survival of timber- framing. (See Joan M Harding, "Four 
Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 80)

English Heritage

1107 1248622 430328 STONE CAUSEWAY IN 
CHURCHYARD OF ST NICHOLAS

TQ 24041 41094 524041 141094 II LBII Stone Causeway in Churchyard of St Nicholas TQ 2441 5/64 II GV 2. Probably C17 or earlier. About 5 ft wide. Irregular 
slabs of Charlwood stone designed to protect churchgoers from mud. (cf. Parliamentary Survey of 1649-58 "the said pishe 
Church is situate from Horley 2 miles and from Leigh ffower miles or thereabouts and in the winter are very bad and dirty 
waives")

English Heritage
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1108 1248623 430329 THE COTTAGE TQ 24160 41114 524160 141114 II LBII Two C15 adjoining hall houses with smoke bay inserted in late C17 and with jetties built out in early C19. Timber-framed 
with painted brick infilling in the east wall but otherwise refaced with red brick on the ground floor and painted tile having 
above. Gable at the east end of the south front. Tiled roof. Two storeys. Casement windows. Three windows facing south, 2 
windows facing east. Simple doorcase with wooden hood on brackets. No 1 was a hall-house with 3 bays 15 ft long. It has a 
fine chamfered Crown post and remains of arch braces to an open truss. Originally there was a stair ladder to the solar 
bedroom, which was jettied out over the service room below. This was under-built in brick in the early C19. In the late C17 a 
smoke bay was inserted and later a chimney. No 2 has a Crown post roof and the upright posts are heavily jowled. A 
chimney has been added at the side. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 6)

English Heritage

1109 1248624 430330 TEMPLE BAR HOUSE TQ 24185 41094 524185 141094 II LBII C15 open hall house with internal jetty, refaced in C18. Exterior of 2 storeys painted brick. Tiled roof. Strmgcourse. Three 
horizontally-eliding sash windows on first floor. Tripartite sashes below with glazing bars and cambered heads. Doorcase 
with flat hood over. Internally there was an open hall of 2 bays and smoke blackened rafters remain over the hall. There is a 
coupled rafter roof joined by collars and there are jowls to the upright pots. A smoke bay was inserted in the C16. In the 
C17 a new room was added when the brick hearth was inserted. The parlour has late C17 arched cupboards. (See 
Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 145)

English Heritage

1110 1248625 430332 BARN ABOUT 50 METRES TO THE 
SOUTH WEST OF TIFTERS

TQ 24423 40732 524423 140732 II LBII Barn about 50 metres to the south-west of Tifters. Late C17 or early C18. Weather-boarded barn of 4 bays on brick and 
Charlwood stone base. Half-hipped thatched roof. Two Queen posts and one Queen strut

English Heritage

1111 1248637 430345 HUNTS TQ 24208 41155 524208 141155 II LBII Early C17 timber-framed end smoke bay house with later C17 parlour wing added on south side. In the C19 refronted with 
red brick on the ground floor and tile hung above to front elevation only. Two storeys and attics in gables. The end window 
bays project. Two gables and one jettied dormer. The northern-most window bay has wooden trellis work in the window 
openings. Four casement windows. Large outside chimney-stack built on south parlour wing of Charlwood stone. Roof 
structure is clasped purlin at the back and butt purlin at the front. The north wing was originally used for farm storage. (See 
Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Rouses" p 56)

English Heritage

1112 1248638 430347 SUN COTTAGE TQ 24273 41147 524273 141147 II LBII C17 timber-framed building. Two storeys. Ground floor has timber-framing in square panels. First floor is hung with 
diamond-shaped tiles. Tiled roof, half-hipped to east where there was originally an end bay for the hearth. Two case-ments. 
Gabled weather-porch. There is an outshut at the back and a back parlour wing of painted brick. The parlour wing has a 
fine brooch stop on the main girder. (See Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 81)

English Heritage

1113 1248639 430348 MORES TQ 24539 41277 524539 141277 II LBII Mid C16 open hall house which subsequently had a smoke bay added. Two storeys timber-framed with red brick infilling, 
refronted with painted brick on the ground floor and tile hung above. Hipped roof with gabled to north. The front of the roof 
is of Horsham slabs, the back of tiles. Three casement windows. Simple doorcase. The interior contains Crown post roof, 
smoke blackened rafters. One first floor bedroom where the smoke bay was added retains the diamond mullions of a 
blocked 'wind eye'. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 79 ). Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of 
Charlwood Houses" p 62

English Heritage

1114 1248640 430349 SWAN COTTAGE TQ 24581 41330 524581 141330 II LBII Early to mid C15 2 bay hall-house with ceiling and chimney inserted in early C17. There was originally a one bay open hall 
with service bay having bedroom over. Two storeys timber-framed with painted brick infilling. Same diagonal braces. The 
left side elevation is hung with curved tiles and has an external brick chimney-stack. Tiled roof hipped at one end. Two 
casements. Simple doorcase with wooden architrave and later gabled weather house. The interior contains a Crown post 
roof, an ingle nook hearth and the original partition between the hall and 2 service rooms. (See Domestic Buildings 
Research Group Report No 113). Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 82)

English Heritage

1115 1248647 430350 GRANARY AT CHARLWOOD PLACE 
FARM APPROXIMATELY 20 METRES 
SOUTH WEST OF FARMHOUSE

TQ 24748 40928 524748 140928 II LBII Granary at Charlwood Place Farm. Approx. 20 metres to south-west of Farmhouse. C18. One storey weather-boraded with 
gabled tiled roof, supported on 9 squared stone staddles with flat circular tops. Ladder entry. Three of the 4 bins remain 
inside. (See Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 94)

English Heritage

1116 1248648 430352 CARTSHED AT CHARLWOOD PLACE 
FARM

TQ 24702 40892 524702 140892 II LBII C18. One storey weather-boarded structure of 3 bays. Gable end with pantiled roof. Open on the north-east side and 
supported on wooden posts. Included for group value

English Heritage

1117 1248649 430354 SPICERS TQ 24628 40898 524628 140898 II LBII C17 or earlier timber-framed building with C19 parallel range behind. Original house is of 3 bays. One storey tile hung with 
attics. Timber-framing with brick infilling to side elevations. Steeply pitched tiled roof within 3 dormers. Casement windows. 
Gabled weather porch. External brick chimney-stack with bread oven. The C19 range has a ground floor of red brick and a 
first floor of curved tiles. Tiled roof. Two casement windows. Cambered doorcase. The original range has a roof of clasped 
purlins with straight wind braces. (See Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 77)

English Heritage

1118 1248652 430356 SPICERS FARM GRANARY TQ 24621 40908 524621 140908 II LBII Early C17. Rectangular timber-framed granary with brick nogging. Some jowl posts. Square framing with same diagonal 
braces: Half-hipped roof with wind braces. Supported on 12 staddle stones. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group 
Report No 186). Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Rouses" p 95.)

English Heritage

1119 1248653 430358 BARN AT ROBINS FARM 
APPROXIMATELY 40 METRES TO 
SOUTH WEST OF HOUSE

TQ 23788 40935 523788 140935 II LBII Barn. Probably late C15 or early C16; altered C19 and C20. Timber-framed with C19/20 weatherboard cladding; C20 
corrugated iron roof. 3 bays. Central cart- entry, upper part boarded across, with C20 garage doors; small leaded casement 
at left end; on right, former doorway, boarded up. C20 lean-tos on left and right not of special interest. Rear: plinth of 
Sussex bond brick and some sandstone rubble; lower opposing cart-entry boarded across and with later doorway; window 
to right. Interior: frame has 3 wide panels above and below midrail, to each bay; jowelled wall posts with larye arched 
braces to wall plate and tie-beams; C20 roof. Brick threshing floor to central bay; C19 or early C20 cow stalls in outer bays.

English Heritage

1120 1250230 363417 HEATHY GROUND FARMHOUSE TQ 29817 39065 529817 139065 II LBII Heathy Ground Farmhouse II House, formerly farmhouse. C16 4 bay lobby entrance house to rear with late C19 'T' wing 
fronting road. C16 wing is timber framed, refaced in C19 with red brick to ground floor, the first floor tile hung. Steeply 
pitched tiled roof with off central brick chimneystack. 2 storeys 3 windows. C19 casements and late C19 gabled weather-
porch with wooden bargeboards and piers on brick base. Late C19 'T' wing is of yellow brick to ground floor, the first floor 
tile hung with alternate plain and fishscale tiles. Tiled roof with panelled brick chimneystack. Projecting gable to right hand 
side. 2 C19 casements and lean-to porch. Internally the C16 wing has a central ground floor room with open fireplace with 
late C16 wooden bressumer. Roll-moulded spine beam. Floor joists have chamfers and lambs tongue stops. C18 cupboard 
staircase beside fireplace has narrow steep wooden staircase and ledged plank door with pintle hinges. First floor has 
jowled posts and frame with curved and diagonal tension braces. Queen post roof with collar beam and pegged rafters 
without ridge piece

English Heritage
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1121 1261682 289664 STATION GOODS SHED TQ 28640 42970 528640 142970 II LBII Former Engine shed now warehouse. 1838-40 built for the London to Brighton Railway, possibly by David Mocatta (1806-
82) who designed the original railway buildings for this line. Classical style. Built of brown brick in Flemish bond with stone 
dressings. Roof now covered in C20 pantiles. 15 bays in length. Ends have stone pediments each with red brick oculus, 
now bricked in. Dentil cornice. South end has 2 round-headed stone arches with keystones, now bricked in with one later 
C19 sash with vertical glazing bars and 1 C20 window. Flanking pilasters. North end has 3 round-headed arches with 
keystones of which the central is still open, those at the side blocked. West side has central round-headed arch with 
keystone, now bricked in. 6 windows to south retain round-headed metal casements. To north only the top halves are 
visible as the lower part has been bricked in. East side also has central arch bricked in and round-headed windows with 
only the top halves now visible. Interior has suspended late C20 ceiling but original roof structure probably survives above. 
This building is shown on maps of 1838-40. Only 2 early railway lines were built in Surrey and this is the only original 
building of the London to Brighton railway to survive in Surrey

English Heritage

1122 1261718 289662 BIRCHWOOD COTTAGE TQ 28136 43242 528136 143242 II LBII House. C17 single pile lobby entrance house. Brick in Flemish bond painted with tiled roof and external brick 
chimneystacks either end and fishscale tiled gable to left hand side. 2 storeys and attics: 4 windows. C19 casements in 
original window openings. 2 C19 gabled dormers with fretted bargeboards. Gabled C19 weatherporch. Brick platband. Rear 
elevation has casements, one with marginal glazing, large C19 wooden dormer with triple casement and lean-to with tiled 
roof. Interior left side room has open fireplace with wooden bressumer, coved overmantel and exposed floor joists. Both 
fireplaces have seat recesses and salt stores. Brick paved floors. Winder staircase. Internal partitions of tongue and groove 
vertical panels

English Heritage

1123 1277798 430346 ELM COTTAGE TQ 24248 41138 524248 141138 II LBII C18. Two storeys painted brick. Sides and outshut are weather-boarded. Tiled roof. External brick chimney-stack to right 
hand side. Three casement windows with cambered heads to ground floor windows. Gables weather porch on wooden 
piers. The internal partition is of thin machine cut timber. The stair rises facing the central front door. (See Joan M Harding, 
"Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 44)

English Heritage

1124 1277799 430351 BARN AT CHARLWOOD PLACE FARM 
APPROXIMATELY 30 METRES SOUTH 
WEST OF FARMHOUSE

TQ 24732 40914 524732 140914 II LBII Probably C18. Large weather-boarded barn on brick base. Half-hipped tiled roof with same bands of fishscale tiles. The 
right hand side was probably once a cart- shed with storage above. The ground floor is now bricked in. Unloading doors 
above. One storey brown brick extension.

English Heritage

1125 1277800 430353 STABLING AT CHARLWOOD PLACE 
FARM APPROXIMATELY 30 METRES 
TO SOUTH OF FARMHOUSE

TQ 24750 40902 524750 140902 II LBII C19. One storey brown brick with red brick dressings. Hipped tiled roof with bands of fishscale tiles. Four windows with 
cambered arches

English Heritage

1126 1277802 430355 SPICERS FARM BARN TQ 24616 40870 524616 140870 II LBII Early C16 and early C17. Four bay timber-framed barn of 2 builds. Timber-framed with modern brick nogging on Charlwood 
stone footings. Square framing with same curved braces. Three bays have a Crown post roof structure with heavy jowl 
posts and a tiled roof with gablet. The early C17 bay has a half nipped roof. The Crown post has 2 braces up to the collar 
purlin and 2 braces down to the tie. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 185). Joan M Harding, "Four 
Centuries of Charlwood Houses" P 95

English Heritage

1127 1277803 430357 LOWFIELD HEATH WINDMILL TQ 23491 40723 523491 140723 II LBII Post mill. Thought to date from 1762 but removed from original site 2 1/2 miles away in 1987 because of the expansion of 
Gatwick airport and extensively restored. Late C20 brick round house with original chamfered centre post to trestle and 3 of 
the other 4 posts original. Late C20 tailwheel. Ogee shaped body has many original timbers but the weatherboarded 
cladding is late C20 and the steps are mainly renewed. The front face has 2 blocked windows and Dutch door to base with 
wooden pentice. Sides have 3 openings with wooden cornices on. brackets. Windshaft is original but the 1 pair of sails 
present at time of survey is late C20

English Heritage

1128 1277824 430316 LYCHGATE TQ 24042 41086 524042 141086 II LBII C19 stone base with wooden superstructure. Horsham stone slab roof. Included for group value English Heritage
1129 1277829 430331 TIFTERS TQ 24459 40773 524459 140773 II LBII C16 or earlier timber-framed hall-house with 2 bay open hall and solar wing, restored and enlarged in early C20 by Imrie 

and Angell. The original portion is half H-shaped. The north-west wing has plaster infilling. The remainder of the north front 
is tile-hung. The south front is of red brick. The roof is of Horsham slabs on the south side and of tiles on the north. Three 
casement windows. Two storey jettied porch with barge boards. The interior has Crown post and fine joists in the inserted 
ceilings in the open hall. (See Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 84)

English Heritage

1130 1277864 430178 WESTLANDS FARMHOUSE TQ 22399 39831 522399 139831 II LBII Late C17. Two room plan house of 2 storeys and attics with end chimney and outshot at rear. Timber-framed in square 
panels with some diagonal braces and painted brick infilling. Tiled roof with 3 dormers. Three casement windows. Modern 
porch. Butt purlin roof with butt rafters. Stair ladder remains for accedd to roof. Ingle nook fireplace with seat and large 
bread oven. The hearth beam and spine beam have elaborate stops. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 
126. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 89)

English Heritage

1131 1277887 430137 THE LOCK UP TQ 24306 41102 524306 141102 II LBII Probably early C19. One storey built of local stone rubble with red brick quoins and galletting of small stone chips. Hipped 
tiled roof. Inside were 2 cells each with a barred window to the outside. Simple doorcase with wooded lintel. This building 
has been restored and turned into an office. (See Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 59)

English Heritage

1132 1277888 430139 ROBINS TQ 23802 40970 523802 140970 II LBII Late C15 to early C16 hall-house with modern wing in matching style. Originally a one bay open hall with both ends floored. 
Two storeys timber-framed with square framing and some curved braces. Painted brick and some plaster infilling. Hipped 
roof of Horsham slab with gablet to original portion. Modern wing has tiled roof. Central brick chimneystack. Four casement 
windows in all. Doorcase has hipped weather board. Clasped purlin wind brace roof. Framing for a smoke bay remains. 
Good series of carpenter's marks. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 97. Joan M Harding "Four 
Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 73)

English Heritage

1133 1277889 430141 HILLANDS TQ 22714 40051 522714 140051 II LBII Late C15. Three bay open hall-house with parlour wing of 2 bays. Two storeys timber-framed with square framing. Painted 
brick infilling, the south front refaced with painted brick. Hipped tiled roof with gablets and off central C17 chimneystack. 
Four casements windows, cross-shaped iron ties. Crown post over the centre of the solar. Framing for a smoke vent 
remains in the smoke blackened rafters over the open hall. There is evidence of a smoke bay before the chimney was 
inserted. Evidence of a spere truss remains. Grain was said to have been stored in the upstairs rooms and the farmer 
guarded it by sleeping on a flat door over the stairs. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 68. Joan M 
Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" 9 52)

English Heritage

1134 1277900 430041 PAGEWOOD COTTAGE TQ 23934 41240 523934 141240 II LBII Ealr C17. Three bay house with small end bay and catslide outshot with chimney rising through. Two storeys. Ground floor 
timber-framed in square panels with painted brick infilling, the first floor tile hung with plain, curved and pointed tiles. Half-
hipped tiled roof. Three casement windows. Gabled weather porch. The end bay was probably originally a smoke bay. The 
ingle nook hearth has open salt niches and a cupboard with butterfly hinges. Bacon loft. The outshot retains an original 
diamond mullioned window. (See Domestic Buildings Reserach Group Report No 31. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of 
Charlwood Houses" p 67)

English Heritage
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1135 1277903 430059 HOOKWOOD MANOR TQ 26560 42804 526560 142804 II LBII Early C16 hall-house altered in later C16 and C19. South elevation shows framing of 4 bays, originally a one bay open hall, 
cross passage of one bay to the west and 2 storeyed bays at each end. Two storeys timber-framed with curved braces and 
plastered infill. Slate roof with row of lions' head masks along the gutter and smoke louvres at end. C19 casements, 6 
fielded panelled door. Later C16 two bay smoke bay kitchen wing to rear. East elevation is C19. Two storeys stuccoed.Slate 
roof. Rainwater head with lions' head masks. Right hand gable with barge boards. Three sashes with glazing bars intact 
and one four light canted bay to ground floor built in porch. The interior has a crown post roof and an inserted hearth, the 
hearth beam dated 1571. The kitchen wing has a smoke bay with a gallery where the servants slept against the warm 
partition. Jacobean fretted bannisters tostaircase and carved finial to newel post. The house was formerly known as 
Pixtons.(See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 18. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" pp 
54 and 55. Eric Mercer "English Vernacular Houses" p 205)

English Heritage

1136 1277904 430061 WOODLANDS FARMHOUSE TQ 26122 43780 526122 143780 II LBII Mid C16. Four bay central smoke bay house. Two storeys timber-framed with square framing and painted brick infilling. 
Tiled roof with early 017 chimneystack. Three casement windows. Later gabled weather porch. Stair turret in rear outshot. 
One diamond mullioned window remains on the back wall. Upright posts have jowls. (See Domestic Buildings Research 
Group Report No 138. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 90)

English Heritage

1137 1277911 430077 STABLE ABOUT 10 METRES TO 
NORTH OF HOOKWOOD HOUSE

TQ 26444 43249 526444 143249 II LBII C18. Small red brick stable with some vitrified headers. Two cambered sashes and cambered stable door. Tiled roof. Gable 
end

English Heritage

1138 1277915 429993 THE COTTAGE TQ 24241 41609 524241 141609 II LBII Late C15 or early C16. Three bay hall-house with 2 bay hall and one end floored. Two storeys timber-framed with painted 
brick infilling, the south front refaced with painted brick on the ground floor and tile hung above. Hipped thatched roof. Four 
casement windows. Interior contains crown post. The old partition wall remains between the hall and service with 2 doors. 
The lath and daub hood remains for an inserted smoke bay which is a rare survival. The wooden jambs of the smoke hood 
now frame the inserted brick chimney. This is one of only 2 remaining mediaeval thatched houses in Charlwood but the 
original roof pitch may have been intended for Horsham stone slabs. (See Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood 
Houses" p 38)

English Heritage

1139 1277920 430008 SPOTTLES TQ 24385 41421 524385 141421 II LBII Probable late C15 open hall-house of 4 bays with 2 bay hall, and service wing and solar jettied over hall (ie internal jetty). 
Modern gabled wing to left. One storey and attics timber-framed with painted brick infilling. Square framing with warped 
timbers. Hipped tiled roof with large gablet. Two gabled doors. Three casements. Simple doorcases. The roof has been 
renewed but there are some smoke blackened rafters. There was a smoke bay at one time. The chimney built out at the 
back is C18. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 108. Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood 
Houses" p 79)

English Heritage

1140 1277922 430010 CATTLE SHELTER TQ 23952 41088 523952 141088 II LBII C18. Shelter of 7 bays with hipped tiled roof. The walls are weather boarded to back and sides. The boarding is extended 
round the first bay and across the 2 middle bays to leave 4 entrances. The other end bay has a lap boarded partition wall, 
making a separate store room. Arching braces up to ties and wall plates. Queen strut roof. Wooden hay racks. (See 
Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 1205)

English Heritage

1141 1277936 429935 FULLBROOK COTTAGE TQ 24026 40461 524026 140461 II LBII Late C15 or early C16 open hall-house of 2 bays. The hall was of one bay. Later a smoke hood was added in the hall and in 
the C17 a chimneystack was added outside the house. Now 2 storeys refronted with painted brick. Tilef roof. Stringcourse. 
Two casement windows. Gabled weather porch. Outshut to rear. The interior contains 3 crown posts, a chamfered collar 
purlin and the framing for the smoke hood in the open hall. (See Domestic Buildings Research Group Report No 163. Joan 
M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 45)

English Heritage

1142 1277955 429907 CHARLWOOD PLACE FARMHOUSE TQ 24764 40940 524764 140940 II LBII Dated 1590 on one of the main posts. A symmetrical central chimney house with one room on each side of a baffle 
entrance with added service bay and raised granary and dairy. The area between dairy and granary was incorporated into 
the house and the whole re-roofed circa 1673. Two storeys and attics in gable end. Ground floor timber-framed in square 
panels with painted brick infilling, first floor tile hung. Tiled roof. Four casement windows and gabled weather porch. 
Panelled parlour. Powder closet over baffle entrance. Good series of carpenters marks. (See Domestic Building Research 
Group Report No 20). Joan M Harding, "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 37)

English Heritage

1143 1277957 429911 WEAVERS COTTAGES TQ 24149 40814 524149 140814 II LBII C15 open hall-house with C17 wing and inserted chimneystacks, restored. Ground floor partly curved tile hung, partly 
timber-framed with diagonal braces and red brick infilling. Tiled roof with one gable. Five casement windows. Modern wing 
on red brick and tile hung. The interior contains steeply sloping arched braces to the open crown post trusses. Jowled 
upright posts. Wooden diamond mullions remain for the hall window. This was probably a weaver's house. (See Joan M 
Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 87)

English Heritage

1144 1277979 429875 OLD ROSEMARY COTTAGES TQ 24373 41188 524373 141188 II LBII Early and later C17. Built as a 3 bay timber-framed house with a small chimney bay at one end: In later C17 a timber-
framed one bay house was added with a large out-side chimney stack 2 storeys square framing with plaster infilling. Tiled 
roof half hipped and with pentice to north side. C17 chimneystack and external brick chimneystack to south. Four 
casements. Gabled weather porch. (See Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood House" p 74)

English Heritage

1145 1277982 429898 TWO STACKS TQ 23756 41124 523756 141124 II LBII Probable late C16 smoke bay house with added C17 parlour wing. The right hand portion is the original house. Two 
storeys. Ground floor red brick. First floor timber-framed with painted brick infilling. Diagonal or curved braces. Four 
easement windows. Two external brick chimneystacks. Hipped modern porch where the service bay used to be. The 
framing for the end smoke bay survives. (See Joan M Harding "Four Centuries of Charlwood Houses" p 85)

English Heritage

1146 1279522 363399 CHURCH COTTAGE TQ 24744 37606 524744 137606 II LBII Circa 1840. Stone cottage with tiled roof. Two storeys. Projecting centre with wide gable and a small gabled dormer on 
either side. Brick chimneys. Windows have leaded glazing with small diamonds at the angles of the rectangular panes. 
Centre ground floor windows with stone mullions and traceried head copied from east window of north aisle of church. 
Thought to have been the original church school, later converted to cottages

English Heritage

1147 1279535 363391 NEWSTEAD LODGE TQ 24842 37923 524842 137923 II LBII Circa 1600 timber framed farmhouse subsequently much altered and enlarged. The main front facing east is C19 red brick 
with twin gables. West of this is the old building which has a fine brick chimney-stack rising from the roof. Timber framed 
but externally partly brick faced, partly weather-boarded. Roofs of old portion, old tile. Modern brick extension on west side. 
Interior has exposed square framing, ceiling beams and an early C18 staircase with 2 turned balusters to each tread

English Heritage

1148 1295115 289624 THE OLD HOUSE TQ 27136 43609 527136 143609 II LBII House. C16 with C18 alterations. Timber framed on brick plinth with weatherboard cladding above; plain tiled hipped roof 
with end gablets and stack to left end, ridge stack to right of centre. Two storeys, irregular mixed fenestration, 4 windows 
across first floor; horizontal sliding sash to left, diamond pane casement to left of centre and two casement windows to 
right. Diagonally boarded door to left of centre under flat open porch hood on wooden supports; further boarded door to left. 
Catslide extension to left end, C20 pent roof extension to rear left. Interior: deep brick fireplace some framing visible. 
Derelict at time of re-survey.

English Heritage

1149 1295120 289628 FISHERS COTTAGE 
THE BARN

TQ 28814 42359 528814 142359 II LBII Barn, now divided and converted into houses. C17 with C20 alterations. Timber framed with whitewashed brick infill. 
Horsham slab and plain tiled roof with ridge stack to end right, end stack to left and rear stack to centre. At right angles to 
road;2 storeys, 4 framed bays with C20 leaded casements. Stable style door to ground floor left and further doors in return 
fronts. Included for group value with Fishers and Fishers Farm House only.

English Heritage
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1150 1295137 289617 BENHAM FARM ANNEXE 
BENHAMS FARMHOUSE 
BENHAMS HOUSE

TQ 28275 44070 528275 144070 II LBII House, now divided. C16 with C20 extensions. Timber frame on brick plinth, brick cladding below with diamond pattern tile 
hanging above; Horsham slab roof to centre and right with plain tiled ridges, plain tiled roof to left. End stack to right, ridge 
stack to right of centre, large rear stack to left of centre and ridge stack to left end. Centre range with carved bargeboarded 
gable front cross wing to right and C20 larger gable front wing projecting end left. Two storeys in wings, 1 storey with 2 pent 
roof leaded lucarne windows to centre in moulded surrounds; hipped roof angle bay window to ground floor left hand wing. 
Half glazed panelled door under flat porch hood to left on brackets

English Heritage

1151 1298873 363338 OAK COTTAGE TQ 26694 38879 526694 138879 II LBII Probably late C17 cottage. Two storeys. Ground floor red brick, first floor hung with diamond shaped tiles. Tiled roof, hipped 
at one end and sloping over outshut at rear. External brick chimney stack. Two altered casements. Gabled weather porch

English Heritage

1152 1298878 363367 THE OLD FOX HOUSE TQ 23499 39648 523499 139648 II LBII C18 brick and timber-framed structure roughcast on the outside and supported on 9 staddle stones. Hipped tiled roof. 2 
steps. Group value with farmhouse

English Heritage

1153 1298880 363374 APPLE TREE FARM TQ 25488 38050 525488 138050 II LBII The core is a probable C17 timber-framed central chimney house on an old site. Two storeys, refaced in red brick with grey 
headers. Tiled roof. Two triple casements. To the left is a 2-storey section of Mid C19 appearance with slate roof in red 
brick with grey headers. Sash window with glazing bars. Simple doorcase with chamfered fanlight. C19 extensions not of 
special architectural interest in brick and tiles with tile hung gables and mullioned or mullioned and transomed windows. 
Porticoed weatherporch with verandah. Internally the original wing has square framing and chamfered spine beam. It was 
formerly known as Great Auxford

English Heritage

1154 1298881 363376 LANGLEY GREEN FARMHOUSE TQ 26150 38434 526150 138434 II LBII C18. Two storeys. Ground floor painted brick. First floor tile hung. Tiled roof. Two casements. Simple doorcase. Exterior 
brick chimney stack

English Heritage

1155 1298882 363379 JORDANS SOCIAL CLUB TQ 26922 38121 526922 138121 II LBII 1642. Weather-boarded barn of 6 bays with half-hipped tiled roof which has had brick pentices added all round. A fireplace 
and brick chimney have been inserted in one bay on west side. The tie-beam roof has been partly renewed and is now 
obscured by modern ceiling. Adjoining is a C17 stable. One storey weather-boarded on modern brick base. Tiled roof. 
Some tie beams original but Queen struts renewed. The whole is now used as a social club

English Heritage

1156 1298886 363392 BROOK COTTAGE TQ 24619 36723 524619 136723 II LBII Circa 1600 2 bay timber framed cottage. One storey and attics. Timber framed with brick infill. Square framing with no 
braces. Old tiled roof hipped at north end and carried down over outshut on west side. Brick chimney at south end. The 
front facing east has 2 wooden casements and 2 attic dormers. Some tile hanging at the south end. Interior has wattle and 
daub walls. Small squarish rafters in north bay, large wide early rafters in south bay

English Heritage

1157 1298888 363398 TABLE TOMB TO GEORGE AND 
MARY HUTCHINSON IN PARISH 
CHURCHYARD

TQ 24679 37575 524679 137575 II LBII Table Tomb to George and Mary Hutchinson in Parish Churchyard TQ 23 NW 2/76 II 2. Circa 1800. Set on plinth of 2 stone 
steps. Stone table tomb with ovals having inscriptions at each side and at ends oval Adamesgue sculptured plaques. This 
is surmounted by a stone urn with cherubs. (At time of survey 1980 detached)

English Heritage

1158 1354208 299479 RED GABLES TQ 24134 39115 524134 139115 II LBII C17 or earlier timber-framed building with red brick infilling, now partly tile-hung, altered and enlarged. Tiled roof. Modern 
additions to north and south. Two storeys. Six windows

English Heritage

1159 1354210 299488 LOWER PRESTWOOD FARMHOUSE TQ 23146 38687 523146 138687 II LBII C18. Two storeys. Three windows. Painted brick. Tiled roof. Glazing bars intact. Doorway with flat hood. Ground floor 
extension at east end

English Heritage

1160 1354887 302865 COPTHORNE HOTEL TQ 31293 38700 531293 138700 II LBII Originally a farmhouse. C17. Two storeys. Five windows. Ground floor red brick, above tile-hung. Half-hipped roof of 
Horsham slabs. Casement windows. Large modern additions

English Heritage

1161 1372057 361744 OLD BELL HOUSE 
OLD MILL HOUSE 
WISTERIA COTTAGE

TQ 27075 43422 527075 143422 II LBII Former open hall-house, later subdivided into 3 properties. Late medieval house of 3 bays, probably 2 bay hall but with only 
one bay open, with chimney inserted c1600, refronted and extended in early C19 and refenestrated in C20. Timber-framed 
building, the exterior clad in painted brick with tiled south west elevation. Slate roof with off central brick chimneystack. Two 
storeys; 4 windows. Mainly early C20 windows including 2 ground floor bays to no 79. Doorcase with flat hood on brackets 
to no 77 predates the conversion into 3 properties in the mid C20. no 75 has two upright posts and beams exposed in the 
kitchen and C17 outshot to rear. No 77 has large open fireplace of c1600 serving 4 hearths with baconloft. Roof has 
crownposts with foot braces, collar purlin, tie beam and wall plates all chamfered with flat step stops, medieval rafters 7 
inches x 4 inches and sooted rafters. This was until 1862 the mill house to Horley Mill, first mentioned in 1309, which 
belonged to Chertsey Abbey in the C15. [see DBRG Report no 2676 'Horley The Old Mill house Lee Street.]

English Heritage

1162 1377561 287327 TWYNERS CROFT TQ 31190 43404 531190 143404 II LBII House. C17 with C19 additions. Timber frame of thin scantling with whitewashed brick infill below, rendered to centre; 
weatherboarded and wooden shingles above. Concrete tile roof with stack to rear right of centre. 2 storeys, 2 C20 leaded 
casements to first floor left, 1 casement window between floors to left of centre. Half glazed door to left of centre. Right 
hand return front: tile hung, catslide extension across rear

English Heritage

1163 1378000 289619 MONKS COTTAGE TQ 28029 44007 528029 144007 II LBII Cottage. C17 restored. Timber framed on rendered cladding below,tile hung above some in diamond patterning, plain tiled 
roof with stack to rear right of centre. Two storeys with 3 C19 casement windows across first floor; one flat roof C19 angle 
bay window to right of centre on ground floor. Planked door to right end under gabled porch hood on wooden braces. Left 
hand return front: tile hung gable with some timber framing of thin scantling exposed below. Interior: some framing visible of 
thin scantling. Deep brick fireplace with wooden lintel

English Heritage

1164 1378002 289629 VULCAN COTTAGE TQ 28396 42818 528396 142818 II LBII Cottage late C17 with 1930's extensions. Timber framed on brick plinth with whitewashed brick infill, tile hung above on 
extension to right; plain tiled roofs with offset end stack to left and front stack to right. L shaped plan with C20 wing to right. 
2 storeys, two framed bays to left with two leaded casement windows in first floor. Board door to centre of left hand range in 
gabled porch

English Heritage

1165 1378024 289660 SAWPIT, ANDERSON'S BUILDERS 
YARD

TQ 28002 43960 528002 143960 II LBII Sawpit, now part of builders yard. C1700. 3 bay timber framed building, the exterior clad in weatherboarding and some 
vertical offcuts with tiled roof. Clasped purlin roof without a ridgepiece, collar beam and angled queen struts. Diagonal 
tension braces to main posts. First documentary evidence for this sawpit is 1780. This is the only surviving sawpit in this 
part of Surrey and is included for its rarity of survival of type

English Heritage

1166 1378034 289605 YE OLDE SIX BELLS TQ 27609 42787 527609 142787 II LBII House, now public house. Early C16 with C17 additions. Timber framed, whitewashed brick infill below, diagonal tile 
hanging above; Horsham slab roof to right with smaller slabs to ridge, roof to left half tiled, with tile hung gable. Stacks to 
ends and rear right of centre. L shaped plan with gable front wing to left and pent roof break to re-entrant angle. 2 storeys to 
left, 1 storey and attics to right with 2 glazing bar sash lucarne windows; irregular fenestration with two C20 casements on 
ground floor of wing to left. Half glazed door to right, further half glazed door to right of angle and half glazed door on first 
floor to left up flight of external stairs. Brick pent roofed extension to right end. Timber frame exposed on left hand return 
front.

English Heritage

1167 1378036 289610 FLINT TOMB 8 YARDS SOUTH WEST 
OF CHURCH OF ST BARTHOLOMEW

TQ 27621 42732 527621 142732 II LBII Chest Tomb. Dedicated to Benjamin Flint. Early C18. Stone on moulded stone plinth, fielded panel sides with gadrooned 
corner piers. Moulded edge to damaged, inscribed flat lid

English Heritage

1168 1378037 289612 COLDLANDS FARM HOUSE TQ 30012 42702 530012 142702 II LBII House. C17.Timber framed on brick plinth, colourwashed brick cladding below, diamond pattern tile hanging above; plain 
tiled roof half hipped to left with offset end stack to right and end stack to left. 2 storeys, 3 C19 diamond pane leaded 
casement windows across first floor. Central ribbed door in brick gabled porch with open section to front on wooden 
supports. Catslide extension set back to left end. Tile hung C19 wing to rear at right angles

English Heritage
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1169 1378038 289616 LYDFORD TQ 28051 44018 528051 144018 II LBII House. C17 restored in C20. Timber framed on rendered plinth with brick infill below,some laid diagonally, tile hung above 
in diamond pattern; plain tiled roof half hipped to left with end stack to left and rear ridge stack to right. Two storeys, four 
C20 leaded casement windows on first floor; pent roof square bay window to ground floor right. C20 door in the right side of 
a pantiled pent roof porch to left of centre. Single storey extension to ground floor right. Rear: single storey hipped roof wing 
to left. Interior: square partition framing visible.

English Heritage

1170 1392429 504455 RIDLEY'S COURT (FORMER STABLES 
TO WORTH PARK)

TQ 29697 37960 529697 137960 II LBII Former stables, later divided into flats with garages on ground floor, in Classical style. It is dated 1882 and was built as the 
stables to Worth Park for Sir Francis Abraham Montefiore. Red brick in Flemish bond with stone dressings and slate roof. 
The windows, originally wooden mullioned and transomed casements have mainly been replaced in uPVC within the 
original openings. This was sited to the south east of the mansion and comprised a stable courtyard of two storey ranges on 
three sides, comprising stabling and coachhouses on the ground floor and accommodation over, and an ornamental three-
storey tower (formerly a clock tower) with carriage arch below facing west towards the mansion. The west range has a 
central, three-storey square tower with stone parapet of pierced intersecting circles and corner piers with urn finials and end 
quoins. This was originally a clock tower: a photograph from the Country Life article of 1899 shows there was originally a 
steep slate roof with clock faces and ogee dome with weathervane above the tower; but a photograph from the 1920s 
shows that this was no longer present. There are two oculi on each face above the second floor windows. The remaining 
windows are in pedimented surrounds, mainly triangular but the first floor window has a curved pediment. There is a stone 
round-headed carriage arch with keystone, impost blocks, shields to the spandrels and curbing stones to the inner sides. 
Attached to the north west is a lower octagonal turret with quoins, diagonally placed stone bands and arrowslit window, and 
above a lead-covered, ogee-shaped dome with finial. There are one-storey pavilions to north and south and connecting 
brick walls to the side wings. The side wings have gable ends with a datestone of 1882, urn finials, a pedimented window to 
the first floor and two cambered arched windows to the ground floor. The north side of the north wing retains some original 
wooden windows, an oculus and a ground floor entrance with C20 door. Its courtyard face has four gabled semi-dormers 
and a further window to the first floor, and the ground floor has two large cambered openings and some residential doors. 
The courtyard face of the south wing has identical windows to the first floor, but the ground floor has large cambered 
openings with C20 garage doors. The courtyard face of the east wing has a projecting central gable with finials and first 
floor round-headed opening, later reduced. On each side is a semi-dormer flanked by small casements. The ground floor 
has two original openings with C20 doors, a window surround with C20 multi-pane window and three wide flat-arched 
openings with C20 shutter-fronted garage doors. It is reported that the tower staircase survives, also one original fireplace 
and two corner mangers to the former stabling. HISTORY: The area occupied by Worth Park and its gardens, to which 
Ridley's Court was the stables, was originally part of the forest of Worth, stretching from Slaugham to Worth, part of the 
Warenne lands since the Norman Conquest. It was used for hunting and Norden's 1595 map does not show any buildings 
erected in the park. A large building is shown within the park palisades in Morden's 1695 map of Sussex, by which time the 
land was owned by the Shirley family of Wiston. The 1840 Tithe map refers to a property called "Worth Park House and 
pleasure grounds". In 1850, Joseph Mayer Montefiore, nephew of the Jewish philanthropist Sir Moses Montefiore, 
purchased Worth Park estate. Three years afterwards the original house was destroyed by fire and a grand red brick 
mansion with ten reception rooms, ten bedrooms and a stable quadrangle to house eighteen carriages was built. This 
house is shown on the 1879 Ordnance Survey map and on this map no building is shown in the position of the later stables. 
Joseph Mayer Montefiore died in 1880 and his son, Sir Frances Abraham Montefiore, rebuilt and extended the house 
between 1884 and 1887, and at the same time employed the firm of James Pulham and son to construct the gardens. A 
new stable block was built, dated 1882 on the side wings. The gardens were described and photographed in a 1899 
"Country Life" article, which includes a photograph of the stable block. In 1915 the Worth Park estate was broken up and 
sold. The house and gardens were purchased in 1920 by a boarding school which renamed the property after the name of 
their previous school premises, Milton Mount near Gravesend. By 1963 Milton Mount College had sold the house and 
grounds. The house was demolished in 1968 and a block of flats built on its footprint. The gardens became a public park 
and the former stables had its name changed to Ridley's Court with residential accommodation on the upper floor. 

English Heritage

1171 1392579 504452 PULHAMITE ROCKERY AT MILTON 
MOUNT GARDENS (FORMER WORTH 
PARK GARDENS)

TQ 29692 38125 529692 138125 II LBII Garden rockery, constructed c.1884-1887 by the firm of James Pulham and Son as part of the gardens constructed by them 
for Sir Francis Abraham Montefiore at Worth Park. Pulhamite cement over a core of clinker and scrap brickwork. 
DESCRIPTION: This was sited to the north east of the former main house, Worth Park, which was demolished in the 1960s. 
It comprises a naturalistic composition in Pulhamite artificial rock, about 5ft projecting above ground level and 40ft to 50ft 
long, the upper part containing planting compartments. The east or rear side also has some exposed brickwork. HISTORY: 
The area occupied by Worth Park and its gardens was originally part of the forest of Worth, part of the Warenne lands since 
the Norman Conquest. The 1840 tithe map refers to a property called "Worth Park estate" but the original house was 
destroyed by fire three years later. In its place a mansion, shown on the 1879 Ordnance Survey map was built. Between 
1884-87 his son Sir Francis Abraham Montefiore rebuilt and extended the mansion, built a new stable block and at the 
same time employed the firm of James Pulham and Son to construct the gardens. These were laid out on four levels to 
accommodate a sloping site, utilising the firm's Pulhamite artificial rock and pre-cast garden architectural ornaments made 
of stone-coloured terracotta material. The Pulhamite rockery is one of the most substantial of these original 1880s garden 
features

English Heritage

1172 1392580 504453 PULHAMITE ROCK ISLET IN LAKE AT 
MILTON MOUNT GARDENS (FORMER 
WORTH PARK)

TQ 29369 38299 529369 138299 II LBII Artificial island constructed c.1884-1887 by the firm of James Pulham and Son as part of the gardens constructed by them 
for Sir Francis Abraham Montefiore at Worth Park. Pulhamite cement over a core of clinker and scrap brickwork. 
DESCRIPTION: An irregularly-shaped Pulhamite artificial rock islet in the east part of the lake, about 3m across with 3m 
visible above the waterline. The lowest section is of small rocks with some brickwork visible. Above this is a band of larger 
rocks surmounted by a set-back band of narrow rocks. At the top is an irregularly-shaped mass of larger rocks with a 
planting pocket, out of which a large tree is growing. HISTORY: The area occupied by Worth Park and its gardens was 
originally part of the forest of Worth, stretching from Slaugham to Worth, part of the Warenne lands since the Norman 
Conquest. In 1850, Sir Joseph Montefiore, a prominent London banker purchased the Worth Park estate, but the original 
house was destroyed by fire three years later. In its place a grand red mansion was built, shown on the 1879 Ordnance 
Survey map. Between 1884-87 his son Sir Francis Abraham Montefiore rebuilt and extended the mansion, built a new 
stable block and at the same time employed the firm of James Pulham and Son to construct the gardens. These were laid 
out on four levels to accommodate a sloping site, utilising the firm's Pulhamite artificial rock and pre-cast garden ornaments 
made of stone-coloured terracotta material. The Pulhamite islet in the lake is one of the most substantial and intact of these 
original 1880s garden features.

English Heritage
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1173 1392581 504454 FOUNTAIN AND POND BASIN AT 
MILTON MOUNT GARDENS (FORMER 
WORTH PARK)

TQ2954138084 529541 138083 II LBII Garden fountain, constructed circa 1884-87 by the firm of James Pulham and Son as part of the gardens constructed by 
them for Sir Francis Abraham Montefiore at Worth Park, in Pulhamite stone-coloured moulded terracotta. DESCRIPTION: 
The fountain comprises a lobed twenty-sided circular basin structure with egg and dart cornice and leaf motifs below, on a 
raised base. The circular pond basin in which the fountain is centrally situated has a low Pulhamite retaining wall. It is the 
principal feature of the lower level of the gardens, aligned opposite the main steps which were in the centre of the garden 
front of the now demolished mansion. HISTORY: The area occupied by Worth Park and its gardens was originally part of 
the forest of Worth, stretching from Slaugham to Worth, part of the Warenne lands since the Norman Conquest. In 1850, Sir 
Joseph Montefiore, a prominent London Banker purchased the Worth Park estate but the original house was destroyed by 
fire three years later. In its place a grand red brick mansion was built, shown on the 1879 Ordnance Survey map. Between 
1884-87 his son Sir Francis Abraham Montefiore rebuilt and extended the mansion, built a new stable block and at the 
same time employed the firm of James Pulham and Son to construct the gardens. These were laid out on four levels to 
accommodate a sloping site utilising the firm's Pulhamite artificial rock features, and pre-cast garden ornaments made of 
stone-coloured terracotta material. The fountain is an example of the latter material

English Heritage
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

S.1 This report provides a description of the type of land that will be developed as a result of the 

updated scheme design for a second runway at Gatwick Airport.  This includes details of the 

land cover within the boundary of the updated scheme design and information about the 

quality of that land.  

S.2 This report forms part of the ‘Place’ topic module as defined in the Airports Commission 

Appraisal Framework and provides information under the ‘Development’ category.  

S.3 The types of land uses and land cover that will be affected by the updated scheme design 

have been classified in accordance with the categories set out in Appendix A of the National 

Land Use Database.  

S.4 In terms of permanent land take, there would be a loss of agricultural land, woodland, a 

caravan park, some private car parking facilities, 9 hotels, boarding or guest house and an 

area of retail/industrial/business uses as a result of the updated scheme design. These would 

be taken during the construction or pre-construction period.   

S.5 Main and local roads affected would be re-aligned as part of the surface access proposals 

and the re-alignment of the main waterways crossing the updated scheme design would also 

be re-aligned as part of the scheme. 

S.6 The magnitude of the impact on these existing land uses, which are assessed to be of low to 

medium sensitivity, is considered to be high. The overall performance of the updated scheme 

design in relation to effects on land use is therefore assessed to be Adverse. 

S.7 There would be a change in the current pattern of land cover as a result of the updated 

scheme design. Areas of cropped land, grass, woodland, water and wetland would be taken 

within the scheme boundary updated scheme design and become part of the airport airfield. 

Some would become permanent made features i.e. runways, aprons or accommodate new 

airport buildings and some would be part of the soft landscape of the airfield i.e. airport 

grassland and planting. 

S.8 The magnitude of the impact on the existing land cover, which is assessed to be of low to 

medium sensitivity, is considered to be high. The overall performance of the updated scheme 

design in relation to effects on land cover is therefore assessed to be Adverse. 

S.9 The assessment has also considered the potential implications of an alternative Masterplan 

Scheme that includes the provision of end around taxiways to reduce or eliminate the need 

for aircraft to cross the existing runway. The additional land take required to provide the end 

around taxiways would not affect the results of the assessment of the overall performance of 

the scheme in relation to its effects on land use and land cover.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This report provides a description of the type of land that will be developed as a result of the 

updated scheme design for a second runway at Gatwick Airport.  This includes details of the 

land cover within the boundary of the updated scheme design and information about the 

quality of that land.  

1.2 This report forms part of the ‘Place’ topic module as defined in Appendix A of the 

Commission’s Appraisal Framework and provides information under the ‘Development’ 

category.  

1.3 This report should be read in conjunction with  the Agricultural Resources Report and also the 

Community and Private Assets Report within the Community Appendix that provides 

information on the following types of land use listed by the Commission under the 

‘Development’ category: 

 Recreation and leisure; 

 Residential; and 

 Community services. 

1.4 The landtake boundary for the updated scheme design is shown on Figure 1. It comprises an 

extension of the existing airport to the south towards Crawley and includes within the 

boundary the land required for the operational airport, together with associated surface 

access corridors and river diversions. Consideration has been taken of existing land uses in 

the development of the updated scheme design and, where possible, mitigation measures 

have been embedded into the scheme where resources or receptors are likely to be affected. 

These, together with additional mitigation measures, are set out in the Mitigation Strategy. 
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2 METHODOLOGY 

The Appraisal Framework 

2.1 Land Use forms part of the ‘Place’ topic module within the Commission’s Appraisal 

Framework under the ‘Development’ category. This report describes the effects on land uses 

and land cover as a result of the updated scheme design for a second runway at Gatwick 

Airport.   

2.2 The impacts on land use and land cover that are identified in this report are based on 

Gatwick’s Masterplan option for a new wide spaced runway to the south of the existing 

runway and with a new terminal between the runways. For aircraft to access the existing 

terminals from the proposed new runway aircraft would have to taxi across the existing 

runway. Gatwick’s Masterplan submission also identifies a possible alternative solution which 

includes taxiways around the ends of the existing runway which would reduce or eliminate the 

need for aircraft to cross the existing runway. Appendix 1 of this report summarises how this 

possible alternative option with the end around taxiways would affect the results of this 

assessment.  

2.3 The Commission’s Appraisal Framework sets out the following requirements in respect of land 

use and cover: 

 Schemes should also seek to identify and, where possible, provide mitigation strategies 

for the loss of agricultural land [paragraph 10.3]; 

 This appraisal will assess the scale, location and type of land that would be developed 

as part of the airport scheme and its related surface access strategy, and its 

consequential impacts [paragraph 10.4]; 

 The type of land that will be developed will be classified by its land use and cover. This 

classification can be based on the National Land Use database (NLUD), which 

categorises land as follows: agriculture and fisheries, forestry, minerals, recreation and 

leisure, transport, utilities and infrastructure, residential, community services, retail, 

industry and business, vacant and derelict, defence and unused land [paragraph 10.9]; 

 The quantity of land, how such land is used and changes in such use, will be identified. 

The resulting impacts from changing the land use will be assessed, considering the 

direction and magnitude of the impacts. The Commission is interested in how proposals 

will mitigate the impact of developing land of high value [paragraph 10.12]. 

2.4 In relation to the outputs of the assessment in relation to the ‘Development’ category, the 

Appraisal Framework states at paragraph 10.25, that the following information should be 

produced: 

 A range of maps overlaid to build up a picture of impacts on the local and wider area; 

and 

 An assessment of the type and quantity of land developed (classified by its use and 

cover), and the direction and magnitude of the impacts of changing land use. 
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2.5 Additional guidance on the assessment of effects on land use is provided in the Design 

Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), Volume 11, Section 3, Part 6 ‘Land Use’. This also 

includes guidance in relation to agricultural land and land quality. 

Study Area 

2.6 DMRB Section 11.3.6 does not specify a study area for the assessment of effects on land 

uses but references the need to identify land and property take as a result of the scheme.   

2.7 A study area has therefore been developed for this topic which includes the boundary of the 

updated scheme design, including the surface access proposals.   

Data Sources 

2.8 A desk based study to identify baseline conditions was undertaken to establish the existing 

land uses and land cover within the study area.  This utilised the following data sources: 

 Ordnance Survey mapping; 

 National Land Use Database: Land Use and Land Cover Classification (ODPM, 

February 2006); 

 Definitive map of public rights of way (PRoW); 

 Ordnance Survey (OS) MasterMap Address Layer1 data; 

 Crawley Borough Council web based data at www.crawley.gov.uk; 

 Natural England website at www.naturalengland.org.uk; and 

 Sustrans web based data at www.sustrans.org.uk. 

2.9 The land use and land cover baseline conditions were also established by undertaking site 

visits. 

Consultation  

2.10 No consultations have been undertaken with specific reference to land uses, although a 

meeting was held with Crawley Borough Council on 6th February 2014 to discuss recreational 

and open space resources used by the local community. Information of these uses is 

described in the Community and Private Assets Report within the Community Appendix.  

Assessment Criteria  

2.11 The assessment of potential effects during the construction and operation of the updated 

scheme design on land use is drawn from the methodology described in the DMRB 11.3.6 

‘Land Use’.  

 

                                                            
1 OS MasterMap Address Layer provides a set of addresses, both postal and geographic, each with their own unique reference 
number, with geographic coordinates and cross-referenced to physical features within OS MasterMap and to other address 
references. 
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3 BASELINE CONDITIONS  

Planning Context  

Crawley Borough Council – Local Development Framework - Core Strategy (October 
2008 Revision) 

3.1 Policy relevant to land use and Gatwick Airport is Policy C1 ‘Development beyond the built-up 

area boundary’, which is identified as a principal strategy reference in relation to the spatial 

vision for the town. In this regard the Core Strategy states at page 16 that “Outside the 

existing built up area, changes will have been limited. The Countryside will have been 

protected for its own right and to help maintain the individual identity of Crawley, Gatwick and 

surrounding settlements. Land will have been protected to preserve the option of construction 

of a new runway at Gatwick unless and until national policy no longer requires it”. 

Key Project Parameters 

3.2 This assessment is based on the proposed land take boundary for the updated scheme 

design. 

Baseline Conditions 

3.3 The current baseline conditions relating to land use are provided under the following headings 

and shown on Figures 1 and 2: 

 Land Use; and 

 Land Cover; 

Land Use 

3.4 The types of land uses that will be affected by the updated scheme design have classified in 

accordance with the categories set out in Appendix A of the National Land Use Database. 

Details of land within the following groups, identified in the land use nomenclature and 

relevant to the updated scheme design are provided in Table 3 below. 
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UO45 - Holiday Parks and Camps 

3.7 The Gatwick Caravan Club Site (formerly the Amberley Fields Caravan Park) is located on 

Charlwood Road, Lowfield Heath to the south of the existing airport and within the boundary 

of the updated scheme design. The site, which is open all year, provides a mixture of pitches 

and hardstandings. 

UO51 - Transport tracks and ways (excluding PRoW) 

3.8 The existing airport and surrounding area is served by main road links including the M23 and 

A23, as well as local roads linking nearby settlements. The A23, London Road, which 

currently runs along the eastern and part of the southern boundaries of the existing airport 

would be located within the boundary of the updated scheme design. Those parts of the road 

affected would be diverted as part of the surface access proposals.  

3.9 The mainline railway runs north south to the east of the A23. It links London (from London 

Victoria station) to locations to the south and would not be affected by the updated scheme 

design.  

UO52 - Transport terminals and interchanges 

3.10 These comprise the existing airport, together with the Gatwick Airport Bus Station that is 

located in the lower South Terminal forecourt within the existing airport boundary. The 

Gatwick Airport Railway Station is located to the east of the south terminal outside the airport 

boundary. 

UO53 - Car parks 

3.11 The most extensive areas of car parking are located within the existing airport boundary, 

including those serving the north and south terminals. Within the updated scheme boundary 

there are additional, smaller areas of car parking associated with hotel or other 

accommodation or other private enterprises, for example Maple Manor Parking off the A23 to 

the south of Lowfield Heath. 

UO56 – Waterways 

3.12 The River Mole and Crawter’s Brook are the two main watercourses within the updated 

scheme design, flowing generally north-south into the existing airport where they join and are 

culverted under the existing runway. The River Mole is a tributary of the River Thames, rising 

near Horsham to the south of Crawley and Crawter’s Brook is identified by Crawley Borough 

Council as having a high value for nature conservation. These main watercourses link to a 

number of other streams and ditches. In addition, there are a number of ponds located to the 

south and east of the airport within the updated scheme boundary.  Further details are 

provided in the Water and Flood Risk Appendix and the Biodiversity Appendix. 

UO62 - Water storage and treatment 

3.13 Water storage facilities associated with the existing airport are located to the east of the 

railway within the existing airport and the boundary of the updated scheme design. The 

largest is sited to the immediate east of the Crawley Sewage Treatment Works. Upgrades to 

the sewage treatment works, located on Radford Road within the existing airport boundary, 
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are being undertaken to improve water conditions in rivers for fish and other wildlife. Further 

details are provided in the Water and Flood Risk Appendix. 

UO72 - Hotels, boarding and guest houses 

3.14 A total of 9 hotels and guest houses are located within the updated scheme design, outside 

the boundary of the main airport i.e. the airport boundary to the west of the railway line. Those 

within the existing airport to the east of the railway line comprise the Hilton London Gatwick 

Airport Hotel and the Courtyard London Gatwick Airport Hotel. To the south of the existing 

airport, within the scheme boundary, the Premier Inn London Gatwick Airport South Hotel and 

the Hotel Ibis London Gatwick Airport are located on the A23. Other facilities within the 

scheme boundary comprise the Lowfield Farm Bed and Breakfast on Charlwood Road; the 

Caprice Guest House and the Manor House Bed and Breakfast on Bonnetts Lane; Little 

Foxes Hotel on Charlwood Road; and Ifield Court Hotel accessed from the Charlwood Road. 

UO90/UO100 - Retail/industrial/business 

3.15 An area of nearly 35 hectares of retail, industrial and business uses, located to the north of 

Crawley, would be within the boundary of the updated scheme design. These comprise land 

and properties at City Place, the Manor Royal Industrial Estate and the County Oak Retail 

Park.  City Place is an office complex and includes The Beehive, the original terminal building 

for Gatwick Airport. Manor Royal covers an area of 240 hectares in total and is home to 

approximately 500 businesses of all types. County Oak is located off the A23 (London Road) 

in Manor Royal to the south of the existing airport. 

Other land uses 

3.16 Details of the following facilities are provided in the Community and Private Assets report 

within the Community Appendix: 

 UO41 - Outdoor amenity & open spaces; 

 UO44 - Sports facilities and grounds; 

 UO46 – Allotments; 

 UO51 - Public rights of way; 

 UO71 – Dwellings; 

 UO81 - Medical and health care services; 

 UO82 - Places of worship; 

 UO83 – Education; and 

 UO84 – Community services. 
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Bonnetts Lane, Charlwood Road and Balcombe Road.  The existing railway line runs north-

south between the existing railway and the scheme and is not affected by the proposals. 

Between these roads a number of public rights of way provide routes for pedestrian, cycle and 

equestrian access as described in the Community Appendix. 

Future Baseline Conditions 

3.23 Development is proposed adjacent to Balcombe Road and Radford Road to the south east of 

the updated scheme design.  This new development is known as Crawley North East Sector 

or Forge Wood.  The consented development includes up to 1,900 new homes and 

associated facilities.  None of the new development would fall within the scheme boundary.  

However, it would connect Crawley with Tinsley Green.  The Forge Wood development is 

anticipated to provide community facilities for the new housing, including a primary school, 

local centre, community centre, health centre, retail space and parkland.   

3.24 No other likely changes to the land use baseline conditions are known or anticipated at this 

time.   
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4 SCHEME ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION  

Assessment of Construction Effects Without Mitigation 

4.1 An assessment of the likely construction effects on land use, based on the information known 

to date, is set out below.   

Permanent Land Take - Land Use 

4.2 There would be a loss of agricultural land, woodland, a caravan park, some private car 

parking facilities; 9 hotels, boarding or guest houses; and an area of retail/industrial/business 

uses as a result of the updated scheme design. These would be taken during the construction 

or pre-construction period.   

4.3 Main and local roads affected would be re-aligned as part of the surface access proposals 

and the re-alignment of the main waterways crossing the scheme footprint would also be re-

aligned as part of the scheme. 

4.4 The magnitude of the impact on these existing land uses, which are assessed to be of low to 

medium sensitivity, is considered to be high. The overall performance of the updated scheme 

design in relation to effects on land use is therefore assessed to be Adverse. 

Permanent Land Take - Land Cover  

4.5 There would be a change in the current pattern of land cover as a result of the scheme. Areas 

of cropped land, grass, woodland, water and wetland would be taken within the boundary of 

the scheme and become part of the airport airfield. Some would become permanent made 

features i.e. runways, aprons or accommodate new airport buildings and some would be part 

of the soft landscape of the airfield i.e. airport grassland and planting. 

4.6 The magnitude of the impact on the existing land cover, which is assessed to be of low to 

medium sensitivity, is considered to be high. The overall performance of the updated scheme 

design in relation to effects on land cover is therefore assessed to be Adverse. 

Assessment of Operational Effects (Without Mitigation) 

4.7 The effects of the updated scheme design on land use and land cover would take place 

during the construction phase. There would be no additional effects during the operation of 

the scheme. 

Mitigation Measures 

4.8 The key mitigation measure for the land use receptors identified above, which will be required 

and to which Gatwick is committed, would be financial compensation for the loss of resources.  

This compensation would be made prior to construction in order to allow land owners and 

occupiers to purchase or rent alternative land or property if required.   

4.9 Those land uses that fulfil other purposes such as the woodland which is of ecological value, 

would be subject to mitigation proposals developed for landscape and ecological purposes. 
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Assessment of Construction Effects with Mitigation 

4.10 The provision of financial compensation would allow owners or occupiers of land or property 

of facilities to purchase or rent alternative property if required.  No further mitigation measures 

would be developed, except for those community resources identified in the Community and 

Private Assets Report within the Community Appendix. 

4.11 The loss of all other categories of land within the boundary of the updated scheme design 

would therefore be unaffected and the assessment of construction impacts would remain as 

stated above. 

Cumulative and Inter-related Effects 

4.12 Development is proposed adjacent to Balcombe Road and Radford Road to the south east of 

the updated scheme design.  As set out above, this new development is known as Crawley 

North East Sector or Forge Wood.  The consented development includes up to 1,900 new 

homes and associated facilities.  The boundary of the new development at Forge Wood does 

not overlap with the scheme for the airport and therefore none of the land lost within the 

updated scheme design boundary would also be affected by Forge Wood.  
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5 CONCLUSIONS  

 

5.1 In terms of the effects of the updated scheme design on land use, there would be a loss of 

agricultural land; woodland; a caravan park; some private car parking facilities; 9 hotels, 

boarding or guest houses; and an area of retail/industrial/business uses. These assets would 

be taken during the construction or pre-construction period.   

5.2 Main and local roads affected would be re-aligned as part of the surface access proposals 

and the re-alignment of the main waterways crossing the updated scheme design would also 

be re-aligned as part of the scheme. 

5.3 The magnitude of the impact on these existing land uses, which are assessed to be of low to 

medium sensitivity, is considered to be high. The overall performance of the updated scheme 

design in relation to effects on land use is therefore assessed to be Adverse. 

5.4 There would be a change in the current pattern of land cover as a result of the updated 

scheme design. Areas of cropped land, grass, woodland, water and wetland would be taken 

within the boundary of the scheme and become part of the airport airfield. Some would 

become permanent made features i.e. runways, aprons or accommodate new airport 

buildings and some would be part of the soft landscape of the airfield i.e. airport grassland 

and planting. 

5.5 The magnitude of the impact on the existing land cover, which is assessed to be of low to 

medium sensitivity, is considered to be high. The overall performance of the updated scheme 

design in relation to effects on land cover is therefore assessed to be Adverse. 

5.6 The assessment has also considered the potential implications of an alternative Masterplan 

Scheme that includes the provision of end around taxiways to reduce or eliminate the need for 

aircraft to cross the existing runway. The additional land take required to provide the end 

around taxiways would not affect the results of the assessment of the overall performance of 

the scheme in relation to its effects on land use and land cover.  
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Appendix 1 – END AROUND TAXIWAY ASSESSMENT  

A.1 The Figures A.1 and A.2 attached to this Appendix illustrate the distribution of land use and 

land cover in the additional area of land that would be required to accommodate the end 

around taxiways as part of the Scheme. This would comprise predominantly 16.3 ha of 

agricultural land together with approximately 1.4 ha of woodland. It would also affect an 

additional two residential properties and one non-residential property.  

A.2 Based on this limited increase in the land take, it is assessed that there is no overall change 

in the performance of the potential scheme with end around taxiways, compared to the 

scheme without the taxiways, based on the loss of an additional small area of predominantly 

low quality land that does not affect any additional farm holdings.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

S.1 This report sets out the assessment of potential effects on agricultural resources arising from 

the updated scheme design for a second runway at Gatwick Airport.  This includes those 

facilities or receptors within the boundary of the updated scheme design.  

S.2 This report forms part of the Place topic module as defined in the Airports Commission 

Appraisal Framework and provides information on the following agricultural resources:  

 The nature of agricultural soil resources and the quality of agricultural land, in particular 

the loss of grade 1, 2 and 3a “best and most versatile” land,  based on the Ministry of 

Agriculture, Fisheries and Food Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) System (October 

1988); and; 

 The structure of farming, based on the location of individual farm holdings. 

S.3 A desk based study to identify baseline conditions was undertaken to establish the existing 

provision.  Further assessment of the baseline conditions were carried out by undertaking site 

visits to publicly accessible locations.  

S.4 The updated scheme design would affect areas of agricultural land where soils are developed 

more or less entirely in Weald Clay described as a collection of ‘slowly permeable seasonally 

waterlogged clayey soils, with similar fine loamy over clayey soils’.  These soils are limited, in 

terms of Agricultural Land Classification, mainly by a susceptibility to soil wetness. The desk 

top study, together with the results of detailed survey work undertaken in the vicinity of the 

airport by DEFRA identifies that soils of this type are graded predominantly lower quality 

grade 3b agricultural land, which does not constitute the “best and most versatile” land as 

identified in the National Planning Policy Framework.  

S.5 Based on the predominance of lower quality grade 3b land it is assessed that the permanent 

loss of land quality arising from the scheme would be of low sensitivity with a negligible - low 

magnitude of loss of the “best and most versatile” land.  

S.6 The overall performance of the updated scheme design in terms of its permanent land take 

effect on the “best and most versatile” agricultural land, based on the predominance of lower 

quality grade 3b land is therefore assessed to be Neutral. 

S.7 The 371 ha of agricultural land within the land take boundary of the scheme is being used 

predominantly as permanent pasture in connection with livestock enterprises or for horse 

grazing. The desk based study indicates that there are at least 11 groups of buildings that 

appear to be used for agricultural purposes that would be likely to be affected by the scheme. 

However, the total number of farm holdings affected by the scheme could be greater than 

this, but the confirmation of the number of holdings and the extent to which they are affected 

can only be confirmed through detailed discussions to be undertaken at a later stage with the 

landowners affected.  

S.8 The permanent loss of the agricultural land arising from the scheme is assessed to have a low 

to medium magnitude of effect on a number of individual farming enterprises at a local level 
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and these enterprises are considered to be of low to medium sensitivity. The overall 

performance of the updated scheme design in terms of its permanent effect on the framework 

of local farm holdings is assessed to be Neutral/ (Locally) Adverse.  

S.9 The assessment has also considered the potential implications of an alternative Masterplan 

Scheme that includes the provision of end around taxiways to reduce or eliminate the need 

for aircraft to cross the existing runway. The additional land take required to provide the end 

around taxiways would not affect the results of the assessment of the overall performance of 

the scheme in relation to its effects on agricultural resources.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This report sets out the assessment of potential effects on agricultural resources arising from 

the updated scheme design for a second runway at Gatwick Airport. This includes those 

facilities or receptors within the boundary of the scheme, together with those that are severed 

by the boundary or which are likely to be affected due to their close proximity to the boundary. 

1.2 The impacts on agricultural resources that are identified in this report are based on Gatwick’s 

Masterplan option for a new wide spaced runway to the south of the existing runway and with 

a new terminal between the runways. For aircraft to access the existing terminals from the 

proposed new runway aircraft would have to taxi across the existing runway. Gatwick’s 

Masterplan submission also identifies a possible alternative solution which includes taxiways 

around the ends of the existing runway which would reduce or eliminate the need for aircraft 

to cross the existing runway. Appendix 1 of this report summarises how this possible 

alternative option with the end around taxiways would affect the results of this assessment.  

1.3 This report forms part of the “Place” Topic module as defined in the Commission’s Appraisal 

Framework and provides information on the following agricultural assets: 

 The nature of agricultural soil resources and the quality of the agricultural land, in 

particular the presence of the “best and most versatile” grades 1, 2 and 3a land, based on 

the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF) Agricultural land Classification 

(ALC) System (October 1988) and; 

 The structure of farming, based on the location of individual farm holdings. 
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2 METHODOLOGY 

Relevant Guidance 

The Appraisal Framework 

2.1 Agricultural Resources form part of the ‘Place’ topic module within the Airports Commission 

Appraisal Framework. This report describes the effects on these resources likely to result 

from the updated scheme design for a second runway at Gatwick Airport.   

Other Relevant Guidance 

2.2 There is relatively little guidance available in relation to the assessment of agricultural 

resources, compared to other environmental topic areas.  However,  the following section of 

the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) provides guidance on the assessment of 

transport schemes and have been considered, where appropriate: 

 DMRB Section 11.3.6 ‘Land Use‘, Highways Agency et al (2001), in relation to agricultural 

resources. 

2.3 This guidance identifies elements of the agricultural assessment to include: 

 Agricultural Land Quality, including the detailed assessment of the presence of the “best 

and most versatile” grades 1, 2 and 3a land; and 

 Other effects on agricultural land including land take, type of husbandry, severance and 

major accommodation works for access, water supply and drainage. 

Study Area 

2.4 A study area has been developed for this topic which includes the boundary of the updated 

scheme design, together with a wider study area of approximately 2km beyond the boundary 

of the scheme.  This takes into account studies of agricultural land quality that have been 

undertaken in the vicinity of this area and the location of farm holdings that may have parcels 

of land located at some distance from the main farm which could be affected by the 

proposals. 

Data Sources 

Desk Study 

Soils and Agricultural Land Quality 

2.5 The information reviewed during the desk study has included the following information in 

relation to soil types and the quality of the agricultural land: 

 Published soil survey and  British Geological Survey information; 

 MAFF published 1 inch to 1 mile Provisional ALC Sheet;  

 Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) Detailed ALC and Soil 

Survey work carried out in the Study area; 
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 Site specific climatic information taken from the Agroclimatic Datasets produced by the 

Meteorological Office for the MAFF ALC Guidelines (October 1988); and 

 Ordnance Survey maps at 1:25,000 scale to identify topographic characteristics of the 

survey area.  

2.6 The methodology employed for determining the quality of agricultural land is known as ALC, 

which is a system originally devised by MAFF, which is now part of Natural England.  The 

ALC system was introduced in 1966 but was comprehensively revised with the current 

guidelines ‘Agricultural Land Classification of England and Wales: Revised Guidelines and 

Criteria for Grading the Quality of Agricultural Land’ introduced in October 1988.  

2.7 The ALC system provides a framework for classifying land according to the extent to which 

physical characteristics impose long term limitations on agricultural use.  The system is based 

on the assessment of the following limiting factors: 

 Climate; accumulated temperature and annual average rainfall; 

 Site; gradient, micro-relief and flood risk; 

 Soil; texture, structure, depth and stone content; and 

 Interaction of the above; soil wetness, the susceptibility of the land to drought and liability 

to erosion. 

2.8 These factors impose limitations on the performance of land in terms of the typical cropping 

range and expected level and consistency of yield.  The ALC grade, which ranges from grade 

1 (highest quality land) to grade 5 (lowest quality land), is determined according to the 

severity of the limitations.  Grade 3 is further subdivided into subgrades 3a and 3b. Definitions 

of the grades are provided in the Table below: 

Table 1:  Agricultural Land Classification – Definitions of Grades 

Grade 1 land 
Excellent quality agricultural land – land with minor or very 
minor limitations to agricultural use 

Grade 2 land 
Very good quality agricultural land – Land with minor 
limitations that affect crop yield, cultivations and harvesting. 

Grade 3a land 
Good quality agricultural land – land capable of consistently 
producing moderate to high yields of a narrow range of 
agricultural crops. 

Grade 3b land 
Moderate quality agricultural land – land capable of 
producing moderate yields of a narrow range of crops. 

Grade 4 land 
Poor quality agricultural land – land with severe limitations 
which significantly restrict the range of crops and/or levels of 
yields. 

Grade 5 land 
Very poor agricultural land – land with very severe limitations 
which restrict use to permanent pasture or rough grazing. 
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3 BASELINE CONDITIONS  

Planning Context  

National Planning Policy Framework (March 2012) 

3.1 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) March 2012, sets out the Government’s 

planning policies for England and how these are expected to be applied. With regard to 

agriculture and soils Section 11, “Conserving and enhancing the natural environment contains 

the following policy guidance (para. 109): 

“The planning system should contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment 

 by: 

- Protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, geological conservation interests and 

soils.” 

3.2 And (para. 112): 

“Local Planning authorities should take into account the economic and other benefits of the 

 best and most versatile agricultural land. Where significant development of agricultural land 

 is necessary, local planning authorities should seek to use areas of poorer quality land in 

 preference to that of a higher quality.” 

3.3 The best and most versatile land is defined as land graded 1, 2 or 3a according to the MAFF 

ALC guidelines 1988.  

Key Project Parameters 

3.4 This assessment is based on the proposed land take boundary of the updated scheme 

design.  

Baseline Conditions – Soils and Agricultural Land Quality 

Geology 

3.5 Geological information is provided by the British Geological Survey Internet Portal and on 

published geological maps.  The 1:50,000 British Geological Sheet covering the area around 

Gatwick (Sheet 302 Horsham) identifies that the local bedrock is the Weald Clay. This is a 

stiff, grey mudstone weathering to a brownish grey clay at the surface.  There are bands of 

clay ironstone within it, but these produce the same kinds of soils as the main mass of 

mudstone. 

3.6 Of more consequence in affecting the nature of the soils is the presence or absence of 

superficial drift.  This includes patches of river terrace deposits.  Published information on the 

soils (see below) indicates that much of the Weald Clay in the area, however, is covered by 

superficial drift which is too thin to be shown as a separate feature on the geological maps.  

This is possibly derived, at least partly, from the river terrace materials. 

3.7 The map also identifies an area of river alluvium along the course of the River Mole and its 

tributaries. 
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same texture rather than being clayey to the surface.  They are, however, just as poorly 

drained, with grey, mottled subsoils. 

3.13 Areas of soils developed more or less entirely in Weald Clay are identified as Association 

712b DENCHWORTH, located to the north and west of the existing airport. The soils in this 

association are described as a collection of ‘slowly permeable seasonally waterlogged clayey 

soils, with similar fine loamy over clayey soils’.  In this description ‘fine loamy’ means slightly 

lighter, i.e. less clayey, textures such as clay loam or silty clay loam. 

3.14 A typical profile of a Denchworth series soil has a dark brown, heavy clay loam or clay loam 

topsoil over a stiff, slowly permeable, clayey subsoil which is greyish in colour with ochreous 

mottles (gleying) indicating seasonal waterlogging.  The ‘similar fine loamy over clayey soils’ 

are the Wickham series (see below). 

3.15 On the north-eastern fringe of the scheme area, adjacent to the junction of the M23 and the 

A23, soils from the SHABBINGTON association are identified. These soils are developed in 

river terrace drift, is described as a collection of ‘deep fine loamy and fine loamy over sandy 

soils variably affected by groundwater.  Some slowly permeable seasonally waterlogged fine 

loamy over clayey soils.’ 

3.16 Most of the soils in this Association have relatively light textures (fine loamy and sandy) as 

compared with the other soils in the area.  They have imperfect to poor drainage caused by 

groundwater rather than by slowly permeable subsoils.  A typical profile has a greyish brown, 

stony, sandy loam topsoil over a grey, mottled, stony, sandy loam subsoil which often 

becomes stonier and/or sandier with depth.  The ‘fine loamy over clayey soils’ denote local 

occurrences of Wickham series (see above) where the river terrace drift thins out over the 

underlying clay. 

3.17 Association 813d FLADBURY 3, developed in clayey river alluvium, is identified along the 

watercourses within the updated scheme design. This soil association is described as a 

collection of ‘stoneless clayey, fine silty and fine loamy soils affected by groundwater.  Flat 

land.  Risk of flooding’.  These are probably the worst drained soils in this area, with profiles 

mainly similar to those of the Denchworth series i.e. a clayey topsoil over a grey, mottled, stiff, 

clayey subsoil but affected both by slow subsoil permeability and high groundwater levels.  

Such profiles are classed as the Fladbury series, while corresponding but equally poorly 

drained soils with silty clay, or heavy clay loam textures are the Conway and Enborne series 

respectively. 

3.18 The final Association located along the south-eastern fringe of the scheme is the 

CURTISDEN 572i association which is that developed over the Upper Tunbridge Wells Sand.  

Although the geological formation is called ‘sand’, the rocks are in fact often finer grained and 

should more correctly be described as siltstones.  The association is described as a collection 

of ‘silty soils over siltstone with slowly permeable subsoils and slight seasonal waterlogging.  

Some similar well drained soils.  Some well drained coarse loamy soils. Slumping locally’.  

3.19 As with the soils developed in the Weald Clay, the main feature of these soils is their slowly 

permeable subsoils and so a typical, imperfectly drained profile consists of a dark brown silt 

loam or silty clay loam topsoil over a similarly textured, but yellowish brown mottled subsoil.  

The entire profile is, however, somewhat better drained than the clayey ones of the soils over 
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Weald Clay, but the silty textures produce topsoils which are often difficult to work.  The 

‘similar well drained soils’ and ‘well drained coarse loamy soils’ are the Atrim and Bearsted 

series respectively and are relatively rare. 

Agricultural Land Classification  

3.20 The Provisional ALC 1:63,360 scale map for the area, Sheet 170 (London SW), map and 

accompanying Report indicates the soils on the Weald Clay, Tunbridge Wells Sand and the 

various superficial deposits in the area to be graded either undifferentiated subgrade 3 or 

grade 4 quality land.  

3.21 The accompanying report identifies that soils developed on the Weald in grade 3 i.e. those 

now shown as the WICKHAM and DENCHWORTH Associations are regarded as ‘low in the 

grade’ with the more clayey ones relegated to grade 4, a grading also applied to the soils on 

clayey alluvium. This information indicates that the soils from the WICKHAM association, 

which covers the majority of the scheme, would be expected to be classified as lower quality 

grade 3 or 4 land and would not therefore comprise the “best and most versatile” agricultural 

land. 

3.22 Since the Provisional Map was published there has been a comprehensive revision to the 

ALC system and the application of this requires detailed, site-specific information to determine 

the ALC grade accurately.  A number of areas around Crawley, Gatwick and Horsham have 

been subject to the more detailed examination by DEFRA using the 1988 revised ALC system 

and the results of these surveys (taken from the DEFRA MAGIC website) are identified in 

Figure 2.  

3.23 These surveys are useful in this area as they include surveys on most of the soil Associations 

described above.  Virtually all of the agricultural land surveyed in detail has been found to be 

of lower quality subgrade 3b quality. This pattern confirms the more subjective assessments 

made for the Provisional Map of the 1970s and identifies that the land in the area in the 

vicinity of the existing airport is predominantly of lower quality and does not comprise the 

“best and most versatile” agricultural land. 

Baseline - Farm Holdings  

3.24 DEFRA farming statistical data produced for Local Authority Areas from the June 2010 

census data provides information on the distribution of agricultural land use within the areas 

likely to be affected by the scheme. The table below provides a comparison of agricultural 

land use within Crawley and Mid Sussex, Horsham and Mole Valley with the distribution of 

agricultural land use in England as a whole: 
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Future Baseline Conditions 

3.30 No other likely changes to the agricultural baseline conditions are known or anticipated at this 

time.   
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4 SCHEME ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION  

Assessment of Construction Effects Without Mitigation 

4.1 An assessment of the likely construction effects on agricultural resources, based on the 

information known to date, is set out below.  

Permanent Land Take Effects - Agricultural Land Quality  

4.2 The published information available, together with detailed ALC survey work that has been 

undertaken by DEFRA in the study area identify that the quality of land within the scheme, 

characterised mainly by soils from the WICKHAM 1 Association, is likely to be graded 

predominantly as grade 3b land.  

4.3 Grade 3b land is considered to be “lower quality” agricultural land and is not classified as the 

“best and most versatile” agricultural land as identified in the NPPF.   

4.4 Based on the predominance of lower quality grade 3b land it is assessed that the permanent 

loss of land quality arising from the scheme would be of low sensitivity with a negligible - low 

magnitude of loss of the “best and most versatile” land.  

4.5 The overall performance of the updated scheme design in terms of its permanent land take 

effect on the “best and most versatile” agricultural land, based on the predominance of lower 

quality grade 3b land is therefore assessed to be Neutral.  

Permanent Land Take Effects - Farm Holdings 

4.6 The agricultural land within the scheme is being used predominantly as permanent pasture in 

connection with livestock enterprises or for horse grazing. The desk based study indicates 

that there are at least 11 groups of buildings that appear to be used for agricultural purposes 

that would be likely to be affected by the scheme. However, the total number of farm holdings 

affected by the scheme could be greater than this, but the confirmation of the number of 

holdings and the extent to which they are affected can only be confirmed through detailed 

discussions to be undertaken at a later stage with the landowners affected.   

4.7 The loss of the agricultural land arising from the scheme is assessed to have a low to medium 

magnitude of effect on a number of individual farming enterprises at a local level with these 

enterprises considered to be of low to medium sensitivity. The overall performance of the 

updated scheme design in terms of its permanent effect on the framework of local farm 

holdings is assessed to be Neutral/ (Locally) Adverse.  

Temporary Construction Effects – Agricultural Soil Resources 

4.8 Although the scheme would lead to the permanent loss of agricultural land, the physical soil 

resources which are located within this land use should also be considered as a discrete 

resource that could be used to facilitate different land use functions. The soils within the 

scheme, as identified in the baseline study are predominantly low quality heavy textured and 

poorly drained soils. Whilst these resources would be considered to be of negligible to low 

sensitivity in terms of their quality, there would be a major magnitude of loss of these 

resources during the construction period. Overall, therefore the performance of the updated 
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scheme design based on this temporary loss of soil resources is considered to be Neutral to 

Adverse.  

Temporary Construction Effects – Farm Holdings 

4.9 The farm holdings that comprise land within the updated scheme design and those 

immediately surrounding it may be affected by the temporary effects that arise from 

construction activities including: 

 The severance of fields due to the construction. This may produce fields that are irregular 

in shape and cannot be effectively worked, may sever drains and farm and field access 

locations; 

 Crop losses due to the commencement of construction activities during the growing 

season; 

 Effects of noise and dust which can affect crops, grazing livestock or diversified income.  

 Disease transmission and bio-security due to the trafficking of construction vehicles 

across areas of farmland. 

4.10 The construction of the scheme could affect a number of farm holdings in the local area. It is 

assessed that these temporary effects would have a low magnitude of impact on holdings with 

a low to medium sensitivity. The overall performance of the scheme in terms of the temporary 

effects on farm holdings is therefore assessed to be Neutral/ (Locally) Adverse. 

Mitigation Measures 

Agricultural land quality and Soils 

4.11 Whilst it is not possible to retain the agricultural land quality within the area of the updated 

scheme design, soil resources from the agricultural land affected by the scheme would be 

retained and sustainably reused as far as possible to fulfil a number of functions. These 

functions could, for example, include the use of soils: 

  as an engineering material for construction purposes;  

 for the development of the  airport grassland areas; 

 in the creation and planting of landscaping bunds and planting areas; and 

 in the creation of biodiversity habitat areas.  

4.12 A soil handling strategy would be produced that would identify best practice methods for the 

stripping, storage and replacement of soils on areas of temporary land take during 

construction.  Relevant guidance documents would include: 

 DEFRA (2000) Good Practice Guide for Handling Soils; and 

 DEFRA (2009) Construction Code of Practice for the Sustainable Use of Soils on 

Construction Sites (including the Toolbox Talks). 

4.13 Important principles to be taken into account in the production of the soil handling 
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4.16 The overall performance of the updated scheme design in terms of its permanent land take 

effect on the “best and most versatile” agricultural land, based on the predominance of lower 

quality grade 3b land is therefore assessed to be Neutral.  

Permanent Land Take Effects – Farm Holdings 

4.17 The loss of the agricultural land arising from the scheme is assessed to have a low to medium 

magnitude of effect on a number of individual farming enterprises at a local level with these 

enterprises considered to be of low to medium sensitivity. The overall performance of the 

updated scheme design in terms of its permanent effect on the framework of local farm 

holdings is assessed to be Neutral/ (Locally) Adverse.  

Temporary Construction Effects – Soil Resources 

4.18 The development and implementation of a comprehensive soil handling strategy for the 

scheme that includes the assessment of the soil resources available within the areas affected 

and identifies potential options for the re-use of topsoil and subsoil resources would enable 

the loss of soil resources arising from the scheme to be limited as far as possible. Based on 

the sustainable re-use of soil resources as part of the construction the overall performance of 

the scheme in regards to temporary effects on soil resources is assessed to be Neutral. 

Temporary Construction Effects – Farm Holdings 

4.19 The implementation of suitable measures to address the potential temporary effects on farm 

holdings would enable both the remaining areas of the farm holdings directly affected by the 

scheme and those surrounding the area to continue to function effectively. Based on the 

implementation of this mitigation, the overall performance of the updated scheme design with 

regards to temporary effects on farm holdings is assessed to be Neutral. 

Assessment of Operational Effects with Mitigation 

4.20 There would be no further effects on agricultural land quality, soil resources or farm holdings 

beyond those identified during the Construction Phase of the scheme. 

Cumulative and Inter-related Effects 

4.21 Development is proposed adjacent to Balcombe Road and Radford Road to the south east of 

the scheme boundary.  As set out above, this new development is known as Crawley North 

East Sector or Forge Wood.  The quality of the agricultural land affected by this development 

has been assessed in detail previously by DEFRA as shown on Figure 1 and comprises 

predominantly grade 3b land with small areas of grade 4 and 2 land. The loss of this land 

would be likely to have localised effects on farm holdings and agricultural productivity in 

addition to the updated scheme design.  
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5 CONCLUSIONS  

5.1 The updated scheme design would affect areas of agricultural land where soils developed 

more or less entirely in Weald Clay described as a collection of ‘slowly permeable seasonally 

waterlogged clayey soils, with similar fine loamy over clayey soils’.  These soils are limited, in 

terms of Agricultural Land Classification, mainly by a susceptibility to soil wetness. The desk 

top study, together with the results of detailed survey work undertaken in the vicinity of the 

airport by DEFRA identifies that soils of this type are graded predominantly lower quality 

grade 3b agricultural land, which is not classified as the “best and most versatile” land.  

5.2 Based on the predominance of lower quality grade 3b land it is assessed that the permanent 

loss of land quality arising from the scheme would be of low sensitivity with a negligible - low 

magnitude of loss of the “best and most versatile” land.  

5.3 The overall performance of the updated scheme design in terms of its permanent land take 

effect on the “best and most versatile” agricultural land, based on the predominance of lower 

quality grade 3b land is therefore assessed to be Neutral. 

5.4 The 371 ha of agricultural land within the scheme is being used predominantly as permanent 

pasture in connection with livestock enterprises or for horse grazing. The desk based study 

indicates that there are at least 11 groups of buildings that appear to be used for agricultural 

purposes that would be likely to be affected by the scheme. However, the total number of 

farm holdings affected by the scheme could be greater than this, but the confirmation of the 

number of holdings and the extent to which they are affected can only be confirmed through 

detailed discussions to be undertaken at a later stage with the landowners affected.  

5.5 The permanent loss of the agricultural land arising from the scheme is assessed to have a low 

to medium magnitude of effect on a number of individual farming enterprises at a local level 

and these enterprises are considered to be of low to medium sensitivity. The overall 

performance of the updated scheme design in terms of its permanent effect on the framework 

of local farm holdings is assessed to be Neutral/ (Locally) Adverse.  

5.6 The assessment has also considered the potential implications of an alternative Masterplan 

Scheme that includes the provision of end around taxiways to reduce or eliminate the need for 

aircraft to cross the existing runway. The additional land take required to provide the end 

around taxiways would not affect the results of the assessment of the overall performance of 

the scheme in relation to its effects on agricultural resources. 
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Appendix 1 – End Around Taxiway Assessment 

A.1  The Figure A.1 attached illustrates the additional area of land that would be required to 

accommodate the end around taxiways into the scheme. This would comprise predominantly 

agricultural land and would affect an additional area of approximately 16.3 ha of land. This 

represents a small overall increase of 4% in the total area of agricultural land affected 

compared to the loss of approximately 371ha land required for the scheme without the end 

around taxiways.  

A.2 The desk study indicates that the land affected by the additional land take would be likely to 

comprise heavy textured, poorly drained soils from the Wickham 5 soil association and that 

these would comprise predominantly lower quality grade 3b land, limited by a susceptibility to 

soil wetness.    

A.3 The desk top study indicates no additional farm holdings would be likely to be affected by the 

additional land take, and that a single farm holding already affected by the scheme without 

the end around taxiways would lose the majority of the additional land affected. This holding 

is currently entered into a government funded environmental stewardship scheme.  

A.4 Overall it is assessed that there is no change in the performance of the potential scheme with 

end around taxiways, compared to the scheme without the taxiways, based on the loss of an 

additional small area of predominantly low quality land that does not affect any additional farm 

holdings.   




